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Francis Eustachius Fronczak 
1874-1955 
"A Loyal Buffalonianir 
Study in Cultural Dualism . 
by 
Stanislaw Dabrowski, Ph.D. 
C H A P T E R I 
They Came from Tuczno 
1 
Wojciech Fronczak, supposedly a veteran of two Polish uprisings, 
against Prussia in 1848 and against Russia in 18632 , emigrated to the 
United States of North America in 1870. He b~ought with him his wife, 
Wiktoria (nee Jaworska) and a daughter, Anna, a lass in her upper teens. 
They came from Tuczno, a hamlet located ten kilometers north-west from 
Inowroclaw in the direction to Bydgoszcz, on a lake by the same name. 
Tuczno, which I visited in 1976, has been known in the Polish annals 
since ancient times, first as a royal fisc, and, since 1298 a presbitery 
of Sts. Peter and Paul, belonging to the dukes of Kujawy. As a result 
2a 
of the partitions of Poland at the end of the 18th centurJ!~ Tuczno, 
as the rest of the land of Kujawy, was engulfed by the enlarged Kingdom 
of Prussia, and subsequently, after 1871, by the Second German Empire. 
In consequence of this political metamophosis, Wojciech Fronczak was 
born a subject of the king of Prussia and carried with him, upon his 
arrival in the United States, a Prussian passport. Owing to this evidence 
of the involuntary allegiance Prussian monar~ch, the Fronczaks were, undoul 
tadly, registered by the American immigration authorities as German 
immigrants. 
,- -
1 Tt is not certain whether Wojciech entered the United States under 
the name of Fronczak or Fraszczak. The last spelling seems to be the 
correct name used by the family. There is one male member of the family 
living today in Tuczno, a bachellor in his late seventies, Kazimierz 
Fraszczak, whom I visited in September 1976. He is a grandson of Franicszf 
Fraszczak, a brother of Wojciech. He immediately corrected me when I 
called him "Fronczak'' instead of 11Fraszczak. However, the name appears 
in various forms. In the warranty deed on the house purchased by Wojciech 
Fronczak the name is spelled (probably misspelled) ttFronczka". One relati, 
of the family used the form of "Fre.czczak". 
"'· re 
~Theis no document irrefutablly attesting to Fronczak's partici-
pation in either of these uprisings. However, in all the biographical 
sketches of his son, the subject of the present study, 
2astownik geograficzny Krolestwa Polskiego(Warszawa 1880-1893), tom 
XII. Ks. Kanonik Stanislaw D. Kozierowski, Szematyzm historyczny ustrojq 
parafialnych dzisiejszej diecezji poznanskiej"("Poznan: nakladem autora, 193 
The Froncz2J:s left thej_r native Tuczno for the conditions 
at home were unbearable under the Prussian rule, both from 
economic as well as political side. The political aspect should 
not be underestimated in the motivation for emigration from 
Poland in the latter part of the 19th century. As one prominent 
Polish emigrant put it: 11 It was not the lack of soil and bread 
that forced us out from: )Ur country. We were chased out from 
our homeland by the triple enemy who chained our country. There 
would have been enough bread and soil for all of us in Poland, 
"-if it was not used to feed the Prussian and Muscovite worms. tv 
These words, although printed over thirty years after Fronczaks 
arrived in America, reflected the feeling and the rationale of 
Poles who left their homeland. So,,. economic reasons alone were 
seldom sufficient factors urging people to leave Poland in the 
19th century. In the background loomed the political reality 
which created material hardship. It is a historic fa.ct th£,t 
the Prussian Government did its best to force the Poles fron 
the portion of Poland it occupied to emigrate somewhere, so that 
there would be no Polish population to claim this land for 
Poland in case it would be restored in the future. In Russian 
it is so stated. This is also tradition of the family. Since 
there are no val:Ld reasons to dispute Fronczak•s partici})ations 
in these historical events, we will leave this matter at that. 
We also do not dispute the claim that one of the ancestors of 
the family fought with King Sobieski at Vienn2, in 1683. Comp2re: 
Dziennik ili Wsz:ystkich, Buffalo, March, 1935. Pre.ca Polsk& 
(Buffalo) Oct. 22, 1908, mentioned that Wojciech Fronczak was 
engaged in both uprisings. 
3Histori2, Zvriazku Narodowep:o Polslderc::o ( ed. Stanislaw Os.sda.) 
Chicago; T9?7 \Tol. I. pp. 574-575. Speech delivered by Marian 
Steczynski, P:~esident, Polish National Alliance (PN.A.) during the 
unveilins- cerer::onies of monument dedic2,tecl to Koscius7ko in 
Chicago Sept. 11, 1904. 
part of Poland s;tate of siege existed most of the time. Only 
under Austria the Poles enjoyed limited political liberty. 
For the Froncz2Jr fcn,1ily the way to the Unj_ ted Ste tes ha.d 
been paved by Wiktoria's sister, Stasia who came to Buffa.Io 
o. year or two before. Stasia probably wrote back home to her 
sister that Buffalo was as beautiful as Bydgoszcz and the 
climate was suitable and jobs were plentiful. 
The newcomers made their home at 82 Bennet Street near 
Broadway in the rear house. Within a year after settling in 
Buffalo, Wojciech Fronczak decided to shake off his Prussian 
allegiance and on October 29, 1871, filed petition for United 
States citizenship, taking oath of intention to that effect 
in Erie County Courthouse before Judge William W. Hammond, 
accompanied by Jakob Johnson and Marcin Ruszaj as witnesses. 
These two witnesses were also present in the same court on 
October 11, 1884 when Fronczak was naturalized American 
·t· 4 ci izen. By that time, Jakob Johnson became an organist 
in St. Stanislaus Church, and Marcin Ruszaj FronczaJ:• s 
son-in-law. 
It was in the rear house at 82 Bennet Street, where on 
September 20, 1874, a boy was born to the middle-aged Fronczaks. 
Wojciech was 46 and Wiktoria 40. The babe was duly baptized 
4According to Ce:ctificate of Natur.e.lization, Liber 39, 
p. 227, State of New Yorl:, Erie County Court in Buffalo. 
in newly founded St. Stanislaus church a week later, September 
! 
;:,70 
-, 
receiving the name of Franciscus in La.tin or Francj_szek in Polish 
and Francis in English. For second nc'Jne he received: Eustachius 
or Eustachy in Polish and Eustace in English. According to the 
baptismal record book, he was the twelfth infant baptized in 
this parish which was established in 1873. 
We do not know what Wojciech Froncz&k did for living or 
what professional background he brought from Tuczno. On a copy 
of the birth certificate of his son, his occupation is stated 
as "Gardener". But, he would as well have other occupations 
and for certain not gainful ones for it was the fate of the 
immigrants to accept any menial work offered to them. Working 
physically, and at a low scale of wages at that, Froncza...~ never 
had accumulated comfortable financial assets. In all his 
life he never earned more than $400.00 within one year, according 
'7 
to his son Francis~' One has to hear in mind, while trying to 
visualize the fate of Polish immigrants to this country at the 
end of the 19th century, that this ·eras. B. pe1--iod recurrent 
economic depressions. The depression of 1876, for instance, 
must have hit recent immigrants like the Froncza~s severely. 8 
6st. Stanislaus PariP.h, Baptismal Record Book. The baby's 
godparents were: Michal Szczepaniak and Katarzyna Galczewska. 
?speech by Francis Fronczak before the Buffalo City Council 
in 1915. Fronczak Ee.pers, trFronczak Room", New York State 
University College at Buffalo. Hereafter: Fronczek Papers, B.S.C. 
8Vivid account of the conditions of Polish immigrants in 
Buffalo w2.s written by Ja...~ob, (James) Rozan. See his "Hoje 
wspomnienia'', Ksiega Zlotego Jubileuszu Osad~ Polskiei ~ Parafii 
sw. Steilislawa B i 1·'1. w Buffalo, New York, 1, 7)-1923, Nak.Xadem 
- - - - - - ff - -., ' ,, • -v' Komi tetu Wydawniczego, drukiem Te..Legramu , ea. l'1J.eczys..Law 
Haiman, · pp. 119-134. Henceforth: Rozan, "Wspomnienia". 
It is quite possible the.t \'lictori2, Fronczak spent many hours 
j_n "bread lines" in the City Hall or the "soup lines" in front 
of the Bishop's House. At any rate, such conditions prevailed 
at the time when, Francis Fronczak, the subject of this study, 
was learning how to walk. :J:n the late 1870' s a worker could 
0 not find a job in Buffalo even for 50¢ a day./ 
Notwithstanding the difficult times, the Fronczaks pinched 
enough money to p.ir chase a lot on Fillmore Avenue, between 
Peckha111 and William Streets from George Bork, in 1881, for 
eleven hundred and twenty dollars paid in cash. lO The Bork 
family, although of German extraction, played an important 
role in the growth of the Polish colony in Buffalo. It was 
the father of George Bork, Joseph Bork, who donated several 
lots to Father John Pitass then newly ordained priest from 
Piekary in Silesia, whom Bishop Stefan Vincent Ryan of the 
Buffalo Diocese brought from Rome in 1873. On this ground, 
along Fillmore and Peckha.In Streets, the first St. Stanislc.us 
11 Church was constructed before the year was over. 
9~., p. 122. 
lOAccording to the "Warranty Deed" to be found in the Clerk's Office, Erie County, N.Y., Liber 336, p. 4i0, the transaction was concluded April 18, 1881. 
11 01der citizens of the neighborhood remember that there flowed near St. Stanislaus Church, a brook, diagnally across PeclrJlam and Fillmore. 
It is known that Wo,jciech Fronczal-: was the first to erect 
12 
a house 1n this area (508 Fillmore Ave.). The terrain was 
13 
then sw2,.mpy, uncultiVE'.ted and covered v1ith bushes. The 
houses were hasti. ly built, virtually in mud, on lots thirty 
feet wide in fro;1t facing the street and st&nding ten feet 
apart. This must have been a. very profitable arrangement 
for the Bork fai.-nily. But the Polish settlers e.lso derived 
benefits from this arrangement. They developed exclusively 
Polish section of Buffalo, with their own church. Father Pitass 
watched that no other nationality but Polish would settle in 
this area. Let us add, that in those pioneer days of the 
Polish settlement of Buffalo the sani ta.ry conditions in the 
form of sewage or running water did not exist. 14 
The Fronczaks were anxious to live near St. Ste.nis1aus 
Church, not only to be among their own people, but mainly 
because their son, Francis had grown big enough to go to 
school and the only Polish school in Buffalo was that of 
St. StE ... nislaus. 
12Buffalo Daily Courier, August 5, 1913; Dziennik .£1..§. 
Wszystkich, August 5, 1913. 
13on the construction of St. Stanislaus Church and the 
development of the Parish see Rozan's Wspomnienia. 
14According to Rozan only the main streets in Buffalo were 
paved before the turn of the century. Construction of sewage 
~ystem and running water went under construction in 1886. --
I ,'li r1 
~· 
7 
the family moved 
to the nev,1 house, ,;,;rhen Francis ·was enrolled in St. Stanislaus 
sc;;ool. He learned his ABC's first in Polish then in English. 
Fraricis evidently was a remarkable pu)il a.nd outstanding amo,,g 
:1 is classmates in w.any ·ways. Enougi:-1 so that he left unerase ~· 
a.ble :Lmpression of himself on his future friend and admirer --
a man much senior to him -- Dr. Stefan Szymanowski. Szymanmvski 
who visited Father Pitass in 18.3 7 or ld8B, vJrote to his younger 
colleague about thirty years thereafter telling him 110w he 
remembered him as a boy. Szymanewski recollected the moment when 
looking through the window from the parish rectory and observing 
the children going to school he noticed Fronczak: 
Then I noticed a boy, with books tagged under nis 
arm, going to school. This boy was perhaps twelve 
years of age. He walked briskly and gaily, somehow 
differently than others, so that I could not take 
my eyes away from him. Then I heard a familiar voice 
behind me: 1 I see you are looking at that boy. He 
is a gifted lad and an outstanding pupil ... he will 
grow to be a promi?5nt mant ... perhaps a genius, I added decisively. 11 -
The ,;voice" explained further Dr. Szymanowski, nbelonged 
to Father Pitass, acd the boy was no one else but you my dear 
friend 11 • Tnese ,;,;rords of admiration for Fronczak ·were communicated 
to him when he was indeed a 11prominent mann at the age of forty-five. 
15 
Szymanowski to Fronczak, Oc. 17, 1919. Fronczak Papers, BSC. 
Stefan Szymanowski must have been acquainted with Fronczak for many 
years. At the time of the mentioned correspondence he resided in 
Los Angeles. 
Most of the Polish children did not go beyond their 
elementary education for the Polish families were large and 
their means were The Fronczaks were perhaps better 
off than their neighbors, if not for other reason than that 
they had only one child to provide for. They decided to make 
"something" out of him. No doubt, they were encouraged j_n 
this determination by fuose who recognized the boy's ability. 
Most certainly, among them were Rev. Pitass and the afore-
mentioned Dr. Szymanowski. The last year or two of his primary 
schooling Fronczak spent in public school No. 31. Then he 
was sent to Canisius Preparatory School in Buffalo, where he 
most likely was a boarding student. He continued in Canisius 
College until he obtained the degree of bachelor of arts in 
1894 and afterwards took graduate courses for which he was 
awarded master of arts degree in 1895. As a young student 
in high school he did all kinds of chores to alleviate the 
economic situation at home. 0 I also delivered newspapers and 
1 r. 
shined shoes", he used to say in his more prosperous days. 1 
Later when he was in college he used to earn extra cash by 
singing in opera choirs thanks to his well developed -tenor. 
But his more steady source of spending money came from reporting 
mainly on the events in "Little Poland" for the Buffalo Daily 
16usually the parents took the child out of school after 
he or she received the first communion which was at the age of 
twelxe. This problem was of great concern to the Polish Roman -
Catholic Congress held in Buffalo in 1900. --Sprawa Szkolnictwa., 
Referat wypracowany przez Komi tet Edukacy 11 ny Pozostajacy YL. 
L~cznosci z Kongresem Polskim Rzymsko-Katolickim w Buffalo, 
"G t V "!'." l . 1 If r,h. ' 1 i\ ...,0 -aze a ~a~o~icKa ~icago, ii~. p. c. 
17 
According to information given to the author by Dr. Froncz&k 
Bukowska. Fronczak alluded to his difficult boyhood in "'· speech 
he made to the City Council in 1915. 
C 
., 
(''01'"'.: 8"' -i:::_,, I-{'-:, 1 0 r.fior11-i '" r" Px•-reSR \..,.1 ... lJ.. ...!~ ~L' .;..->L,.t,J. .J. C..~..i. .l.J. -!-Jl(J·; J..:..J :..f.} ~ 2,nd the Buf f2,lo Evenin,c: ~. 
In journalistic apprenticeship he was guided by well known 
experience he lad gained in reporting- for the English 
language newspapers he easily transferred to the Polish lansuage 
newspape:'.:'.'s like the ~ and Polak YI. Ameryce. T-n 1 co,-..t.1. 0.,/) when 
Polak '1L Ameryce became a daily, Fronczal-;: was eppoin ted its 
"sub-editor". 
This dabbl.ing j_n .journalism brought Fronczak in touch with 
destiny, about which more will be said in the succeeding pages. 
At this juncture let us state that during his sophomore year 
at Canisius College he was assigned by the Buffalo Daily Courier 
to interview Ignacy Jan Paderewski, who gave 2:_ concert in Buffalo 
on January 1 
Cl 
1Qo2 6 () ./ . Fronczaic•s acquaintance with Paderewski 
made during the interview developed into life lasting friendship 
and becrnne dominant factor in Fronczak 1s life • 
.Although Fronczak was the first Polish-American who gr2du.sted 
from Cani.sius College and one of the not too m&ny who at +i."\ ..... + \,.,J.l.0. L, 
time attended any institution of higher learning, he was not 
alone from the Polish colony of Buffalo who attended that 
institution. According to his own account there were two other 
Polish students in Canis:i_us College at that time, namely Szczesny 
Brodnicki and Kazimierz Bieclrowski. But neither of them graduated. 
1 n 0 Buffalo Enquirer, January 12, 1892. Fronczak's interview 
wi tl1 Pctderewski could not be found. Most likely he su':Jmi tted the 
material to senior writer, but it could not be traced in the 
newspaper. Paderewski's concert was received with great enthusias~. 
It was attended by 2400 people each time. 
10 
Brodnicki transferred to theological seminary, while Bienkowski, 
~ • ' J.. d . f "'' c::... • ., ,...'h 1 ~ 1 , · · a son or -cne cus;,,o .ian o 0r.. ,..,1.,e.nJ.s1.2,us \.nturc1, enro1._ec. ::,_n tne 
IJia;ara University, then located on Elli cot Street nee.r Broadway, 
to study 1::1edic:Lne, while Froncza1: was still in Canisius Prep 
School. Unfortunately, Bie~towski 
19 
before obtaining medical-diploma. 
Fronczak grew in dual cul turc'<l 
cJ-ied nrem.<0-'-l,11rel-s:r "'ii ?f1·Qv 1?01 
~- .- - ......... v,, -'-J -'-""- J. V-V J;; , 
environment, and this is 
to be understood both in academic and emotional sense. He grew 
to be a man with dual culture, dual soul, divided patriotism 
but one personality. In his bosom he carried immaculate loyalty 
to America Emd filial love fot Poland. His love of America. was 
the natural result of his attachment to the place of birth 
magnified through educational intake in America.n schools and the 
exercise of civic duties. Although temptation would come in his 
life to lea.ve the United Ste,tes, his attachment to America and 
Buffalo before all, appeared invincible. All his life he 
remained a "Loyal 3uffalonian11 • Fronczak 1 s Americanism, American 
pc1triotis111 \!/as ct nat11ral phe11on1enon.. But his atctvis.tic ctttacl1--
ment to Poland, first tte one that existed in the hearts of 
millions of Poles, and then the independent one, that could 
be seen on political maps after World War I requires further inquiry. 
10 
./ According to Fronczak• s speech delivered a.t the observance 
of 25th e,nniversa.ry of the Association of Polish Physicians a.nd 
Dentists in America in 1930. Manuscript, Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
See also Froncz.sJ:' s article j __ n Dziennik dla Wszystkich 1935 
• , ., '1 n-.1.1.,- .... J..' d ";'°"'I ., ------, • t-•er,....~t-~eY'· occasionea oy -cne /)t,11 oirl,n ay 01 t'a.aereWSKl. .:.1 v 0 - '-' ~, 
Fronczcl;:'s Speech 1930. 
1 1 
·u·11c'o 01 '"'ter1:" Po,-; sh p~+-.-...; o+-..; ~r-1 ,,,..,c, "'""'+-nr .,1 -; ,~ F· ~,~ ,~,. 
- .r. U>...I '-L--._J) .!- ---~-1- .J.• o. v.l ~I... \.,, __ i....,.; .. :. ,.o.. ..... .i.J.i..~ .... vv. ec .. _._,l_.,;_ ronCZc:...r~ 0.J 
his narents, althou£h there is no written evidence to sunnort 
,J.. .._, .I...;_ 
")f\ 
t lr'l ~ .-. .-. , 'Y1 J.. ~ c.v ci.1-0 ci..8S,.l!.1p \,..LO Il. Like most of the Polish parents of those 
days, the Fronczaks would not imagine their son to be anything 
else but a Pole and a good Catholic. The Polish parish school, 
however, must have been the chief sower of Polishness in Fronczak's 
mind and soul. If it is true that the traits of human character 
are implanted in the first twenty years of one's life, then, 
in Froncza~'s case St. Stanislaus school with its stress ort 
Polish patriotism lay at the bottom of this truism. 
Besides the family and the Polish parish school there 
was however, the environment of the entire Polish colony that 
shaped Fronczak's character. The East-Side Buffalo, around 
St. Stanislaus Church and later St. Adalbert Church, disected 
by Broadway and Fillmore Avenues, was a "world apart" to the 
more established Buffaloniansi The newspaper reporters called 
this section of Buffalo "Little Poland"; an area to which 
reporters venture as if they were going on a foreign mission. 21 
The Polish colony of Buffalo, was, by no means, 2 cultural 
wilderness. As times went on, the Poles developed various 
institutions which provided the basic cultural needs and incentives 
for further individualistic development. Naturally, there were 
not many educated intellectuals among the Poles. But it is 
unjust to maintain that all the Poles were uneducated workers. 
fact there is very little reference to his parents 
in Fronczak 1 s Papers. 
2 i An unknown reporter, who spent severe.l hours in "Little 
Polcrnd" complained that he drearned in terms of "s;.d 11 , 11uski 11 
c_ncl r,•czsz". 
12 
Their main handicap was the lack of English lanzuage which was 
exploit~d byothers. On the other hand, workers can also 
be cultural and patriotic. If nothing else, the great consumption 
of printed word by the Polish colony tends to sustain this 
22 
argument. 
In the upbringing of Fronczak and .:nany of his contemporaries 
the various cultural and political organizations played an 
important role. Great credit should be given in this respect 
to the singing societies. The oldest of them was the St. Cecylia 
Choir from which evolved the Moniuszko Singing Society organized 
in 1890 of which Fronczak was the president since 1894. The 
Moniuszko singers was an all male organization and was dedicated 
to perpetuation of Polish national and patriotic songs. Besides 
singing, the Moniuszko Society, on occasion, used to add short 
plays to the repertoire of its choral concerts. Whatever the 
contents of those dramatic pieces, they always conveyed much of 
Polish culture and reflected on the life in Poland, which had 
great effect on the audience, but especially the youth, who 
had never seen the "old countrytt • .Admission to these performances 
was free and the Moniuszko artists did their best to earn hearty 
applause. Critical accounts of these plays can ~e read in Buffalo 
press, like the Daily Courier and the Evening~ end in the 
Polish ~ and PolaJ.: w Amervce. Fronczak, &.s a reporter for the 
Dailv Courier, probably since 1891, submittedmost of the news 
information about the Polish plays, but on occasion a curious 
22By the end of the 19th century there were four Polish 
newsnauers in Buffalo: Echo, Polak w Amerycei Warta. The first 
issue c,f Pol2'.r W l'.n1er"rr,9~p"e&re" A.pr~l 1 1!~>''7 and VffS 0"1J!)82.!'::'..r:.r_' 
- .:. "-),. ..-~ ......... .... ·t v L"' \.4 .,_ _,_..._ ) \....,''-.._/ t ... , 
twice a week until Septesber 1895. 
13 
/1.1:1erican journalj_st would rnak8 s. point to see whc:t Vias co:'.ng 
on in "Little Poland 11. As tine v:ent on a reguler theatricE,l 
circle ViEtS co.l1ed. to l:Lfe, 11a.1r1el)r the F~da.n1 J',licl-:iev1icz DrarJ,s. 
exists, although no longer engages in dramatical productions. 
In relation to Fronczak 1s development it should be observed 
that he was not only the viewer and reporter of those cultural 
events, but .?,lso a very 2-.. ctive :pc:~_rticipant. As far as can be 
c;athered from newspaper pieces, he appeared in a play called 
"Blazek op~tany", a comedy by WJ.aays1.aw -Ariczyc· _'. on May 1 '7 I ) 1 891 • 
On August 18, the se .. me year the Moniuszko pla.yers staged e .. 
comedy "Ch;iopi i arystokraci"(Peasants and Aristocrats), in v,rhich 
Froncze .. k .. che,racterised e. Polish .Jew, Mosiek. The foll01.ving year, 
1892, (Feb. 23), he took part in "Stryj przyjecha.l" (Uncle has 
arrived) and age,in the same year (Msy 23) he portrayed "H2im the 
Usurer" in "Flisacy". To E1ention one more, in 1395, he c,9peared 
in "Bartek spod Krakowe, 11 (Bartek from neer Crecmv). 23 
The theatre, the singing societies, and various pare military 
organizations, like the Hussars, the Ulhans, Kosynierzy, Rycerze 
Stefana Batorego, filled the East Side atmosphere with Polish 
exalted . . .,_. 2L~ pa"trio 1.,lsm. Theater lws s,lways been c:.n excellent 
2-, 
..?According to 
Papers, Vol. II. . a T. 
clippinss fI .. oin ne\vspaper's in Fronczal:-Bul;-.ov1slre. 
,..., f ~ ~ -T • o • 1 n • t ( 1 -C' .I- '"' ~T s \ nu ra~o h1s~orica~ 0oc1e y Jereai1.,er ~.h •• ; 
2 4iTainan, listed 13 Polish orge .. nizations in St. Stcu1islaus 
Parish for the year of 1390. -- I·:si~ga PaJnic\tkow,1, ) . 56. 
"F~:lce1'ze Ste_fc~11e\. Bato1'"'e50 11 --- I:11igl1ts of :ting Stefa_ri Ba.tory. 
"Kosynierzy" were named after the fa.mous r,e2,sents unit v1ho 
fought under Kosciuszko at RacXawice in 1794. They were armed 
• t" I 1 • I • 1 ~ , J_. -. • , J,. / ;-\ 1 • h r °' .£" 
wi 11 scy-cnes vri -en o..Lao.es moun 1.,eu uprig11,.,.1..y. ro ::,_s ... 1 v, ora 1 or 
~CJ-'-J'' ~ ~ 0 l!>oQ~II lic1-ice i-'.'lo ',c,,·ne 11 '< .. 08".,,.,-; 8Y'ZV 11 0 l,. lt::;: _._..u ... _ ....,C:~ ) _._....,..,..,. ....,_.._....., l-G•.J.;.J. .,..., J ~.1.-'- - ,./ • 
H: 
vehicle for Polish ideology, culture, and attachment to Polis~ 
but most likely because of his willingness to be involved, 
Fronczci:, already in his tender age, was often called by Polish 
and American orga.nizations to be their secrete.ry. Such position 
gave him the opportunity to be engaged in executive capacity 
and learn the organizational craft from mature politicians ~nd 
activists. Opportunities for involvement turned up unexpectedly. 
25In this view I have been confirmed by the retired Justice Michat Zimmer of Buffalo. He explained to me the origin of his Polish patriotism in th13e terns: 3efore World 'vVar I, e.s a boy, he was engaged in a play produced by Polish parish school in Erie, Pennsylvania. It so happened that the day the play was to be staged, he ripped his pants. His father bought him an unfashionable replacement which he refused to wear. He also refused to taJ:e his part in the play. This resulted in belting him by his unfashion-able father. Since the show had to go on, the nuns delegated someone to bring the actor to the theatre. There he was treated with more scolding and spanking by the nun in charge. In this miserable state he was virtually pushed on the stage to play his part of a Pole in Russian nrison. As he was recitinf his lines in which he condemned the ts~r for imprisoning him and-Poland, he was naturally crvin~ on account of the pants &Ed the treatment from his father an~l the mm. But the o.udie:nce was not aware of tbat. His crying-provoked general sobbing in the theatre. When he inquired after the show why the people were crying he was told: '~ecause you cried for Poland". "This moment left cm unexpungea.ble impression on my mind", said the Judge. "If Pola.nd v.ms so dear to the people that they cried for it, I decided to fight for its independence. 
The author of the plays mentioned above was Wl'.adysraw Ludwik Anczyc (1823-1883) who emphasized the importance of the Polish peasants in the history of Poland. 
1 ,.... 
i] 
One instance worth recording was the Polish demonstration of 
An occasion for this demonstration was a~ 
Etrticle i.TJ. the Buffalo Illustrated ~xnress which alleged Poles 
:L11 Bllf fe. .. lc ·_fQl.,, f .... ,e_i :''!f_·', c'~- ~1,?.}~rl.c.'hi_l,-·) tn t'he Y'P.C"t,- .--. .;" ~ J...r""l ~""01-,1 l ,-. -l-~ Q'~ • ._ ... _._ , _.,.._, - ....,._._.___ v ..1. ... _.. ..._ ~i::i \.j ,.;__ ~- l.-C> l-' 1_.JL-..-Ci 1.,_L l.l, 
that the Fales lived off welfare; had unclean houses; and were 
-'-' --'y, ·-., t"' 26 slaves to ~n~i~ yr~es o. The Poles reacted to this slander 
by a mass meeting in St. Stanislaus Hall to rebuke the allesa-
tions. Fronczak, 2, lad of 19 at that time was honored with the 
secretarial duties by the assembly which organized ad hoc 
committee to handle this affair. The main speaker and the 
chairman of this gathering was Fronczak 1 s friend, ,Jakob Roz.:m, 
the future assemblyman in the New York legislature. 27 In 189Lh 
for example, Fronczak. held simultaneously three, if not more, 
organizational positions. He was president of the Moniuszko 
Singing Society, president of St. Francis Society, and secretary 
cf Canisius College 1894 Class Club. Undoubtedly, the most 
demanding position was the presidency of the Moniuszko Singing 
Society. This organization concentrated the best element of 
Polish youth in Buffalo. Its membership was very selective 
and second to none in patriotic Polish activities. At the 
end of 1894 it distinguished itself by having first Polish 
Club in Buffalo at corner of Wilson and Peckham. The opening 
of the Club v1a.s highlighted by a lecture on 'I1adeusz Kosciuszko 
delivered by Kazimierz Rosol, a future judge in independent Poland. 
2G,,,. -!>f ~, o 
DU..J. cU. 
account of the 
Illustrated Exuress, Feb. 23, 1393. For the 
demonstration see the Buffalo Enquirer, March 1 1 803 
' J...._., ..,I • 
2 7 On Sozan 1 s poli ticc:.l career see: Wc:l ter r-i. Drze•::ienieckL, 
"J arn es H. Ro zcl11: 1:.. Pio11 e e1~, Po lis}1-.1.~ruer·i c2~11 in Duff a.lo, l'Tj~D..c~a.I~c. 
Frontiers, SuMmer, 1971. 
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It was also during the opening ceremonies that the president 
of the Honiuszko Society, our Froncz2J:, 2.nnounced the 12.unchj_i:G 
of series of lectures on the subject of Polish history and 
literature to be delivered in Buffalo. This event, which took 
place on December 23, 1895, was recorded in Buffalo English 
language newspapers as well as in Polish. Who else but Fronczak 
could have engaged the reporter from Buffalo Daily Courier to 
be present at the openinc ceremonies to whom we owe the description 
of the fc=;_cili ties of the Club. The Club had two sitting and 
smoking rooms, there were carpets on the floors and Smyrna rues. 
The walls were decorated with pictures of Polish and American 
patriots and in eeneral the Club was a suitable place for a 
young man to spend an enjoyable evening. The libr8.ry consisted 
of 800 volumes of books in Polish, English and Gerr:1an, and 
28 
more Polish books were expected to arrive from Europe. 
It should not be assumed, however, that his preoccupation 
in Polish cultural and political affairs made him neglect the 
American part of his education. This part, as a matter of fact, 
was well taken care of by Jesuits in Canisius Collee;e, in ,::hose 
hands he had been since the first year of secondary school. Here 
he received liberal arts education, which included classical lancueges 
Greek and Latin. As far as it can be ascertained, nothing was 
imp&rtecl to him of ?olish culture or history in this Catholic 
institution. 
But a student of Fronczak 1 s caliber, with his agility and 
ability, could not be satisfied with ~ust fulfilling the requirements. 
n· 
.uec. 
D::0_~1,.,. !:01·=~r,.r nee ?L 1~oc::: 
...., ._._ _ __ V ,LL _L V ' .J./ • .- 1 ' V .,.,: ../ • Polak w Amervce, 
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His urge for social involvement led him to extracurricular 
engagements. Among others, he was a member, then a secreta~y 
--, of The Catholic Young Men's r, t C2.nisius College a.no. 2-. .1_3 0 
a member of the Debate Club. To the satisfaction of his 
friends, he proved to be a good debater, if one known evidence 
of his Demosthenic performance is sufficient to pass such 
judgement. In any case, he along with his cla.ssmates -- J. A. 
Kerker and V/. M. Carroll -- argued for the neg2.ti ve in the 
debate held at Canisius College on the Eve of St. Patrick's day 
in 1893, on the proposition: 11 Can the gunpowder plot be Justified 
2.s an act of self-defense." The annals of Canisius College 
~a 
recorded a win for Fronczak 1s team.c:./ 
Even at Canisius College Fronczak championed the Polish 
cause. In one instance, at a banquet of the Catholic Young 
Men's Club, of which he was a secretary, held on Dec. 15, 1892, 
in honor of Bishop Ryan of the Buffalo Diocese, Froncz2J,;:, beir..g 
called to reulv to ~ <I the Bishopfs address, did not fail to 
emphasize his concern for Pola~d. The reporter of the event 
recorded his impress:Lon of FronczaJ::' s appeo.rcmce j_n these 1-rnrds: 
"A gifted young Polish student Fr. Froncjak (sic) modestly 
29The Catholic Union cmd Times, l·'Tctrch 20, 1893. This was 
the org&I1of t~e Diocese oT'Buffalo. The 11Gun Powder Plot" 
was a nonular debate theme in Catholic ColleGes. The historic~l 
"Plot"- in question was the attempt by Ce_tholic conspire.tors 
to blow up the English Parliament buildinc in 1606. 
Ttis socj_al com;ni tnei.1 t tm:)osed upon himself, Fronczr 
will ~ry to carry out all his life. 
The urofessors at Canisius Ccllece who instructed in 
English history, English literature and the sciences but nothing 
of Polish culture must have been amazed at Fronczal~'s Polish 
nE, tionc,l awarness. Even today, vre h.s.ve no adequ2, te expl2:;v:: tion 
v.rhere and hov, h0.d the young Polish-American scholB.r, educated 
in American Jesuit school, assimilated so much of Polish culture. 
The above quoted words gi vi21g the gist of Froncz2..k I s speech 
v.rere a result of deeper thought on the subject of the plight 
of the Polish nation. Only a student, young as Fronczak was, 
entirely fanili2,r with the current developr.:1en ts in Polond, 
fully knowled5e&.ble of the pa.st of Pole.no. could think "of 
advanceT.1ent of his people". One expl£mation of this extre-
ordinary concern for the Polish people and his currency in 
Polish matters is the probability that besides recular courses 
in Canisius College Fronczcit must have bee~ t~rinc lectures in 
Polist history and literature soraewhere 
30a 
else. 
Ee graduated froD Canisius College at the end of acadeuic 
year 1894 with a bachelor decree in arts. However, he continued 
at this institution courses in philosophy, evidently on part-
30T, e ('-::i·f-}1o'~c TT·n-io·1 ..-,•c-,:1 f"f'~nec:- ,),--"-"..-,'o T'\c~ "'.:>Q n vc ... v • J_J.. .J ~J. • ..1... l c:' ... L. 1 .i.. .,i._,:.~.L 0) _;; .... i. .t. .L v . ...L J :._,,. ,._,, \..., • .::._ ) 
- -
1S92. 
30aFronczak's notebooks from Canisius Preparatory School and 
College do not contain any notes on Poland. Among his professors none 
seemed to be Polish. All the professors mentioned by h:irn had Germe.n name 
Zahm, Krim, Pfeil, Hartmann, Bucholtz, Schulte, Ming, Rensch, Guggenberg 
Bunse, Meckel, Sindele, Bischoff, Eichhorn, Weber, Schreck, Pfluger, 
T --- _, __ ,._ - -t. c.'-1.-.-i -i:--1>,.. ..... 1"" -0,...1,,,,.. Polili-i 11 rr- _ noll. Neuchause. Bogenschutz. 
assttnecl tl:D.t tl1e last :/ear c:lt C.::.r1j_sj_1Js c;ol1e,e;·e l1e st110.iec1 
on part-tiue basis, 1ecause in September of that ye~r ~e started 
o: J.Iecli ci11e. 
f:Lrst ::?"ec.r scl-:-001 c.11d tlJ. e e:~tre-
curricular year at Canisius College, Fro11czol: 
entered a literary contest sponsored bu Li5a Polske (Polish 
Le.s.gue) a Polish-Catholic orgariizo.tio:r1, based in Chicaco, wi tl1 
a paper in the Polish language on the tonic: 
obliiations of Polish youth in "7 1 t.rrer-1 c::=. u.) __ ,. .. 1 - -- .......... 
"W:l1a t are the 
The Jesuit father 
at Canisius College did not prepare him to write essays in Polish. 
Recretably, we don't know the contents nor q_u.elity of Fronczak 1s 
paper. It most certainly would have revealed to us the intellectual 
climate and the political ideals amonc Polish youth in Ar:1eric2., 
but above all, it would have told us much about Froncz~~'s oent&l 
E12J;:e-t:..p. f~ t any 1---a te, FronczcJ~ I'ecei ·veci seco:id prize for 11is 
effort. The very foct, towever, that he entered the contest, 
a~d that a contest of this sort wss held~~ Ame~ica, is indicative 
of Fronczal-;: 1 s involvement in Polish cultural and politic&.J_ 2ffairs, 
2.nd of his knov..rledce of the Polish lc,nguaze. 
3lThe contest was annouced in Polonia~ Ameryce, Chicago, 
~arch (?), 1895, the orsan of the 1iga Polska. 
·1·ne topic of the essav in Polish read: "Jakie Sc\ obov::Ls.zki 
2:1Xodziezy polskie;; w Ameryce1'. First prize vrnnt to VJ. 3. Pol2'.czyl::, 
13 ye2.rs of ace, 2. seminarian from Morria.:m PErl:, Wisconsin. --
- - . ,--, 1 1 • ', • ., , 1' ( ''> \ 1 n ~ ~ m• ' • C'J_rJ.er ro..,_s.r;:i, J·ilJ..Waur:ee, ·-my . J, o';f;,>. .Lne seco~1a prize 
co::1s2.s-ced. 01 t}1ree volumes of Ignacy Chodzko 1 s works, Pisms. 
Ignace~o Chodzki, which constitute part of Fronczak 1s Collections 
1. ·~ -i-1,,9 '\';i--.--.0'"C'7"1r DOO"" :~ C'. ,n -l.!. v_.1,. ..;....!.. .i..:. ~c....n •. _..._ . ii, .. .,,1•t--1•V• 
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TJ:1e c1..1l ttiral anc1 15..nguistj_c du_a.l:Lsn1 of Fr'onczc_l,: V/2.s ir~ c" 
sense startling. For a greater part of his formative years 
Froncza}: had little if E\l1Y chance to ).1eo.r flci.VIless :Si1glisl1 spoke::. 
Perhaps it was not until he was in Canisius High School that he 
was seriously exposed to the English language. And yet he acquired 
2, style in written English which ma.ny a journ2.list would envy. 
Parallelly with English he developed idiomatic Polish, although 
at times studded with Anglicisms. On the other hand, there are 
discernable traces of Polish in Fronczak 1 s English, especially,-
proverbial expressions, metaphores and similes. The accumulation 
of two different cultural elements by Fronczak complemented one 
another, producing happy cultural dualism. He imbibed the ideals 
of love for fellmvman, the respect for the rights of others 
and the exalted principles of life first from books written in 
the Polish language, from his Polish parents, the Polish sermons 
and the Polish environment. He knew the names of the kings of 
Poland and their deeg~fore he learned the accomplishments of the 
presidents of the United States and ti1e names of the kin:::;s of 
England. His mind was opened to the esthetical beauty and hume.n 
values contained in the poetry of AdaJU Mickiewicz, Juliusz SXowe.cki, 
Zygmunt Krasinski 811d other Polish sages before he embrased Lord ~ 
Byron, John Keats or Percy Shelley. 
The extraordinary a.ssir.1ilation of Polish culture by Froncz2.k, 
his total identification with the Polish nation, his comprehension 
of the problems and anxieties which pervaded that nation, is the 
more astounding if we stop to realize that this phenomenon 
occurred sever2.J. thousc~nd miles avmy fror:1 the heart .C' "! • 0 J.. l1lS 
2.ncestral land where this culture was created. The exarr::;)le of 
2 1 
F1~or1czct1: sl1ot:lct 1Je a_ testi1nony j_11 tl1e s111J901.,t of t11e proposi tior. 
that the ~rocess of Americanization of the Polish iDmigrants, 
w2s not divested of Polist heritage and yet this did not interfere 
with his Americ2nism. 
In looking for the factors which influenced the sha?ing 
of Fronczak 1 s "Polish soult! great iE1portance sho1..J.ld be 2.scribed 
to his acquaintance with Pe.derevrnl;:i. As w2.s already mentioned, 
Froncza1: met Paderevrnki in January 1892 when he vms i 8 e.nd ?Rde-
rewski 32. Fronczal-: was sent by his superior on the Buf fe.lo 
31a 
Daily Courier to interview the Polish artist. The interview 
undoubtedly went beyond the forme.lities of journab.stic routine. 
During this singulal" interview warm attachment sprung up , J. • De ;.,iJ'e81:l 
the virtuoso and the student. Of course neither of them forsaw 
that the acquaintance would soon bloom into a beautiful flower 
of friendshin that will last for half a century. Reflectine upon 
his mutual friendship with Paderewski over forty ye2rs after the 
in terv·i ev1, FroJ1czeJ-: v,1 ... ote: "Ignacy Jan Pa(lerevlslr.i 11ad b:r fa.r 
greater influence on my whole life, on ny entire Polish patriotic 
activities tha.n any person I met in my life. The s2.me can oe 
said of thousand Poles in America." 11hen he went on to say 
that 11since 1891 Poles in Amerj_ce. C&'J:1e to knov.r Pe.derewski not 
only as virtuoso but prinarily as a man ••. who implanted in 
those who met hiD his boundless love for Poland and everythinc 
Polish." interview, e..ccord.ing to Fronczak' s reminiscences 
31a 
, In 1932 (~ept. 21~ Fronczak wrote to Charles Phillips, tbe r~]3):"of Paderewski, the S-corv o,LHodern Immortal, (Me.eniillan, New York. b · In ~888 I.became a reporter on the Buffalo Courier staff and late~ 
~came. an interviewer ••• I .had the pleasure of havin,O' my first ; n.i..er · ·• ~ 
with him (Paderewski).--Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B~H.S. Box 7: ~ vie~ 
22. 
11r1as 2, success in the opinion of the newspa.pe.:r o.:r1cl my countrymen. 11 
But the journo.list:Lc success was of secono.e.17 j_mportance. The 
J'\.21c1 Vle 
re.::"cd further in FronczeJ: 1 s tribute to P2.derewski: 11?ctc1e1.,e~~vsJ.::i 
was our master, we his faithful students; he was our outstanding 
professor of patriotism, we his attentive listeners o.nxious to 
profit from his learning .s.nd experience in Polish ne..tional &ffairs". 
By Fronczak 1s own admission, which was, no doubt, colored by bonds 
later friendship, he and many Poles in America. like hir.1, 11 lec:_rned 
how to love Poland and the Polish nation, how to spread her good 
name amonc alien, and many a time hostile to PolD.nd, ele1:1ents in 
/\ · 11 .;:- p d , · ~2 Jil11er1ca, ..1.rom ... a erewsi:i. ~ 
Fronczc1.J.: me.tured rapidly s.nd very early in his life e.sserted 
his position in the Polish community as a growing figure. At .,_, L,D.8 
srune time, the eyes of his compatriots were focused on him as a 
potential lee.der. Perhaps 1vords of achnoni tion like those cited 
below had been addressed to him often durinz his studies •. Father 
' Antoni Gorski, rector of St. Ste.nislaus Parish in Ansterdam, N. Y. 
reminded him of his obligations to the Polish people on the 
occasion of Froncz.ak's matrimony in these words: 
Accept, my Dear Doctor and a Pole, these 
modest wishes and have a lonG life fo~ the 
~') 
.Ji:::.Froncza.k, 11 I;_;ne.cy JE.n Pa.derewski'', Dz,j_ennil: dlD. V!szystkich, 
1935. l-ianuscript in Fronczak P2.pers, 3.S.C. 
glory of Polonia 2n Buffa!o ana 2n Auerica; 
for· t11e s·lo2:--y of ot1r lJE~rti tionec1 :F\s.theI<loJ1C_ 
.s.:1d remeuber, Doctor, the Polis~1 JT:.t:Lon hlr:1.s 
her wet ·;rJ. th ter.rs eyes tor.rs.rd those who hsve 
been elevated ii~the hope t~ey can dry up at 
least one tear.JJ 
as a Polish political activist. And by the same token Rev. 
Walenty Swinarski who officiated Fronczak's nuptial ritual felt 
oblj_5ed to ste.te to Fronczal::: "Remember Doctor th.s.t you c.re 
a son of the Polish folk and since God has endowed you with 
special ta:le21ts, you ought to employ them for the benefit of 
our countrymen". notably enou,Gh, he wa.s reminded of those 
words from the nuptial sermon of Fr. Swinarsl:i eighteen years 
later v1her: he was totally. dedicatinc himself in the service 
of hj_s ' 3li cou111:ry::1en, ' what v1ill be discussed j_n suoseq_uent 
cl1c:,.pters. 
The confidence these Polish priests , . 11CtC. 
willincness to serve the Polish cause Tias expressed by others 
was a physician wit~ three years practice be~ind hia, ~rrried 
for about six ~ont~s and jad just returned from a tour to Pal2nd. 
In Scpten1Jer 2nd Octoi::;e2."' of 1900 cl prominent Po1is11 w2. .. iter 
t~e Jnited States at the invitation of the Polish Hctional 
1900. Fronc~ck ?oo~, 3.S. 
1 ; ' 191S. 1-i .., n _;:_; • . 0. i._:. 
One u f tLe 
l'"'tT l-, ~ ··1,··el ._._..... ;-.·_·.~_·,.~: .. '.·.'~O'·,',r~_,,.-._·,, ~ 1· ..!-.!:, ..... e·rr- -..,.,. I .-.r, ..!-., 1,-l .. ....... 1 T' - ........... ...., ~ ., -'..) !L.LL-.-.::, --~• J,. _ ~ ;:_, ·- ~ _l..-1..1.l _c.J.,j J_.t.::•.J. ~12 U -L.!.)2'l i.)l.~I:::;_.:._r_,:,_,. r.·.:181...,,G 
lie At a banquet followed 
Polish Amer:Lcan physician made e f2,vora.ble :I.1!1pression OI: the 
c:-ged writer, to r1hich Fronczak owed his place j_n r.I:Llkowsl:i •s 
bool: describing his tour. H~ving expressed his dis&ppointment 
in Fronczal-:' s spoken Polish a.ccentu.s.ted by EngJ.j_sh accent, 
I-Iilkor1Sl:i spareo. no ·words to assert his admiration for Fronczc:=:J:. 
Hill:ovrsl;:i ts a.ccount of his encounter with Froncza.h: confirns 
the above o bsorvations re.carding Froncz2}: 1 s poli ticel invo1vemen t 
in Polish affairs. 
Hill:ows}:i, v:llo dedicated his life for Polc:-~nc. 1s cc:nrne, 
stated in his book, that people like Fronczak filled his 
heart with hope that the young ceneration of Polish-Americans 
would not abandon the Polish cause. In ViiJ.l;:owsl:i 's vi err, 2.nd 
he was in a ~;re2.t extent correct, Fronc2,2l: represe1:ted the 
~eneration of Poles born and reared in America and yet was 
vitally interested in the fate of their nother country. Envisasinc 
future possibilities for the revival of Poland, the sace of 

CE APTER II 
Medicine and Politics 
To become a physician it was indeed a tall order for a son 
of a Polish immigrant in America. Not only because it was 
difficult undertaking from the economic view point, but because 
it was unbecoming a1nong Poles who recently settled in Americc. 
to venture into the frightful world of the academia, and into 
that of medicine, especially. Had he chosen priesthocxl, no one 
would be amazed. Priesthood among Polish peasants was more 
common calling than medicine. Such tradition was brought from 
the "Old Country". Whether the young Froncza1'::: ever contempla. ted 
to enter the priestly career will remain in the realm of 
speculation. Most likely this alternative was considered by 
the family. This conjuncture is based on the close ties between 
the Froncza}::. family B.nd the persuasive Rev. J. Pi tass. The 
fact that Fronczak was in the hands of the clergy for almost 
the entire period of his formative years, could have inclined 
him in that direction. There is also some v.rri tten evidence 1 th.s,t 
1Hints to that effect are found in a letter from Kazimierz 
Rosol to Fronczak, January 10, 1899. Kazimierz Rosol was a 
known judge in independent Poland in Cracow. In 1895 he was a 
teacher in St. St9.nislaus School in Buffalo. In 1899 he v1as in 
Cracow, vmrking in court of .justice as "auscultant". But in 189G'' 
he was,. back in Buffalo. -- See Polak !~.f·meryce, HBy .5 ?, 12,95. 
Clippings, Fronczak-Eukowslrn. Papers, Vol. II. B.H.S. 
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Fro11czol: 1ni.gl1 t }1a-ve l-1.ad priesthood i11 1I1i11d. Tl1is 11i11 t corn es 
fron o. letter to Froncze.k from his friend i1:. Cracow, KHzimierz 
~Rosol, who wes previously in the Unitet States. In the letter 
written yea~ and & half after Fronczak's graduation fro~ the 
medical school, Rosol stated he would praise him not so highly 
' , 1-- b . t 2 naa 11e ecome a pries. 
If.there is any truth in the cliche that an individual is 
2, product of his environment, then it has to be concluded J-" ..L L..na l, 
the choice of medical career by Fronczak had its roots in his 
Polish environment. No doubt the parents were involved in the 
decision making in the choice of their son's career. But there 
were others who perhaps more then the patents conditioned the 
boy for the medical career. They certainly realized that a 
priest of Polish origin in America had a very limited scope 
.c- t · · J.. • ' the,..h h b · h J.. , 1 d 1 th O.L ac 1v1 l,ies oecause \j urc __ ierarc y vras conl,rO..L"e. oy e 
Irish Catholic clergy. In those days it ·was extremely difficult 
for a Polish priest to attain rank higher than monsignor. 
The felicitous decision of Froncz2.k' s medical ca.re er, could 
be attributed to a number of internal subjective and external 
factors. Without attempting to psychoanalize Fronczak, among 
the subjective factors must have been what could be called 
2For unknown reason Fronczak inquired with certain Cha.rles 
Denby (or Dendy) in Peking, Aug. 30, 1895, what chances he 
would hs.ve to practice medicine or law in China. There is only 
a letter fron Denby to Fronczc:,.k (Oct. 11, 1895) In which the 
former strongly advised against such venture. 
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and the medical degree. As he revealed in a letter to his younger 
friend more than two decades after he finished medical ' , SCl10Q_t_, 
as a boy he wc:s tormented by the 2,nxi0ty to dissociate· the 
:i?olish names with the clicheic 
-:; 
''di tel1 diggi11c'' . ../ 
v,i tnessed much maltreatment of his kinsmen in Buffalo and one 
should not wonder that he desired to contribute to c11:.1elior.stion 
of their conditions. There was also a deeper touch of personal 
experience which might have influenced the selection of his 
career. 
As a youns boy Fronczak. assisted the priest during funeral 
services in St. Stanislaus Church. There is-a tradition in 
the family that he v1as deeply impressed with the death of his 
h 
elder bro~her 'who died in his childhood from s:rr.allpox and 
he himself was carrier of perpetual\rna~ts as result of the same 
affliction. The mortality of infants and little children in 
the Polish community of Buffalo at the time when Fronczak: 
in his teens r:as very high. This WEtS d8::ts!8sJ:f e unsax1i te.ry 
housinc conditions, the in.s_dequate sevrnr system, lack of 
public vaccination, uncontrol1ed tuberculosis of the lungs 
and consu1:1ption of un::_Jasteurized milk by the infants Ernd mc::my 
3Froncza1': to Feliks A. Bukowski, Oct. 20, 1919. Bukov.rski 
ive.s a k11ov.rn Buff.sJ_o lawyer, a ce21ere.U_on Fronczd: • s junior. In 
1919 he studied at Fordhai.11. University in Eew York City .s,:1d i'iorked 
in the Polish Consulate in New York City. The above letter \'!D.s 
written in connection with Polish art exhibit .s1-t the Albright Lrt 
Gallery in Buffalo. Fronczo.k who Vlc,s involved in this undert£Jdn5 
wrote to his ;younger correspondent th2.t the purpose of such exhioi t 
was ''to show to the Americans that all the various so-called foreigner 
t . 1 ..; ,- ,, -id.,..._,_. -"-ipa.1 \''..;.!..1, ,1-i· ,.,,,..-inr-' o.t:' se·ners 'C'Y\0 are 110 men NDO are S_c..TI!p.1.J .J_ 8u t,l-i...i..~ ,_;_ l,il u bb-1...i.-u l \, c.'""'·'· 
~ +-i- ,., ~s c1oci~ 11-=1ndc- II c:.:.c v ........ 1.6 c;;..1 \. .c::.. ... <....,.,,._ .... .. u. 
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others. The impressionable boy witnessed many of the sad burial 
rituals with the rincin~ of the church bells were mixed with 
the sobs of the obsequious mothers. It is quite possible that 
he micl:t eve:: help carryin5 ~:he sme.ll coffins contei1:int; the 
childre~•s remains. The entire Polish community, clustered arou~d 
several churches on the eastern side of Buffalo, was painfully 
reminded of any premature deuise of a child or an adult by a 
r:ythrnic toll of the church bell •. Everyone knew for whom the 
bell tolled.5 This gruesome picture of ~is childhood, Fronczak 
retained in his me1:10ry vividly for the rest of his life. Tl1ese gloo-
JJ2¥ . . '. mer.1ories of the past had been the topic of convers2,tion in 
Fronczak's household as they are remembered by his dauchter. 
Factors like this evidently influenced the younc Fronczak to 
become a. physician with the deteri:1ination toa.1lev:_2te the si tustion. 
None:, horrnver, includinc Fronczak himself, would su:9pose 2.t t!1ct 
time, that it would be his fortune to be cc:,lled upon ~ officio 
to concern himself with the health and well bein0 of the 
citizens of Buffs.lo. We are refefl_nc here to his future ce.reer 
ao I-31.1 ff <:).lo I-Ieal tl1 CoITJJissioner. 
The Polish settlement :Lr1 Buffalo :Ln 2., "~'!211 t Of :;_ 
who could "speak and feel" Polish. This v1ant surely wa.s c.~ te.blo 
talk in Dany households amons the Polish imraicr~nts. Unavoidably 
r-
.-) 
'Accordinc to J. Rozan the sanitary conditions in the Polish 
settleuent were miserc,ble crnd mortality 11.:'~n:onc c~1j_:J_dren especiaJ.J.y 
r!rJ.s ";:ei--y 11igl:1'. --RoZEL11, r.Js11on111j_eni0., p. 129. 
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cences ' 118 rec2.J.lec1 there were 
practiced in Polish colony. Some of ther:I could even s1JesJ:: 
s.ccorcli11g to FronczaJ:. Tl1eir 11aJ?1es rrer·e 
Eerbersteir, Strock, SD.muel Door, Julius I:rug, Me_rcel, ·Hc:;r-ti.2.1.~, 
the Golbe:cgs Brothers, and others. These names Fronczak recordeo. 
in a speech when there were enough Polish physici2~11s in Buffalo 
to organize an orgz,nizc:tion. 
Did Fronczak decide to fill in the medical Vctcum11'? Host 
likely so. But he had predecessors. And what is importn11t 
at this juncture, they conttibuted to the mental constitution 
of Fronczak. Tha.n1~feo him vie know that the first physici2.n who 
11 fel t and spoke Polish" appeared in Buffalo in 1888. His 11cu~1e 
was WJ.adys/..avr Vlolf. Dr. Wolf was an accomplished hydrother2,pist 
and hcd his credentic,ls from Vienna University. Fronczal-~ We,s 
fortunate to have him for a !1eighbor. He recalled he visited 
the doctor quite often as a boy. Whatever they conversed about, 
they most 2.ssurecUy 11 t&.11:ed medici.ne". Perhaps the PoJ.oniD 
,. 
of 3uffalo owed her first pl1~rs~:.. cii::-trr to We' f' b .. -'- ... 
But Fronczcl: had other medical associations in his youth. 
A physician, with definitely strong "Polish feelings", who 
(' 
0 See Fronczc:J:'s speech deliverec. in 1930. 
influenced Fronczak's if not uedical, than cost certainly 
1;cli ti cctJ_ ot1 tJ_ool:, rr2.s Jr. l.Jt1dviit: S c11ro e ter. .'lf11is poli t:j_ cc::_lJ_J. 
o 1"' i e 11 t e cl lJll),. s i c :_ c._r.. ·rr 2.s • • r 1 I b0I'21 i;2 ,)ZOI .. 1:0Yl, ne2.:c ,J 1 ~ .. ' • .. ~oaz ana pr~c~icea 
;;,P,l._··_,_c:·_:_r,e• -,_;": ~:;uf..::'"';C ("'·'pc.-:, 1:2 0u'> 
...... _ _ _ _ _ __; ..... .:..o . ..:~ o.t..-J.. t; ~_J;, • In FronczEk's menories Sbhroeter 
resembled a ~1ysicinn fro~ the novels of Stefan Zerous~i. His 
romantic political and medical past could h&ve appeale~ to 8 
youncster like Fronczal:. Schroeter started studying medicine 
at the Univers±ty of Warsaw. Before finishing it he .,, ., .1- .,..,~ nae. l..O 11.ee 
the city on account of political activities to Cracow. There he 
continued studying medicine at the Jagiellonian University. Soon, 
hovrnver, he lw.d to transfer under police pressure to Vienn.s_. 
Here again the police was after him. He finally settled in 
Geneva 2.nd there obtained the medical degree. In result o :f these 
2~cade1:1ic peregrinations it took him fourteen yeu.rs to complete 
b.is stud.y. 
FronczaJ:;: c::md his neighbor and schoolmate, Francis Pi te..ss, 
befrj_ended the adventurous pl:.ysician f!'orn PoLs.nd. By FronczD.l:' s 
own admission Schroeter had great impact on hiD and his career. 
Froncza.l: unquestionably c..dmired Schroeter for his attachment 
to everything Polish. Schroeter, accordinc to Froncza.l-:, wrote 
"very lec;ibly" in the re0istration book e.t the Buffe.lo He.s:..l th 
'7 
Office that he was ·o· or11 in "-:Jol ,a· ""'1r:" 1 "'1 ~-11,,uc:?11 ... _ - .... ... --- ..... - ....... ' L,s.-,._ ,.,.._ ...... o- technica.lly, he 
couJcJ. h2.ve written "Russie.'1 in place of Pol2~nd, since t}1ere 
7Froncz~: laid strong stress on ~ne aud2city of Dr. Schroeter 
because in 1930, when the speech was delivered, there uas a 
moveuent among American 
themselves from Poland. 
citizens of Po~ish descent to dissoci~te 
1930. 
w&s no Poland as a political entity. If by th~t time, ~. e. 
his association with Schroeter that he learned how to co~iliine 
medicine ·with poJ.i tic2~1 activism for the Polish cause. 
For more than tvrent;y years Fronczak lived under Schroeter's 
influence. If Paderewski illuminated him vii th Polish political 
ideolo 5J and love for Poland, .Schroeter coached hir:1 in matters 
of practical political and social involvement in Polish affairs. 
Schroeter taught him how a Polish physicie.n, though in Americs, 
should use his talents in:,the interest of Poland. According to 
Fronczal,;;:, Schroeter ort;anized the .first Polish "Reading Room" 
(Czytelnia Polska) and a theatre. 8 To Fronczak, Schroeter 
rras a 11good physician, who educated a generation of Polish 
0 
noli ti cal activists".,,. While Paderewski reYnained for Froncz;:>J: 
a lofty ideologist, an inspirator standing on a pedestal of 
exal t2,tion, Schroeter, vras for FronczaJ;: a model for emulation. 
With this backs-round Froncza"k. enrolled at the University 
of the State of New York in the Department of Medicine in 
August, 1894. 10 Within three years in the medical school 
Q 
vThe Czytelnia Polska founded by Schroeter was most likely 
located on corner of Sweet and Broadway. 
9F~nczak's Sueech 1930. 
1 O.,...,_ · • entr~,·- ex.,1-/\i· n" t"' or1 A. 11V_1ea'~_; cal l. t- seems i::nere was no - -" "',1 ~ c,. ~J... ~-. -- - -
- .L. , , o 1no, c-,, ,n1n) Student Certific2.te" issued to Froncza};:., ae. L.ect 1.,uc;. o, o_A ;.iO. _JO o 
reads that bachelor of 2.rts from C2.nisius College "h~-s ~een ~onsi-
dered and Rcce-oted as fully eaui valent to the genera.L em1c2, t:i.01: 
' d ' ~ - l"'· . ~,,... .1.0· rece"'•r.,n-· .L.l,},e deorc-ree of docto::."" of recuire oy 1.aw pre J.1nln0. ... y l, .L v .L- b "" 
medicine". Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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he accumulated the prescri~ed number of credits required for 
His medical assistantship he fulfilled i~ 
Erie County Hospital where he also served in the capacity of 
-in-'-e-,~,--.y,r·f-er· 11 
-··"'- \., .,!. l-'• t:; Lr - " A~onc his professors was the renowned Roswell 
Part: \Vho taL1g}1t clinica.l surge1~~r. In tl1e fj_eld_ of c3-errnit}1oloc~/ 
he was guided by two specialists, the illustrious brothers 
Ernest and Grove Wende. Ernest Wende was also Buffalo health 
commissioner. Dr. Henry R. Hopkins, professor of hy 6iene, 
taught him the fundamentals in public heal th. Froncza};: fulfilled 
1-.. t. . htb 1 1 . D ~ , · H , · · 12 
~llS prac ice in op_ 4a mo.,_ogy in .r. JlLLien _owe C.J..ln1c. 
Dr. Howe as Fronczak claimed, offered him position in his clinic, 
which he declined. Had he accepted it, he used to say in the 
d b ·11· . 13 fall of his life, he woul have een a mi_ 1ona1re. 
We have no record of FronczaJc' s grades a.nd courses he took 
to assess his ability and achievement. But we fortunately have 
the results of the fina.l regents examination, taken in Hay 1897, 
as partic:d requirement for the degree. r3ein0 ex2,.mined in 
.s.ne.tomy, physiolo2,7, cher.1istry, surgery, obstetrics, 1Je tho logy 
d t1 t . 1 . ' d w- ~ It 1 Li 1.J an -1erapeu ics 1e recei veo. average gre.. e .=; p1.us • · ~,e 
Bust have been a student of above average ability for besides 
studying medicine, he found time during the three year period 
to continue extra-curricular activities at Canisius College 
1 1 ' n ~ • ,l • 1 ' th • T ,I'.' ,_ • l 1 T h r, ~ 1 - .j.. A111uav1a to .is e-~ecL issuea )Y 0o!n ~. ~c1~o~zer, 
~UPerin'-en~cn-'- ~:r~e ~0 1 ·1n-'-L,•{ Uos~i+~l ~ept 21 ipn; ~roncz~ 1r J..J ..... _ ....... i... _v.,....,,.J.\...J ..i.....J_ ...L ,..,1 L. .... _ u .:..;. .... v ...... 1,.,,0._._, l>,J • - , I, ... ,,.:;.·/• J.. .... ~. ·c"'-l:• 
Papers, B.S.C. 
12m.·h,8$P ~ ~ • = f t 
.... _ ~ pro I essors are nameu 111 1:' ronczEJ: s hesis Plica. 
polonice., p. 37; cclso The 11:i§., Univ. of :Suffzlo yes.rbook •:fbr 
1898. 
in .AJ_ ba11:;·. 
Dr. E. Froncz~r-Bukowska's account. 
docunent was issued June 30, 1897 by the Regents Office 
The average crade 9oint he obtained was 85.3. 
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t11e- 1,o,...,'u' l"·"'""v F~ ster' s de._._~ree, ~ _.. _... .....-i....i.. •• : ~·· .._, t~~ing courses in lsw, 
dabbled in journa=-ism, chased & political career, was const2ntly 
what else. Some of the activities will ~e accounted for iTI 
by the Polish press in Lmerica c~s the first Po=..e in this count::-y 
1 ,-
who received medical decree. 7 As far as it can be documented, 
he was the first son of a Polish immigrant, born this country, 
who received a medical degree. 
As a partial fulfillment for the medical degree FronczeJ: 
produced a graduation thesis entitled Plica -uolonica. 16 The 
study is an 2..nalysis of literature on the sub~;ect. "Plica polonic.s. 11 
as the term implies pertains to the morbid conditions of the hair 
k:1own in the English langua.ge amon6 others as trichom2., Polish 
plie;ht, Polish Jewish plight. In Polish it is called "ko,1tun 11 • 
11Plica 11 as defined 'oy Froncz2J,;:, is "the colglutine.tion ond 
co11tortion 01--- n~o.ttin, fe2- ting ct::1d tvristii1C of t!1e b.2.ir or1 o.11~, 
part of the body, he~ce of the hair of the head, axilla and 
''"'l'deY'Q',:,II 17 
.t-' t - .... J. Q_ • 
15As far as priority is concerned, it is absolutely certain 
that he was first Pole in Buffalo obtaininc medical degree. 
/Jccoro'inn +o p~.,_r-'ot~ (Dn1·~.1adel"'h..;a J·-f"'" 1L 1o0on() .. , Do,e 
.1..... ---.... G \.., 0. V _L C'- .;. ... .!. ..L-J:-'- ~ ) 'lC•.v: ~' j C . .;_ ..l. 
St2.nis,1D.W Pasternacl':i obtained medical degree in ophthalmolo;:-:v 
2.nd St.:-.nisXaw LachB.jewski "finished" 1:iedicine, in Detroit. ~,,. 
16Fr..,,nci'c:- ",uc-+.,,ce 4'ronc...,"' 1,.. ·'. 1.r 1·,r" e-'-c Dl-ic-,, p,oion..:c,, c,; . ..__.... .;::) ,L.J O vC). ..i. J. .... LJC..,.llo..' .J: •• J.. .:. _.. :J. I,,., • ) .i.. -1- LA ~ - ...__.J,... ._,._, 
SJ- -,-0''..;S St To,,-ic D,-...:nt-',..,,.,. f"o 1~'05-\ '"~" 7.Q ne""'"'"'n+ +'po"'' 1, Le l.J 1..) .. -L.) • J.J L.J .... _U J...J....L.1. -lJ..!.Q V •) CJ./'-') ~J:-'• .,./,,;• .t'i .l-'J..~..L. t.., .L .... .l..;.!. 
r, J.. ,. • l f ' • - ' r, • l T 1 .' 1 () r,n ' J- • r, 0 !; ~~. Louis rieaica~ ana 0urg1ca_ uourna~, ~ec. 01r ana an. 10~0. 
1 '7 ,::, 
'Ibid., Y• c... 
-z.5 j 
Fronczcl: selected this subject for his thesis evidently 
Ee Vias ridiculed for und.ertcd,;:ing this study but this on1y 
i21creased his tens.city. On the basis of li tero.ry evidence 
he demonstrated that plica had been known to Hippocrates, 
Plato, Aristotle and other writers of antiquity. References 
to plica are made in the 3ible, accordinG to Fronczak, and the 
mysterious seven locl:s of SD.Elson' s hair were nothinc but seven 
11pb_cas 11 • He furtl:er showed that people in every corner of the 
world were afflicted by plica, on basis of literury evidence. 
Ee took pains to list over one hundred s;ynonyms for plica in 
Latin, over tv,renty ir: Gerr.1c,n, Polish, Engl:Lsh end in sixteen 
other laneuagos~ including Welsh and Hebrew. 
Since ~lica was occurrent most ende~ically then in the 
ter'rito1~ies of fort1e-:r .. ~ C!or1~r10:1r1ea1t11 of PoJ_c.l11d., ~riz. ~11 Go.licic~ 
( (1• 1 st..,..-s,o)• .;.,.., J..L,}i 0 p-,-.,,cs..;~,., "'""OVr-;,~ce of Dorcr-:,-n·-:,,1r1 J..L,}1c P.·u.1s~i;:._n_ 
.z; .... l.:. ..._ _;,...C..-- ' ..;...J..;. _..._, -. ..o. L•.V -1-C· ... l.:. )/""' ..;,..,o.... - ..:. .. -1- ... C~.1.- .(.:.,,. ... \,,.,. _ .... ...., -- __._...., __ 
p~rt of Poland, accordinc to 1 " 0FronczcJ·:, · and even amonc Poles 
j_n E,tJ.ffalo, it v:e.s but 11e.t1.irc~1 for l:}.1n to rel:r i1: yc,.rt 011 
Polish sources for information. Althouch he did not clain 
or:isin:c:;_li ty of his worl:, his relicmce 0:.1 tte Polish sources 
-,;~ 
)0 
V!C .. 8 Cl 
4 ., ... -
consic.era.01.e contribution ~rom the medical view point o~ 
this subject. It was considered original enough by the editor 
of the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, A. E. Ohmann-
Dumenil, that he consented to pu~lish it without seeing t~e
 
1 c, 
v:hole text. / 
What undoubJtedly it1pressed the medical professors ·was the 
great congestion of facts and information in Fronczak's th
esis. 
Those professors who read the thesis and had to pass judgement 
as to its quality, learned from th$ir diligent student about 
learned Poles who wrote medical tracts in Latin or their n
ative 
tongue as far back as the 16th century. Fronczak made refe
rences 
in his thesis to the works of Wojciech Oczko, a physician of 
King Stefe.n Batory, 
20 Sein;~stis.n Petrycy, 
21 professor at the 
Jagiellonian University, and others. Besides ttat, in the
 closing 
section of this thesis, he offered an analysis of the resu
lts~ 
19ohmann-Dumesnil to Fronczak, Oct. 16, 1897, Fronczak 
P~,pers, B. S. C. o:bmann-Dumesnil was author of c:.n article 
11Pli ca 
Polonica. tt C·'.1.inical lecture delivered to the senior class
 of 
the Marion-Sims College of Medicine''· See Froncz~k's ?lice
 
polonica, p. 38. This fact might explain. why Ohm.s:,rm-Dumesn:Ll. 
appreciated Froncu:J:' s work, and published it. 
20VJojciech Oczko (1537-1599), born in Warss:w, died in Lublin, 
author of Cieplice, Cracow, 1576; Przymj_ot ~ dworsl~o. ni emoc, 
Cracow, 157b. 
21
_.A • .Sebastian Petrycy(l554 -1635) author "O wodach w 
Druzbalw.11 , Cracow, 1635. (On the WB.ters of Druzbak). 
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of the conclusive study on the subject of plica prepared by a 
commission consisting of professors of the Jagiellonian University 
?? 
Ctf'J.=ioi11teC. ~J:? t11e ).:ustrj_e.11 c;overnn1e1:.t. ~{_-
Vth::.le \Vorltin,s 011 his thesis, Fr'oncz2J: sollgJ-1 t E111d o bt.s.ii1ecl help 
from i'ndividual, scholars and institutions-· in Cracow.. There is 
evidence that he was in correspondence with the Cracow Academy 
of Sciences regarding his research. As soon as the thesis was 
accepted for his de0ree, -he sent it to Cracov1 to hc,ve it published 
in the publication of the .Academy. The secret.s.ry of the Physics 
and Mathematics Di vision of the Acade1:1y, Dr. VJ. Rostafinski, 23 
informed Fronczak, however, it v1as against the policy of the 
Academy to publish worl-cs on , . :, . appLlea sciences. Nevertheless, as 
if to underscore his cultural ties with Poland, the youn.g phys:i_cian 
from Buffalo sent a copy of his Plica nolonica to the Cracow 
Academy of Sciences library. His connection with scholars in 
Cracow Emd his search for knowledge outside the confines of the 
rec.s.rded 
Uni versj_ ty of Buffalo, must have ,. ~ I oeen/,c::. si::range procedure by his 
professors and ~is peers most of whom would not know, or cared 
24 where Cracow was located. 
22 
,Jan Dietl, "SprawozdEmie komis:/i w Tovrnrzystwie Nr~ukowy:m 
•r 1 1 ' ' • ' • ' • 1 ' l l • •If hra:ows~im zaw~~zaneJ w ceLU zoacania cnorooy KO-~unern zwaneJ 
(Report of a Committee of the Cracow Scientific Society, appointed 
for the :.:rurT)OSe of investigating the dise.s.se CE,lled "lrnl tun") 
Pr7e··l..,,..;i-Tel:-.,rslri ·1·To~ O• 10• 12• 11,• 1(-.• 1P.• 20-• r'Y>c"-:CO"' 1P.,C.:.? 
• ~ -,,, ;::)'-'· ~ :..C:<.. l::i..-., , -• j) , , -i, ......,, v, , v .... "1 ~;, ..._,.v1-• 
Similar investi~ation of the plica was conducted thrau~hcut the 
Austria.n :Stll)ire. 
23Rostafinski to Fronczek, Oct. 1, 1897. Froncz2.k Popers, B.S.C. 
This was a reply to Fronczak's letter of June 2L+-, 1897. Rost2finski 
v1as c:t l::.nown PoJ_ish 3otanist. 
') I 
utp_ letter of e.cl:nowledgement fro!n the secrete.ry of the Cracow 
' a• n s • I T, 1 T (~, 1nr-_r. ..,..., 1 .... - s 
.:.i_ca. ·8E'l~l 01 cience '"CO 1ir'o11cza1c, uune 6, 10::;1r5. .rro11cza_y: Y2}~ers, .t:\ •• ~ 
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~4.. t a11:;.1 rate, Fro11czB.l: i11j ec tecl, elernents 
Polish medical science into the American medical literature. 
This scientific contribution, besides beinc a novelty, was 
evidently appreciated by the professors, for the Plica uolc~i6a 
received 11honorary mention11 at the gra.due. tion. 
To supplement his educs.tion, Fronczak tool,;: courses in 
jurisprudence at the University of Buffalo Law .SchooJ. c:md 
?r.:: 
craduated in class of 1899~7 with L.L.D. Accordin~ to a certi-
ficate filed in the Erie County Court in Buffalo, he started 
his legal education with, what seemed to have been then required, 
11 clerkship11 j_n law under attorney William P. Cal.c;.:..n, on Ifa.y 25, 
1896. 26 It is doubtful hov1ever, that he ever pre.cticed law. 
In the ''Obi tuari.es 11 of The Iris following epithet W&.s written 
--
a.bo1..1 t Fronczal:: 
Francis E. Froncz~:, A.B., A.M., M.D., L.L.P., E.S., 
is our prodisy. He has all the degrees on the calen-
d2.r except the one of 11Pc:. 11 • Space will not :9ermi t 
us to print them all. He is noted for another 
thing. It is said that the faculty contemplate 
increasing his tuition, to pay posta:e on his 
many de:inquent notices. The doctor finds that 
the l)eople care nore for their property then 
they do for their body so hj is readins law, to 
able to teJ..:e care for both.,_ 7 
2 5rr-hc. Tr"' S 
Jo- ...... _,,._ ...!... ' Vol. II, University 
& yearbook of class 
of Buffc:..lo, }D)CCC)~C I}:, 
-
D. 1 L!.l.i --rrfi'11 i7-z-0~ ' • • \ J.._ ... __ -- 1Roa) V ./ ./ • 
...,,,. 
~o ~ Certificate to this effect deposited at Erie County Court 
i11 }31.1 ffctlO ~'JJ'" VlilJ..ic.tr1 P. Col.::rt!l or.:. ·oehalf of F1-"to11cZio.}:. --F1'"'0:1cz2J: 
Pa11ers, E3.S.C. 
?1J 
~(~ 1£i.§., p. 153 
, . d o.esJ_re 
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to become a jurist, it would ap;ear 
one o: 
It :'._s 
you~g ~hysician) Enticipatinc lecal problems in the practice 
of medicine, thought it adviseable to acquire at least theore-
tical proficiency in 1mv. 2 8 Al thou5h he p.s_ssed the Hew York 
State Bar examination the following year, it is very uncerte.in 
that he ever made professional use of his leca: education. 
To broaden the basis for his nedical practice, Fronczak 
obtained a certificat as "Exe.miner in Lunacy" in the State of 
New York. There is no evidence, however, that he took additional 
courses beyond those required for his medical decree to obto_in 
")Q 
the said certificate.L; 
But as was mentioned above, the pursuance of medical 
l:nowledce did not prevent Froncz.s.l: fron puttinc his fincers i:1to 
other affairs. So~e of the events in which he was involvef 
28~,· -,,-i -i -. ,., i ' ., • , • - 1 • , 
__ a~~ rroncza~ s 01ocrapn1cal s~e~cnes it is stated that 
he received LLB which would indicate the date of passinc bar 
examination. Bis intentions of teJ·:in[_; t~1e :nT exo_min2.tion are 
attested to by Et letter to him fror:1 Eew York St.s.te Bos.rd of L;;,:w 
Exc:ill1iners, A1Jril 18, 1899. -- Froncze}: PD.pers, 3. S. C. 
2Q ...... .,. , . . . . "I'" JState 01 New Yon: -- Sta~e Commission in Lunacy to 
Fronczel:; Se1Jtember Hi-, 1900: Acl:novrled;;ement of receipt of 
ce1"'tified co11s- of certifj_ce.te for fil:Ll1g. -- Fro11czcJ.·: P0.pers, 13. S. C. 
~-0 
s life but a~so ~n 
the history of Po!e3 :_1~ :~::1eri cc: .• for t:.1r1i:0.t e foI' 1--. ~ ---.i ~ _: •• ~. ~ 
to E2ny sventf~l functions a: verio~s ?oli3t orc2niz2tions. 
to be renembered 
l21 Polish pol:5_ tics ( Eu:c1_ 210 t only ver:' li1 ' . JJ.J.S - . ~ __,_:-,_: e. 
from September 13-15, the Polish Catholic Union 
of America held its biannual convention in Buffalo. 
zation~elded creat influence on the Polish community in Suffalo 
and elsewhere. It was one of uany Polish Fraternal insarance 
. t' d organiza ions an- "Catholic" it Y!G .. S in fact controlled 
the cler·.sy. It had seventeen branches in 3uffalo alone and 
ceocraphically it was sc2ttered from Ltlantic to ~ebraska. The 
preponderance of Rev. John Pitass, pastor of St. Stanislaus 
Parish in Buffalo was felt throuchout the or3anizatio~. 
Fronczcl:, the twe~ty-one year old ~edical aspirant, bein; 
7,; 
'"'V sec1"\et2.I'Y,_,/ o: its e2:ecv.tive co1~1.1:1j_ttee. The chair of t~e 
Convention cr2s offered 
ri ve.l t .. ~'""' ~ /;C\0 
yo~ns man to nenetr~te i~to the inner circ:e of ?olish ?Olitic~l 
.t:.c co:c'c.1i11.~~ to t}1e I:,::. ll\'" 
delecates CTcs ~etwee~ 70 
life in Lner~.ca. £ secretary of any conventioL 0 x0 ~t~ ccnsicier-
co~e influence on i~s Jroceedincs. in this ins~ance Froncz~: 
in this country and t~e feuds and dissentions a~cnc the Poles. 
And the convention in question tried to resolve some of them. 
One of the issues confronting the Polish Catholic Union 
then, was the emerc;ence of the "Independent" Polish Catholic 
prtr·ishes ir1 .l\.raericc1_. Tl1is n1ove1nent i.:ve.s a reo.ction. to ,trl1c.t z:12.n:)-1 
Polish clerz;y re,eo.rded oppressive D-nd discrir:1in2. tory ,::" tti tude 
of the Irish Catholic hierarchy in America. The 11 Indepen,::3.e1!t 11 
~)E,ris!1es refused to reco5nize t?le urrish" bis~10:: as their 
shepherd. Froncz~:, however, deplored the separatist movement 
of tl1e Polish "I11d.epende11tS 1.1 , V:Lev.ri11G it 2_s c:. ci~ v:_si 11e fe_ctor 
withinc already divided Polonia, i.e. Poles in A~erica. 
visible evidence of this separatisCT could ~e observed by the 
conven~io~ers on the spot. ~e·v. "~Vil:tor K1c~v:j_ter, pe:.stor~ of 
St. Adalbert Parish refused to recocnize the authority of the 
Irish Cat~olic hierarchy over his parish. ~t the openins 
of the convention, 3istop S.V. 2yan of 3uffalo conderened this 
I;-2 
~~ 
to this e~fect.~ 1 
T~e co~ventio::i also Tient o~ recora co~ae~- ~~ ~n~rchis~, 
the United St&tes ~ho were 2nxious to of:~ tl:e 
c~ t~e Polish nation~l 
ir:te1,")est. 
Polish rational Alli&nce, a frater~~l orsaniz2tion ~ithout 
relicious affiliation. The convention alba issued a resolution 
by virtue of which the Dernbers of t~e Polish National Alliance 
1.7ere to be l:o?t out of t}ie r· . 32 U 11l01J.. 
Another resolution provide~ that the oembership of the 
Union w&s to ~e allowed to transfer children from parochial 
schools to pv.blic Grade schools c:.:ter the cl:iJ_c.ren recej_ ve·:: 
:iI'St COEUE1J..l:i.011. 
32 1":;-; ·c:..~1 .Pf',:-, 1 ·1 ,~re--' ~-: ,...._,...,.("' IT f"'lQr,.l 7h-i Q J. • - I 
,a~-- ~L,-'-~c.--~O L8 .. o]?v,J_'Jt:;~co co.e_c;_._ ~·--·'-' co~:venc:io::i • .::,es:; 
c.cco1.L21t 1,7L1S gi~ve:: 1J:.r t1~e Jc .. il·\r Colll'"f:_er, Se~Jt. 12-1(~.. Tl!e Polis11 
Ec110 Jc2J·:.i2.1)n1 ir1dene11dc!1t st2.21d fror1 tl--1e PoJ_2_l: ·\~! ..:~:-t!:er~rce r::s_s c1"'i tice.l 
of tb.e c1ecisio!1 E\1:..d_ nolicies of tl1c T]:1io1~. ~t 2.:Jlo_;_,1.clecJ_, e.,:;. tl1e 
fo.ct i:l12\. 2i: centre.l offJ_ces 6f tl~e l:1lio2: r101,..e to l)e :f_11 ;Jt. l?c_~~~, ~'-T:i_21n. 
2~d not in 3uffalo crhat ~e~~t a defe2t cf ~ev. Pitass and victory 
of Je·v. ~·-.f e J e1~, c.l tl1ov.cl'J. to l)lD.c~ te ·C]~ e 131: ff :1.1c>1~ic1_n.s, t.2:e lJ:~esiC..e:.:c:r 
0 f tl: G 1:J;1io11 "i//[.~S l Cf t i2~ ~.i_lf :'()_lo i l: -:11 e ·;')81,..SO:!. 0 f 1 ·:c =- c]1j_QI"' 
that the Union stould J~Y S500.0C to its ?O-~cy l:oldors ~ie~ 
7 ;_"_ n,. ~ .. c ,,·_-; ~"' e- '.:·) (1 !~~,. :_,. __ 1. ~-.. ·, ',.;:._-i,_ r~-,-.' .. . ·,·; ~-: p (~. O :'"' ~('. ~,.:..._I_~~ .. -.·. + 1-. Q ~ r:o C n ~ ..-, ,.... -;r L11~, -'- .. .,. r,~ -. .... rs •·•,, r-. 
'-"~--~ ,._ ~ ---- ... __ ._, .--- . ....-~ ..!.._- _ -.., .... _._ v..:..!.. c.,,.,~c; v.L ,~:-;.,c .. 1..:.v,/-J.._:_".;l·; ·.:~: .. ::; 
perforu secretarial duties. In September 22-25, 
was a host to the First Polish Catholic Concress at which a~L 
the Polish fratern~l orcanizations were supposed ~o be re,resented 
77 
excl tl cl inc tl1 e PoJ_isl1 I~a tj_o:1a.J.. .l;..lliclI1C e. JJ 1.1'l f ci.c t tl1 e 1J1Jrl1os e 
of the Conc;ress vras :')recisely to tal:e concerte'.:'c .s.cticn c\';'D,ir:st 
the latter orcanization for its organizational dissociation fro~ 
This was continu;.?,tion a.nd r:idenin~· of censure J.euncher.":. 
acaist the P.R.L. 2 year ~efore. 
Froncz~:, as the secret~ry, had the unpleasant duty of 
to t~e Convention. ~c incurred upon hi~self the odiun of the 
1112 .• Jori ty :JG cause ti:e resoJ_u tio:1 he read, which purported -co 
condemn the P.~.A. "il&G too lenient • • .1.. ll1 J_ L..S opi11io11. 
The Consress was honored by the presence of a very i~port&~t 
~"'! ~·, 
~~The Palisi ~ational Alliance denounced the proceedings 
o: +- ;-, e DO~ -i c- ,, F -- .: O ~ " "~ -: " o ·i- -' -1- S,.,, f -. ~ 11. "' .·, 1 "' + II I 11" v -no ,.. ,~-' +--; ~ - 1 11 "'.:,""' .!- _:__c,,:i ,,Jl;-!.. .:...l v . .___j0._:_.;._0 t_. _;_ l, ..:.,....:_ ....... C·.0 l.t-l..l..'.J L..0 v ' ll~} l:' "v.J... .J_ 1..,_:_\....,C.- 1 
The ?.~.L. case is nresented in: 
States 
;, I. 
'n-1-
in the capacity of & Papal Legate on beh2lf Office 
3uffalo. he spent i~ this city several days afte~ his arriv~l 
in the United States at the beginninc of Au;ust. The Buffalo 
Daily Courier carried an extensive interview with him in which 
he vividly described the plight of Poles under the German 
domi11a tio11 It is uncertain whether the Monsignor 
enoug11 
spoke English to conduct the interview by himself. If interpreter 
was needed it ce.n be assumed that Fronczal: fulfilled this function. 
But it is fairly certain that it v,as Froncz2.J:, as a reporter for 
tl:.is dz.ily, who arranged the interview. In this connection it 
is worthy to mention that FronczBJ: was assigned by Buf fs_lo Deily 
Cour-i er to 2.ccmr,pany the dj_stinguished s--uest on hj_s tour throut:sh 
.t1.me1"\ica 2_r1cl report on it to the nev1s1:10.per. Fro21cz2 .. l: clo.i111ed 
that this newspaper was the first one in the United States to 
cover' Polish-I~r1erJ~cc~1: affairs ou.tsicle its locc.li ty· in t11is 
n1&~nner. T1.,vo :rea.rs before thc-lt F1-"'011czO..:-: Vlc ... s se11t b:y the sc.1ne 
newspaper to Philadelphia to roport on t~c events of the XIII Sejm 
( 0 o"' ve•, +--i ,-, ·~ \ V J.~ ..1.- V_:_v.!.•} of the Polish National Alliance held in that city 
on Septenber 6, 1894.35 
Fronczci: saae oa~: of hi~aelf not only i~ the Polish 
activists he had a~ opeL avenue for public, ~e it lis~ted, accl~i~ 
l~1:.5lo--)Saxo11 .Ifl . -., ..l --.i· -1m1;ran~s li~e co ca11 c~emseLves. 
c.'er.,..ec -; ·r, 1 por:: .. - o.... .....,. __ .1.... v~ _,, 
his naDe was known to the local lead~r in the Democratic P&rty. 
/~rid Fro11czaJ: on his po.rt did 11ot spc:.re a.11:;r effort to 1Y!aJ.-;:e }1is 
usefulness known to them. It is :possible that the r::1ore env::i.s.e.ging 
politicians looked with foresight .s.t the potential bloc of Polish 
vote in Buffalo. And Fronczd: might 112,ve been a potential vote 
gatherer in that district. 
In political involvement, especially in the American party 
system every 2,ppearance on behalf of the party should be counted. 
It is up to the indi vidus,l in vol vecl that his in vol vernen t be 
?roperly recorded, noticed and properly credited. And Froncz~: 
seemed to have had .. • ...., • .1. ctOl.Ll L,Y in that direction • 
electio:i of 1895, for instance, Fronczal;;: and tv.'o other PoJ.ist 
electi-on . inspectors in the 9th ward of the 6th district. I21 this 
capacity they were responsible for collecting the ballots and 
COD.11 ting +1~ 0 v.;._...., votes. Relatively xinor function. 
c:J1e2 .. ci of ti1:1.e ct11d ~c11v .. s te..::i11g tl1e :'ir·st ~Jlc.ce 8J~1021g t11e inspectors. 
..., ' •,,,,. 
·'·1-, ~-, 
~l.'.C:: press;~ w~ich he evidentl~ -::. l ct e 
which was to elect de:ecates to New York ~emocr~tic Convention 
to be lield 1 • , ....... • 
7 /7 Septemoer ~4 1n Syracuse.~· 
These public appearances either ir the Polish co~nunity 
affairs, or Canisius College, or even being election inspector, 
too just described, e.nd 1:1any othertnur;1erous to account for, ee.rned 
him wider recognition in the local Democratic Party organization. 
So much so, that the party considered him worthy of beinc 
nominated on its 
For 2. ~.rol~nc PoJ_j_sl: liE!ericD.21 rr1edico.J_ stv.de11t it \7&s splenc1ic1. 
acI1i e-r..ren1e11 t. In the election of 
party was John N. Pal~er1tryin; to capture the presidency and 
Simon c.' _) . Bu.cl{~1e~ \'las b.is vicepresidential co11 te11der'. 
...,.,. 
~--. !-1 
~~The recognition in question was recorded in the Polish 
c',-,1,o (1'-Tos; 0 0.,... 10 n~or;'\ 'lTI•'P1~ t1~0 11e.sr1-i11cc· 11Pol::oc" YY"1P1"'.''S-il,I ~ .;..'-.: ..., • ./ .!. ' J;J.,// ;,.._ \.A. _ _._ .,.,._, ... _ ~-... ..l....J.-,.,:.:i• .................. • ,.: .!.-'-'-""".J..•1 _._ 
\Poles 2~1")e Fi1 ... st). r.:e.I'L: S. IItlbbell apolo::j_zed_ to Fro11czcJ,: for 
• .. r"> -, • ; .J... 1 ~ "l'T (", 1 r) f\ I 'T:1 1 4:"""\ T'\ ~ r-j t11r11i11ct:lt.1-21ess l1'2 2. iel.,-cer~ 01 r:ov .... o, o~>7• - .. f·l1 0nczaJI :.--a.pers, .::j.0.L,. 
37 See Fronczc.l:-::::">c.1.:i.;:mvsl;:2, PE\pers, Vol. 2. 3. E. S. D.sj_}v Courier 
Oct. 3(?) 1095. 
3GThe en:bl ei:1 of the ::;atione.l :Semo ere. ts ric..S 2_ .Sa.i1. Shir: 
which distinguished it fro~ Gold DeDocrats wl1ose embleu was 
Golden Star. --See 
'Io J_ • 3 , 3 • :-I • ,S • 
e2-ectiori bc~lJ_ot i11 ?1~oi1czsl-:-3L1l~o"~~:sl·::c?-
I. 
Szanowny Parde! 
,Jutro clzien {uyb01'0W. Raz ,je.,:;zcze 1naniy zaszczyt 
przypomnie6 Szanownemii Pctnii, ze l:andydatem na 
as.s-em-
blymana fest znany dobne Polak 
a rny.§lirny, ze glos Panski ot1'Zyma. 
.1.Yazwisko jego znajduje sif w drugiej linii ocl do-
lu, w trzechn rz~dzie pocl okr~ten1, p1·zed kt61·ern to na-
z wi."<kiem nctlezy z1·ol,i6 krzyzyk, fa]c to pokazano nizej. 
JJ1 cony naclzfrJ~, ie Pan nie oclm6wi nasze,j p1·0.§uie i 
rJlo8ujqc z.1·olri krzyzyk p1·zy na.zwisku F1'. E. F1·onczaka. 
X 
For Member of Assembly, 
Francis E, Fronczak. 
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received endor~ement fro~ ma~y quar~ers. 
Polish daily Fol~: E Amervce supported him ~nequivocally. -
.! ..t..,....., 
...L Lb r::ost candidate alt~cuch 
s es t: =-~~~: t}:e ticl-:et, 
which, according to the editorial o~ the newspaper, represe~ted 
70 11 .·-·-·_-,,,._-:,_,_-', __ (1-. ·,h, ... ,,:,.:-=-:-- ._·,,, _.·:,,"..~--.s ~'- 1·:.-,'._,,-.:_,~,~-:s:-• .• t1-=>./ rpi, .- ne-Y,.,.- ... ..., o',,-.~-:. .,_ ... i).,.. e--- T) •. .£>_ ...... " "1 0 
-"~ __ _,..,.,.._, __ <:;_"_. __ .... __ '-:: __ ~...... .J...:.1t.~ U .1·_1~r.:;...U _c::,_L...;,_.)1 ~ i . .iUJ.J.8.r i 
• . .LO , . VoiRsfreu~d ran an ex~ensive article about him ., .J:" .J..'T oe.Lore \,ne 
--
elections. The Eu ffalo Daily Courier, to vrhich he occasio:1sJ.ly 
ti1e leo.cli11r; Poles ir: 5v.ffalo". 
called him 11Polish De:r:.okrat 11 of v.r}1om, t!ie pa:Jer wrote, 11is 
spoken very favorably by the solid business interests •••• 
~e is a clean, honest uan, with many friends and a record in 
no sense con tami~1ated by servitude of odious ~ l+, ~Josses. 
But perhaps most enthusiastic and solid backin3, althou;h 
more in the moral sense, he received frcm the student body of 
Buffalo U~iversity. At the openinG of the f2ll semester the 
students held a rally during whict a resolLtion was passel 
calling on students to support their candidate in the forthco~ins 
~ , . L_2 
e1..ec-cior1s. · Of cov_I'se Fronczal: api:irecic_teCl tl1is :._~:orc.J_ su.1,Jport, 
however, he must have realized 
cii d n.o t a111ou.11 t to 1~1v. cl1. 
\ 7 o l}cs fr et:.nci, 
tt~t students vote ~col ls 
For other Buffclo 
3.I-i. s. 
~e~spaper) ?ronczak-Juko~sk2 
about the resalts of t~e election. ss.fe 
euphoria and did his best to gain votes for hi~self and his 
party and hoped for victory at the fin2l count. 
Polj_sl: for CE..lIS 8. 
Leaflets were distrib1..1. ted by the co:nmi t tee in Polish ar,:on,; the 
Polish voters. One of theo, for instance, reminded the Polish 
perspective voters th2,t 11 tomorrow 11 was the cts.y they should c2st 
"in the second line from the bottom, in tl:e third colv.:-,rn. under 
forr1 and contents, exhorted the Poles to vote "under the s21ip 11 
2.s e.s,ch 11honest deE1ocrc'.t" sho'...1.ld. Several of the "true" denocr:?ts 
Polisl1 ·rotes can tl:e 
elation that the younc Fronczak experienced in those cays. ~e 
in fact was the first Pole in the State of New Yo~:, if not in 
the whole country to be no~inated to such elective 9ffice. It 
eri co.IJ. ""'1 • I o }JC...'...l -Cl CS 
43 
Lec:.fle~c..s i:.j r, \ · ... I...)_!_. -; l'':" ·:::: _ _,. • .:.- " f_,i " 
enc proner connections, ens soy Get very f~r. 
:nasmuch·as tho ~ccinatio~ Tias 2 civic tlistinctio1: fo~ the 
j_no.eed. 
his favor by the Polish Committee, he recistered &t the polls 
only 175 votes. 
:z ,..,! 1 ·,. ,.,,~c; 
_,;, C <:..-....!.l :. 3713 votes respectively. In re2.li ty, Fronczo.l: 
chance in this contest against either of the opponents. 
' ' flD.Ct 
student of medicine was not a match for two saloon keepers. 
But i~spite of the defeat, the election was a valuable 
attained the a;e of 22 iTI the turbule~t waters of politics. 
~ .1. J..0Sv; so clicl. 
no 
CH APTER III 
"Our Young Doctor" 
Early June 1897, the young physician, not yet 23 years of age, 
nailed his medical diploma and appropriate credentials including the 
standard pictures prescribed for a medical office to the wall in the 
living room of his residence at 508 Fillmore Avenue, located a stone 
throw from St. Stanislaus Church, and letting people know through the 
1 
press, Polish and English, of his availability, began medical practice. 
Practicing medicine in those days accrued 50 cents per office visit and 
75 cents for a house call. A home grown physician, very popular in 
the Polish community, thoroughly bilingual, Fronczak encountered little 
difficulties in establishing a profitable practice. Owing to the 
smallness of his stature and the young age, he was referred to by his 
2 
neighbors as "our young doctor". From the start of his medical career 
he was likedby the Polish neighbors and many of his medical accompli-
shments were recorded in the Polish press. This was very important 
for a young physician starting practicing on his own. 
1The license to practice medicine and surgery in the State of New 
York was issued to Fronczak under the date of June 4, 1897.--Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
2
rn the Polish language he was called "nasz doktorek". The Polak 
w Ameryce (Oct. 30, 1897) wrote: "Although Fronczak started his practice 
several months ago, he earned wide recognition and confidence of all of 
us due to his knowledge and ability". 
50a 
50b 
Fronczak manifested boldness and resolutness in his medical. 
activities while just entering the field. Only six months after he 
opened the office it fell to his lot "one of the rarest", in his words, 
case (in those days at least) in obstetrics. 
The clinical case in point was as follows: On November 13, 1897> 
he was called by a midwife to the bedside of a dying woman while gj_ving 
birth to a child in the neighborhood. The young doctor attended the 
patient for about one hour and a half, trying in vain to keep her alive. 
The patient died. But the child in the uterus was alive. Instantly 
Fronczak faced the alternative: should he perform a post-mortem cesa-
rean section in order to deliver the child, or let it die in the mother's 
womb. Cesarean section seemed to be an extreme operation in those days. 
The relatives of the patient, originally refusing to the proposed 
operation, eventually consented, "if for no other purpose than for the 
perfonnance of the baptismal rite". Having their permission granted 
to proceed, Fronczak wasted no moment, for the child inside the dead 
mother was suffocating. After reaching the uterus, Fronczak opened it 
"with one long incision" and pulled the child out. The child, a girl, 
gave but faint signs of life. As he reported to the Buffalo academy 
of medicine on the case: "It was, however, that the child's face was 
cyanosed and that I would have to resort at once to artificial respira-
tion. He applied what was known in medicine at that time, the Schultze's 
method, "in which the child is laid on its back and its legs are being 
soc 
pressed to the chest and stretched out, thus creating the movement of 
inspiration and expiration. But it was too late. "I laboured hard 
and earnestly, but the child lived only a very short time", stated the 
disappointed young physician. 
Reporting the case to his colleagues at the Buffalo Academy of 
Medicine, Fronczak raised the question whether he was justified to 
perform the operation. There apparently were no legal or medical impli-
cations resulting from his action. The moral aspect of this operation 
he answered himse1f. To quote it in his own words: "I think it was 
my duty to perform this operation in view of the child's signs of life. 
That the case was rare and unusual can be sunnised from the concluding 
words of Fronczak's report: "It is, I believe, the conviction among 
the medical profession and even among the educated laity, that to 
deliver a possibly living child from the dead mother's uterus is justi-
3 
fiable. 11 
Free from academic obligations and having secured considerable 
economic and social position, Fronczak plunged himself into diverse 
activities. He was a frequent lecturer on medical subject, but he 
also made many appearances at Polish patriotic functions. Now he was 
a colleague of the persuasive Dr. Schroeter in his profession and 
vocation. His mobility and versatility were amazing. He st,rove to 
3All quotations from: Francis E. Fronczak, A.M. M.D. "A Case of 
Post-Cesarian Section", Buffalo Medical Journal, Vol. XXXVII, 1897-98, 
pp. 345-346. 
51 
establish his reputation in the field of medicine as a young and 
able physician looking for recognition. He became very active in 
New York Medical Society. At almost every function of this orga~ 
nization for many years to come he would make some contribution 
in form of a paper or a report. But being a man dedicated to the 
Polish cause, he pursued two lines of interest simultaneously: 
medicine and Polish national interest. It would appear that the 
young follower of Asculop thought that his physical and mental 
resources were inexhaustable. Besides regular medical services, 
which is the primary function of a physician--and if he were doing 
just that, there would be no need to write his biography--he was 
deeply involved in political and social activities, not only during 
the first two or three years after establishing medical practice, 
but throughout his life. 
To illustrate the style of Fronczak's activism, let us 
recall some of his engagements. For instance, as the Polish 
Echo recorded, on January 30, 1898 during a convention of the 
F :._-; o Y'i c L~ sJ.:_ ce 
.:__l ,.,_ .. _ -- '•' ,...::. . ...i. . ·; 
tj_c1: :01--- dec=_c.•· 
ration of war between the rnited States acai~st Spain stirred 
the Poles in 3uffalo. 
the Polish leaders of t~is city decided to 
ma~if0st tteir fmer~c~n patriotiso, and t~e younz doctor 
.; + 
...!.... L,. 
The Polish newsp&pers printed proclauation to the Poles 
in 5uffalo issued by an ad hoc connittee consisting of Dr. Fron-
for '1 -c .:1 e co nsj_ de ri11,:~~ tl:.e 
·....- .. the expect~tion of 
z.ers. On Sunday, April 26, the desicnate~ aay of the meetins, 
severai tho~sand younc ?ol~s gathered in I'illmore ~all. The 
the call uas so larce 
too sr::E_l1. The volunteers filled the s~aircase 2nc 
tl1 e v.re.r. It . ' . c~rrica en accoun~ 
'~-Ecl·10, _Jc~11~)e_1..,~/· -~ , 1iC9E. The ?olis11 t:i_-!:le c: t!.1s ~:,c.=:_·pe:c 
was: ""'owaznosci ~7yc 1owania fizycznego. ii 
::.c, 
·- .._,,_, 
-~ ~,.-.. ~- .l-
v .. .:.c:.-,~ i..- . CG C:· :~ C. :.1-.:.:_· 
;-, n~ 0 ~ C 
.;...L·_,,J.._J 
~ola~~ w&s 2bout to s~ash Spain ~ut t~e partiticns prove~ted 
2:.er froij tc~l:i112~ tl1i.s ste~:i. e, Of co1.1rse 110:1e of tl:is is -tY'1)_e, 
but eviden\ly nobody had the time to correct the reporter's 
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This gave impetus to Fronczak and Schroeter to go on speaking 
circuit among the Poles and even tried to reach the non-Polish 
audiences to enlighten them on the state of Polish culture and 
literature in order lfto eliminate bigotry and prejudice", to 
use Fronczak 1s words. 12 These two Polish luminaries inaugurated 
their lecture series at the observance of Mickiewicz•s birth 
anniversary in Czytelnia Polska (Sweet and Broadway). Fronczak 
dealt with the more important episodes of the poet's life; 
while Schroeter spoke on the significance of 11Pan Tadeusz''. 
Soon thereafter, in February 1899, Fronczak lectured on S2:owacki's 
poem" Smutno mi Boze" (How Sad Am I, Oh God) to commemorate 
the poet's fiftieth death anniversary in Transfiguration Parish 
Hall. It is a pity that these lectures or talks had not been 
perpetuated in print. Without the texts we cannot pass judge-
ment on them. The reporter's account of the literary venture of 
Fronczak, Schroeter and others, were usually short and complimen-
tary. The above lecture by Fronczak was regarded scholarly, 
but too long. 13 In July, 1899, Fronczak went to Auborn, New York, 
to speak at a medical convention on the "Compounded Dislocation". 
But he did not forget about stowacki. He carried with him a 
speech on the Polish poet which he delivered before Polish 
audience in Amsterdam, New York. 14 The same feat he repeated 
12Fronczak•s speech at the 25th anniversary of the Associa-
tion of Polish Physicians and Dentists. Fronczak Collection, B.S.C. 
13Echo, February(?) 1899. Clippings, Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers,-aI'ippings, Vol. II, B.H.S.; also The Buffalo Morning 
Courier, Feb. 26, 1899. ----
14polak ~ Amer;yce, July(?), 1899. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, 
Clippings, Vol. III. B.H.S. 
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in October of the same year. On the 17th, he read a paper at 
the New York Medical Association Convention "On the Resuscitation 
of the New Born by Labordes Method". From Syracuse he travelled 
to Amsterdam,New York at the invitation of 11Juliusz stowack.i 
Drama Klub" to deliver, this time in English, a lecture entitled 
"A Century of Poland's Literature and Li!terary Man". This 
lecture was combined with a gala performance by the Drama Club 
of "lfobzowanie'' or "The PostponedWedding", on Octoben 17. This 
affair received much attention in the press and evidently great 
number of advertising bills were posted both in Polish and English. 15 
The lecture and the performance of "iobzowanie" were held in the 
Amsterdam Opera House. 
The sponsors of the lecture felt obliged to explain to the 
Polish audience that the reason for the lecture in English was 
to enable the non-Polish speaking population of Amsterdam to 
learn of the great wealth of the Polish literature. Judging 
from the account of a local English language newspaper, the 
undertaking fell short of expectation. Especially the expecta-
tion to reveal Polish literature to English audience failed 
u 
miserably. The newspaper noted that Fronczak spoke in,English 
al though in the audience there were few other than Poles!'. 
Nevertheless those few non-Poles in the audience could have 
15Echo, Oct. 19, 1899. Advertising bill (in Polish and 
EnglishJ,Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. "tobzowanie" was incorrectly 
translated to "Postponed Wedding". It means mischief 1, or mis-
chievous games. Both plays written by W.L. Anczyc. 
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learned a good deal of Polish literature from Fronczak. As the 
reporter recorded Fronczak told the audience that "In the field 
of literature Poland should stand on equal footing with its 
neighboring countries. Since 1800 there were not less than 
350 Polish men and women writers.of note, and at the present day 
the literary men and women of the country approximate 1200. l7 
Before the eventful year of 1898 elapsed, Fronczak, due to 
his activism, became involved in another civic cause. The Poles 
in Buffalo by that time maintained several parish schools but 
these schools could not accommodate all the children of the 
Polish community. There were in the East Side Polish district 
of Buffalo four public schools attended by about 2,800 Polish 
children. 18 For the Polish parents, however, it was a dilemma 
that these children in those non-Polish schools would be divested 
of their Polishness, because nothing of Polish was taught there. 
The Poles felt that great injustice was being done to them. 
They were denied access to their own culture back in Poland 
by Russia and Prussia, who occupied their country, but they 
thought that in America, a "free" country, they should not 
be deprived of the right to nurture their own culture. They 
17The name of the Amsterdam newspaper is not known. See 
Froncza.k.-Bukowska Papers, Clippings, Vol. IV. B.H.S. 
181
,
12800 Polish children in Public School 57, 58, 44, 31 • 
In Public School 57, there were 900 pupils but only 38 were of 
other nationality than Polish". -- Buffalo Evening News, 
Dec. 9, 1898. ----
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were not opposed to "Americanization" but they conceived "Ameri-
canization" as a civic loyalty to America without sacrificing 
their Polish soul on the altar of Anglicism. It was Anglicism 
that the Poles resented at that time. In their way of thinking 
English culture and language should not be a prerequisite of 
Americanism. If America was to be regarded a haven for oppressed 
peoples, a conglomeration of cultures and nations, then, certainly, 
retaining and cultivating Polish culture in America should not 
be considered incongruent with fundamental principles of the Great 
Democratic state. But the Polish idealisation of America met 
with contrary sentiment towards them in this country. We are 
to be reminded that the end of the 19th century is characterized 
by an upsurge of American nationalism which manifested itself 
d 
with hostility towars anything that was not English and Protestant. 
In this mental climate even the Catholic Church, dominated by 
English speaking Irish hierarchy, was regarded in~some circles 
as incompatible with Americanisa.. 19 
The Polish leaders in Buffalo evidently tried to use the 
public schools, financed by them, and attended by their children, 
as a vehicle for Polish culture. A Polish citizen committee 
19In the Polish Parish Schools, in the city of Buffalo, 
according to statistics published in 1901, the number of children 
was 4,848, who were taught by 73 teachers (61 nuns, 12 lay). The 
ratio of pupil per teacher on the whole in Buffalo was 65.5, but in 
some instances it was close to one hundred. -- Sprawa Szkolnictwa. 
Referat wydany przez Komitet Edukacyjny Pozostajc\CY z Kongresem 
Polskim Rzymsko-Katolickim w Buffalo. Gazeta Katolicka, Chicago, 
1901. p. 39. 
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was called to life for the purpose of presenting their demand 
before the Aldermanic Committee on Schools. The Committee 
selected early in December, 1898, consisted of Franciszek Olsza-
nowski, editor of the .!£.h.Q,; Ludwik Niemojewski, editor of Polak 
~ Ameryce; M.D. Darczynowski and Jan Meternowicz, representing 
the Polish National Alliance, and the young Dr. Fronczak. 
Fronczak, owing to his eloquence and the fact that he was an 
''American born" Pole, was the spokesman for the committee. 20 
The Polish committee, reinforced by one hundred Polish 
Buffalonians who filled in the assembly hall, appeared before 
the Aldermanic Committee on December 8, to demand that Polish 
grammar and history be taught in public schools. Meternowicz 
argued that the Polish courses should be instituted in public 
schools because in some public schools in Buffalo, German and 
French were taught. The opposition to the Polish demand stood 
on the principle of rapid assimilation of the children of 
the Polish immigrants. Dr. Lucian Howe, Fronczak•s professor, 
and a good friend, sympathised with the Polish demand, but 
opposed it, for, in his mind, delayed assimilation was disadvan-
tageous to the children. The learned doctor also expressed 
doubts whether the Fronczak•s committee represented the desire 
of the entire Polish community. On the whole, the Polish demand 
20Polak w Ame~ce (Buffalo) Dec. 9, 1898; ~ Buffalo 
Evening News,-Dec. , 1898. 
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was ridiculed and that infuriated the Polish community. 21 
Fronczak contended that the children could learn English 
language more readily and thoroughly, if Polish grammar and 
history were taught. To him this was not an issue of Polish 
national aspiration, but a "question of civilization'·'· The 
reason that a great number of Polish children went to parochial 
schools, Fronczak. argued, was that they were taught in their 
own language there. If the public schools would offer courses 
in Polish they would attract more Polish children and since 
public education was superior to parochial, America would gain 
more educated citizens. The said fact was that until the turn 
of the century there was not a single Polish student in public 
high school in Buffalo. 
The Poles evidently could not make a breach in the Anglo-
Saxon wall of resistance to any innovation. Upon the motion 
of Alderman named Coe, the Committee decided to table the Polish 
petition for several weeks under the pretext of the necessity 
to allow wider public discussion on that matter. 
In the meantime the opponents to the Polish demand mastered 
enough public support agains.t the Poles to reject it flatly at 
the following meeting of the Aldermanic Committee on January 11, 
1899, by a vote of four to one, the one being a Polish member of 
the committee, A, Cwiklinski, not to count the two absentees. 22 
21 Polak w .Am:eryce, 9. XII.1898; The Buffalo Evening News, Dec.9, 
1898. 
22 . Against the Polish proposal voted: Butler, Stroker, Coe, 
Zoeller, Smeding; Schnellback. 
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The day after the fateful vote, the Poles, headed by the 
Polish Committee had their last word on that issue. Fronczak 
who spoke on behalf of the lost Polish cause was vociferous. 
He started by accusing the Aldermanic Committee for enticing 
the public opinion against the Polish proposition. "I saw'', 
said Fronczak, "in today's papers article urging the people 
to come up here and speak against the proposition to teach 
Polish in the schools~. The Poles felt that they were treated 
unfairly, that their loyalty to America was questioned because 
they desired to uphold their culture. Fronczak went on to 
say: "'It seems as though we are regarded as being unpatriotic 
and un-American when we ask that Polish be taught in schools. 
Yet when the call for men to fight for this country came a 
short time ago, one regiment in the city refused to respond, 
while lots of Germans and Poles went out''. Fronczak was here 
obviously alluding to the Polish regiment which he tried to 
help organize, and to the fact that great number of Poles 
had gone into the war with Spain. The method employed by the 
Committee, namely the working up. of the public sentiment against 
the Polish proposition, Fronczak called 0 un-American11 • 23 
The Poles and the council, evidently did not see eye to 
eye on that issue. The council's argument that the knowledge 
of the Polish language and history were incongruous with 
23The Buffalo Commercial, January 13, 1899. 
-----
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Americanism was ill-founded, according to Fronczak. Groundless 
was also the apprehension that learning Polish grammar would 
have ill effect on the intellectual development of the children. 
The best proof that cultural dualism was compatible with America-
nism stood before the very eyes of the council, in the person 
of Fronczak himself. Fronczak was a living example that the 
acquisition of another culture by American citizen was not an 
intellectual detriment, but on the contrary, such an attribute 
raised his individual value for the country. As to the reservation, 
held by the council that knowledge of the elements of Polish 
culture by American citizen jeopardized his loyalty to the United 
States, the recent events on the Buffalo East Side, alluded to 
by Fronczak, refuted this manifest misconception. 
The failure to convince City Hall to provide for "teaching 
America" in Polish to Polish children did not dissuade Fronczak 
from stiriving to obtain cultural facilities for the Polish 
community. He took charge of the movement among the Poles 
demanding a branch of Buffalo public library on the East Side. 
Fronczak argued in the press that, in the first place, at the 
beginning of 1900, the downtown library was too far away from 
the Polish colony to be readily accessible. But the Poles 
wanted a library to be adequately stacked with Polish books 
besides English. Fronczak contended that Polish books were in 
greater demand than German or French and yet the city did not 
see fit to care for the Polish readers. Other cities, like 
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Chicago and Detroit have already established libraries for the 
Polish community. In any event, this undertaking was gratified. 
In 1901, indeed a branch of the Buffalo Public Library was 
opened on Broadway near Fillmore Avenue to serve the Polish 
community, 23 named after William Ives, a long time head Buffalo 
librarian. 24 
Being motivated by what might have been called "medical 
involvement", Fronczak felt that his proper place was on the 
East Side, among the Polish people whom he desired to serve and 
who needed him for medical and political reasons. A man with 
his outstanding mental capacity had an open career in the medical 
field before him, but he chose to pursue a different course. 
He even declined an offer from Dr, RoswelJfark to work on his 
clinical staff. He used to say, with no regret, in advanced age 
that had he joined Dr. Park's staff he would have been a rich man. 25 
This "medical involvement" led him to perform a noble deed 
which established a precedent among the Polish physicians of 
Buffalo. Only a physician motivated by high ideal would have 
been able to overcome the natural inclination in man for pecuniary 
possession. He initiated a free medical service for Polish 
charitable institutions in this area. Other physicians who 
graduated after Fronczak had to follow his example. In fact, 
23on the development of Polish branches of the Buffalo Public 
Library see: Walter M. Drzewieniecki and Joanna E. Drzewieniecki-
Abugattas, "Public Library Service to American Ethnics: The Polish 
Community on the Niagara Frontier, New York,~ Journal g.! Library 
History, Vol. 9, No. 2, April 1974, pp. 120-137t a~so Polak~ Ameryce, 
January(?), 1900; Ih.2. Buffalo Review, January 25, 1900 and other 
Buffalo newspapers. 
24rt is order to note: In 1964, as post mortem reward for 
Fronczak, the Ives Branch 11-Fo~ElaffaS renamed Francis E. Fronczak Libre 
25According to Dr. EugeniahBukowska, daughber of Dr. F. Fronczak. 
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the Association of Polish Physicians in America, incorporated 
into its by-laws, when it was instituted in 1905, Fronczak's 
idea of public service. 
The pattern in question that Fronczak set up, consisted 
in offering his services free of charge to the Convent of 
Felician Sisters in Cheektowaga. He was willing to render 
medical assistance to the charges of the nuns in their orphanage 
and in their home for the aged. A letter dated May 15, 1899, 
written in Polish and addressed to Mother Superior of that 
institution should be cited here as evidence of rare among 
physicians altruism of the youthful doctor: 
As far as I know there are about one hundred 
persons in the above mentioned asylum, who are 
enjoying, thanks to the Almighty, a good health. 
It may happen, however, that an unexpected circum-
stance may call for a medical assistance. Knowing, 
however, that the Asylum for Orphans and Aged, is 
not capable financially to retain a house physician 
on the staff -- as it is the case in well funded 
institutions of similar type -- with a set salary 
and quarters, therefore the undersigned physician 
of general medicine, with a diploma of Doctor of 
Medicine from the Medical School of the University 
of Buffalo, offers herewith his services without 
any salary, quarter, or compensation in any form, 
being willing to come to your asylum to render 
medical assistance whenever2galled upon, provided 
circumstances will permit. 
The nuns accepted his services and for the next eight 
years he alone answered all the institution•s calls for 
medical assistance. About half a century later, at a banquet 
26original and photostatic copies of this letter are to 
be found in Fronczak Papers. B.s.c. 
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in honor of the doctor, on the fiftieth anniversary of his 
medical service, the grateful Sisters presented him the 
photostatic copy of this letter. 
Receiving the copy of his commitment, Fronczak said 
that the initiation of the free assistance for the Felician 
Sisters represented the best piece of work that he was able 
to do as a result of his medical education. 27 
__________ .. _ 
27Buffalo Evening~, June 2, 1947. 
CH APTER IV 
"At Last in the Old Capital of Poland11 
The turn of the century was also a turning point in 
Fronczak 1s life. On April 25, 1900, the young physician, at 
the age of 25, betrothed Lucja Rozalia Tucholka, a sweetheart 
of long standing. His bride was a daughter of Leon and Anna 
Tucholka who came to this country from Tuchola, located in the 
German part of Poland. Leon Tucholka was a well known cabinet 
maker in Cheektowaga, a suburb of Buffalo. Lucja was a native 
Buffalonian, like Fronczak himself, but was brought up in 
Polish tradition and culture. 
The nuptial ceremonies were held in the Felician Sisters 
Chapel in Cheektowaga, Wednesday evening, and Father Walenty 
Swinarski conferred the vows. The reception was held in the 
house of the groom. 1 This slight defraction from the customary 
way as to the day of marriage -- Wednesday instead of the 
weekend -- and the festivities being held in the house of ~he 
groom, instead of the bride -- can be explained by a wider plan 
schemed out by Fronczak much in advance. 
As the Buffalo newspapers reported, the newly-weds took 
the midnight train, to New York City, to start their long honey-
moon trip which amazed many Buffalonians not only on the East 
1According to wedding invitation. Fronczak Papers, BSC. 
The romance between Lucja (Lucy) and Francis was going on for 
quite some time. Their mutual friend observed that"Lucy was the most 
beautiful girl in Polon;.g. and her character was ideal." -- Ke.zimierz 
Rosol to Froncza};:, Jan. 30, 1900. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. 
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~ 
Side and was a subject of numerous com~entaries in the Press.~ 
The wedding received much attention outside of the Polish 
Community because Froncze.k was already a well know11 physician 
in the city and a well established local political figure. 
Besides that, th€i groom knew how to make it known that he was 
getting married. Assuming from the congratulatory telegrams from 
.we1·1..;wis'lierSJ v;ho could not be present at the wedding, Froncze.k 
apparently sent a great number of invitations to important 
The 
Polish people in America. · congratulations ·Jia·,:;recaiY~> ,.~~::re :·~n 
English, Polish and Latin. The very fact, that during the 
wedding ceremonies, Rev. Swinarski was assisted by four priests 
speaks for the significance of the event.3 
The honeymoon trip was out of the ordinary, like many 
things connected with Fronczak. One may be inclined to think 
that Fronczak planned more the trip than the wedding. The 
honeymoon trip, as it turned out, the groom planned already&. 
year before the marriage. The main object of the trip was to 
te present at the celebration of five hundredth anniversary cf 
the restt>ration of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow, 
scheduled for early June, 1900. The University, being founded 
by King Casimir the Great in 1364, was reconstructed and reorga-
nized in academic sense in 1400. 
2rhe Enquirer, April 25, 1900; The Buffalo Evening Express, 
April 26, 1900; ~ (Polish) April 25, 26, 1900. 
3~ Buffalo Evening Express, April 26, 1900 -- the assistents 
were: Revs. Hardich, Wojcik, Kasprzek, Basinski. 
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The quincentennial observance in Cracow was a well 
prepared s.ffair i.n tended to attract scholars from the 
entire civilized world. Not many universities in Europe 
were older than the Jagiellonian Univeraity in Cracow. 
Cracow as the old capital of Poland and enjoying consi-
derable political and academic autonomy was a center of 
attraction for Poles. Fronczak, a young, Polish-American 
scholar, brought up in a Polish family, saturated with 
Polish patriotism, a man whose love for the land of his 
ancestors could have been surpassed only by the affections 
for his bride, would shame himself for the rest of his life, 
if he would not partake in the Jagiellonian University festi-
vities. 
But to be just in Cracow to witness the historic comme-
moration, unusual undertaking for a citizen of Buffalo, j_ndeed, 
would not have satisfied Fronczak. He wanted to have an a.ctive 
role in the solemn event. Accordingly, he arranged with the 
be University of Buffalo to its official representative at the 
quincentennial observance in Cracow. This way the University 
of Buffalo had the distinction of being one of the few univer-
sities of America represented in Cracow along with the most 
ancient institutions of higher learning in Europe.4 But this 
4The other American universities represented in Cracow were: John Hopkins University of Baltimore, The University of Chicago, and the Catholic University of Washington. 
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young honeymooner liked to kill many birds with one stone. 
Besides representing the University of Buffalo to the Jagiel-
lonian University, ~e also obtained authorization to represent 
the Am_erican Medical Associati.on to the Polish Medical Associ.s.-
tion Convention held in the latter part of July in conjuncture 
with the 'Jagiellonian anniversary. But that was not enough. 
On his return trip he scheduled a stop in Paris at the XIIIInter-
national Medical Congress in early August.5 
So, the newlyweds bid farewell to their wedding guests 
and took the night express from Buffalo to New York City the 
night they were married. After a day of honeymooning in New York, 
they embarked the TRAVE belonging to the North German Lloyd 
Steamship Co. which was to sail off on Saturday, April 28, from 
New York to Genoa via Gibraltar and Naples. 
The trip by no means was a wedding gift from the parents 
of the couple, since neither had accumulated enough wealth to 
offer such luxury to their children. To defray the cost, 
perhaps in part, of the voyage, Fronczak had to borrow mo.ney 
from certain P;tatelt who demanded collateral from, Fronczak' s 
6 father before the young couple arrived in Europe. Knowing this 
the more we ·are prone to admire Fronczak1s desire to augment 
his formal education, but especially we marvel at his anxiety 
5The American National Committee of the XIII International 
Medical Congress was held in Paris from August 2-9 in connection 
with the French exposition. -- International Bulletin of the 
.2fIIIInternational Medical Congress. Fronczak Papers, B.S:C:-
6Fronczak to his parents, May 5, 1900. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
to see Poland, the land of his origin. 
Eight days later the TRAVE, carrying aboard about two 
hundred passengers including Dr. Fronczak and his bride along 
with forty American Catholic bishops who headed to Rome for 
the Canonisation festivities, touched the pier in Gibraltar. 
Fronczak, being a kind of habitual or semi-professione.l 
journalist, decided to share his impressions of the trip with 
his friends in Buffalo. Before departing for Europe he 
evidently made arrangements with the Buffalo Courier to print 
his articles from the voyage. There were altogether four 
extensive articles that he sent to the paper. The first one 
dealt with the wonders of the tip of Europe, namely Gibraltar, 
written after a days halt in that town. Second gives an 
account of the jubilee of Cracow of June 7. The sequel to this 
was a description of the city of Cracow sent to Buffalo on 
June 20, and the final article under the date of July 19, 
offered a description of the Province of Poznan including the 
sojourn in Tuczno, the village of his parents. Besides that 
he wrote several letters and postcards in Polish to his father 
which contain intimate and informative details.7 
Fronczak showed himself an astute observer possessing wide 
range of associations. His mind encompassed simultaneously 
the geographical, political and social interests. He was able 
to convey his impressions in a concise, unpretentious style, 
rendering them the more enjoyable to the reader. 
,... 
vManuscript dated June 7, 1900. --FrOllczak Papers, B.S.C. 
Fronczak's observations of Gibraltar are rare of thi..s 
kind in peragrine literature. Wrote Fronczak: 
The green curved hills of the Spanish coast 
dotted here e.nd there with farmnhouses and villas 
brought to my memory the arcadian hills and dales 
of our own New England States. But here we come 
closer and closer to the land. An English flag, 
much to the surprise of quite a number of Ameri-
cans aboard the steamer, announces that Gibraltar, 
so Oriental in its buildings, so beautiful in its 
situation, the very mli.stress of the blue wate;s of 
the Mediterranean, is an English possession. e 
The first impression of the city recorded in Fronczak 1s 
mind was its cosmopolitan character. "God only knows what 
nation is not represented in the crowd that welcomes the 
tourist who enters Europe through this gate•).,..-wrote Fronczctk. 
And then strolling through the streets the couple entered 
the Casemates Square "where the English army rules supreme." 
"Red jacketed British soldiers, jack tar, kilted Highlanders, 
9 
are everywhere," he wrote. 
Being a student of epidemology and knowing how the envi...i 
ronment can be detrimental to public health, Fronczak was 
struck by the clean streets. "Ye Gods, but what clean streets!'.' 
he exclaimed. "Even our worthy Board of public works could 
learn a few things about keeping the Buffalo streets clean. 010 
Then he observed that 11The buildings are all rather low, 
flat roofs, and the regulation southern style window blinds, 
the lower half of which being slightly raised permit the olive 
r) I { l/-
faced, dark haired senoritas, all well powdered, to smile anc 
make faces and flirt not only with the men garrisoned there, 
or with their own Spanish cousins, but even with the cold, 
though ever curious Amer:.::;ans." But Fronczak, not without 
the inducement from his bride, turned away his eyes from the 
windows to observe another scene: 
c:: Following Waterport street we meet people beyond 
decription and almost in every imaginable garb. I 
have seen there a Hebrew rabbi, a most perfect picture 
of the Jews of Cracow or Warsaw. Have seen Arabs as 
I have often heard them described or looked at them in 
the most gaudy colors and others in allillDst spotless 
white. I have looked with a half ashamed sort of a 
look at an almost naked native from the Barbary states. 
I have spoken with men whose appearance denoted their 
knowledge of the latest Parisian style and have touched 
elbows with men who looked savage enough to make me 
believe that discretions would be ,better part of valor, 
and that for safet~ I take the other side of the street, 
narrow as it was. 11 
It is not quite certain when did the Fronczaks arrive 
in Genoa which was the last call for the TRAVE. In any event, 
the Fronczaks were in Rome before May 20. Fronczak 1s curiosity 
drove him to every corner of the ''Eternal City", to see as 
much as possible in such a short period of time. "We have seen 
everything worth seeing in Rome", wrote Fronczak to his parents. 12 
Always anxious to make connections with Poles, Fronczak and his 
bride visited the studio of "the greatest living Polish painter", 
Siemri..eradzki, who received them,"cordially". 13 
11 Ibid. 
12
~cza~ to his parents, May 24. 
13Fronczak to his parents, May 26. 
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The most highlighted c;tnd impressive event witnessed by 
the Buffalonians in Pome were the ceremonies of the canonization 
of St. John the Baptiste de la Salle and St. Rita da Cassia 
on May 24 j_n St. Peter's Basi1icG. s.s evidenced in Froncze.k's 
correspondence. Through "an tnfluential person in Vatice.n" 
they secured an admission card to the Basilica for the solemnity, 
boasted Fronczak in a letter to hi.s parents. The canoniz2,tion 
was the first one since 1896, and this was the reason that 
admission tCD the Basilica was almost impossi.ble to obtain at 
such short call. In Fronczak's estimation there were about 
55,000 people inside the Basilica and half a million waiting 
outside. The crowd was manhandled by several thousand Italian 
troops. "We had a seat on the tribune near the main entrance, 
so that we saw the Pope from a distance of five feet when he 
was being carried. 14 As the Polish saying goes, iif one comes 
to Rome, he has to see the Pope. The Fronczaks had the rare 
opportunity to see the aged Pontiff, Leo XIII who was 93, who, 
as the young physician saw him, "appeared so old and so skinny 
that he hardly was able to raise his arm to bless the people. 11 
In the train of 500 bishops and cardinals, Fronczak noticed 
Cardinal Ledo chow ski, 15 "who looked very strong" and the P::-ince 
1' Cardinal of Cracow, Puzyna. 0 
14irenryk Siemiradzki (1843-1902) lived in Rome since 1872, 
becrune a member of St. Luke Academy in 1884, painted chiefly from 
the antiquity. The.paintings of the curtains in the theatres in 
Krakow(1896) and Lwow(1900) are his works. 
15Ledochowski, Mieczys.3'.aw (1822-1902), Archibishop of Gniezno 
and Poznan. Imprisoned by Bismarck during the "Kul tur1<.a.111pf". Head 
of the Office of "Propagande. Fidei". 
16Puzyna, Jan ( 18Li2-1911 ) , Cardinal of Grae ow, lr:..J.'10VIn of his 
conservatistic views. 
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Judgj_ng from their mD.il, the Buffalo honey1210oners arr:.ved 
in CracovI from Rome, a.fts1:- a short stay in Venier:: anc. Vieru1£t 
not la.teJ~ tha.11 ,.Tune ? • Fronczal-: was not corni.ng to the.t ancient 
city as a complete stranger. P:rior to departure fo~ Europe he 
~ r-; 
had correspondence with Stanislaw Ciechanowski, 11 a professor 
of medicine at the Jagiellonian University. Ciechanowski vras 
also the chairman of the Executive Committee at the convention 
of the Polish Medical Jtssociation and the editor of the Przegl§l.d 
Lekarski (The Medical Review). Ciechanowski's home (Wielopole 4) 
was Fronczak's mailing address in Poland. According to a letter 
of Ciechanowski to Fronczak of March 16, 1900, the latter was 
scheduled to deliver a lecture before a Convention. 
Fronczak must also have had connections with the higher-ups 
of the Cracow society, perhaps through his association with 
Paderewski. As Fronczak informed his parents, he and his wife 
resided in Prince Lubomirski. 1 s palace whj_le in Cracow. 
Fronczak was enchanted with Cracow. He wrote about • ,I.. l" 
with such reverence and love as only perhaps a Moslem could 
have written about Mecca. His dream nurtured by Polish books 
and tr.s..dition about the ancient capital of great Kingdom of 
Poland finally came true. All the enchantment, bewilderment 
and joy that he experienced at the sight of Cracov;, Fronczak 
wanted the readers of the Buffalo Courier to share with him. 
17ciechanmvski, Stanislaw, (11869-1945) professor of medicine 
at the Jagiellonian University in Cracov.r, reknown ano.mopathologist, 
editor of several medical journals. 
Only a Pole, :no matter where from, wi.th the ime.gin
ation .s.nd 
sensj. ti vi ty of Fronczak could have written so tenderly abot1t 
C!'EJ.COW: 
At last, wrote FronczeJ,,:, in the old capital 
of Poland! The city so dear to every Polish 
heart, so attractive in Polish song .s.nd story, 
the only genuine jewel in our crown. I have 
travelled far and wide, have seen cities and 
places rich in history and architectural beauties, 
but none has set my pulse beatj.ng more rapidly 
than the sight of old Krako·-.N. 1 cS 
And further, Fronczak told his readers that Cracow 
was 
founded "more than thousand years ago", mentioned t
he legendary 
"Krakus" and the dragon, and the location of the ci
ty. He even 
obliged his readers with information that the popula
tion of 
Cracow was 88,000 of which 28,000 was Jewish, in ad
dition to 
that, there was a garrison of 30,000 soldiers. He w
as impressed 
by the 11Plan1y", the circular garden around the city,
 which 
added to its beauty especially during the summer. 
In Fronczak's 
words: "Planty are the playground of the children 
and the 
rendezvous of the young. Here you may meet the uni
versj_ ty 
professor studying under the shady elm tree, or a. m
erry crowd 
10 
listening to the strains of the military band.
11
'
7 
Much has been written about the "dignity" of the Cr
e,cow 
cab:i.es and Fronczak added his tribute to this noble
 profession: 
"I also noticed that the cabies of Cracow a.re the m
ost dignified 
and honest I have seen. There is no yelling at the 
stations 
and no such hotel advertising as we see in America,
 or southern 
Europe11 • 20 
18Manuscri.pt dated June 7, 1900. --Fronczak Papers, B.S 
.. C. 
10 
-'Ibid. 
20-Ib-i' 
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In another communtcatj_on (June 20) Fronczak gElVe B- succulent 
description of the various monumental buildings in Cracow, like 
the Sukienni.ce, the Wavrnl, the Marian Church and sc on, in every 
insta'l1ce supplying historical bctckg:round, always accur.s.te e.nd 
. . 21 
concise. The biographer is &,mazed with Fronczak' s knowledge 
of Polish history, considering the fact that he was a student 
of the rather exact sciences and was educated American 
university where history of Poland was hardly part of the 
curriculum. 
Fronczak must have seen every art gallery, museum, and 
church in Cracow. He was on the Kosciuszko Mound which he so 
vividly described; went to the ancient salt mine of Wieliczka 
and ruins of the monastery of Tyniec. He tried to retain in , 
his memory every treasure of the past of Poland. Every visitor 
to Cracow would subscribe to the concluding words of Froncza..~'s 
accoun:t of that city: " ••• the city is one entire Polish national 
museum and gallery, where every building and every stone has a 
history, and where only the best and finest in Polish art and 
science has survived the many years of undeserved and unjust 
?" tyranny by rapacious nations .. u-c. 
As already mentioned, Fronczak was the official delega.te 
of the University of Buffalo to the Jagiellonian University's 
observance of its quincenten:nial. He shared this experience 
with sever-al other .Americans, namely, Prof. D.C .. Gillman repre-
senb.ng the John Hopkins University; Prof. P. Hcrnpt, delegated 
21 Ma:nuscript dated June 20, 1900. --Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
22~, . d 
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by the Uni versj. ty of Chicago, and Rev. Jozef Barab&sz for the 
Catholic University in Washington who also represented Cardinal 
Gibbons. According to Fronczak, ;;-:. dozen other American uni.ve:r-
sities sent their salutary messages and addresses to the rect0r 
of the Jagiellonian university for thj_s occasion. Altogether 
over one hundred universities from all over the world partici-
pated and seventy one honorary doctorates were conferred. 23 
Fronczak 1 s account of the main ceremony, contained in the 
communication to the Buffalo newspaper, is bursting with nation2l 
pride. He wrote it as if he wanted to tell the Buffalonians 
that the whole intellectual world was gathered in Cracow to pay 
respect to the Polish university which was founded long before 
America was discovered and that a five hundredth anniversary 
of a university was not a trifle. It is significant to note 
at this juncture that an account similar in spirit e.nd detc:-:.il.s 
to Fronczak's was written by another Pole also residing outsi.de 
of Poland. The author of it was Aleksander Lednicki from 
Moscow. 24 
The documentary value of Fronczak's account may best 
be apprectated from the following quotation taken from the 
25 manuscript: 
23:M:anuscript dated June 7, 1~00. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C.,; 
also Czas (Cracow) June 7, i900. 
24Aleksander Le.dnicki published his article in Ruska;va rn.ysl, 
October, 1900. Vol. X,"'{I: 9-10, :pp.225-230. Prof. Wac't.aw Lednicki, son 
of Aleksa.nder, translated his father's article into English which 1;7as 
prj.nted in The Pol~sh Revjew Vol.IX.No.2 Spring, 1966.pp.5-18. See 
also, Kazimierz Morawskj_, Histoire de l'universite de Cra.covie, 1900; 
E"lnd the Polish edition, Ksie.ga pamieJ°kovrn. pie.crlusetletnie,"'.O iubtleuszu. 
odnowienia Uniwersytetu ,,-aC"iellonskiei:::o, 1901. Henryk Barycz, Alme. 
Mater Jap.;iellonica, Cracow, ,9 o. -
;, t:" 
-JMa..11uscript dated June 7, 1900. --Fronczak Papers, B. S. C. 
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On Wednesday morning, June 6, the citizens were 
up very early decorating the public and private 
buildings. The university colors, white and blue 
have been placed everywhere. In honor of the 
American delegates, who have been sent by universities 
of this country, we have seen several flags bearing 
the Stars and Stripes. Polish delegations, not only 
from Austria, Hungary but from Germany and Russia 
arrived on every train. Every space in the hotels 
was utilized for the placing of temporary beds and 
cots, and in almost every private home some guest 
received a hospitable welcome. 
In the evening the entire city was illuminated, 
students paraded with lanterns and torches, sang 
Polish songs and serenaded the guests who attended 
a reception rendered by the citizens in the market 
hall or Sukiennice. Over 1500 attended the reception 
or Raut called by the Poles. The gay uniforms of 
the military and government guests, the beautiful 
costumes of the wives of the Polish nobility and 
aristocracy mingled with the Polish gentlemen's 
national dress, the Kontusz, and the simple evening 
garb worn by majority of the guests. 
The main celebration took place on Thursday, 
June 7. At eight o'clock in the morning, several 
thousand students, professors, delegates from foreign 
universities, and citizens marched to the St. Mary's 
Cathedral, the historical Polish 11Maryacki Koscib1. n. 
The church was decorated in Polish and university 
colors, flags hurling and evergreen added still 
greater beauty to the most beautiful of Polish 
cathedrals. Mass was sung by the Prince Bishop Puzyna 
of Cracow, and he was assisted by about a dozen bishops 
and hundreds of clergymen. 
After the Mass, the Papal Breve or Bull was read 
and apostolical benedicti..___.on pronounced. The Academic 
senate and the foreign delegates were now led to a 
stand in the public market place and reviewed monster 
parade. Several thousands of people passed before 
them. Hundreds of peasant women in national dress, 
about thousand of uniformed small boys and girls and 
same number of men dressed in Polish costumes were 
cheered by the crowds which thronged the streets 
and market place. Men, like Princes Lubomirski, 
Czartoryjski, Sapieha, Sanguszko, Badeni, and hundreds 
who bore famous Polish historical names tramped 
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from one end of the city to the Royal palace in the 
Wawel to honor there with flowers, and wreaths of 
gold, silver and iron the founders of the University. 
The tombs of Kings casimir and Jagiello, and Queen 
Hedwig, the monuments, graves and resting places 
of all who took part in making the Jagiellonian 
University famous, were literarily buried under tons 
of wreaths and flowers. 
After the review, the invited guests went to 
St. Ann's Church near the University. Here, after 
an address of welcome, the delegates of the foreign 
universities presented their addresses and gifts. 
The American Universities were first called to pay 
their respects. The Universities of Buffalo, Chicago, 
John Hopkins of Baltimore and the Catholic University 
of Washington had sent delegates. Prof. Gilman,26 
Rector of John Hopkins, spoke for the Americans. His 
address was received with cheers, and the orchestra 
struck 11Star Spangled BannerlJ as he finished. The 
Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgur, Scotland, 
Oxford and Cambridge of England, next presented 
their address. Every European country was represented 
here by delegates and it was almost hours before 
all have finished. 
The honorary degrees were next conferred. Among 
others the Doctor of Philosophy was conferred on 
Prof. Simon Newcomb27 of Baltimore, and four Britons 
were also honored by doctorates of Philosophy, Laws, 
Medicine and Theology. Henryk Sienkiewicz~8 the 
author of "Quo Vadis 11 is also now a Doctor of Philo-
sophy. This famous author was cheered again and 
again as he received the diploma with the attached 
heavy wax seal. He bowed several times his thanks, 
and only on his and the Rector's request were the 
people quieted. Similar reception was tendered him 
as he was leaving the church and he was repeatedly 
cheered in the streets as he was returning to his 
hotel. I had a very interesting chat with him 
after he left the church, and he expressed his 
highest esteem of the Americans. The number of 
addresses presented by the universities and 
26Gilman, Damier Coit (1831-1908) university professor, 
educa29r, author and publicist. Newcomb, Simon (1835-1909) American astronomer, 
scientist, discovered the reflective method of the measure-
ment fl the speed of light. 
Sienkiewicz, Henryk (1846-1916) Polish novelist. 
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societies numbered hundreds and a large wagon was 
necessary to remove them to the university. Rich 
and heavily bound books, gold chairs, rings and 
many other gifts of great value were also presented 
to the University. No less than eight languages 
were used in the presentation of the addresses, the 
rector being able to respond each in his own tongue. 
In the afternoon, a gala banquet was tendered by 
the faculty of the University to the guests in the 
"Falconi! gymnasium. Covers were laid for 8007. 
In the evening a grand performance was given in the 
Krakow City Theatre. The beautiful theatre was 
packed from pit to dome by the invited guests. Every 
seat was occupied by men famous in science, litera-
ture and statesmanship on both continents, and 
by Polish women whose beauty is far famed. The play 
and music were specially written for the occasion 29 
by the most famous Polish §8etess of today, Deotyma, 
and the composer Jasinski. 
On Friday morning, the statue of Copernicus was 
unveiled in the Jagiellonian Library Building, and 
later an excursion was made to the famous salt mines 
of Wieliczka, which I shall describe in a future 
letter. In the evening the delegates were banquetted 
by the Rector and Countess Tarnowski3l at their 
mansion and where the entire Polish aristocracy, 
descendants of Kings, men, whose names are known to 
every Pole, aided in receiving the guests and doing 
honors. Thus ended the celebration of the five 
hundred anniversary of the restitution or renovation 
of the oldest and most famous Polish seat of learning, 
the 'Alma Mater Jagiellonica', as it is called by 
the Poles. 
The Fronczaks made several excursions of short duration from 
33 
Cracow to Przemysl, where they paid visit to Bishop Pelczar, to 
29 
;'Deot~.a", Jadwiga Luszczakowska (1834-1908) known for her 
historical poems, :;Lech ·1 , 1'Wanda", ·1Rapsody o Chrobrym Krolu" 
and other. 
30 
Jasinski, wtadystaw (?) 
31 
Tarnowski, Stanislaw (1837-1917) professor and historian of 
Polish literature. 
32 
Compare Czas (Cracow) June 7, 1900. 
Masonelffelc/1_r, Joz~:J, Bishop. of Przemysl (1842-19?4), author of 
~~~~-W.. o see, ~J asonery in Poland); Prawo ma!zenskie katolickie. 
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Lwow, Czestochowa and other places. But they had to reserve time 
' 
to see Tuczno, where Fronczak's father came from, and Tucholka, 
a village near Gniezno, the place of origin of Mrs~ Fronczak's 
parents. They spent about two weeks visiting relatives in this 
area. From a postcard dated in Tuczno on July 5 written by Fronczak 
to his parents, we know that the American rela~ives were welcomed 
by the whole village, in the house of the doctor's paternal aunt, 
Borkowska. The conviviality lasted till dawn. 
Having visited so many cities, towns and villages in all parts 
of Poland, where the population was mostly mixed, Fronczak was 
struck by the ethnic homogeneity of Tuczno. Wrote Fronczak to the 
34 
Buffalo Courier: 
Near Inowroclaw I have visited a small village, 
the birth place of my parents and ancestors and 
almost entirely inhabited by my relatives. It is 
also the only Polish village or city, which I 
found in my long travel through the three parts of 
Poland, that is exclusively inhabited by Poles. 
There is not a single other nationality or religion 
represented there, but Polish and Catholic. 
But Fronczak's inquisitive mind embraced a wider range of 
problems than Tuczno. He looked at the political conditions of 
the entire province of the ancient Republic of Poland now under 
the German rule. What he saw he did not like. The oppressive 
political measures against the Polish population implemented by 
the German government were just appalling to a Pole brought up 
34 
Manuscript dated July 19, 1900. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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in the American concept of freedom. To appreciate the acuteness 
of Fronczak's appraisal of the conditions the Poles had to 
suffer in the ancient lands of Wielkopolska, we have to be 
reminded that the struggle of the German government against the 
Polish culture in that province reached the peak of its savagery 
at the time of Fronczak's tour in Poland. This campaign, inaugu-
rated by Bismarck under the guise of nKulturkampf" about thirty 
years before, was only disrupted by the outbreak of the Great War. 
The following remarks Fronczak wrote on July 19, 1900. They 
not only constitute a fine piece of journalistic work but also 
31 
represent an important historical document: 
31 
Now I am in the third part of Poland, as 
partitioned between the three governments: 
Austria, Russia, and Prussia. Alas! though 
economically it compares well with the other 
two parts, politically it is most despotically 
governed by the Germans. 
Not only the Polish names of cities, villages 
and provinces have been germanized, but the 
very names of Polish citizens are being changed 
by order of the Landraths or connnissioners 
of counties and by the courts. The Polish 
language is continually and almost tyranically 
forced out of the provinces which once formed 
part of the Kingdom of Poland and everything 
which would in same way remind one of that 
unfortunate country is crushed out of existence. 
In post offices, railroad, telegraph, and tele-
phone bureaus of cities where 96% of the popu-
lation are Poles, not one word of Polish 
will be spoken. The Polish language is 
Manuscript dated July 19, 1900. -- Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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forbidden to be used in transacting official 
business of any kind. Children are forbidden 
to speak the language in the schools, and 
parents are not allowed to have their children 
learn their mother language. If a parent 
permits his child to study the language 
with another in any other but his own home, 
he is liable to fine from 20 marks and upwards, 
and repetition of this crime brings about 
imprisonment. 
Poles cannot meet together in any public 
or even private place, for any purpose what-
sover, without notifying the county official 
and have a German gendarme watch over the 
proceedings. A meeting of 20 farmers was 
stopped the other day in the county of 
Inowroclaw because the poor peasants who met 
to speak on purely agricultural matters did 
not speak German. A meeting of villagers who 
met to elect school commission was adjourned 
by an official, because a motion was made 
in the Polish language. 
Editors have been imprisoned and had to 
perform hard labor, such as chopping wood, 
breaking stone, because they use in their 
papers such expression as !!Poland, our country 11 • 
There are at least several hundreds Poles 
imprisoned in the province of Posen, because 
they urged their friends to speak, and teach 
Polish language to their children. 
Counties which have a majority of Polish 
electors are so arranged with committees where 
Germans are minority, that the Poles have no 
chance to elect a Polish member of Parliament, 
where according to law and justice, there 
should be at least 35 Polish members of Parliament 
in Berlin, there are now but twelve, I believe, 
and the Poles claim that with a short time 
there will be but two or three, though the 
number of Poles in Germany is continually 
increasing. 
Most petty offices are taken out of the 
hands of Poles in purely Polish villages and 
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cities and entrusted into the hands of Gennan 
officials who are sent to the Polish province 
hundred of miles from their homes. 
The government spends hundreds of millions 
of marks to colonize Gennan in Polish provinces. 
Polish schools have been closed, and in their 
place have been erected Gennan and where 
nothing but love of Fatherland is taught by 
imported German teachers. Small wonder, 
then, that the Poles under the Gennan Govern-
ment have very poor opinion of German 
humanitarianism and German justice. 
The above account of conditions prevailing in the German 
part of Poland shows that Fronczak was an astute observer. 
In the light of the account he also appears to be more than 
a happy 11 just married" traveler who would primarily be interested 
in showing off with his bride to the relatives in the 110ld 
Country". His inquisitive mind and interest in the Polish 
problem led him to inquire into the social and political conditions 
of the former Polish provinces being slowly absorbed in1D the 
German Empire. His vivid description of the Gennan political 
practices in the Polish provinces was an accusation of the 
famed J!German humaniterianism and German justice" of imhumaine 
and unjust acts, at least before the readers of the Buffalo 
newspapers. 
Fronczak's impressions from the Russian part of Poland 
were equally unfavorable. The couple made a trip to Warsaw 
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before they ventured into the German part of Poland, i.e. 
at the end of June. In an interview with a Buffalo 
32 
newspaper after his return home, Fronczak stated that 1'no 
other European nation was as exacting as the Great Slav." 
Then he described the Russian surveillance system over the 
foreigners, the official red tape, and the omnipresence of 
soldiers. He found it unusual that the soldiers were searching 
the trains and baggage of the arriving passengers. The 
Russian police, to Fronczak's amazement, was well informed 
of his arrival in advance. So much so, that when he failed 
to report to the police immediately upon their arrival in 
Warsaw but did so two hours later, the suspicious officials 
were not ready to let him go until he accounted for the 
ellapsed time. 
The procedure of leaving the Russian Empire was no 
less annoying. The couple left Warsaw in the direction of the 
frontier forgetting to obtain the exit visa. Seventeen hours 
later they were told at the border to go back to Warsaw to 
obtain the necessary document. After irritating negotiations, 
it was settled, semi officially, that they would procede to 
32 
The Buffalo Sunday Times, September 2, 1900. 
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a certain village, four hours distant from the point of dis-
cussion, where they could secure the exit visa. Afterwards 
they had to go to the county chief for final approval. ·1So 
we finally got out of Russia and I tell you it is a great 
33 
country to keep away from, •1 concluded Fronczak. 
But besides meeting Russian officials in Warsaw, Fronczak 
and his companions, i.e. his bride and Stefan Sprzyszynski 
encountered the native Poles and among them interesting and 
historical persons. One such encounter, told thirteen years 
later, is worth repeating. As the Buffalonians and unnamed 
professor of Sprzyszynski were sitting in a Warsaw cafe and 
talking about their visit to the royal castle, an old gentleman, 
who overheard their conversation approached them and having 
introduced himself, said he envied them, that they could travel 
so much and that he had made many trips but regretably had 
no chance to be in America. irYour stay here, in Poland, 
but specially in Warsaw, will make good Poles of you. Remain 
such even in America where living is good and it is easy to 
forget your old country," said the gentleman in Fronczak's 
words. 
33 
Ibid. 
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These words rung in Fronczak's ears for many years, as 
he recollected. This ' 1gentleman 11 was a known Polish historian 
and the president of the Warsaw Learned Society, Alexander 
34 
Jablonowski. 
Having visited the Russian part of Poland and the Polish 
provinces under Germany, the couple returned to Cracow where 
Fronczak delivered a paper before the XX and XXI section of 
the IX Congress of the Polish Physicians and Physicists in 
Cracow on July 23. He selected for the topic for his lecture 
"Medicine in America: Its progress and Its Present State." 
The lecture for which he had been prepared in advance, he 
delivered with the aid of charts and maps. The lecture was 
naturally delivered in Polish and Prof. Wachholtz of Cracow 
praised Fronczak in his comments for his knowledge of that 
language emphasizing the fact that the speaker was born 
and raised in a foreign country. 
Representing also the American Medical Association it 
was but natural that he would give a general view of the 
state of medicine in the United States. He offered impressive 
statistics, for instance that in 1899 there were 125,000 physi-
cians in America and 65,000 students. What could have astounded 
34 
This recollection Fronczak wrote in 1913 on the occasion 
of Jablonowski' s death. 11Aleksander Jablonski, Prezes Warszawskiego 
Towa.'rzystwa Naukowego'!, Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Sept. 21, 1913. 
Jablonowski's letters to Fronczak which the latter nc~arished as 
a national souvenir" have not been found. Jablonowski, Aleksander 
(1829-1913), historian, ethnographer, traveler, co-editor of 
"Zrodta Dziej owe '. 
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the Polish physicians was the information that in the United 
States the study of medicine varied in length from state to 
state ranging from several months to five years. The Polish 
physicians, in case any of them contemplated practicing in 
America, were forwarned of the difficulties they would face 
in this country. First of all the mastery of the English 
language was the basic condition, then passing a stiff exami-
35 
nation and then facing a very rigorous competition. 
Fronczak's account of his trip to Poland as printed in 
the Buffalo English language press did not quite please the 
36 
Poles in America. The Kurier Polski observed that Fronczak 
looked at Poland '~ith his cool eye of a physician 11 • The 
K.urier Polski reproached him for failing to make it clear. 
enough to the American reader that the Jagiellonian University 
was a Polish institution of higher learning, and that the 
observance of the five hundredth anniversary of that university 
was a demonstration of the intellectual vitality of the Polish 
nation. The Kurier Polski was also unsatisfied that Fronczak 
did not stress while writing of Cracow, Warsaw, Poznan, and 
35 
In a letter of March 16, 1900, Dr. Stanislaw Ciechanowski, 
informed Fronczak that he was expected to have the lecture. The 
session was attended by 63 persons. Dr. Staniewicz of Wilno 
presided; Dr. Sieradzki of Lwow was the secretary. Among others 
Fronczak stated that a physician on the average earned in the U.S.A. 
$1,200 a year, that the American Medical Association's membership 
was 12,000 and·th~t there· are 240 medical periodicals. --Dziennik 
IX Zjazdu Lekarzy in Przyrodnikdw Polskich w Krakowie, (ed. Jan 
Racz~tki); Krakdw, Aug. 11, 1900, No.5,p.179. Zgoda(Chicago)Apr.30 
1900. 
Kurier Polski (Boston?) October 20, 1900. 
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Lwow, that these cities were within the boundries of ancient 
Poland. 
But even with these shortcomings, the articles on Poland 
published by Fronczak in the English language, did a great 
37 service to the Polish nation, so at least felt Polak~ Ame.ryce. 
The Fronczaks left Cracow at the end of July. Before 
bidding farewell to Europe, Fronczak attended the XIII Interna-
tional Congress of Physicians on August 4 in Paris. On August 8 
the couple embarked the SS Kaiserin Maria Theresia at Le Havre 
which brought them to New York City on August 16. Thus came 
to a conclusion the grand European tour of the young Dr. Francis 
Fronczak and his bride Mrs. Lucy Fronczak. Their return from 
Europe was noted by all the Buffalo newspapers. 
37 
~k_!' Ameryce, (Buffalo), Nov. 20, 1900. 
C h A P T E R V 
From Szalej t-o 1"'.-,010-QC'? - 'J ,~ .•'- i:_) w J;.-,1 
There was practically no affair glorious or inglorious in tie 
Polish East Euffalo in whicI: Fronczak would c1ot he in some wav 
·' 
in\'CJ 1~ ve cl 0 
Since ~is return from the grand tour to Poland. his prestige among the 
Poles of Buffalo increased tremendously. So did nis patriotic zeal, 
Polist pride and sensitivitv to Polish national problems. Opportunities 
for public involvement for a young educated Polish Buffalonian were 
plentiful if he would choose to be involved. 
One rather inglorious event which preoccupied Ruffalo Polish com-
munity for about three months at tne end of the year 1900 was the 
killing of a Pole by a policeman, on Sept. 24/25, 1900. 
Patrolman Frank W. Chisholm wbile arresting certain Wojciech Szalej, 
a worker, and a father of several children, delivered fatal blows to the 
head and the back of the latter causing his death within twenty four 
hours after the arrest. This tragic mishap was perhaps the culminative 
point in the feud and illfeeling between the Polish population of 
Buffalo and the police. The feud seemed to be very acute in the 8th 
police precinct eml--.iracing St. Stanislaus and Corpus Christi parishes. 
The Szalej case typified the general discriminatory attitude of the 
oolice and of the Buffalo authorities towards the Polish citizens. The 
fact that for approximately seventy thousand Poles in Buffalo and for 
t1.1e solid Polish Eastside there was not a single Polis1., policeman or 
a fireman at the time of our story, may well illustrate the case :Ln. 
1 
point, 
1 
In Novemrier, 1900 four Poles passed civil service examination for 
policeman; but this qualified them for appointment within next t,;;·10 years. 
Fronczak as one of the civil service cornrni.ssioners was credited by tl1e 
Polish newspapers, the Echo and Polak ·w Ameryce with the success of the 
ti1e candidates. --Fronczak Fukowska Papers, Vol. V. 
O" 
., L. 
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The reasoris for Szalej I s arrest seerned to 1~e very trivial or 
(ln 
~' , .. 
Qeur 26 a ... a1~0·1'- ""-''" - n·· V !. ,_ • i"' l._ : .. -3 U !_. L.! .C.C.,. !! • l • Szalej before going to 
' , - • • +: 1- l ' th . 1---WOr,C, r,eat n1.s ·wi.t.e; ,;,-100 spanx:eo 1e t,a,_.-y. This caused much commotion 
in the dwelling housing several fam:Llies (4 7 Gir~.son St.). T'b.e c:,-dldren 
were crying. The neighbors gathered in the staircase, When the com-
motion subsided; Patrolman Chisholm, without being surnrnooed by anyone; 
came in to arrest Szalej. It is doubtful whether Szalej spoke English, 
butJ according to later testimony, b.e adequately indicated to the 
policeman, by means at his disposal that he, the policeman, had no 
tusiness to come in his house, and to make the point clear, the enraged 
host stood up with a knife in his hand to the patrolman. Patrolman 
Chisholm did not hesitate to apply the police club to the body and 
the head of Szalej, as mentioned above. Sul::-sequently he walked the 
semiconscious subject to the nearby police station No. 8, at Fillmore 
Avenue. Next day, September 25, Szalej died in the Fitch Accidental 
2 
Hospital, shortly after being brought there by the police. 
The Szalej incident would have ended at that if it 
group of his compatriots who took action on 'cehalf of the clu1::,bed to 
death citizen. A corrn.nittee of concerned Poles was called to 1ife to 
vindicate the death of the victim. 
The credit for bringing the Szalej tragedy to the attention of 
the Euffalo Polish community should go to Franciszek Knaszak, Szalej 's 
neig;:--1:::,or, a paint shop owner and also a contributor to the Polis;;_ daily, 
t·r!e Polak w Ameryce. .A huge mass meeting of Polish Buffalonians was 
agitated for the mass meet: 1.ng in every issue from 
Tje English language ?uffalo news?apers carried the Szalej story 
~rom Se~t. 30, after the ?oles staged t\e ~ige meetinz. 
,_,;;' 
__, -. 
held :Ln the PoU.sh Hall on F:Lllmore Avenue. Reportedly seven thousand 
n "'l -, 1 a .. "'! .. ~ - .. ·, "1 - "" ~ 1 "1 "'i ... 
. '. 01.es gatnereo insioe 2.nc outsicle tttE J."i..S.il wnicn cou.LG accomodate no 
more than two thousand. The police swiftly reacted to the situation, 
,; '1 "'f • -: D ... • ..., ·•.... .. , 
espec1.ai1y, since tne :oiisn Ea11 was situateo near the Police Station 
l'Jc. 3. Capt a in John W. Ryan of the 3tt:. Pree inct, who v-1as famed for 
'bis ::oughness aga:Lnst the Poles , elbowed his way inside the ~-iall wi.th 
his escort. Detectives and uniformed police surrounded the area. In 
fact the whole Buffalo police force converged on the Polish Hall. 
The purpose of the meeting of the Polish citizenry inside the 
hall was to decide what steps should be taken against Patrolman Chisholm 
and other acts of maltreatment committed against the Poles by the Buffalo 
police. Naturally, the policemen were aware of the purpose of the 
meeting and were ready to disrupt it at any time under any pretext, 
At the meeting a committee of twelve prominent Polish citizens 
was selected which included Dr. Fronczak, who became its secretary, 
and Rev. Jozef Wojcik, pastor of Corpus Christi Parish, who assumed 
the chairmanship. Before the meeting was over, Rev. Wojcik relinquished 
5 
the chairmanship in favor of Fronczak. 
Fronczak was charged with drafting a resolution both in 
and Polish which was read and approved by the meeting. 
The resolution spelled out the entire problem: 
L~ 
Whereas, Wojciech Szalej arrested a few days 
ago at his place of abode and at the time of his 
arrest being treated by the police more roughly 
than the occasion required, and which 
Polak w Ameryce, (Oct. 4, 1900) praised Knaszek for his action. 
The other members of the Committee were: B. Ranoerzynski; A. Nowak; 
K. Nowak; Dr. F. Pitass; Dr. L. Schroeter; B. Doraszewicz; K. Zawadzki; 
T. Lobarzewsld.; J. 1'1aternowicz; F. Knaszak; J. Szymanski. 
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treatment or subsequent treatment at the station 
house caused his death 
Whereas, the police of late have been rather 
rough in the exercise of their duties, therefore 
be it 
Resolved, that we hereby assembled condemn 
such action or our police and request the Police 
Commission to investigate the matter and compel 
the police to act more humate.y when arresting 
any one whether he be an American or a Polish 
citizen, and furthe:naore be it 
Resolved; That committee be ap:pointed to 
see that the person or persons guilty of death 
of the late Wojciech Szalej be found and brought 
to justice. 6 
Such was the Polish "declaration of war, on Buffalo police. 
The crowd was aroused and appeared ready to storm the police 
station across the street. The vociferous speech of citizen 
Knaszak was interrupted by Capt. Ryan who accused, without the 
benefit of understand.4:ng Polish, the speaker of exciting the 
crowd. Rev. Wojcik, the chairman of the meeting, admonished 
Knaszak -- contrary to wishes of the gathering -- to temper 
his speech. Knaszak, who was more familiar with the event than 
anybody present tried to give a full account of the tragedy. 
6EnTuirer, Oct. 1, 1900. Polish version in Polak w Amerie 
Oct. 1,900. The Buf:falp Enquirer Oct. 1, carried the-accou~ 
of the story under an outspoken title: "Clubbing of Poles is _ 
Discouraged,. 
A note of concern was printed by one of the Buffalo English 
newspapers under the title "Equal Rights for All". It stated in 
part by referanee to the American flag which was hosted in the 
Polish Hall that 11The flag stands for equal rights for all and 
discrimination against none." •••• "The people of Buffalo will 
not stand for assaults of Poles upon police or police upon Poles. 
''Yesterday~,s meeting will probably be productive of good 
in that it will bring the police and the Polish people nearer 
together and so do away with inS11lts that exist at present." 
Buffalo Evening EW, October 1, 1900. 
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At one point he said: ''The police is being paid by us and yet 
they are treating us as if we were slaves."7 This seemed 
to express the sentiment of the Poles of Buf1$.lo. 
The Committee, now headed by Fronczak, proceeded rapidly 
to bring Patrol.man Chisholm to justice. It was not an easy 
matter however, for the burden of proving criminal conduct on 
part of the policeman rested on the Committee, and besides that 
justice was in the hands of the political establishment, which 
the police was protecting. But the Committee waeedetermined 
to fight to the very end. Speaking for the Committee, Fronczak 
is recorded saying: "We will carry our investigation until 
we fix the blame, regardless of cost. We respect the protectors 
of life and property, but think that at times they exercise 
~;~:e ··:u tbori ty. u8 
The Szalej Committee delegated then its three physicians 
namely Drs Fronczak, Schroeter and Pitass and Knaszak to the 
coroner!s o.ffice to obtain official verdict of the victim's 
death. Some irregularities in the operation of the coroner's 
office regarding this case existed. The coroner, as it was, 
acted only upon demand of the Committee and not in the line of 
7Polak w Americe, Oct. 1; Echo, Oct. 2, 1900. Polish 
newspapers from Philadelphia to "c'hicago repeated the Szalej story 
after the Buffalo Polish press, however, they seemed to have been 
more concerned with the spirit of the event rather than with the 
facts. For instance, Straz (Scranton, Pa.,Oct. 6, 1900), the organ 
of Polish National Church, wrote that Szalej t,s case was not an 
isolated event. The article mentioned the massacre of Polish 
workers in Bay City, Latimer and other places. The author observed 
that this state of affair would not change until the Polish masses 
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normal procedure as he would be expected. As a matter of fact, 
when Fronczak inquired at that office prior to his appointment, 
on Sept. 27, what was its ruling on Szalej~s death, he was 
told that the case had already been forgotten. This trivial 
treatment of this serious matter by the responsible office 
added much fuel to the burning issue. It was the same day 
that Fronczak and his two colllgues, Schroeter and Pitass, 
investigated the bodr of Szalej in the hospital morgue. They 
were not able. to ascertain any damage to the brain beoause it 
had been removed from the fractured skull.9 
In any event, under the pressure of the Szalej Committee, 
the coroner,.is jury, consisting of six jurors, specially convened 
to deliberate the case of Szalej!s death on Sept. 3! 0 more than 
a week after its occurrence • 
. In. the presence of Szalej!s sub-committee, consisting of 
Drs Fronczak, Schroeter, Pitass in addition to Knaszak and 
in America would not cease to trust clergy and shrewd Polish 
politician~, ,who sell them, the masses, at every election. 
Th.e author of the article contended that unless the Polish 
masses would not assert themselves in this country they 
would be always treated with police clubs. 
6The Buffalo Review, Oct. 2 1 1900. 
9 
Polak.! Ameryce, Oct. 28, 1900. 
10 
Buffalo Morning w.ress, Oct. 4, 1900; Polak.!. Ameryce, bet. 4; E§li'ii, Oc. 5, 1900. 
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Doraszewicz, testemonies were taken from the deceased's widow 
and fifteen year old daughter, two seventeen years old Polish 
boys who happened to be jailed at the precinct next to Szalej•s 
cell and two physicians from Finch Accidental Hospital. There 
is no evidence that Patrolman::Chisholm was called to the witness 
stand. The two boys testified that they saw Szalej lying on 
the floor of the cell and that they were certain that the 
attending officer bad hit Szalej with the keys. Dr. Charles W. 
Gebner, house surgeon at the hospital, stated that the victim 
was brought to the hospital in unconscious state suffering from 
fracture of the base of the skull. Dr. Marshal Clinton at the 
same hospital corroborated his colleague's statement that 
Szalej1s death was due to "hemorrhage in the base of the brali.n 
occasioned by fracture extending across the artery at the base 
of the skull. 1111 
Fronczak, 't,Who was also asked to express his professional 
opinion, stated that Szalej after being clubbed still had 
enough strength to walk to the police station although in 
subconscious state. Then a blood clot formed which could have 
stopped the circulation of blood. 12 
11 Buffalo Evenini News, Oct. 3, 1900. Also see other 
Buffalo newspapers.h'e15'olish newspapers, Polak w Ameryce (Oct. 4) 
and Echo (Oct. 5) repeated the story aft·er the Eng'Iisb language 
newspapers, so did the German language~ Buffalo Demokrat and 
Volksfreund. 
12The Buffalo Revie~L Oct. 3, 1900. 
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The verdict of the coroner's jury was that ''Wojciech 
Szaleja (sic) died as the result of a blow inflicted by a club 
in the hands of Frank W. Chisholm, a patrolman in the 8th 
district, while arresting the said Wojciech Szaleja11 ?3 This 
verdict was necessary for the preparation of indictment of 
Chisholm. It also removed the allegation by the two boys in 
jail who testified that it appeared to them that Szalej was 
still beaten at the police station. The coroner's jury incor-
porated in its verdict recommendation for further investigation 
of the case by grand jury. It was much what the Committee 
desired. 14 
In the meantime the Szalej Committee addressed the Buffalo 
Polish citizenry to bring their complaint~ against the Police 
to any of the member of the committee. The reasoning behind 
this measure was to accumulate enough evidence of police 
brutality against the Poles in Buffalo to force the city 
authorities to investigate this matter. The CommittE"Fal.so 
appealed for money to defray the cost of the litigation. 
Evidently the cash was not com:i.ng in at the same frequency as 
the compiaints. 15 It was suggested by many on the committee 
l3The Buffalo Express, Oct.
4
1900; Polak~ Ameryce, Oct. 4, 
1900; Echo, Oct. 5,-,-900. 
14Polak w Ameryce, Oct. 4, 1900; The Buffalo Express, Oct. 4, 190( 
------ ----------------
15Polak w Amer~ce, Oct. 2,3,4, 1900. Collection made at the 
mass meeting !ept.O resulted in $57.00 which perhaps was not so 
bad, considering the fact that average earning among Poles was 
about $1.00 a day. 
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that not Chisholm alone should be held responsible for Szalej•s 
death, but some action should be taken against other officers 
of the 8th precinct who were in charge of the police station and 
saw him dying and yet failed to send him to·the hospital. 16The 
more direct target ~as of course the captain of the 8th precinct, 
John W. Ryan, who was assigned to the precinct, the "bloody 8thtt, 
two years prior to the event under discussion. l7 
The medical offices of Drs. Fronczak, Schoeter and Pitass 
due to their accessability, became repositories of public complaints 
against the police. The accumulation of the affidavits of 
police severity against the Poles went on throughout October. 
As Fronczak reported to the press, these documents would weigh. 
when presented to the authorities in the attempt to generate 
a full fledged investigation of the police brutality in the 
18 
distr~ct inhabited by the Poles. The committee,however, realized 
that such affidavits would not be valid in the case against 
Chisholm and would not bear witness against him in the court 
of justice. Acting upon Fronczak.1s advice, the committee 
However by Oct. 7, the committee had at its disposal Sl,000.00, 
Buffalo Evening Review, Oct. 8, 1900. 
16Polak .! Ameryce,·,oct. 2, 1900; l'!!.!, Buffalo Express, Oct. 5, 1900 
17rt was a "bloody precinct" in the popular parley because 
the arresting policeiaaan had a complete license to clobber the 
arrested Pole and then ask questions. This opinion was given 
to the writer by an· elderly ·citizen (1975). 
18 Among the affidavits of police misconduct was a test;mony 
deposited by Attorney Hugh Flens who was t 0 1d by C~pt" Ryan in whos~ 
office he ippeared to bail out certain Mat Karnocki, You cannot bail 
:this man; he stinks." --Buffalo Evening~, Oct. 1, 1900. 
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engaged a young Polish attorney, Franciszek Burzynski, Fronczak's 
classmate at the University of Buffalo Law School, who outlined 
plans of action to be followed. Accordingly, the Committee 
retained attorney, certain Abram Bartholomew, who upon formal 
application of Szalej 1 s widow obtained warrant of arrest for 
Partolman Chisholm on Oct. 4, 1900. 
Thus Patrolman Chisholm became formally a prisoner of the 
police station No. 8, where his name was placed on the desk 
blotter of Capt. Ryan. The patrolman was charged with man-
u 
slaghter in the first degree. He was only "formally" a 
prisoner because he was not taken into custody, no bail was 
set for him,kabd he was let free at the discretion of Capt. 
Ryan. The warrant for Chisholm's arrest, in the explanation 
of the Buffalo Enquirer "signified that he had been nmtified 
.. 19 
to appear in Police Court•. 
Patrolman Chisholm, however, who was already transferred 
for safety reason_ ~~-~another_ pretinct !lD.~ retained on the 
payroll, was for all practical purposes a free man, pending 
the decision of the court. The manifest leniency, though 
19The Buffalo En~uirer, Oct. 5, 1900. The item entitled 
11HornetsT"9Nest Stirre Up--Many·ocharges to Be Made by Poles 
Against Police" continued "In many cases where a man is charged 
with a crime and the police are confiaent that he will not attempt 
to escape, it has been the custom simple to notify him to appear 
in Police Court, so there are plenty of precedents for the leniency 
exhibited by the police in Chisholm's case." 
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within the legal boundries, in favor of Chisholm angered the 
Poles. Fronczak remonstrated, on behalf of the Committee, 
against this procedure, which seemed to him highly irregular, 
with the superintendent of police by the name of Charles Bull. 
The committee expected that Chisholm would at least be suspended. 
When Fronczak asked the police superintendent about this matter, 
the latter explained that Chisholm was only relieved from 
duties, meaning evidently in the 8th district. As to the 
police department regulation, pointed out by Fronczak during 
his remonstration, Bull replied that the power of suspending 
an officer rested W1th the police commissioners. Nevertheless, 
the upshot of Fronczak1s remonstration was that Chisholm was 
taken off duty without the designation of being "suspended", 
but "relieved" which qualified him to stay on the payroli. 20 
The Szalej case was brought, for the first time, before 
the grand jury in the Police Court for preliminary hearing 
on October 8. Soon it was discovered, however, that an 
English-Polish interpreter was needed for the key witnesses, 
the widow and the daughter of the deceased. The newspaper 
reporters, nontheless, did not leave the courtroom empty 
handed. There was plenty to report. The session, as it were, 
turned into a verbal brawl between Fronczak. and Capt. Ryan. 
20
~ Buffalo Ertress, Oct. 6, 1900. This paper agreed 
with th'e"'!zalej Comm~tee that Chisholm enjoyed police protection. 
According to the new~paper, it was highly irregular that a 
policeman being indicted with manslaughter still be free and 
regularly employed. · 
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It was an opportune moment for Fronczak to speak on behalf 
not only of the committee but also for the entire Polish 
community, because the court was filled with city dign:itaries. 
Besides, Justice Murphy, who presided; the Assistant District 
Attorney,s1·e .. kmon, who represented the people; the hearing 
was attended by the Mayor of Buffalo, Conrad Diehl. 
There was evidently a well established practice by the 
police in the Polish East Buf.~alo to feed the press with 
slanderous and exaggerated stories about the Poles. Such 
erroneous report was given to the press by Capt. Ryan on a 
mass meeting held by the Poles in St. Stanislaus Hall which 
reportedly ended in a riot and police officers were attacked 
by the Poles. 
Fronczak vigorously and categorically denied these fabri-
cations and challenged the captain to produce the evidence, 
to which the officer retorted, that the police would come out 
with the proof at the proper time. Then Fronczak made an 
eloquent plea to the Mayor in which he asked for the transfer 
of Capt. Ryan from the 8th district: 
Your Honor, we are here as representatives 
of the Polish citizens who live in the eighth 
district, to ask you to remove Capt. Ryan 
temporarily from the precinct beeause his conduct 
has been such as is likely to breed riot and 
disorder among people alread.Y incensed over abuses 21 
·they·re90rt having suffered at the hands of the police. 
21 The fullest account of this hearing is offered by Buffalo 
!!Jtress, Oct. 9, 1900. The Polish newspapers, surprisinglY,had 
no reporters in the court. 
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Fronczak. told the Mayor that the tension between the 
Poles and the police inc~~ased by the aforementioned purposely 
false reporting about cases of events in the Polish district 
by Capt. Ryan or his men. "They have magnified", continued 
Fronczak, "ordinary disorderly conduct cases into riots and 
have represented that the lives of policemen were endangered 
every time they make an arrest." This method of misrepresenting 
the Poles to the press was done as Fr0nczak stated, ''for· the 
purpose of making it appear that the Poles are riotous and 
unruly lot of people, so as to stir up public sentiment against 
them." 
Mayor Diehl r~plied in conciliatory terms. He did not 
give credence to the stories disseminated by Capt. Ryan 
about the Polish riots. He suggested to the Sza1ej Committee 
to bring the request for Capt. Ryan~s transfer before the 
Police Commission of which he was a member ex officio. One 
point scored by the ·committee at this hearing was the $1,000 
bail fixed on Cllisholm which was provided by Capt. Ryan. 22 
The same evening the committee held its meeting in Dr. Pitass' 
house and decided to hammer the iron while it was still hot. 
The next day Fronczak, flanked by Knaszak, Doraszewicz and 
Szymanski appeared before the police commissioners as Mayor 
22 
Echo, Oct. 9, 1900. 
-
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Diehl suggested. 23 
Fronczak adduced number of incidents of police abuse of 
power in respect to Poles under Capt. Ryan's command. He was 
alleged of refusing bail for imprisoned Poles; making groundless 
, 
arrests. Fronczak charged the captain With profusive use of 
clubs by his men while arresting Poles and many other violations 
of civil rights. Ever since, Ryan took command of the precinct, 
violence and tension between the Poles and the police increased. 
The number of arrests under Capt. Ryan went up from five to 
eight daily to twenty to thirty daily. As if the denouncement 
of Ryan's abuses against the Poles Wft'e not enough to undermine 
the comndssioners~ confidence in him, Fronczak informed them 
that in certain saloon on William Street there was a slot 
machine operating under the protective eyes of Capt. Ryan. 
Fronczak further stated that this establishment had a detrimental 
influence on the Polish community, because many a man gambled 
away part or all of his earnings. So, Capt. Ryan was the 
source of many ills for the Poles in the 8th precinct and 
therefore, he should be remmved - argued Fronczak and his 
companions.24 
23The administrative system of Buffctlo provided for three commissioners of police, two appointed by the mayor, who himself was ex officio member of that commission. There was a campaign at that time to change this system •. --see: :Eh! Buffalo Times, Nov. 26, 1900. 
24Polak w Amer;yce, Oct. 11, 1900 • .'!l!,! Buffalo Evening News, Oct. 10-; 1900 and other Buffalo newspapers. 
-
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Only the Mayor, Conrad Diehl, showed inclination to 
gratify the request of t~e Polish delegation. The other 
commissioners,FWilliam Cooper and Charles Rupp, were intran-
sigent. They rebuffed Fronczak''s remonstration, contending 
that Chishol_m was in his right to use the club while arresting 
Szalej 1 because, as .far as they could assess, he was acting 
in self defense. As for the rough treatment of Polish citizens 
by the police of the 8th precinct, they disputed the committee's 
accusations, and believing that best defense is attack, stated 
that in the precinct there had been recently forty incidents 
of assaults on patrolmen. According to the commissioners, 
Capt. Ryan, who was assigned to tha~ precinct for the expressed 
purpose of bringing law and order, was doing an excellent job 
and he was not to be transferre4. 26 
With this defeat, Fronczak: and about half of his committee 
witnessed the second hearing of the case on Oct. 12 before 
the grand jury of the Police Court. The court this time 
provided interpreter for the widow and the daughter. Justice 
Murphy presided. The defense was in the hand of Buffalo 
Attorney Killen while ASsis/cJitti\'t'brney Sickmon, : as· during 
the previous hearing, represented the people. 
26 . - . . ' . . .. ~ Bu1"falo Evening:News, Oct~. 10, 1900-; also other ·Buffalo 
newspapers. Polak .! lmep:ce;1rc"t • .1-1, , 1900; Echo, Oct. 11, 1900. 
It would appear tha the commissioners dia"iiot want to look-
in the eyes ~£.the publi~ that they succumbed to the pressure of 
the Polish citizens. This inference is suggested by subsequent 
devel?pment. The same oomnussioners who so assiduously defended 
the virtues of Capt. Ryan demoted him to patrolman for taking 
pay~f! money from a palmist, Miss Hattie De-Force who operated 
establishment called HQueen Mazzepa" on 429 William street 
Buffalo Evening News, Dec. 18,1900. · • 
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The nearest of kin to the victim, testifying as witnesses, 
reiterated what they had stated ~n the coroner's court a few 
days before, that Szalej resented arrest and that he stood up 
to the policeman with a knife in his hand. Both mother and 
daughter corroborated that Chisholm .continued slugging Szalej 
after he had disarmed him. They further stated that the 
policeman entered the house after everything quieted.down. 
fhe Szalej Committee lingered for a few more weeks, gradually 
falling apart from within. Dissension grew over money, influence 
and general policies. Some individuals on the committee tried 
to bake their own political pie on the burning issue of the 
slaughter of Szalej. A stormy meeting of the committee was 
held on Oct. 24 in Fronczak1s house during which citizen Knaszak, 
perhaps most emotionally involved in the case, insisted that 
the committee should have taken more radic~ action, and behaved 
uncivilly. This discouraged Drs .. Fronczak, Schroeter and Pitass 
from further action, and realizing the slim chances of winning 
the case, they decided to resign from the committee. Final 
dissolution of that body was declared at its last meeting on 
November 3. 27 
Besides the internal split in the committee, some members! 
interest in the Szalej case began to wane after the testimony 
27The Buffalo Times, Nov. 4, 1900. The Echo, Nov. 5, 1900 
was veryaisapproving of Knaszak! 1s action while'"£he Polak.! Ameryce 
Nov. 5, 1900, defended ··him. 
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of Szalej 1s widow and daughter before the grand jury which 
practically exonerated Patrolman Chisholm. Fronczak and those 
who favored the dissolvement of the committee felt they had 
done what they ceuld. They brought the indictment.against 
Chisholm and it was the responsibility of the grand jury now 
to see that justice was done. While there was undeniable 
legal wisdom_ ,in this approach, many friends of the Szale:j 
family were discontent with the sudden resignation on the part 
of the committee in its effort to vindicate Szalej 1 s death; 
especially in view of the zeal it manifested at the beginning 
of the proceeding against the defendent. 28 But to be fair to 
Fronczak and his faction in the committee, they did not Iese 
interest in the case. As Fronczak reported to the Review, 
they were to take further steps in this matter after the 
grand jury issued its report, 29 he meant the grand jury of the 
Supreme Court. 
The hearing produced the impression that Chisholm could 
.. 
have1been acting in self defense, and it seems that this was 
the line that the defense held from the very beginning. As for 
Chisholm, who pleaded not guilty, mo.st likely he was not called 
to witness stand at all. The proceedings ended by adjournment.30 
Z8~ Buffalo Times, Nov. 4, 1900. 
29Echo, Nov. 13, 1900, stated that the "New Szalej Committee" 
under Knaszak!s chairma.aship would continue to be interested in 
Szalej 1 s case regardless of the report o·f the grand jury. 
Th~ Buffalo Review, Nov. 12, 1900. 
30All the Buffalo newspapers carried reports on the hearing. 
The fullest one was given by !a! _Bu __ f_f_al __ o Review, Oct. 13, 1900. 
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With that ruling the case was to be presented to the grand jury 
of the Supreme Court which was to be in session in the latter 
part of November.31 
Simultaneously with the Szalej case Fronczak was preoccupied 
with number of civic activities and functions not strictly within 
the Polish part of Buffalo. As was mentioned he was member of the 
See also the Buffalo German language daily Der Buffalo Democrat, 
Oct. 14, 1900. Polak.! Amer~ce, Oct. 14, 1~. 
3 1This ·information we owe .to an item in 'fhe Buffalo Review, 
Nov. 12, f900 about -the schedule of the Supreme Court in the 
forthcoming session: "Among the cases to be considered by the 
grand jury are few of importance. That of the greatest interest 
is of Patrolman Chisholm charged with killing of Wojciech Szalej. 
Chisholm secured adjournment until after the grand jury reports 
on his c-ase with· the understanding .that District Attorney would 
present it at once to that body", that is to the grand jury of 
the Supreme Court.(N.Y.) According to the Buffalo Time, Nov. 21, 
1901, patrol)nan Chisholm was exonerated. ----
Note: The want of documentation prevents us to state how the . 
case was resolved. We do not know what was the report of the 
Police Court Grand Jury which hear{ the case on Oct. 12 because 
mysteriously enough the Grand iunl Record Book for the year 1900 
is ·missing from the archives o istrict Attorney•s .. Office in 
Erie County. The case is not even entered in the Erie County 
"General Index to Criminal Action" for the period 1853 to 1906. 
Copy or original of the "indictment" served on Chisholm is also 
missing from the appropriate box, in the Erie County Court Archives. 
This case deserves further investigation. There are too many 
untied ends. Why the pretection rendered to Patrolman Chisholm? 
Was the policeman in his right to enter the abode of Szalej? 
It seems, judging from the newspaper reports, that the prosecution 
conducted the case very sloppily. It is not clear what type of 
knife was in the hands of Szalej. It was not brought as an 
evidence in the court._ A policeman is trained, or is supposed to 
be, to disarm the attacker and ·not to kill him. Another mystery 
is what happened at the police station. Why was Szalej nc!lt,given 
proper medical care. And, finally, the defense of Capt. Ryan 
by the police commissioners, magnifies the mystery. And on top 
of·· that one should ask why for seventy thousand Poles there was 
not a single Pole on the police force. 
1 1 1 
board of civil service, which at that time was only an honorary 
position, and _a time consuming chore. Far the Polish community, 
however, it was very opportune to have man like Fronczak on the 
examination board. The Polish newspapers openly encouraged their 
readers to take the civil service examination and hinted that 
Dr. Fronczak, as one of the commissioners, would help them to 
pass it. On Oct. 1, for instance, examination was held for 
fireman for the new fire house which was being built on Fillmore 
Avenue.32 
The year 1900 was a presidential election year, the election 
day was Nov. 6. In the context of the election activities, Fron-
czak!Js involvement in the Szalej Committee interfered with his 
political activities. Being a dedicated democrat and a member 
of the Democratic Committee for Erie County, he had to be present 
at numerous functions. This was a bad year for the aemocrats. 
But locally the democrats could hope for minor victories. Fronczak 
was slated for the office of coroner,33 and was confident, what 
was nothing unusual, to win. However, due to his entanglement 
in the Szalej affair, he withdrew from the race, feeling he could 
not discharge his duties properly having the Police Department 
against himself. The Polak,._....![ Ameryce regretted this decision, 
stating that "Fronczak as a coroner would have been a blessing 
for the Polesst.34 
See 
32Polak w Ame!::£ce, (date uncertain, 
Fronczak~'nukowska papers, scrapbook, 
33The Buffalo Times, Oct. 5, 1900. 
--------
most probably end of Sept) 
vol. V. B.H.S. 
34-Polak w Amerycp, last week of Sept. 1900. Clippings, Fronczak 
_Papers, B.H.fr: 
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Although the Szalej case, dramatic and painful as it was, 
preoccupied the Buffalo Polonia for the last three months of 
the first year of this century, the local Polish leaders, like 
Fronczak and his associates, had their eyes fixed on the forth-
coming Pan-American Exposition to be held in Buffalo from May 
to November 1901. The Poles realized that this international 
affair would offer them the rare opportunity to bring the 
Polish cause to the attention of multitude of people. With 
this objective in view, the Poles of Buffalo decided to have 
a "Polish Day" at the exposition. In this respect they followed 
the precedent of their countrymen in Chicago who exploited the 
World Exposition of 1893 for the same purpose.35 The Chicagq~ 
"Polish Day" has passed to the history of Poles in America as 
a splendid show of Polish galantry and proclamation tirbis .!1 
orbis that the Polish nation was still alive. The Poles in 
Buffalo, apparently, tried to outdo their compatriots from 
Chicago.in their effort to manifest the existence of the Polish 
nation. 
Fronczak, whcS:se popularity as a physician, politician, a 
civil servant had been established not only on the Polish side 
of Buffalo, but also on the West Side, was in the forefront of 
the movement. Mayor Diehl, who previous year nominated Fronczak 
35Whole chapter (VII) in Historia Z.N.P. pp. 373-381, is 
devoted to the "Polish Day'' at the World E:xposi tion in Chicago. 
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Civil Service Commissioner, named .. him:, in March 1899, one of the 
fifty candidates for Board. of }?~rectors of the forthcoming Expo-
sition. Although the incorporators, whose responsibility was 
to select twenty-five directors of the mayoral iist, did not 
choose Fronczak,36 the:ve~y fact that he was on that list would 
indicate his contact with the authorities of the Exposition and 
high esteem he enjoyed among the city officials. Most likely it 
was in connection with the Polish Day at the Exposition that .. the 
director of the Exposition, William I. Buchanan, conferred with 
Fronczak in the miiile of February. 37 And it can be taken for 
granted that during their visit with President McKinley, Fronczak 
and Stefan Sprzyczynski, at the end of February 1900, revealed 
to the President the desire of the Buffalo PQles to have a 
Polish Day during the forthcoming Pan-Ameeican E:xposition.38 
Besides that Fronczak bought for S200.00 worth of shares in the 
Exposition Corporation already at the beginning of 1899 and 
advocated subscription to the Exposition among the Poles.39 
36The _c_omm __ e_r_e_i_al_ Review, March 8, 1899. 
37william I. Buchanan to Fronczak, Feb. 15, 1900. 
38Buffalo.Daily Courier, Feb. 24, 1900. Polak.! Ameryce and 
the Echo criptically stited that Fronczak and Sprzyszynski "were 
friencII'Ily received by the President with whom they discussed 
matters important to them". -- Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. II.B.H.S. 
39By the end of January 1899 Fronczak sold among Poles $15,000 
worth of shares in the Pan-American Exposition. -- Buffalo Morning 
Express, January 25, 1899. 
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In,the meantime Fronczak married, made the grand tour to 
Poland, described in the previous chapter, and was entangled in 
the Szalej case. First tangible signs that the Polish· citizens 
of Buffalo were considering seriously the Polish Day came in 
the midst of the exasperating Szalej affair. 40 One of them 
was a proclamation issued by preliminary committee on Oct. 24, 
1900, which addressed the Poles to consider the proposition 
for a Polish Day at the Pan-American Exposition. Fronczak. was 
one of the signatories of the proclamation. Being fresh back 
from a tour to Po1and where he reinforced,his patriotism, 
Fronczak provided great inspir,ation to the committee. The 
proclamation called upon Poles to exploit the opJ>Ortunity afforded 
by the exhibition to advance the Polish cause.4 1 
In Spring 1901, the Poles of Buffalo star~ed preparation 
for the Polish Day at the Pan-American Exhibition. Fronczak and 
James Rozan were nominated to special subcommittee in charge of 
arranging the details of the Polish Day with the Exhibition 
authorities. Fronczak was also the chairman of the general 
committee. September 12,was the day designated by the Coftlmittee 
for the Polish Day. It was customary among the Polish communities 
.:i 40Buffalo Morning Express, Oct. 15, 1900, noted that !the more 
representative Poles of the city" were considering calling a mass 
meeting to consider plans for a Polish Day. 
41Echo, Oct. 24, 1900. The other signatories of the Proclamation 
were: Rev. J. Wojcik, Albert Nowak, J. Hybsz, Rev. Basinski, Jozef 
Kryszafiewicz, B. Dorasewicz, Rev. Fudzinski, Albert Szczekowski, 
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in America to hold important patriotic functions on September 12 
because this was the anniversary of the victory at Vienna (1683) 
over the Turks in which the Polish contingent under King Sobieski 
played a decisive role. 
According to Polish and English language newspaper .reports 
the Polish Day was to be the greatest event for Poles in America. 
Not only Polish organizations from Buffalo were to participate. 
Representatives of Polish communities from the eastern states 
were to be present and even from Chicago. In Buffalo and vicinity 
all· factories employing Polish workers were asked to be closed 
for that day. An immense parade was planned through the streets 
of Buffalo in which hundreds of floats were to display important 
events in Pol±sh history before the eyes of Buffalonians. The 
whole day was to be devoted to variety of activities. There 
were to be series of games held by the Polish athletic organi-
zation in the stadium. The singing societies were to offer 
several concerts, in the Temple of Music, and a special of 
Polish music was to be offered. Throughout the city smaller 
celebrations were to take place with speechm.ald.ng by prominent 
Karl Zawadzki, w. Kuezysk.i, W. Przybylski. The proclamation in 
Polish read: Odezwa w sprawie urz~dzenia dnia polskiego podczas 
wystawy w roku 1901: My Polacy zamieszkali na tej wolnej ziemi 
powinnismy z tej Qkazji zkorzystad, by okazac przybyszom z 
rozmaitych stron swiata, ze zyjemy i rozwijamy si~, ze w naszych 
sercach wci~z tkwi nadzieja lepszej przysztosci dla Polski,. 
Powinnismy korzystaj~c z tej chwili, niejako zaprotestowac 
przeciwko gwal'towi popeinioAemu na Polsce przed stu laty~. 
'!'he "Odezwa11 was also distributed in form of a leaflet. -see 
Fronczak•Bukowsk.a Papers, Vol. V. B.H.S. 
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Poles. Even the railroads were to cooperate by running special 
trains bringing Poles from Pennsylvania and other distant places.42 
Fronczak envisioned before the, press ''The day is intended 
to show that though the Polish people have now no country of 
their own, they still exist as a nation ••• We intend to make it 
(the Polish Day) one of the best of the Exposition program11 .43 
All plans, preparations, and nerve wrecking accompanied 
during such activities came,. to nought. On Friday, Sept. 6, at 
4:20, a great tragedy occurred in the history of the United States 
which spoiled the day for the Poles. On that day and time 
President McKinley who came to visit the Exposition was .shot 
by Leon Czoigosz, a son of Polish immigrant, an anarchistic 
.. fanatic, a mentally deranged person. The assassination of 
President McKinley has been a subject of may monographs and 
we need not dwell on it here. But this event for Fronczak and 
the whole Buffalo Polish community was shocking, not only 
because it was a senseless crime and their plans for a great 
day were dashed to the ground, but prim~ily because the assassin 
· 42warta, April 26, 1901 (Organ of Independent Polish Catholic 
Church puolished by Holy Mother of Rosary Parish in Buffalo.) 
Secretary of the Polish Day Committee, M.B. Barczykowski, reported 
that Poles from Rochester, Bloomsbury, Pa., Wilkes Barre, Pa., 
Scranton, Pa., and Niagara, N.Y. were to participate in the Polish 
Day. 
43The Buffalo Review, Aug. 26?, 1901. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers 
Vol.V.,l3':"ff.s. fli'e program of the Polish Day was submitted to the 
Exposition Press Department in the last days of August. In a letter 
of Aug. 26, 1901, Mark Bennitt, Press Superrintendent of the Exposition 
requested from Fronczak the Program of the Polish Day. --Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
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of the President was of the Polish race. 
When it was revealed that Czotgosz was a Pole, although 
his Polishness was questioned since he spoke little Polish 
and did not associate himself with the Poles, the Polish Day 
was doomed. The President fought for his life for a week and 
died on Sept. 15 •. On Sept. 11, the Polish Co;mmittee at the 
advice of the Buffalo police called the Polish Day off. It was 
perhaps inappropriate to indulge in Polish pageantry at the 
t1-.e when the head of the nation was about to part with this 
world. 
The anti~Polish sentiments in the city of Buffalo raged 
very high. The Buffalo police assumed the attitude, so it 
would app~ar, the its policy of being "tough" on the Poles 
was justified. This sentimeat was reflected in the proceedings 
of the judiciary authorities of the city in the case of Jozef 
Tomczak, which resembled that of Wojciech Szalej's. On Nov. 21, 
1901, patrolman named Redden, shot to death a Polish citizen, 
Tomczak. The coroner's jury did not recommend investigation 
of the incident, and Judge Murphy of the Police Court, whose 
bias against the Poles was a common knowledge, quickly exonerated 
the policeman. There evidently was a small meeting of repre-
sentative Poles after the death of Tomczak, but as Fronczak 
stated to the press'!4the Poles realized they had no chance to 
44The Buffalo Times, Nov. 24, 1901. "Dr. Fronczak, a leader 
among the Poles, ••• said that though the meeting had been postponed 
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vindicate the death of their countryman. 
the matter had not been dropped." The German Der Democrat, 
Nov. 25, wrote that there was a Polish meeting-;? indignation 
after the shooting of Tomczak by Patrolman Redden. It is 
possible that it referred to the usmall" meeting of the 
1-eaders. 
CH APTER VI 
The Civil Servant 
A man with a reputation of 11a young brilliant Polish doctor", 
as Fronczak was usually referred to by the Buffalo English language 
press, could not be confined to East Buffalo. He was predestined 
to wider political role. His eariy engagement in politics began 
to bear fruits at the beginning of his medical career. The 
political figures of Buffalo and Erie County remember Fronczak 
as a novice politician who tried to win a seat in Albany in 1896. 
At this juncture of our account, Fronczak is several months over 
23 years of age, has a medical diploma in hand, one electoral 
defeat behind him, great experience in public activities in the 
East Side, enjoys great popularity among the Polish citizens of 
Buffalo, and has many other achievements to his credit. At any 
rate, because of those qualities, the political machinery of the 
Democratic party of the city and the county could not afford to 
ignore him. 
The newly elected mayor of Buffalo, Conrad Diehl, decided 
to use Fronczak in medical and political capacity. In May 1898 
the mayor nominated him a civil service commissioner of the 
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city of Buffalo. 1 Reportedly, the mayor was determined to remove 
the "dead wood" from.the Civil Service Commission. Apparently 
one such udead wood" commism.oner was Dr. P.W. Peyma, Fronczak.'s 
former professor in the medical school whom Mayor Diehl promoted 
to the honorary body of the Board of School Examiners in order 
2 to vacate the chair to Fronczak. 
If the newspapers represented the voice of the people, 
the appointment of Fronczak was rather favorably received. One 
of the Buffalo newspapers observed that Fronczak was •·•one of 
the brightest Polish citizens of Buffalou. The fact that he 
was a Pole, in the term of the word used at that time, in this 
country, prompted the newspaper to state that his nomination 
H1fill command itself to the Polee".3 A German newspaper of the 
- . 
city poured many kind words upon Fronczak. According to these 
papers he was a "clean-cut fellow" who already in his student 
years proved to be Ha man of energy and ambitions••. 4 The 
Polish community was naturally most pleased with the elevation 
of Fronczak to the rank of civil servi.ce commissioner. Polak 
1The list of new appointment to Civil Service Commission 
was announced in Buffalo newspapers. See clippings, Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, Vol. III, B.H.S. The certificate of Fronczak1 s 
appointment signed by Mayor Diehl was issued June 1, 1898. 
--Fronczak Papers, B.s.c. 
2The Buffalo Morning Express, Jan., May 20(?), 1898. 
3rt most likely was !he Buffalo Daily Courier, May 26(?),1898. 
Fronczak.-Bukowska Papers, Vol. III. B.H.S. 
4ner Demokrat, (end of May) 1898. 
-------
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~ Amerxce commented that Fronczak deserved this distinction 
because he was able and hard working. They regarded Fronczak's 
appointment as sign that the walls of the "establishment" 
established by the earlier immigrants were being breached, 
although very narrowly.5 At least they would have better chance 
to wrest some of the better civil service jobs so jealously 
guarded by the establishment. 
The civil service eommission in those days was an honor~y 
body, its members were not compensated for their services. 
Its function was to examine the candi4ates for a great variety 
of positions in the city administration. It prepared for the 
mayor and the city council a list of eligible candidates from 
which the mayor, or heads of the departments made the appointments. 
But for the applicant it was essential to be on that list. 
The civil service commission was a political body reflecting 
the political power dispersion in the city. At the juncture of 
our account the fifteen member commission was divided by one 
vote majority in favor of the democrats. In a way the civil 
service commission helped the mayor and the heads of various 
departments of city government-to distribute the favors of 
his office to his party political adherents. Under the civil 
service system almost every position on the city payroll which 
5Polak .! Amerycf (end of May) 1898. 
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included such positions as janitor, ash inspector, weed inspector, 
water inspector, policeman, fireman, physician and others 
were subject to a formal examination. In some cases, the 
commission could and did change the terms of examination and 
basis for employment. 
For many of the city jobs Poles could qualify inspite of 
the language handicap, especially in cases where the placement 
was not conditioned on passing of the examination. But Poles 
either did not apply er having applied were turned down because 
no one in the City Hall would support them. For this reason 
the appointment of Fronczak to the commission was regarded by 
the Po.les as a significant gain. Throughout the period of his 
service on the commission the Polish newspapers encouraged 
their readers to take the civil service examination. They 
were advised to obtain application forms directly from Fronczak 
in his office on Fillmore Avenue and when a Pole passed the 
examination it was noted in the newspaper. 6 
Fronczak for his part, directly or indirectly, exerted 
influence in the commission in favor of his fellow citizens 
from East Buffalo. Although the youngest member of the commis-
sion, he became chairman of the physical examination committee 
6For instance, Stanislaw Maczynski passed the examination 
for policeman, perhaps the first among Poles, obtaining 918 
points in scale of 1000. It is not certain that he ever obtained 
the appointment. --Polak w Ameryce, June 27, 1899. 
Passing the examination for civil service was not a guarantee 
that one would obtain the position. 
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consisting of three physicians.? This was important in instances 
where the physical fitness was the basic criterion for employment. 
In March 1899, for example, the Mayor, upon Fronczak's recom-
mendation proposed to exempt from civil service examination 
such positions as weight inspector, ash inspector, thus improving 
the chances for Poles to acquire those jobs. 8 He was also 
the chief advocate in the reform of the civil service by virtue 
of which greater control over the hiring practices of clerical 
positions was established. The same reform on the other hand 
guaranteed the tenure of menial jobs obtained without the civil 
service examination or prior to the i.mplementation,of the new 
system. The Polish newpapers credited Fronczak with this measure 
which saved :aobs for many Poles employed iin the city.9 He 
travelled to the state capital, Albany, with the delegation from 
Buffalo to seek approval of the last mentioned changes. That 
these changes were of concern to the Buffalo Poles can be 
attested by the fact that Fronczak telegraphed the Polak! Ameryce 
from Albany to inform it of the success. The Polish newspaper 
7Polak ! Ameryce, June 16, 1898. 
8The papers raised the importance of Fronczak's position in 
connection with the forthcoming examination for a fireman. The 
position paid $90.00 a month which was twice the earning of 
majority of Poles. 
9Polak w Ameryce, Mar. 18, 1899; also Buffalo Courier, Mar. 
15-18, 1899. -
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granted Fronczak the credit for saving jobs of many Poles 
10 employed by the city. 
Fronczak was a refreshing factor on the commission. He 
was young, agile, innovative, ·-enterprising and as the German 
journalist observed, "energetic and ambitious11 • One could 
also call him progressive, and ahead of his time, at least 
he was ahead of the rest of the commissioners. His ••progre-
ssivnesstt brought him !ln one recorded instance public emba-
rass.ment. When in February 1899 an the occasion of the annual 
reappointment of the commission, Fronczak proposed that the 
august commission would have a picture taken, his motion was 
not only defeated, it was ridiculed. 
The idea of picture taking was so strange to the membership 
of the commission that Fronczak1s motion was seconded by someone 
out of sympathy for the young doctor to save him from total 
defeat. 11 
Fronczak!_.is poli tico'."'"medical engagement transcended the 
limits of the city of Buffalo. In 1899 the township of Cheek-
towaga nominated him its health officer which post he held until 
1910. The same did Lackawanna in 1905. In 1899 he tried his 
10 8 Echo, July 20, 1899., Ecpo, S~pt, 22, 1 99, observe4 . 
that siiice'"oar countryman :(l!'roncz~J has been on the examination 
commission, more Poles are taking the ex~inati?n.and ~aving 
passed such, they are being given well paid positions. ~ 
(end of 1899), Urbanski nominated street inspector. 
11 
Buffalo Courier, Feb. 7, 1899. 
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political strength county wise. In January 1898, when the Demo-
crats gained the upper hand in Erie County board of supervisors, 
Fronczak, not without calculated assurance of victory, presented 
himself for the post of Erie County Penitentiary Physician to 
replace the. incumbent Dr. w.c. Calleman. Dr. Fronczak was an 
obvious candidate of the democratic faction of the Board. The 
County Democratic Committee chaired by certain John Eimer, also 
rendered him support. Not without influence was the pressure 
of the 11Polish and Democratic" 14th ward for his election. There 
must have been much political arm-twisting within the Board for 
it took five bal_lot6- t~ give Fronczak the aeveted post for the 
year 1899 by maj,~ri t; 18-17. 12 
The main profit from holding the position of county peniten-
tiary physician depended not so much in the salary, although 
it should not be discarded, but in the fact that the possession 
of this position provided a political vehicle. A physician of 
a county institution, carried much weight in the political life 
of the county. As an appointee of the county he had access to 
the legislative body of the county, and could influence its 
policy. This much can be deduced from general knowledge of the 
socio-political system in which Fronczak lived. Perhaps there 
were other motives which urged the young physician to desire 
12Polak ~ Ameryce, Jan. 3, 1898. Buffalo Evening l'i!!!,, 
Jan. 2, 1898. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. III. B.H.S. 
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this appointment. Young physicians are usually idealistic and 
we have plenty of evidence that in Fronczak's blood flew great 
--deal of idealism. This fanspired from the report presented 
to the board at the end of his tenure which will be discussed 
immediately. 
The county penitentiary was a correctional institution 
for minor offenses. A citizen could be thrown into the confines 
of this institution for being caught drunk in the street, or 
' ~· 
being sick and the paliceman mistook him for being drunk, or 
generally for being a "public nuisance\'. 
After one year of service in the capacity of penitentiary 
physician, Fronczak, a ~ensitive man, was appailed by the 
being, 
injustice and wrong;done to the unfortunate inmates of this 
institution. His reaction to the conditions in the peniten-
tiary, he expr~ssed in the annual report. In March 1900, he 
startled the board by revealing to it the horrible conditions 
in that institution. The report was a sensation. Fronczak 
who had good relation with the press, submitted the text of 
his report to the reporters before submitting it to the Board. 
~ Buffalo Evening Review summerized the report under the 
heading 'fMistaken Disease for Drunkenness. Innocent Men and 
Women Sentenced to the Erie County Penitentiary". 13 
13The Buffalo Evening Review, March 9, 1899. 
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Fronczak started his report by attacking the "morning· 
justices". He accused them of grave abuse of power and 
negligence in enforcing the criminal:law. He alleged that 
the administrators of justice indiscrimina.tely sentenced sick 
charged with drunkenness. He·cited numerous examples of 
epileptics, and people stricken, by other diseases being 
') .' 
sentenced by the '·'morning justice" to the penitentiary, instead 
of being sent to the hospital. He urged the board to recommend 
passing a law which would give the keeper of the penitentiary 
power to commit the sick prisoner to the hospital. 
But still more startling part of Fronczak1 s report was 
his assault on the law and attitude that the society upheld 
against intox:ication with alcohol. He claimed that for alco-
holism or alleged alcoholism people were practically serving 
life sentences in the County Penitentiary. He recommended 
that persons arrested for drunkenness should be given a thorough 
cure in the county hospital and not in the penitentiary. 
There are quite a number of prisoners who are 
virtua1iy serving a life sentence in five or ten 
day installments, the charge being alcoholism. 
These prisoners go out in the morning to be arre-
sted the same night, as drunk as they were before 
return to the penitentiary for another five or 
ten days!1 term and continue to do so until merci-
ful death relieves them from further drinking, 
arrest, disgrace and prison. 
The twenty-five year old physician ended his report by a 
proposition that ran ahead of his times: 
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Drunkennes, gentlemen is not a crime, it is a 
disease, and should be treated as such. This is 
an opinion of men of eminence in law of medicine, 
and therefore let us begin to treat it as such in 14 the closing year of the 19th century of our era. 
Fronczak 1s forwardness in the matter of alcoholism and public 
intoxication was obviously too progressive for his times. In fact, 
he was ahead in this matter of the legislators and the public opinion 
in the State of New York by three quarters of a century. It was not 
until January 1, 1976, that the New York State legislature put into 
effect a law providing that alcoholics should no longer be treated 
as criminals but as sick persons,l4aas Fronczak advocated. 
In the meantime, Fronczak had to think about establishing a 
family and providing for it. It was during this chronological period 
that he married, travelled to Europe, and carried a vigorous Polish 
national action. Some of the activities along this line had already 
been discussed, some will be accounted for in subsequent pages. 
Being young, enterprising, and willing to work, Fronczak esta-
blished within short time probably the best medical practice in the 
city, A Polish physician, born and raised in the Polish community, 
known to everyone from his childhood and having proven his professional 
skill, could not but attract many patients. 15 
But his practice was by no means confined to patients from 
the Polish, community. Besides private practice, he 
14Ibid. The subject of alcoholism Fronczak dealt with in an 
article "Alcoholism a Crime or a Disease", Buffalo Medical Journal, 
Feb., 1901. 
l4aBuffalo Courl er-Express, Feb. 18, ::I. 976 · 
15Polish newspapers often carried notes attesting to Fronczak's 
rnedi.cal que.1.ifica tions. 
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represented, as physician examiner number of insurance companies, 
benevolent fraternal organizations and industrial establishments. 
Among them notably was the Polish Roman Catholic Union·of America 
which engaged his services.from 1897 to 1905. 16 
At the same time he kept abreast with the party politics 
on the city, county and state level. We had seen him involved 
in the elections of 1900. In 1903 he was unanimously nominated 
candidate for Buffalo City Council which he declined in favor 
of A. Walkowi~ in whom the party machinery was not interested. 17 
A seat in the city council never appealed to Fronczak. But 
this ti.me, the probable reason for turning down the offer, 
besides perhaps trying to help his friend, Walkowiak, was a 
planned trip to Poland in 190l+ to the Convention of Polish 
Physicians and Scientists to be held in Lwow to which he was 
delegated by the American Medical Association. 
In 1902 he sought the influence of Congressman Brieck 
to pass a resolution by the American Congress to erect a statue 
in Honor of Gen. Kazimierz (Casimir) Putaski. 18 
16certificate issued Nov. 27, 1897. Fronczak Papers, B.s.c. 
Note of termination of his services to the R.C. Union in Polak 
w Ameryce, Aug. 30, 1905. 
17Buffalo Evening li!.!!, Sept. 26, 1903. 
18This is evidenced by a letter from Congressman A,W. Brieck 
from South Bend, Ind., to Fronczak, of July 29, 1902. Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
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Late 1903 Fronczak and other Polish leaders strove to 
persuade the Erie County administration to establish Police 
Court in the Polish section of the city. This proved to be 
a futile effort. The Poles desired to have the Police Court 
in their neighbor~ood for they had frequent clashes with the 
Police. 19 In the first place, they felt disadvantaged when 
they appeared in the court located downtown in a hostile 
section of the- city, and, secondly, this was a matter of 
convenience. 
Active _in every election in the Democratic party since 
student days, Fronczak, now a physician with establi~hed 
repute; vigorously, campaigned for J.N. Adam, the party's 
candidate for mayor. Adam, a Scottsman by origin, was a 
maverick on the political scene, a rather insubordinate to 
the party bosses. The party tried to induce Fronczak to 
accept nom:ination for the city alderman, but Fronczak declined, 
He evidently could not reconcile his medical practice with 
the legislative duties of alderman, besides this office never 
attracted him. He rejected similar offer in 1902. Mrs. Fronczak, 
who stayed during this period in a health resort in Gabriel, N.Y., 
19Buffalo Evening 2?Iimes, Nov. 12, 1903. The Echo (Dec. 8, 
1903) bluntly stated that th~ Poles were deluding themselves 
assuming that the county for both economic and political reasons 
would not, as it did not, fulfill the request of the Polish 
citizens. 
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without knowing·how seriously her husband considered the offer, 
advised him against accepting the nomination. She sagaciously 
reasoned that sitting @n the city council would ruin her 
husband's medical practice. Although Fronczak was his own man, 
in this case, it would appear he heeded his wife. 20 
Adam, the mayorial candidate, noticed the vote power of 
the Polish community, though he was not the first one. This 
was the reason besides undefined sympathy he had for the 
Polish people, that brought him to woo the Polish votes right 
in the heart of HLittle Poland". On Oct. 28, the candidate 
and his large entourage came to Polish Hall of Bra.adway (104-7) 
where the Polish Democratic Headquarters was located to meet 
the Polish voters. James Rozan and Antoni Walkowiak were 
then the political leaders in the Polish Democratic Club. 
It is not clear what function did Fronczak play in this 
organization, nevertheless at the above rally he was asked 
to do the honor of introducing the candidate for mayor. In 
his introductory speech, delivered in Polish, he extolled 
Adam!-s political virtues and integrity, what was a usual 
procedure during a political euphoria. Among others Fronczak 
told the Polish votetrs that "Adam was a man who could be 
20Lucy Fronczak to F.Fronczak, Sept. 21, 1905. Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
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approached at all times and that he would be no different 
after he is elected mayor.u21 
Adam was elected mayor, as was expected. Perhaps this 
t felicious event could be regarded as a breaking point in 
Fronczak's career. A few days after the election on Nov. 14, 
1905, the mayor-elect, announced appointments to his admini-
stFatictn. Reportedly the political leaders· of., his par:t;y were 
taken by surprise with his announcement. 22 The greatest 
surprise to them was Adam's appointment of Ernest Wende Buffalo 
Health Commissioner and Dr. Fronczak his assistant. According 
to the mayor-elect•s secretary, Victor Speer, Fronczak and 
Wende had no previous kn0wledge of their appointment. While 
there are no reasons to dispute this claim, which was confirmed 
by both appointees in the press, the selection of Wende and 
Fronczak to their respective posts should not be ascribed to 
Adam's whim or pure chance. 
Wende had been previously health commissioner from 
1892-1901. He,in fact, had been credited with the establishing 
of the department under the new city charter of 1891. 23 His 
21 Buffalo Evening Times, Oct. 29, 1905. 
22 1l!.! Buffalo Evening 1!!!2, Nov. 14, 1905. 
23For concise history of the Buffalo Heal th Department see 
Fronczak1s speech delivered to the City Council in 1915.--
Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. The title "Health Commissionertt went 
into effect in accordance with the New Charter, in 1891. Thus 
Dr. Ernest Wende was the first holder of this title. Prior 
to that the title was "Heal th Officer". 
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ousting from this post was regarded unjust. If the appointment 
of Wende was the decision of Adam, the choice of Fronczak 
seemed to have been that of Wende with, of course, Adam's 
approval. In any event, if Wende would not want Fronczak for his 
assistant, the mayor-elect could not impose Fronczak on him. 
The whole matter seemed to have been settled on Nov. 13. First 
Adam summoned Dr. Wende and subsequently Dr. Fronczak. There 
is strong reason to assume that Wende selected Fronczak, 
(or if Fronczak1 s name was suggested to him he readily accepted) 
because Fronczak was his student in the medical school. Here 
is how Fronczak recollected his appointment a few years later: 
I remember full well how one late evening 
in 1905 I was called to mayor-elect•s residence, 
the late J.N. Adam, and there I met Mr. Adam, 
Dr. ·Wende and Mr. Speer, and was offered the 
position of Assistant Health Commissioner •••• 
However, the pressure made by Mr. Adam, 
Dr. Wende and Mr. Speer of my duty to the 
community, of the debt I owe to my native city, 
of the great team that Dr. Wende and I would 
make, and also that money was not everything 
man ought to possess -- I considered these 
facts and called my wife, who was in the 
Adirondacks at the time, on long distance phone, 
and talked the matter over with her and finally 
accepted - 24rather reluctantly, to tell you the truth. 
Fronczak claimed that his practice at the time exceeded 
$15,000 per annum and an offer of $2,000 position did not 
appeal to him. from financial viewpoint. Indeed, he seemed 
24. . . . Quoted from Fronczak.' s speech he made in 1915 while 
seeking reappointment for the office of Health Commissioner. --
Manuscript in Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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to have a very good medical practice, but we have to depend on 
his word that it was that high. He bragged to his wife in 
Miarch 1906, that one day he cashed in $64.00, which was not 
bad for those days. 25 
The just quoted words Fronczak delivered before a politi-
cal body ten years after his initial appointment and naturally 
they are stained with politics. Whether he accepted the 
position of assistant health commissioner "reluctantly" is 
immaterial in view of the fact that he held on to the post 
tenaciously for the next forty years. If he was indeed 
"reluctant'' to accept the post for financial reasons, he 
most certainly envisaged the potentiality th.is,office would 
offer. Even the financial aspect of the appointment was 
not so discouraging. The health commissioner assistant was 
not full time employment, and even the commissioner whose 
salary was twice that of his assistant, could and did practice 
outside his office. 25 It was rather his concern for the 
Polish colony of Buffalo, and his urge for public involvement 
that swayed him in favor of accepting the offer. He realized 
that his appointment was not only a tribute to his personal 
achievement, but also a tribute to the Polish community 
25sources indicate that Fronczak as a health commissioner 
practiced medicine, probably on limited basis, until 1917, at 
least. See "Medical Matters, 1910-1915", Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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he represented. He must also have taken into account the 
possibility of stepping up to the position of health commissioner 
in the near future, for Commissioner Wende was advanced in age 
and the prestige that went with the office was too attractive: 
not to be put into consideration. 
The reasoning?n the part of the mayor-elect in appointing 
Fronczak to some extent was revealed in a statement to the 
press by the mayor-elect•s secretary, Speer. Speer stated that 
Adam and Wende concurred in their belief "that the great East-
Side of this city should have one of its foremost practitioners" 
in the city administration. As if to justify the selection 
of Fronczak for the post the mayor-elect•s spokesman was 
recorded saying: "Dr. Fronczak lives in the 9th ward. His 
practice is one of the largest in the city among the masses 
of the people. They have confidence in him. He knows their 
needs ~d his knowledge will enhance tremendously the efficiency 
of the work of the health department under the mayor-elect''· 26 
The Polish political leaders, though not quite in accord 
with the mayor-elect regarding other appointments, welcomed 
Fronczak1s ele~ation as mark of distinction for the entire 
Polish community. A delegation of Poles, headed by Jakob Rozan 
and Frank Burzynski of the Polish citizens of Buffalo called 
26
••Polish-American Citizens Proud", Buffalo Evening ~' 
Nov. 17, 1905. 
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on the mayor-elect to express their gratitude for the appoint-
ment of Fronczak. Rev. J. Wojcik, pastor of Transfiguration 
Church, was quoted by the_ press commenting that "Dr. Fronczak's 
appointment is one which means much to the Polish pee>plett. 
Some of the delegates that went to the mayor-elect linked the 
appointment of Fronczak with the unhappy international position 
of the entire Polish nation. 27 We have to remember in 1905 
there was a revolution in the Russian empire and the Russians 
introduced more oppresive measures against the Poles. Referring 
to the unfortunate conditions in the "Old Country'', the delegate 
said the news of Fronczak1s elevation would be received by 
his kinsmen in Poland with acclaim as a demonstration that 
not everywhere Poles are subject of oppression. 
But the Poles, like any other nation, are political 
creatures. One should not expect that all of them in Buffalo 
would be totally satisfied with the appointment of Fronczak. 
The Polish republicans and some democrats as well, were not 
happy with number of appointments made by the mayor-elect. 
Some felt that greater number of Poles should be appointed 
to various positions, be it lesser ones, in the city government. 
They even attributed the removal of several Poles holding 
27Ibid. 
-
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city positions from previous appointment to Fronczak's elevation 
to the high pest. The voice of the Polish republicans, Gazeta 
Buffalowska, bluntly stated: ''All Poles must pay for the 
position granted to Fronczak, because the political leaders 
believe that the job given to Dr. Fronczak will in the future 
secure them all the Polish votes. ,,28 The paper also wondered 
why Fronczak who, after all, was professionally established 
and did not need a city job, accepted this position. The 
author of the editorial thought the position would be 11a grave-
. 29 yard"' for Fronczak.-· 
In compliance with the city charter, both health officials 
asswaed their repeetive posts as of January 7, H~07, replacing 
Dr. Walter Greene, the former commissioner, and Dr. Edward 
Clark, his assistant. Fronczak evidently thought the new 
and prestigious position called for a new and no less presti-
gious residence. He planned everything accordingly. He took 
occupancy of the house (806 Fillmore Ave.) in January 1907 
in which he lived for the rest of his life.30 In this house 
Fronczak hosted many Polish luminaries like Paderewski, Wtady-
staw Reymont, Gen. Haller, Wojl,iech _Kos$ak, 
28Gazeta Buffalowska, Dec. 29, 1905. The Polish republicans 
and democrats as well were obviously at variance with the democratic 
mayor-elect for his removal of Frank Ruszkiewicz from a position 
in the mayor • .. s office, who was a license clerk, . was ~eplaced. by 
a democrat of German descent. They were also dissatisfied with 
the replacement of two Poles in the sheriff's office,:especially 
with the removal of deputy sheriff by the name of Maczkowski. 
29Ibid., Nov. 23, 1905. 
30 Announcement to this effect was made in the press, Dec. 1906. 
Polak w Ameryce, Dec. 14, 1906, 
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Jan Kiepura, Poland's ambassadors to the United States, Kazimierz 
Lubomirski, Tytus Filipowicz, Jan Ciechanowski and many other 
prominent personages.31 
During the lame duck year, namely 1906, while waiting for 
the occupants of the Health Department to vacate the office, 
Fronczak served, at the pleasure of Mayor Adam on the Charter 
Commission. This body was called by the Mayor to revise the 
city charter and Fronczak had the distinction of being the only 
Pole among fifteen prominent Buffalonians appointed by the Mayor. 
During the first year the new medical team in the Health 
Department seemed to function smoothly. In the course of the 
following year, the Commissioner was confined to bed and the 
onus of commissioner's office fell upon Fronczak's shoulders. 
The fact that Dr. Wende insisted to hold to the authority 
vested in him and try to direct the Department from his bed, 
created for Fronczak many difficulties. In the meantime, 
Adam's term of office expired at the end of 1909, and, what 
was fortunate for Fronczak, the elections of that year put 
another democratic mayor in office, namely, Louis P. Furhman. 
The ailing Commissioner died on February 10 or 11. This 
31 
Fronczak bought the property from Dr. Potter through 
the real estate office of James M. Rozan, .once New York State 
assemblyman. --see letter from Odell R. Blair to J.M. Rozan, 
January 22, 1907. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
The house was sold by Fronczak's daughter, Dr. Eugenia 
Fronczak-Bukowska in September 1974. 
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opened new possibilities for Fronczak. 
As expected there was a scramble for the health commi-
ssioner's po$t in the wake of Wende 1 s death. Fronczak 1 s 
chances for promotion to the vacant position appeared to be 
in jeopardy. Suddenly sixteen candidates filed their appli-
cation, some with strong political backing.32 To put a 
moratorium to political squabble, the mayor nominated Fronczak 
Acting-Health Commissioner for one month, during which time 
he was reportedly "to find the best qualified"' man for the 
post. This, being done only a day after Wende 1 s funeral, 
enhanced Fronczak1s position vis-a-vis competitors.33 
For Mayor Furhman the death of the commissioner created 
serious political situation. He had been only six weeks in 
office and had to make appointment for a highly contested 
position. The matter both for Fronczak and the mayor was 
complicated because the democratic party machinery or rather 
its chairman for Erie County, William H. Fitzpatrick, who 
wanted to reassert party control over the City Hall which 
seemed to be slipping out of his hand during Adam's admini-
stration, opposed the elevation of Fronczak. He supported 
his candidate, Dr. Fred M. Boyle to succeed Wende. Fitzpatrick, 
32Buffalo Evening~, February 15, 1910. 
33 
According to the Commerctal (Feb. 18, 1910) Fronczak 
was the logical successor to Wende. 
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however, failed to persuade the Stat~ Democratic Party Chairman, 
William J. Conner, to exert pressure on Furhman in favor of 
Dr. Boyle. Conner: . preferred Dr. William Bissell, the City 
bacteriologist, for the post.34 
But Fronczak was a formidable candidate. His reputation 
in the field of medicine had been eminently established. He 
was the only candidate with four years experience in the position, 
and he was well established in the party organization. Fitzpa-
trick's protege could not measure up to Fronczak; neither 
academically nor politically. The local ~liticians realized 
that nomination of Boyle over Fronczak would be too obvious 
party favoritioSm. Besides, the mayor and otber local democrats 
felt they owed their last victory to the Polish voters. The 
Poles for their part felt that they had been slighted in the 
appointments so far made by the mayor. The appointment of 
Fronczak to the commissionership would mean for the Poles 
a recognition by the party organization of their political 
strength. It was a question of ethnic pride. When the fate 
of Fronczak1 s nomination was uncertain, the Polak~ Ameryce 
complained that the democratic party treated the Polish voters 
unevenhandedly. They were, continued the editorial, the 
"stepchildren•• of the party as far as distribution of jobs 
34Buffalo Evening li!!!.~ Feb. 18, 1910. 
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was concerned. The Poles were urged to knock at the mayor's 
doors to secure appointment for Fronczak.35 
And, indeed, delegations of Polish physicians, Polish 
journalists, and Polish businessmen appeared before the mayor 
during the "moratorium" requesting he nominate Fronczak Health 
Commissioner.36 Taking into consideration all the factors, 
the mayor apparently had no choice but to make the logical 
decision. On March 26 he proclaimed Fronczak. Commissioner of 
Health for the remainder of the term of office of his deceased 
superior, which was to expire at the end of 1911. In January 
1912, the mayor reappointed Fronczak for the next four years,37 
although due to a change in the City Charter, however, Fronczak 
had to appear in 1915 before the Health Board for confirmation 
of his appointment. With every mayorial election he had to 
repeat the struggle of renQmination and succeeding every time, 
until his retirement in 1947, surviving nine mayors of both 
parties. 
Fronczak.1s performance and accomplishments as assistant 
health commissioner, then acting health commissioner and 
35Polak ~ Ameryce, Feb. 15, 1910. 
36According to Gazeta Buffalowska (after March 26, 1910) 
the Polish citizens seemed to have been satisfied. The editorial 
congratulated the Polish community that its pressure on the mayor 
beared its fruits. ''We can proudly say, we have now our country-
man in the highest position that the City of Buffal0 can offer 
to a physician." --Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. 7. B.H.S. 
37certificate of appointment, issued by Mayor Louis P. 
Furhman, dated Jan. 1, 1912. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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finally, health commissioner, spanning over four decades of 
public service, deserves a separate study which should be 
approached from medical and administrative viewpoint. In the 
present study, however, references will be made to characteri-
stic events in the Buffalo Department of Health to depict 
style and purport of his administration. If it is true.that 
public servant of higher rank in city administration discharges 
his duties according to his ability and, more importantly, 
to hi~ personal dedication to the entrusted office, it is safe 
to state that Fronczak displayed these qualities admirably. 
The very fact that he stayed in that post ~or forty years, 
surviving nine mayorial changes,. and many political storms 
is a telling example of his devotion to his office. 
A pattern of his performance was foreshadowed in the 
first month in the office of assistant commissioner. The 
report he submitted to Commissioner Wende on Feb. 8, 1907, 
for the month of January, shows that Fronczak made calls 
at twelve hospitals in which he examined 185 patients of whom 
ten were discharged at his recommendation, seven transferred 
to County Hospital; made special investigation of half a 
dozen cases; made visits of inspection to public bath houses; 
several times inspected the Broadway Market attending to 
complaints made by customers. The report gives full credit 
to the keeper of Bath House No. 2. HThe place has been 
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scrubbed thoroughly, cockroaches and waterbugs exterminated, 
and the walls washed until they appear as though freshly 
paintedu,38 reads the language of the report. 
The Polak~ Ameryce had more to say about Fronczak's 
first report than was printed in the Buffalo English language 
newspapers. Reportedly, Fronczak found the boilers in the 
bath house on Stanislaus and Woltz Streets in conditions 
hazardous to human life. The city evidently was not prompt 
to attend the recommended repairs of the damaged boilers. 
This provoked editorial comment that if such deficiency 
had been reported in other part of the city and not in "Little 
Poland" the boilers would have been repaired immediately. 
In this case, however, the city waits till several Poles 
will be killed before it will implement the repairs.39 
One of the problems of sanitation was to keep meat fresh. 
The meat dealers on Broadway Market were subject to frequent 
inspections by the Health Department to safeguard the interest 
of the consumer .. Fronczak's zeal to fulfill his duty cost 
him during his third month in office public embarassment. 
He found a meat merchant by the name of C.H. Kamman guilty 
38•1Mop.thly report of Assistant Heal th Commissioner'·', 
Buffalo ,Evening~' Feb. 8, 1907. 
39Polak .! Ameryce, Feb. 8, 1907. 
4°commercial, Mar. 27, 1907. 
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of selling tainted meat. But instead of calling C~1{. Kamman 
to answer the charges, he called John H. Kamman, one of the 
greatest meat distributors in Buffalo. The Buffalo newspapers 
which were eager to report any faultering of the city admini-
stration alertedly pointed out this "stupid blunder" of the 
assistant health commissioner. Fronczak confessed the mistake 
publicly and the proper Kammen was called to order.40 
The Wende-Fronczak Health Department launched campaign 
against impure drinking water in the city. Their primary 
target was to provide good drinking water for school children. 
Fronczak, as the second man on the team, though in fact the 
main driving force in the campaign, conducted inspections of 
public schools and public drinking facilities. Any place 
he would appear for inspection he would lecture on the ill 
effects of contaminated water. Local scribe, inspired by 
these activities of Fronczak, penned the following satire 
on him. The poem was accompanied by a caricature of Fronczak 
featuring him standing in lecturing position at a table, on 
which a jar of water is conspicuous. The satire was apparently 
in the series of public figures of Buffalo issued by Truth 
40 ·a1 Commerci M 27 1907 
-----' ar. ' • 
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weekly, in the column "Truthful Portrayals". Fronczak's 
caricature is captioned: "A Wise Aesculapius''~ 1 
uwarsaw• s last champion'' is not he 
The flower of Polish chivalery 
Only a Health Department leech, 
Yet is he, in slang words, a "peach" 
Who speaks great words and water drinks 
And ne'er thinks frowardly or winks. 
But to supply clean water for the city was the realm 
of operation of the Water Department, an independent admini-
strative entity whose authority the Health Department could 
not transgress. It took some doing on Fronczak's part to 
secure a measure of cooperation from the water people. His 
effort on this score was complicated by the continuous infirmity 
of his chief, who lingered in the bed and hampered considerably 
Fronczak1s drives. At times he would even hinder the functioning 
of the department out of spite or jealousy.42 
To think frowardly, nevertheless, was one of Fronczak's 
qualities. In April 1907, after three months of service in 
the Health Department, he submitted astonishing report regarding 
birth statistics in the city of Buffalo.43 He disclosed to 
the press, before actually maki~a formal report to the depart-
ment, his discovery that great number of still-births in Buffalo 
4 1Truth, (Buffalo) July 20, 1907. 
42Polak w Ameryce, 1909. --Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol.14,B.H •. 
Notwithstanding the infirmity of his superior, Fronczak obliged 
the Water Department to deliver to his office a jar of water 
every day for testing. 
43 The Buffalo Times, April,14, 1907. 
-
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were not reported to the authorities. The still-born children 
were, Fronczak alleged, disposed off by the parents, midwives 
and certain unresponsible doctors in the sewage or garbage 
piles. This practice has been going on for years unnoticed 
by the Health Departm~nt, which was the proper agency to 
look after this kind of public evil. At the time of reporting, 
Fronczak had two cases sµbstantiated which he planned to 
bring before the justice. 
He arrived at the conclusion that some;.:discrepancy in 
the birth registration in Buffalo existed by comparing the 
statistics of cities ef the size of Buffalo in various countries. 
He noticed that on the average one-third of births were still-
born. The birth report for the year 1906 for Buffalo indicated 
striking disprcportion between birth and still-birth. For 
that year the Health Department recorded 8,075 births, but 
only 399 still-births were reported. The number of still-
born should have been close to three thousand. To alleviate 
the discrepancy the Health Department established Bureau of 
Vital statistics and enforced the law requiring all physicians 
and midwives to report birth and death of infants they delivered. 
During the first two decades of this century the foremost 
enemy of public health was tuberculosis of the lungs. Fronczak 
as an ambitious health official was determined to exterminate 
this disease, and he believed it was possible with the means 
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available to medical science. His determination in this 
respect was spurred by his personnal dilemma: it was this 
disease that kept him away from his beloved wife for the 
greater part of each year starting with the year of 1904 or 
1905. To cure his Wife, suffering from tuberculosis, he had 
to send her away to health resorts. One way to combat that 
disease was to involve the public in the struggle. Fronczak 
was a strong bel.iever in heal th propaganda. 
In Fall 1907, Buffalo Health Department conducted series 
of lectures, accompanied by displays and demonstrations 
against tuberculosis. This activity was coordinated with 
state-wide campaign against the mortal disease. For three 
days the Dom Polski hosted the display (Oct. 21-23) provided 
with explanations in Polish. Fronczak and other Polish 
physicians delivered lectures explaining the nature and the 
method of curing the disease.44 The same arrangement was 
made for the Italian community of Buffalo in St. Stephen Hall, 
Oct. 24-26. 45 
While the Polish audience generally appreciated these 
informative lecture$, there were voices that regarded this 
morbid display "'an exaggeration11 • In particular a contributor 
44The program of lectures was reprinted in Polak! Ameryce, 
Oct. 21-23. Besides Fronczak, lectured Dr. L. Schroeter. Dr. F. 
Pitass was scheduled but failed to appear. 
45see Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol.10 for announcement in 
Italian (a brochure) about the display. It is not certain' whether 
the lectures were conducted in Italian and who were the speakers. 
to the Prasa, a new Polish publication, commented that having 
listened to Fronczak1s warnings of the dangers of tuberculosis, 
one would rather be buried alive, for the food, water, the air 
according to Fronczak, the writer stated, were infested with 
bacteria of tuberculosis. 
In any event, Fronczak did not ingratiate himself with 
the Buffalo general public with his lectures on this subject. 
His lecture sponsored by Labor Union in Convention Hall to 
workers, October 17, caused conn.entaries in the newspapers 
because he named kissing among the ways of passing communicable 
diseases. According to Fronczak, "no one should ki.ss or 
permit to be kissed on the lips". Having assured the audience 
that he was not a "puritan", he "firmly" believed '·'that the 
puritan law which forbade kissing on Sunday, even one's own 
wife did not go far enough". Kissing should have be.en 
forbidden entirely, maintained Fronczak. If he could do 
nothing about the past he hoped that "The time will come when, 
perhaps not by law or regulation but by common consensus and 
common sense, this custom shall be condemned. 11 ,46 proclaimed 
the foe of contagious diseases. It is not difficult to guess 
that proclamations like these would not go well with the 
public. And it is inconceivable that the young aesculapius 
would set himself as an example in the crusade agai.nst the 
ttunsanitary" custom. Even if he would want to, his wife would 
4~ockport Sun, Oct. 21, 1907; Buffalo Eveni~![§_, Oct. 21, 
1907. -
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have something to say in this matter. In fact, she scolded him 
for this statement in her letters from Gabriela, N.Y. where 
she was in a sanatorium for consumptives. A man who loved his 
wife passionately as he did, and being likewise loved, would 
not be chained by a medical precautionary measure, even if 
it was his own. 
Besides •don•.t kiss", Fronczak publicised other "don•ts" 
which could not have caused great controversy. Like: "Don't 
drink unboiled milk. 11 "Don't dust furniture with dry rags 
or feather duster." "Don't spit in public places". But 
certainly, many a man would object to:: nnon•t wear mustache 
or beard if you are a con~ptive11 , even if he was a consumptive. 
Perhaps the public reaction to Fronczak1 s edict against kissing 
was best expressed by the following peem, published in one 
of the Buffalo newspapers composed by certain George A. Markham:47 
Oh 1 kiss thou not the rµby lips 
Of her thou dost adore, 
But rather press her finger tips 
A score of time or more. 
Tuberculosis range in grousome hord. 
Upon thy bearded mouth 
And every germ disease afford, 
In North and Sunny South. 
Kiss not thy wife, not other man's 
In neighborly affection, 
Although the published marriage bans 
Gives the implied direction. 
47clipping from unidentifiable newpaper. See Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, Vol. 10. B.H.S. 
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Thou must not let they pleasures roam 
And disregard this plan. 
Thou must not even kiss at home--
Oh, deent married man. 
Wise Doctor Fronczak tell us this, 
And surely he must know 
That lurking sweetness of a kiss 
Oft ~ills the world with woe--
Give ear, oh man, and heed the call, 
Many ca.n!·st go amiss; 
E'en though !,t were right s;i.!ce Adam's fall, 
Do sometimes steal a kiss. 4 
Kissing was for Fronczak a medical issue. Later on he 
softened his position and advised the "kissers to wash their 
lips aft~r a kis 8with lemon water or to take a lemon water 
bath. He knew that the inveterated custoa;could not be changed 
by lectures, even the morbid bacillus of tuberculosis· could 
not deter people from kissing. 
But Buffalo remembered him for other things he did for 
the heal th of the city or tried to do. during his first few 
years in office. The Buffalo newspapers are full of reports 
49 
of Fronczak1 s "wars11 on such seeming triviality l.ike feather 
dusters, or homeless dogs, spitting and smoking in public 
places. On the other hand, he also fought with considerable 
success against tuberculosis.5° The sanitary distribution 
48That public opinion was stirred up by statement regarding 
kissing can be seen from the headings of the write-ups on this 
subject in the Buffalo newspapers: "Germs Sworm :in Every Kiss 
Says Fronczak", Buffalo Daily Courier, Oct. 18, 1910; 11Kiss Not 
and Be Not Kissed". "Dr. Fronczak Hopes for the Times When Delight-
ful Custom Will Be Abolished", Buffalo Morning Express, Oct. 18, 191 
11To Kiss or Not, That is the, Question Which 1.s .Bot?HJfin.g the 
Doctors", Commercial, Oct. 18, 191 O. 
49see Fronczak-Bukowska Papers for 1910-1912. Vols.15-17 B.H.S. 
50As of April 7, 1912 it was illegal to spit or smoke in street 
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of food in the city was also among his many official conerns. 
Under his direction the Broadway Market became a reasonable 
sanitary place. In any event, he was tough on merchants who 
would vend spoiled food. He fought against the unsanitary 
slaughter houses in Buffalo. He led crusade for fresh air 
for school children and pure drinking water for the city. 
There were twenty-five physicians by 1912 working for the 
Health Department in addition to 170 other employees. He 
desired, as he stated to a reporter, to make Buffalo Health 
Department the best in the world. One to accomplish this goal 
was to have his subordinate physicians travel to other cities 
to study other cities health departments. This they were 
to do on their own expense.51 For the psychopatbists, be 
established special clinics. He was also concerned with 
venereal diseases and brought about stricter control over 
houses of prostitution. He advised to treat alcoholism 
according to his precepts announced in 1900, namely, as a 
disease. He endeavored to exterminate the stable fly as the 
main carrier of bacteria cause in infantile paralysis. In 
cars.--See Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. 18. B.H.S. 
51courier E?£Press, Aug. 30, 1910. This statement he made just after returning from a trip to Europe, where he learned 
a lot about public health. 
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a public lecture on that subject he proclaimed 11As long as 
the stable fly exists, infantile paralysis will existu.52 
Certainly, there was no power on earth to slaughter all the 
flies in Buffalo. But Fronczak evidently marshalled the 
public opinion against the fly, at least during the summer 
of 1913. Contributors to the newspapers wrote poems about the 
morbid activities of the fly and two thousand boy scouts, 
armed with homemade swatters roamed over the city in pursuit 
of the black enemy of the health of the public. 53 
By the end of 1911 his reputation as an outstanding 
health commissioner was well established in the medical and 
political circles. This came as result of his accumulative 
effort to update the health department since the time he 
became assistant to Commissioner Wende. But what really 
gained him fame in the medical profession and among the 
professional politicians was his strong stand on the issue 
of vaccination against small pox. 
The New York State enacted a law in 1909 which required 
vaccination of children to prevent small pox. No sooner the 
law reached the local communities when it was assaulted from 
all sides by politicians,,religious groups and spiteful opponents. 
52~ Enquirer, Aug. 5, 1913. 
53Buffalo Courier Express, Aug. 10, 1913. 
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The law was so worded that its implementation and interpretation 
was left to local. governments. In Buffalo, the enforcement 
of the vaccination law was naturally in the competence of the 
health department. From the very beginning the question 
aroused whether the law required that vaccination be compul-
sory for all children. The professional politician8 also 
opposed the implementation of the law for sheer political 
reasons. They felt that the medical profession imposed this 
law on them and the intricacy of the substance of this legi-
slature was beyond their comprehension. In Buffalo.:,Ci ty 
Counc11, the staunchest opponent of vaccination law was 
Alderman Harry Fisher. But there he was taken care of by 
Dr. Edward Clark,54 former assistant to the health commissioner, 
who stood up in Fronczak1s defense. 
Fronczak. insisted that vaccina~ion should be compulsory 
for all children and authorised the physicians in Buffalo 
to proceed accordingly. He had full cooperation of the medical 
profession and the press. A concerted opposition came from 
Anti-Compulsory Vaccination Society headed by a lady,' named 
Helen Horton. Miss or Mrs. Horton challenged Fronczak in an 
open letter to a public debate on the issue of whether.or not 
the state law on vaccination stipulated compulsory vaccination. 
54Fronczak.-Buk.owska Papers, Vol. 17, B.H.S. Newspaper 
clipping, Miarch or April 1910. 
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Fronczak was also challenged to explain why he did not enforce 
the paragr.aph of the law which called for vaccination of 
teachers and other adult school employees. Evidently the 
President of the Anti-Compulsory Vaccination Society failed 
to provoke the Health Commissioner to debate publicly the 
issue with her.55 Perhaps he felt there was no need for such 
debate because he had in this matter total support of the 
State Health Department and Erie County Medical Society. At 
its annual meeting at the end of October, 1911, in the midts 
of the vaccination issue the Society acclaimed Fronczak's 
position on compulsory vaccination. In ... the language of the 
resolution the Soc:i:.ety "heartily'' endorsed the Heal th Commissioner 
and commanded him for the stand he took in this matter.56 
Dr. William A. Howe, the Assistant New York State Health 
Commissioner personally commended Fronczak for the same reason. 
Small wonder that the mayor, having read and heard the 
praises for Fronczak, did not hesitate to announce his appointment 
already in November, more than a month before Fronczak's term 
expired. The mayor, when questioned about his intentions to 
55The Buffalo Times, Oct. 13, 1911. 
56 ~ Enguirer, Oct. 26, 1911i ....1'h£ Buffalo Times, Oct. 17, 1911 
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renominate Fronczak stated to a reporter: 11A lot of people 
seem to think that Dr. Fronczak has made a mighty good health 
off±cer". The renomination of Fronczak was praised in unison 
by the Buffalo newspapers. The Truth-Republic led the choir 
in extolling the wisdom of the mayor. It wrote "Mayor Furham 
Wisely Reappoints Dr. Fronczak", in the title of the colamn 
in which it quoted unnamed physician saying: 11I loved and 
believed in Wende, but his man (Fronczak) is the best Health 
Commissioner Buffalo ever had11 .57 And the editorial added: 
unr. Fronczak is worthy of the best the city bas to offer 
for he has shown conspicuous ability and bravery in conducting 
the affairs of a very important office". He would have done 
better, argued the Truth-Republic, '·'if the people at the head 
of the city government were sufficiently advanced in scientific 
thQUght to give_him more power and more money to spend.u58 
When the reappointment became official in January 1912, 
the Polish community of Buffalo welcomed it as a great political 
victory. In view of the paucity of Poles in the City Hall 
Fronczak's illustrious position there was solace for the 
57Truth Republic, N~v. 23, 1911. Argument was advanced in 
the article that the Health Department was the most important 
department in the city administration. It was the only department 
that had to be headed by a specialist, while other departments 
were headed by virtue of political patronages. 
58The mayor's statement of Fronczak's reappointment was 
issued Nov. 22, 1911. 
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political wounds the Poles suffered. An expression of rejoice-
ment of the Polish community was given at the ball in January, 
by the band and choir which sang series of strophes in a 
known Polish melody appropriate for the Fronczak reappointment. 
One strophe for instance went like this in rough English 
rendition: 1·1Although we aren't numerous and our influence 
is,'i11, -- We hold the Health Department in our hands still".59 
But Buffalo had another reason to praise Fronczak for 
it was through his diplomatic exertions that Buffalo was put 
on the map. While attending the International Congress on 
School Hygiene in Paris in August of 1910 he convinced the 
59 
Two type~itten copies of this song entitled 11Strofy" 
are in Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. 20. Some of the strophes 
read as follows in Polish: 
Na zdrowie fizyka, d9ktora Fronczaka , 
Wzniesmy, kielich w gor~, kielich kapusniaka. Oj danaJ 
I I Fizyka miejskiego dzis wieczor Swiycimy, 
Wi,c na jego zdrowie szklanki wypijemy. Oj dana! 
Mowil'. "Fitz" do swoich-Hgo to hell" z Fronczakiem 
Mamy swoich z Erinu na dumpsys z Polakiem. Oj dana! 
~ major ''Furmanik11 tak. ma._drze furmanil, 
Ze dla nas fizyka na dziabie zostawil'.. Oj dana! 
, 
~to Polak, a prawy ten si~ dzis raduje, 
Ze w biurze fizyka, rodak urz~duje. Oj dana! 
Chociaz nas nie wielu i wptywow nie mamy 
Przeciez wydzial'. zdrowia w swych r~kach trzymamy. Oj dana! 
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pertinent committee to hold its forthcoming triann:ual meeting 
in Buffalo. 6° Fronczak fough·t successfully for Buffalo against 
representatives of such ancient cities like Cologne, Budapest, 
Prague, Rome and Brussels. Many members of the committee were 
unfamiliar with the geographic location of Buffalo, but with 
the help of the map, the longitude and altitude of Buffalo 
were established. As he told the reporters upon return,from 
the trip it was his friendship with the Polish physicians 
on,the committee that it decided in favor of Buf£.alo.6
1 
As for the Congress, it was dul)".held in Buffalo as scheduled, 
August 25-30, 1913. 
The Congress was planned well in advance. Charles William 
Eliot, former president of Harvard University presided over 
the affair. The renowned Buffalo surgeon, Dr. Roswell Park 
was the chairman of the executive committee.in which Fronczak 
was11one of the leading wQrkers11 • Mayor Furhaan and former 
Mayor Adam62 were also involved in honorary capacity. 
Naturally, Fronczak did everything in his power to make 
the Congress a success for Buffalo and for his own sake. He 
60commercial, Aug. 18, 1910, according to Herold (Paris ed.) 
6lBuffalo Evening News, Aug. 24, 1910. 
62James N. Adam, Buffalo Mayor 1906-1909, died Feb".'· 8, 1912 , 
born 1842. Reportedly he worked on a paper to deliver before 
the Congress, when he suddenly died. He was buried in his 
native Scotland where Fronczak visited his grave in 1923. For 
Adam's obituary see: Buffalo Evening~, Feb. 9, 1912. 
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was none of leading workers of the Executive Committee 116Jr the 
Congress. To secure wider international representation, he 
went to Havana, Cuba late November, 1911, as soon as he was 
certain of reappointment in his position, to the Fourteenth-
Convention of the American Public Health Association for the 
purpose· of inducing representatives of Latin-American countries 
to the forthcoming Congress in Buffalo.64 
At the Congress, besides trying to show the best side of 
Buffalo sanitary system in his charge, he delivered two papers, 
one on the organization of health service in this city and the 
other on"The Bub-Normal Child11 • This paper aroused great 
interest because Fronczak advocated in it innovative ideas 
ini.,public education which are being realized in the United 
States only in recent years. In his estimation, one third 
of the six million school children in this country, were in 
the category of "sub-normal." or "retarded11 • 65 He addressed, 
himself to the alarming disconcern on the part of school 
authorities for the subnormal child. Great wrong resulted 
63commercial, Aug. 3, 1913. After the Convention, Fronczak 
and his wife travelled to other Latin-American countries. 
64Polak .! Ameryce, Nov. 21, 1911; Commercial, Nov. 20, 1911. 
65Fronczak's definition of subnormal child reads: "The 
subnormal child is one whose possibilities are deficient or defe-
ctive through lack of adequate physical or mental development due 
t9 prenatal or postnatal conditions". --Quoted from manuscript 
"The Subnormal Child". Fronczak Papers, B.s.c. 
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from the prevailing educational method that the subnormal and 
normal children were kept in the same class. His remedy was 
to adjust the course of education to the subnormal child 
instead of trying to fit him into the course designed for 
the normal one. It is unthinkable to assume that an educator 
or psychologist of our "progressive" era would disagree with 
Fronczak tenet that ''The laggard must be put with children 
of like ability, or rather lack of ability and he must be 
enabled to learn the things he is capable of knowing and to 
do the things he is capaple of doing".66 
Fronczak concerned himself with the subnormal child as 
a health officer of a major city who was responsible for 
physical and mental well being of all the citizens. He believed 
that the retarded child, if left unattended would become a 
costly liability of the society. He called on the science 
of medicine to look into the causes, prenatal and postnatal, 
responsible for the origin of subno.rmal children. 
If the two thousand representatives to the Congress 
left Buffalo satisfied with the general conditions, the scientific 
atmosphere, accommodation and entertainment -- and it would 
. 
66Quoted from Buffalo Evening News; Aug. 28, 191~, which 
gave most extensive report on Fronczak*s paper., The above 
quotation does not appear in the manuscript. This would indicate 
that the newspaper quoted what Fronczak could have stated 
during the discussion. 
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appear from the newspapers that they did -- Fronczak contributed 
considerably to make it all possible. 
Let us close this chapter with a note on Fronczak's 
campaign against the Buffalo flies which went on for many 
summers until the chemical industry provided adequate insecti-
cide. During the summer of 1916, one of the local newspapers 
ingeniously exploited the commissioner's war on flies for 
advertising purposes. The Buffalo Evening~ came out with 
fly swatters bearing the sign "News" ontthe palate of the 
swatter which were distributed among school children. Evidently 
the children in Buffalo school were equipped, besides pens 
and pencils, with the ''News•• fly swatters. Fronczak highly 
appreciated the deadly weapon in the hands of the younger 
generation of Buffalonians. In a letter thanking the News 
-
for its nwewsn swatters he stated: "Enlisting childrens' 
energies to useful end through the medium of pastime is 
an accomplishment worthwhile, and your part inrproviding fly 
swatters for the purpose is as generous as it is opportune". 
He would like "to see every school boy and girl an active 
fly scout and destroyer with the "News" swatter as an ever 
ready side arm''. He expected the children to be ''aggressive 
and ceaseless in their warfare upon the common enemy,, the flies. 67 
67Fronczak's letter to the editor: Buffalo Evening New;, 
July 27, ,t916. · 
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In spite of his ttceaseless effort to exterminate 
the fly, Buffalo has never been completely free from this 
insect. But the significance in this instance consists 
in Fronczak1.s ability to arouse public opinion on issue of 
cd.ty sanitation. 
CH APTER VII 
In the Defense of the Polish Nation 
The Poles in America had their ears to the ground liste-
ning for news from the 1101d Country". They were sensitive 
to any new measure of oppression of their brethren back home 
by any of the governments that held their land in bondage. 
The administrative systems under which the Poles suffered in 
Poland were designed to eventually erase the Polish culture 
and the Polish language and the very name of Poland from the 
annals of the European history and human memory. This was in 
particular true in those parts of Poland occupied by Russia 
and Prussia. The Poles in Poland and in the United States 
resented these policies of obliteration. It is imperative for 
a student of the history of Poles in America to have a well 
grounded comprehension of conditions under which the Polish 
nation labored under the foreign rule. All the activities of 
organizations and individual efforts of the Polish immigrants 
in America were directly related to the dire situation in the 
mother country. The whole life of Fronczak. is perhaps the 
most illustrative example in support of the axiomatic statement. 
At the beginning of the 20th century, shortly after 
Fronczak returned from the celebrated trip to Poland, the 
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German government intensified its policy of Germanization of 
the Polish provinces. In 1901 by virtue of an imperial edict, 
the Polish langu~ge was to be completely eliminated from schools 
in the Polish provinces incorporated into the German Empire. 
As a matter of fact, the German Government abolished instruction 
in Polish schools to be conducted in the Polish language already 
in 1890. Only in prayers and religious instructions the Polish 
language was tolerated. But these remnants of the legal usage 
of the Polish language were objectionable to advocates of the 
policy of uprooting the Polish population and the Polish culture 
from the Polish provinces acquired by Germany. The edict of 
1901 precisely aimed at accomplishing this objective. Another 
edict of the same year prohibited Poles to buy land or build 
houses while the German parliament enacted provisions for 
facilitating migration of Germans from central Germany to the 
Polish provinces. 
The full effect of these measures reached the Poles in 
Buffalo at the end of 1901. Their reaction was immediate and 
vigorous. They gave great·currency of the events in the 
English language press, especially to the happenings in the 
town of Wrzesnia where children were being offieially lashed 
for refusing to pray in German. But what probabl:y concerned 
the German ambassador and the German Americans more than 
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anything else, was the proclamation by the Buffalo Poles to 
1 boycott goods ''made in Germany••. 
The young Fronczak reacted to the news from Poznan with 
a greater grasp of the problem than most of his neighbors. 
It was only the previous year that he visited his relatives 
in Tuczno. His views of the gloomy situation were reported 
in the Buffalo press. It was but natural that he would be 
involved in activities conducted by Poles in Buffalo on behalf 
of their kinsmen in the "Old Country". 
When on Dec. 22, 1901, two thousand Poles gathered in 
St. Stanislaus Hall to manifest their indignation against 
Germany, Fronczak as secretary of the meeting was called upon 
to draft appropriate resolution. 2 During the campaign against 
the German Government Fronczak delivered speeches in English 
1
"Buffalo Poles Raising Funds to Help their Countryman 
in Germany''; "Boycott is Declared on All Germa11""!Made Goods", 
under such titles Buffalo newpapers reported on the Polish 
meeting of protest held on December 3, 1901. --Clippings in 
Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. IV dated Dec. 3, 1901. B.H.S. 
The flogging of Polish children in the town of Wrzesnia for 
refusing to pray in German was well covered in American press. 
The famo.us Polish novelist, Henryk Sienkiewicz, published an 
open letter to Kaiser Wilhelm II, a letter in which he appealed 
11To the Civilized World" on behalf of the Polish nation. 
2The Buffalo Review. Dec. 22, 1901, covered the meeting 
under the title: "The Poles Angered at the Emperor's Edict. 
His Order Forcing Children in Polish Provincial Schools to 
Adjourn Their Mother Tongue and Worship God in German Language 
Calls for Angry Protest''. 
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and Polish in Buffalo and other cities. Speaking at the meeting 
of Polish youth in Buffalo, January 29, 1902, Fronczak exhorted 
them to maintain the Polish language and predicted the near 
independence of Poland. A major speech on this subject he 
delivered in Rochester probably in January, 1902, in English. 
Having assured the audience, which could have included 
some Germans, that he held no animosity against any individual 
German, he launched a ferocious attack on the German government.3 
He also pointed out the fact that he was a graduate of a college 
run by German Jesuits. It is worthwhile to examine some of the 
remarks from this address. 
In the outset he stated that Poles all over Europe, the 
United States, South America and in the Austrian Empire were 
holding meetings to protest ttagainst the barbarian policy of 
the German Government as far as it regards the Polish citizens 
of that country". 
Being well versed in the history of Poland and Europe as 
well, ·:he rightly pointed out that "The Prussian governm,en.t 
3qazeta Buffalowska, January 30, 1902. 
For the manuscript and mimeographed copy of the speech 
see Fronczak Papers, B.s.c. Characteristically enough the 
speech was preambled by three lines from Byron's: 
11Is there a man with soul .so dead 
Who never to himself has said: 
This is my own my native land?11 
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from the inception of the kingdom of Prussia, had adapted 
a firm and relentless policy, aiming by all means within 
its power at the destruction of Poland." And alluding 
directly to the recent events in Poland he said: "The 
Government of Prussia has systematically excluded the Polish 
language from schools and public life in direct violation 
of the provisions of the Congress of Vienna ••• ,.4 He accused 
the German government of spreading hatred for the Poles 
among the Germans outside of Prussia by representing the 
Poles as menace to the stability of the Empire. 11Recently, 
the Prussian government, in this· persecution of the Polish 
people has encroached upon the most sacred rights of man 
by forcing children of Polish ci·tizens to learn religion 
in the schools in the German;language", stated Fronczak. 
He dealt at length with the economic measures employed 
by the German government against the Poles. Explaining the 
German policy of colonization of the Polish provinces, he 
said: ''In the past twenty years, the German government 
appropriated twice the sum:of 100 million marks, and once 
4The three powers--Russia, Prussia, Austria--taking 
possession of respective parts of ther former Republic of 
Poland, were oblidged by the "Final Act" of the Vienna 
accord to assure the preservation of the Polish cultural 
religious and national development. This obligation ' 
being rather benevolent and unsupported by internati~nal 
sanction, was soon violated and forgotten. 
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250 million marks for the sole purpose of colonizing the 
Polish provinces with German peasantry••. He pointed out 
the recent appropriation of money by the German Diet, in 
January 1902, for the purpose of bringing more German 
settlers to the province of Poznan. Alluding to the Poles' 
d hope that this proposal woul be defeated by the Diet, Fronczak 
stated: "We hoped, but were deluded. With brazen affrontery 
of highway robbers, with the cynicism of a degenerate criminal., 
with the brutality of an African aborigine, the band of 
so-called representatives of German people, have taken away 
from usrour land ••• "5 
And further: 
Polish organizations, press, literary and 
educational institutions of the United States 
of North America, pepresenting three million 
of American citizens of Polish birth or descent, 
do hereby express their deepest indignation at 
the Prussian government, whose treatment or 
the Poles we deem a disgrace and stigma not 
only upon the German nation but also the whole 
civilized world.6 
Although he lived to learn of greater atrocities perpe-
trated by the German nation, the present acts of the German 
government were '''Unknown to the Roman Neros, or the Cortes 
of the Middle Ages''· 
5The manuscript of the speech in long hand and typed 
mimeograph copy are to be found in Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
6Ibid. 
-
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It is remarkable that in the speech Fronczak did not 
call for violent reaction ''with sword and bayonet in hand" 
against Germany, thus causing another uprising. Instead of 
that, he said, Poland demanded of Poles "harmony, energy, 
education, enlightment and the thorough understanding of 
our conditions''· This reflects the philosophy of Polish 
positivism which advocated political action rather than 
armed uprisings against the powers occupying Poland. 
And he continued: 
Thence we should strive: It should malte 
no difference to us whether we should be ;;_ 
adjudged by the wor1d to be the Knight among 
nations, the chevaliers of the Eastern hemi-
sphere, the most heroic of all--but we should 
endeavor to show that the name of a Pole, 
everywhere,, should represent a man of action, 
a man as unflinching as the steel, as pure 
as the tear. Such should be our answer to 
the crimecof Berlin. We believe such it 
shall be~ 7we believe our nation has that power ••• · 
He believed that this 11power11 was within the Polish 
nation and, as he said, it "should elevate our hearts, 
animate us and inspire us with the undying faith and confi-
dence in the future of our unfortunate and beloved country. u 
He appealed to women of the world "who love their firesides 
to join~ the Poles in their protest against the forceable 
eviction of Polish families from their ancestral homes. 
7Ibid. 
-
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"Under the German:Code the destruction of bird nests is 
prohibited. Are only the family nests of the Poles to be 
the spoils of vindictiveness and violence?'' .1 he asked. 8 
Fronczak closed the speech by invoking the Divine 
Providence to assist his brethren in Poland and expressing 
the belief "that the inborn moral strength, energy and 
resistance of the Poles will finally prevail over the out-
rageous persecutions of the Prussian government. 119 
One remains impressed with Fronczak 1s profound under-
standing of the situation of the Polish nation, with the 
sincer~ty of his words and his ability to so thoroughly 
identify himself with the Polish nation. If he expressed 
the sentiments of the three million Poles in America, the 
estimated figure at that time, then indeed there was strong 
validity to the claim that the Polish emigration in America 
was the "foul'!th part of Poland". lO 
8rb·. ia. 
-
9Anonymous writer, most likely ef German descent, in a 
letter to Fronczak, dated Aug. 7, 1902, reproached Fronczak 
for sowing dissension between Poles and Germans in America. 
We read in this letter: "You make yourself the laughing stock 
of the city with your foolish antics. Let the dead bury its(sic) 
dead(sic). Make yourself worth of the name of a citizen of the 
great United States and do not consider yourself the self-appointed 
guardian of the Poles of this city. We left this strife behinq us 
when we mournfully left our mother country but denounce agitators 
for notoriety only11 • 
10The three million figure was used in Fronczak 1s speech, 
al:so the term Ufourth part of Poland". 
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Fronczak1s popularity among the Polish immigrants was 
reaching wider circles each year. By the eventful year of 
1905, he was a seasoned speak.er in matters of Polish national 
interest, having at least ten years of public involvement on 
his record at the age of thirty. He was requested to speak 
at partriotic functions in locations outside of Buffalo. It 
was opportune for Poles to have such a spokesman like Fronczak. 
He possessed that great quality that many Poles lacked. Re 
was born in this country, and this innate privilege no American 
of other descent could take away/from .. ,him. Most of the 
politically active mature Poles, though American citizens, were 
handicapped by being born in Poland and a want of good spoken 
English. Then Fronczak had the oratoric gift or skill to 
publicly speak in the English language. On top of that he 
understood the so-called American spirit and it is doubtful 
whether he would be surpassed by any Buffalonian in the exper-
tise of Polish history. 
In the year 1905 Fronczak was exceedingly active. We 
already know of his involvement in Buffalo politics. But 
the Polish aspect of his public life deserves even closer 
attention. During this year, Fronczak together with twv 
other physicians on the East Side, namely Francis Bitass and 
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Ludwig Schroeter, organized the Association of Polish Physi-
cians and Dentists in Amer±ca. 9 It was-perhaps the first 
Polish organization of this kind in the United States, and, 
as Fronczak informs us, it was an offshoot of several years 
of informal meetings of the younger physicians with Dr. Schroeter. 
It is however significant in this instance to observe that 
founders of the organization incorporated into its by-laws 
the proposition that the mission of Polish physician in America 
was not only to cure and heal, but also to enlighten, lead 
and educate the common Polish folks in this country. lO 
Simultaneously with the medical organization, Fronczak 
attempted to create an association of Polish intellectuals in 
the United States. In this effort he had fullest cooperation 
from wtadystaw H. Zawadzki, a known Buffalo architect, and 
Stanislaw A. Dangel, editor of a Polish weekly Straz (The Guard) 
from Scranton, Pa. How successful Fronczak-;-iand his associates 
were in this enterprise is impossible to ascertain. Most 
like_ly such organization did not get off the ground. Never-
theless, the very attempt to associate educated Poles scattered 
9A Nationwide Association of Polish Physicians,Dentists 
and Pharmacists in America was established in 1910 at the 
Convention of Polish Organizations in Washington, D.C. 
10According to the already mentioned speech of Bronczak, 
delivered in 1930 at the 25th anniversary of the Association. 
Dr. Francis Pitass graduated from the University of Buffalo 
Medical Department in 1900. 
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over the United States for political purpose indicates in 
the first place Fronczak1s continuous agitation for the 
Polish cause and also a need for such organization. It 
would appear that the idea to call such organization to life 
was conceived during the Convention of the Polish National 
Alliance held in Buffalo in October, 1905. 11 Zawadzki in 
a letter to Dangel suggested that the respondents to the 
invitation to join the organization ~eturn their questionaires 
to Fronczak for he was known "almost everywhere". 12 
There is a strong evidence that the idea for such 
organization originated with Fronczak. Since his r.eturn 
from Poland he was in correspondence with Dr. Stanistaw 
Ciechanowski, professor at the medical school in Cracow. 13 
11Tbe P.N.A. held its XVI Convention (XVI Sejm) in Buffalo 
Oct. 23-28. Fronczak was called to speak at the convention, 
according to Dziennik Chicagowski, Oct.24, 1905. For account 
of the parade staged by the "Alliancers" see the Polak w Ameryce 
Oct. 25, 1905 and the Buffalo English language newspapers, 
especially Buffalo Daily ~' Oct. 29, 1905. 
12The correspondence between Fronczak, Dangel and Zawadzki 
indicated that the idea of creating such organization was still 
alive in 1906. Fronczak.1s prominence and popularity are 
attested to in Zawadzki 1s letter to Dangel Nov. 14, 1905. --
Fronczak. Papers. B.s.c. 
l3The form letter over Fronczak1 s signature sent to the 
prospective members of the proposed organization reads in its 
original: Podczas XVI-go Sejmu Jubileuszowego Z.N.P. w Buffalo 
grono i~teligentnych Polakow, lekarzy, prawnikow, dz~ennikarzy, 
inzynierow, budowniczych, przemystowcow, rzemieslnikow, posta-
nowito w imie hasta idei narodowy~h, zorganizowac si~, a przynaj-
mniej zwiazac sci~lejszym w~ztem przyjazni i braterstwa dla 
wspolnej pracy i obrony praw osobistych i ogolno polskich.--
Fronczak Bukowska Papers, Vol. IV. B.H.S. 
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He also was the representative for America of the committee 
of Polish physicians and natural scientists preparing expo-
sition in Lw~w in 1904. l4 At the request of Prof. Ciechano-
wski, Fronczak composed a list of Polish physicians, pharma-
cists and dentists, which was ready early 1905. In June 1905 
~rof. Ciechanowski suggested to Fronczak. to look into the 
possibility of calling to life a medical organization in 
America. l5 
As the old saying goes, one man's misfortune may be 
a fortune to another. Without stretching this dictum too far,. 
Fronczak. gained considerable nation-wide publicity due to 
mmsfortune of the celebrated Polish pianist, I.J. Paderewski. 
On April 27, 1905, Paderewski was suddenly overtaken by 
neuritis during a concert in London, Ont.1 6 As a result of 
this mishap, his concert in Niagara Falls scheduled for the 
next evening was cancelled as all the remaining concerts 
14The planned convention and exposition were cancelled 
by the Austrian authorities. Fronczak planned to go to Lwow 
as a representative of the American Medical Association. 
15ciechanowski to Fronczak, June 5, 1905. According to 
the list prepared by Fronczak there were approximately 150 
Polish physicians, 100 pharmacists and 20 dentists in America. 
This should be compared with 4,000 Polish physicians in the 
three parts of Poland and 100 in St. Petersburg, according to 
Ciechanowski. See also Polak w Ameryce, July 7,r 1905 for an 
appeal to Polish physicians in-America by Prof. s. Ciechanowski 
as the editor of 11Przeglad Lekarski"' (Medical Renew) in Cracow. 
l6Niagara Falls Gazette, April 28, 1905. 
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of the American tour. 
For at least a week thereafter the leading American 
newspapers reported on the condition of the artist, the -'.' 
nature of his ailment, his wealth and even his wife. But 
included in the Paderewski story was the Buffalo physician, 
Dr. F.E. Fronczak. Paderewski made acquaintance with 
Fronczak in 1892, and was in contact with the Polish Buffalonian 
ever since. For about one year before Paderewski's American 
tour, Fronczak provided for Paderewski•s stepson, Wactaw Gorski 
who adventurously manried without the approval of his parents, 
and his mother Mrs. Helena Paderewska. l7 In any event, the 
condition of Paderewski's health at that time was so acute 
that it was feared he would never play again due to apparent 
paralysis ill the arms. .. 
As soon as Paderewski 1s coach arrived in Niagara Falls 
from Canada, Fronczak was called to his bedside. Thus the 
fate of Paderewski 1s health was in his hands and he became 
only second to M"rs. Paderewska in attention to the patient. 
The nesspapers reporting on the health of the pianist had 
to report on the special relations between these two countrymen. 18 
17wactaw Gorski and his bride, an English girl, stayed with 
Fronczaks for several days in 1904 then moved to New York City. 
Due to the estrangement with his mother Gorski had to depend on 
Fronczak for money.--See Gorski's letters to Fronczak 1904-1905. 
Fronczak Papers, B.s.c. 
1
~any newspapers repeated after the Niagara Falls ~ette 
that Fronczak was "a French specialist in nerve disease".--""Niagara 
Falls Gazette, April 28, 1905. 
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The New York Herald devoted considerable amount of space to 
- -.,·cs····---
Fronczak in an article reviewing the artistic career of 
Paderewsk.i. Focusing on the particular predicament of 
Paderewsk.i, Fronczak revealed to the New York Herald reporter 
that when he began to practice medicine, his friend Paderewski 
told him if he ever should have a need of a physician, Fronczak 
would be the man. And on the first occasion he kept his word. l9 
Fronczak attended Paderews.ki en route from Niagara Falls 
to Boston wherefrom the virtuoso sailed for Europe to rest 
in his residence in Morges, Switzerland, on May 10, almost 
entirely healed. 20 
Speaking of patients, he had two of them to attend. 
At home there was two year old daughter, Genia, born in 1903, 
and Mrs. Fronczak sojourned in Gabriels, in the Aderronducks 
with tuberculosis of the lungs. The tuberculotic condition 
of his wife marred, the otherwise very happy marriage. Almost 
every yea:r since 1905 Mrs. Fronczak spent several months in 
various health resorts. This was tremendous drain of his 
funds and caused a hardship on the family which increased 
by a boy, Edziu, born in 1905. 
l9New York Herald, May 7, 1905. According to this news-
paper Paderewski*s annual earnings was one million dollars a year. 
20 . 
~-
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Mrs. Fronczak read in the newspapers about her husband's 
attendance with Paderewski. Writing to him about her expe-
rience on this account, she told him "all day Saturday the 
guests of the establishment were coming with the newspapers 
asking whether the Dr. Fronczak. who was treating Paderewski 
is really her husband". This made her so happy that she 
gave her last five dollars to a boy who wanted to go home 
from the resort to see his ill mother, and she hoped he would 
not be angry with her for this profusion of generosity. 21 
During the year 1905, Vice-Chancellor Charles P. Norton, 
of the University of Buffalo, campaigned for the augmentation 
of the university. Fronczak as a leading alumnus of the 
University was appcinted by him among three hundred others 
to present on behalf of the university the proposal to the 
Polish community. Fronczak. exploited this opportunity to 
put the Poles of Buffalo on record as unequivocal supporters 
of the proposed addition of the liberal arts department to 
that institution. Having spoken to the Polish organizations, 
he addressed a letter to the Vice-Chancellor on behalf of 
Poles which was published in all Buffalo English language 
newspapers. One of them printed the letter under the 
21Mrs. Fronczak to Dr. Fronczak, May 1, 1905.--Fronczak,a 
Papers, B.s.c. For Fronczak1s account of his treatment of 
Paderewsk.i see his letter to Narod Polski (Chicago), May 10, 
1905; also ~ York Herald, May 10, 1905. 
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heading 0 Polish Citizens are for a Larger University--Dr. Fron
-
czak Writes an Interesting Letter to Vice-Chancellor ••• 
022 
What Fronczak. stated in this letter is interesting indeed. 
This letter is also an evidence that the allegations, perpe-
trated by his enemies in the yeaxs to come, namely that he, 
having received education, did not care about elevating other 
Poles are groundless. He wrote to Norton that at that time 
when he was a boy, there were no Polish students even in the 
city high schools. But now, in 1905, there were about seventy 
of them in Buffalo institutions of higher learning, and 
twenty-five outside of Buffalo. He was elated with this 
fact. But writing to the Vice-Chancellor he was addressing 
himself to both the "native" Americans and the less "native" 
Polish-Americans as the following words would indicate: 
I have been a student in both the medical 
and law departments of the University of Buf-
falo--in word, by birth and education I am an 
American; nevertheless, I feel and am for it 
no less a Pole, who prides himself in being 
one of that unfortunate nation. I know what 
liberal education has done for me, and I 
want as many as possible of my young fellow-
countrymen to have the same advantages of 
education that I enjoy, for this Will make 
them better Americans and better Poles.~J 
22The Buffalo Evening~, May 30, 1905. 
23Ibid. See also Polak .! Ameryce (June 5, 1905). under 
"Polacycioiiiagaj~ sie._ rozszerzenia buffalowskiego uniwersytetuu. 
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He further contended "had there been department of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences connected with the University 
of Buffalo" there would have been twice as many Polish 
young men and women attending the university. It was not 
a wonder to him that the Polish youth strided to attain 
higher education for they were ''the descendants of intel-
ligent, progressive and scientific nation ••• " "And how 
could it be otherwise'', wrote he. "Are these young men 
and women not the countrymen of the great scientist--
Copernicus, who dared to say "Sta sol", or not in their 
veins flows the blood of the same nation which but recen-
tly gave the world the discovery of that chemic.al element--
Radium, Mme Sktodowska-Curie"?24 . 
Fronczak., like many others, realized that there was 
great unawareness in this country about Poland and Poles, 
particularly Poles in America. He took upon himself to 
enlighten the non-Polish citizens of Buffalo about their 
Polish neighbors and the country they came from. To this 
end he delivered a lecture at the Buffalo Historical Society 
Nov. 12, 1905. It was a well prepared affair. The atten-
dance was spectacular. Six hundred persons crowded the 
auditorium! Never so many people gathered to listen to 
24; 
~. The mentioning of Mme I Marie. Skl'.'odowska-Curie 
(1867-1934) was timely because in 1903, she, together with 
her husband, Pierre Curie (1859-1906) received the Noble Prize 
for the discovery of radioactivity. 
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a talk on Poland in one place. 25 Evidently the promoters 
of the lecture felt a lecture on Poland was in order, for, 
as the president of the Historical Society, who introduced 
the speaker,stated, it was hoped that Fronczak1s address 
would ''in some measure bring about closer relation between 
the Polish citizens of Buffalo and those of native birth'·'. 26 
For indeed, since the assassination of President McKinley, 
the Americans had read a great deal about Leon Czotgosz as 
a Pole but nothing about Poland. 27 It was desirable, there-
fore, for Poles in Buffalo to shed brighter light on the 
subject of Poland, to dissociate the Polish people from 
the name of Czotgosz and other derogatory attributes 
ascribed to them by the "native'' Americans. Fronczak was 
better qualified than any other Pole in Buffalo to, at 
least, partially remove the 11Czotgosz11 odium from the Polish 
citizens. It is doubtful whether he made a dent in the 
average man's notion of Poles because deeply ingrown pre-
judices cannot be easily dislodged. On the other hand, 
however, the address must have had a favorable effect. 
25The Times (Buffalo), Nov. 12, 1905, in announcement 
----
of -Fronczak''s address stated: ''Well known Polish :physician 
is to speak this afternoon at the Historical Society Building 
upon nwarsaw, the Leading City of Poland"~ 
26Ib1.·d. N 13 1905 
- ov. ' . ; Buffalo Evening News, Nov. 13, 1905. 
27 
According to Polak~ Ameryce, Dec. 5, 1905. 
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What Fronczak told his fellow citizens is relevant 
both historically and sociologically. The address is a 
document on the attitude of the "native or average11 
American in Buffalo and this could be ext.ended to the entire 
nation. This address also documents what the Poles in 
America thought of themselves. 
Fronczak opened his address by arrogantly puncturing 
the American prejudice towards the Poles. In provocative 
terms he told the audience what they thought about their 
Polish neighbors. "The Polish people, the Poles! How does 
it strike the mind of the average Buffalonian. I shall 
tell you, I a Pole who has mingled somewhat among the 
American people, what idea it conveys to average mind living 
at the West Side of the Main Streetu. Then he proceeded 
to unfold their prejudices and misconceptions of the Polish 
people. 
It is a people who live among us, and yet 
are not of us. It is a race of the people 
whose male members dig the trenches, toil in 
the ditches, do the loading and unloading of 
boats, labor like oxen day after day, knowing· 
no pleasure but the wildest orgies, who, 
stupified by the vilest liquor, fight each 
other in a brutal manner, whose female members 
dress in the gaudiest of colors with kerchiefs 
on the heads trail behind their husbands like 
slaves, whose knowledge of the world is as 
limited ~g only the most ignorant of mankind 
can be. 
28 
~. 
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This false and distorted picture, according to Fronczak, 
presented itself to the average American when he thought 
of his Polish fellow citizens. Telling the audience that 
there were other Poles besides those living on the East Side 
Buffalo, he stated authoritatively: ''I desire to say that 
there are Poles who take a most prominent part in the world, 
men who are willing to raise the sword for the oppressed 
and the downtrodden, whose minds solve the most intricate 
questions of statesmanship of the day, whose imagination 
thrills the readers of their novels"''. 
He adduced number of names of prominent Poles of the 
past and some of the famous contemporaries to drive home 
his point. 29 "There are", he said, "Poles who have left 
their marks on the pages of history as educators, inventors, 
thinkers, men of letters and arts. There are men whom the 
average American does not know, and these are the men who 
are now shaping the destiny of the empire". He probably 
referred in this instance to Poles who served as ministers 
in the Austrian government. He wanted the Americans to 
know these great Polish names he mentioned. uFor as by 
the inhabitants of an alm house we cannot judge of the 
29Fronczak mentioned, among others, Nicholas Copernicus, 
Maria Sktodowska-Curie, Frederyk Chopin, Michal Oginski, 
A!dam Mickiewicz, Juliusz stowacki, Henryk Sienkiewicz. He 
made reference to the literary productiveness of Jozef Ignacy 
Kraszewski and the creative works of Jan Matejko, Juliusz Kossak 
and Wi.adystaw Siemiradzki. 
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richness or opulence of a country, so, by an individual or 
even a collection of individuals, no one can properly judge 
the entire nation from which these individuals have sprung." 
He wanted the Americans to learn all that was to be learned 
about Poland and "with an unprejudiced mind weigh the opposites 
and then give a just judgement". He pointed to the self 
evident fact that in every nation there are a few leaders in 
every sector of life and they lead millions of followers. 
If America is known by her great leaders, so should be Poland. 
But as ''Not. every American can be a Lincoln, a Washington, 
or a Roosevelt, so not every Pole .can be a Kosciuszko, Sobieski 
or Paderewski. '' 
He told the audience that Poles in America desired to 
emulate their own heroes as well as the heroes of their 
adopted country. But before all, they wanted to be remembered 
as having been"good Poles and good Americans". Alluding to 
the discrimination of Poles in America he left the audience 
with this remarkable thought, remarkable because it had been 
uttered by a_native American citizen. Pleading with the 
American listeners to look upon Poles from East Side Buffalo 
through the great names in Polish history and treat them 
as"good Americans••, he said: "If each one here will thus 
look upon us, we shall no lonef?be regardi/~s strangers in 
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a strange land, but as exiled children in a friendly home". 29 
Shortly after his feat in the Buffalo Historical Society, 
Fronczak was called to preside over a Committee of Twenty-four 
which met on Dec. 1, 1905 to prepare a meeting of Poles to 
protest against the bloody repression of their kinsmen in 
Poland who revolted in Warsaw against the Russian government.30 
Fronczak was also chairman at the mass gathering in St. Stani-
slaus Hall on Sunday Dec. 3, called by his committee. The 
two thousand Poles crowded in the hall endorsed resolutions 
prepared before..Jiand by the Committee. One of the resolutions 
was addressed to Henryk Sienkiewicz assuring their brethren 
in Poland of their solidarity and the other to the Moscow 
Zemstwo calling it to Slavic unity in a fight against the 
common oppressor, namely the tsarist regime.31 The purpose 
of the meeting, besides condemning the uncivilized handling 
of the Polish insurgents, was to solicit funds to aid Poles 
in Poland. There is not enough evidence to determine what 
what was Fronczak1s attitude towards the rebellious posture 
of some Poles in Warsaw. It would appear from his statement 
29warta, Oct. 17, 1905, the organ of the Holy Mother of 
Rosary Independent Parish, never overly friendly toward Fronczak 
for his attachment to Catholic Church, reprinted the speech in 
Polish translation, like other Polish newspapers in the country, 
praised Fronczak: "More speeches like this and we will gain 
not only sympathy but friendship of the Americans''· 
30For the meeting of the Committee of Twenty four see 
~ Buffalo Express, Dec. 1, 1905 under "Poles Will Protest11 • 
31Account of the mass meeting was given in Polak! Ameryce, 
Dec. 4, 1905, with excerpts of speeches in Polish. Also see 
Buffalo Daily Courier, Dec. 4, 1905. 
given to Buffalo newspapers prior to the meeting that he 
would not advocate an armed uprising against Russia. One 
alternative he suggested was that Poland could cut off all 
communication between Russia and the West, but not to fight 
by arms because Poland had no army.32 
The spirit of solidarity with Poles in Poland was 
stressed by Fronczak and others as well, in all public utter-
ances. At a convention of Polish youth in America in Buffalo 
on Dec. 11, 1905, Fronczak stated that the Polish youth in 
33 America should be Polish though born in the United States. 
In this statement Fronczak expressed the political views 
of the majority of Poles in America. This was the policy 
32It is to be noted there were two factions in Poland with 
opposing views: The National Democracy advocated non~involvement 
p9licy lest Russia annihilate the Polish nation. The main pro-
ponent of this policy, Roman Dmowski also feared that by weakening 
Russia the Polish national interest would suffer a setback because 
Germany with its anti-Polish policy would gain upper hand over 
Russia. So, the future of Poland was in the hands of a strong 
benevolent tsarist Russia. The Polish socialists, on the other 
handT-headed by Josef Pitsudski--rose in arms in the belief that 
this was the best way to regain independence. These two orienta-
tions had adherents among Poles in America. The majority of 
them adhered to the views of the National Democracy which had 
support of the Polish clergy in this country. Socialism, even 
Polish,was too strongly identified by the Poles in this country, 
and in Poland, with anarchism, communism and atheism. 
33Polak !_Amer:yce, Dec. 11, 1905 
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advocated by the Polish Democratic Party in Poland headed 
by Roman Dmowski. Fronczak, who at the beginning of the 
year, in February, appeared on the same program to observe 
the forty-second anniversary of the 1863 uprising with a 
known Polish socialist, Aleksander Debski, evidently parted 
with his more radical views.3l+ Debski was the vice censor 
of the Polish National Alliance and represented the socialistic 
faction of this organization. As it is known, the Polish 
socialists led by Jozef Pitsudski, took a very militant 
attitude towards Russia and during the Russian revolution of 
1905 took to arms against the Russian authorities. Such 
action was termed "banditry" by the National Democrats who 
saw Poland's road to independence paved by legitimate means. 
We should be also here reminded that. leaders of both opposite 
political camps crossed the United States en route to Japan 
in 1904: PiXsudski to seek Japanese support for Polish 
military diversion against Russia; Dm0wski to dissuade the 
Japanese Imperial Government from the possibility of adopting 
Pitsudski's advice. 35 These two political lines became 
34 Echo, Feb. 5, 1905. Besides Fronczak and Debski, 
Dr. L. Schroeter also participated in the observance. 
35on Pitsudski's and Dmowski 1s Russian policies during 
period under discussion see Wi.adysi.aw Pobog-Malinowski, 
Nagnowsza Historia Polski, 1864-1945 (3 vols) Paris, London, 
19 o, v8L . I • p. 
It is worthwhile noting that Pi::t'sudski and his companion, Tytu 
Filipowicz were in Buffalo enroute to Japan. "Their visit here was 
kept-very secret and a few learned of it until some time later", 
as remembered by Melania Nestorowicz, a contributor to the Dziennik 
dla wszystkich, in connection with Pil'sudski's death in May 1935.--
Buffalo Evening News, Mcty 13, 1935. 
-
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the dividing factor among the Poles
 in America at that time.3
6 
It is significant that the P.N.A. C
onvention held in Buffalo 
in October 1905, adapted a resolutio
n denouncing the "rebel-
lious" policy of the Polish social
ists. Thus, Fronczak, 
inspite of the flattering epithet o
f "little revolutionary" 
given him by Debski, was not a revo
lutionary and the policy 
of National Democracy was more suit
able to his views.37 But 
for him;, at 1 east at this stage, p
arty line had no meaning 
when the Polish cause .was at stake
. 
Fronczak. defended Poles not only in
 Buffalo. Just a 
few days after the manifestations i
n St. Stanislaus Hall, 
he appeared in New York City at a C
onvention of National 
Civic Federation. The main objective of this
 convention 
was to assess the American immigra
tion policy, especially 
in respect to the ''inferior" races
 of Southern and East-
Central Europe. The Polish leaders
 in America were perturbed 
with general anti-Polish attitude i
n the country. The 
conference included many federal le
gislaters, representatives 
of major cities, national or ethnic groups, in
dustry, and 
all concerned. 
36For further elucidation of these point
s of riew: 
Stanislaw Osada, Jak sie ksztattowa
ta dusza wychodztwa ~ 
Amer,7ce, nak,ladem-rdrukiem "Sokols
twa Polskiego", Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 930, Chapt. IV. 
37The fact that the revolutionary m
ovement in Poland 
was led by Polish socialist accoun
ts for the "low key'' 
denounciation of the counterrevolut
ionary measures taken 
by the Russian Government in Poland
. 
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The Polish interest at the conferen
ce rested in very 
capable hands. The Polish delegati
on included Jan Smulski 
from Chicago, who represented the c
ity of Chicago and the 
state of Illinois; Piotr Helinski, 
secretary of the Polish 
National Alliance; two priests from
 New York City, L. Kwasniewski 
and J. Brzoziewski. There was also
 certain Dr. Gladysz from 
Poznan, Prussian Poland. The Buffa
lo based Polish Union 
delegated Dr. F. Pitass and the Chic
ago based Polish Roman 
Catholic Unioni-mandated Dr. F. Fron
czak.38 
The proceeding
8 of the conference which lasted from
 
Dec. 6 through the 8th are beyond t
he scope of our study. 
Suffice to note that the Polish im
migrants had not been 
subject to criticism, some recognition was ev
en extended to 
them by inclusion of Smulski into t
he steering committee. 
Fronczak went to the conference wi
th a prepared material 
in case it was needed. But eviden
tly there was no occasion 
to use this ammunition. He argued 
a memorandum which was 
published in Polish version, that t
he Polish immigrants are 
not a liability but a great asset t
o the American society. 
He substantiated his point by stati
stical data concerning 
38on the purpose of the conference see
 Polak w Ameryce, 
Dec. 5, 1905. 
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Poles in Buffalo demonstrating that his 
countrymen varied 
little from the other Buffalonians.39 
Another lecture of the series in defense
 of Poland 
Fronczak delivered on February 16, 1906. Th
e lecture was 
conducted under the auspices of Buffalo 
Society of Natural 
Sciences and was held in the Buffalo Lib
rary building. The 
lecture was illustrated with pictures of
 Polish cities and 
of outstanding Polish literary figures b
y electronic projection, 
what then constituted a novelty. The au
dience was selected, 
admission was by invitations.4° 
The lecture, while being informative abo
ut Poland's past, 
carried a prophetic message. Poles in A
merica, politically 
39According to Fronczak: The total popu
lation of Buffalo 
was 380 thousand, the Polish population was 
80 thousand repre-
senting 21 per cent. The property valu
e owned by Poles in the 
corporation of Buffalo amounted to 12 m
illion out of 240 million 
for the whole corporation, which was on
ly 5 per cent. In 1903 
in the overall number of 20,185 arrested, 1,
162 were Poles, 
which represents 5 per cent. For the s
ame year there were 4988 
prisoners in the penitentiary of whom 39
3 were Poles, represen-
ting 8 per cent. In 1904, 456 Poles were
 arrested and jailed 
by the police in total number of 5278, which m
akes 8.5 per cent. 
In the Poor House in 1903 there were 133 Po
les, or 3.5 per cent, 
among 3,726 persons. In 1904 only 134 Pol
es were welfare 
recipients, or 3 per cent, for 3655 cases.--
Polak !£ Ameryce, 
Dec • 12, 1 90 5. 
40The invitation card read: You are inv
ited to be present 
at a meeting of the Buffalo Society of N
atural Sciences to be 
held Friday evening, February sixteenth 
nineteen hundred and six, 
at half after eight o'clock, Library Bu
ilding, to meet Dr •. Fran-
cis E. Fronczak, who will present an ill
ustrated paper entitled 
"Poland and her People". Please presen
t this card at the door. 
The cards are to be found in Fronczak Pa
pers, B.S.C. 
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engaged in the effort of restoring Poland's independence, 
like Fronczak, sensed--especially after Russia suffered 
defeat in the war with Japan--that the time when their ef-for
ts 
would be gratified, was near. Fronczak would not be outdone
 
by anyone, in Buffalo at least, in prophesying near restora
tion 
of Poland. This can be concluded from the following part 
of the lecture: 
The insurrectionary spring is coming, it will 
bring seeds of bright future for Poland. In the 
spring, the trumpets will resound throughout the 
vast Tsarist Empire, calling all the conquered 
nations to fight for independence and thetr 
victory rests in their hands. Tsarism will fall 
and with it oppression and darkness, and on its 
ruins a new life will flourish in whose forth-
front will stand illustrious Poland showing 
~~~es~r!rrf~af~~~:er new roads to the heights of 
These words were delivered by American citizen, appointed 
to high office in the City of Buffalo, entirely educated in 
this country. The Pan-Slavic element in the above quotation
 
4 1No account of this lecture could be found in the English 
language newspapers. The Polak~ Ameryce (Feb. 19, 1906) 
reported extensively on the lecture whence the above and sub
se-
quent quotations have been taken. In other part of the lect
ure 
we read as recorded in Polak~ Ameryce: Po stu latach niew
oli, 
walki strasznej na kazdym polu--Polska odmtodzona stan~ta przed 
wrotami wiod~cymi juz do promiennej niezaleznosci politycznej, 
a chwila gdy orly polskie powiewac b~dB:.. swobodnie z prastary
ch 
wiezyc Warszawy, Krakowa, Poznania jest tak bliska, ie mozna 
J·uz ja obliczac niemal na miesiace. L <. 
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could have been carried over from the address to the Moscow 
Zemstvo. 
Fronczak would exploit his elevated position to speak 
on behalf of the Polish nation every time the opportunity 
presented itself. In early March 1907, the Buffalo Manufa.-
cturer•s Club sponsored a banquet in connection with the 
forthcoming Second International Peace Conference in Hague.42 
The Club invited as a guest speaker prominent British editor 
anlpublicist William Stead. Before the main speaker delivered 
his address, local speakers were allowed to voice their opinion 
regarding the question of world peace. Bishop Charles H. 
Colton of Buffalo Diocese spoke for Ireland, Mayor Adam for 
Scotland, and Fronczak spoke for Poland. We have only gist 
of his remarks as it appeared in the newspaper report. He 
reminded the audience that the first international peace 
conference sanctioned the wrongs done to Poland by the partitions. 
He detailed all the sufferings of the Polish nation and the 
indifference of Europe to the fate of Poland and 14predicted 
that affairs in Europe would not become settled till the crime 
against little Poland was not rightened", as the reporter noted.43 
4 2The Second Hague Peace Conference was held June 15-0ct. 18 
1907. The First Hague Peace Conference was held May 18.July 29,1899. 
43According to Buffalo Daily Courier, March 8, 1907. It is 
unacceptable that Fronczak would have used phrases like 1•1i ttle 
Polandt1. He always stressed the "greatness" of Poland in every 
respect, for indeed Poland was not:alittle country. 
A son of an immigrant himself, Fronczak was aware of 
the importance to communicate in the vernacular of the 
foreign born citizens of Buffalo. He bewailed the fact that 
the U.S. governmen~ and the local authorities failed to 
publish official announcements, ordinances, regulations and 
instructions of any sort in the native tongue of the immigrants.44 
True to conviction, Fronczak directed the Health Department 
to publish brochures on such subjects as tuberculosis, vac-
cination and various public notices concerning health in 
English, German, Polish and Italian. This method of multi-
lingual promulgation of sanitary information by the Health 
Department of Buffalo began to appear in 1909 when Fronczak 
took full command of the Health Department as acting commis-
sioner.45 
We remember how Fronczak strove in vain to persuade the 
Buffalo school authorities to allow instruction in Polish to 
Polish children in public schools on the East Side at the end 
of the last century. In the same vein of action, the Associa-
tion of Polish Businessmen and Professionals instigated by 
Fronczak proposed to the Board of Education to name Public 
School No. 57, attended in over 90% by Polish children, 
44This view Fronczak aired in an address 0 The Development 
of Organizations Among Our Foreign Citizens", (no date indicated, 
but certainly before 1914). Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
45Buffalo EveningNews, March 3, 1908. 
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''Nicholas Kopernik School" in 1908. Fronczak as the highest 
dignitary of Polish descent in the city and unquenching 
champion of the Polish cause, led the drive for the·"Kopernik 
School''. 46 
Although the Poles lost their plea for at least one 
public institution named after their illustrious son, some 
propagandistic benefits were derived from this action. It 
gave Fronczak the opportunity to explain to the press that 
Copernicus was a Polish astronomer, and that he discovered 
the solar system. It is significant that the proponents 
insisted on the Polish version of the name, thus to emphasize 
his Polish nationality. Besides, Poles never use the 
latinized form of the name Kopernik. The available documents 
do not permit us to state what arguments were adduced to 
reject the Polish request to have the name of Kopernik 
inscribed on the building of Public School No. 57. Most 
likely it was German diplomatic intervention and the strong 
German influence in the city that frustrated the Polish ambitions. 
The same year, 1908, the German Government stepped up 
the policy of expropriating Poles in the Province of Poznan.47 
46Buffalo Evening~, March 3, 1908. 
47This was the bill passed by the Prussian Parliament in hecta 
Jan. 1908 providing for the purchase by the Government of 70,000res 
of Polish farm land for the ~urpose of resettling the German 
families. Marian Kukiel, Dzie4e Polski Porozbiorowe, 1795-1921, B. Swiderski, London, 1961, p. 81. 
This was a continuous campaign on the part of Germany to 
eliminate Polish ethnic element from the ancient province 
of Poland. The Poles in Buffalo reacted to this inhuman 
act with equal vigor. They demonstrated in 1901-2. Fronczak 
was again on a speaking circuit appearing at protest meetings 
in Buffalo and Rochester. At a huge meeting of Poles in the 
newly constructed Dom Polski on Broadway, Fronczak delivered 
the keynote address and was followed, among others, by the 
Mayor of Buffalo J. Adam and Col. Ward, the Commissioner of 
Public Works. A resolution was adapted at their meeting 
to call upon the American Congress to intervene with the 
German Government on behalf of Poles in the Province of 
Poznan.48 
Fronczak raised the Polish flag--so to say--again the 
same year. In 1908 from Sept. 21 to Oct. 10, the American 
Medical Assoeiation organized an anti-tuberculotic Congress 
in Washington. Fronczak was interested in this Congress 
first as a public health officer, then as a husband whose 
wife was inflicted by this illness, and he was determined 
48Buffalo Dailt Courier, March 6, 1908. Due to criticism 
of Germany from wit out and some political pressure from within, 
the implementation of the proposed act was postponed for four 
years. The famous Polish novelist, Henryk Sienkiewicz, 
published an article in The Outlook (March 1908) under the title: 
"An Insult to Civilization" which was another appeal to the 
conscience of the world against G~rmany.--see: Mieczystaw 
Giergielewicz, 11Sienkiewicz 1 s 'Political Duel'", The Polish 
Review, Vol. IX. No. 4. pp. 65-72. 
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to exploit the Congress for the Polish cause. He carried 
to the Congress mandate from the City of Buffalo, the Town 
of Cheektowaga, and the Medical Association of New York. 
But he was also armed with credentials from the Warsaw 
Anti-tuberculotic Association, the Warsaw Medical Association, 
the Cracow Medical Association and the Medical Review of 
Cracow (Przeglad Lekarsk.i). Besides Fronczak, there were 
( 
several physicians from Poland, -but they constituted-part or 
~he delegat~on of the respective countries which rul~d Poland. 
some of them 
Fronczak acquainted~during his trip to Poland in 1900. There also w:. 
Dr. Kazimierz Zurawski from Chicago.49 
The attendance of Fronczak at the Congress, important 
as it was, would not preoccupy our attention so much were it 
not for the political action that Fronczak took during this 
gathering on behalf of Poland. Because the Polish physicians 
from Poland could not for political reasons claim to repre-
sent Polish physicians, it was evidently agreed that Fronczak 
and Zurawski would assume the role of representatives of 
Poles. In any event, Fronczak and Zurawski, registered as 
delegates representing Polish physicians. Fronczak claimed 
this representation on the basis of the above named Polish 
mandates and Dr. Zurawski represented the Chicago Polish 
· .. 
49Nowiny tolski~ (Buffalo) Oct. 4, 1908. Also clippings 
(unidentifiehl>tt) in Fronczak-Bfl.kowska Papers, .Vol. II. •. B .. R,.S • 
. , · F:ronczak. was authorized to represent the WArsz~;~!~itle. Towa-
~zystrro Przeciwgruzliczne by Dr. Antoni Sokolovmki, Preside11t 
in a letter of Sept.5, 1908 to the former. --Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S. 
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Medical Association. It would appear that they obtained 
unofficial recognition as representatives of Polish medicine. 
When, however, the list of delegates was published for the 
presentation to President T. Roosevelt, Fronczak and his 
colleague from Chicago were not recognized in the capacity 
they sought. 
Fronczak and Zurawski immediately filed a strong protest 
and withdrew from the Congress. The protest itself was as 
important as the representation would have been, if granted. 
By doing so, the protestors reminded the organizers of the 
Congress that the Poles were a separate nation from the 
Germans and Russians. Since the Congress was under the 
auspices of the American Government, the action of Fronczak 
and Zurawski carried a message loaded with political imple-
mentation.50 
Fronczak1 s involvement in public affairs gained him 
wide recognition and a great measure of admiration especially 
among the Polish population in America. A contributor to 
the Dziennik Chicagowski, Jan Kl'.'os, in an article addressed 
to the Polish intelligentsia in America, singled out Fronczak 
50The letter of protest signed by Fronczak and Zurawski 
addressed to the Secretary of the Congress is available only 
in Polish version as it appeared in most Polish newspapers 
on Oct. 2, 1908.--See: Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. II, B.H.S. 
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as an example of how a Polish physician in America should 
carry public responsibility. Ktos complained that the 
Poles who managed to obtain education in this country had 
the tendency to drift away from the general interest of 
the Polish communities. Taking the Polish physicians, the 
author made a general observation that they did not render 
social services to the community from which they derived 
great benefit. An exception to this general rule, Ktos 
noticed in the activities of Fronczak.. The author praised 
the Buffalo Health Commissioner for delivering public 
lectures in Polish on the subject of tuberculosis.5
1 The 
intention of the article was to challenge Polish intelligen-
tsia in other cities in America to emulate Fronczak
1 s 
example. The said article, being written in 1910, unwil-
lingly underscored over a decade of Fronczak
1 s public 
lecturing on the problem of health and Polish affairs. 
From 1905, at least, there was almost no weekend that 
Fronczak, together with his colleagues, Dr. F. Pitass and 
Dr. L. Schoeter,52 would not lecture to a Polish audience. 
The question of.participation of professional people 
in public life was much.alive-in Fronczak's mind. There 
51Jan Ktos, "Pod adresem naszej inteligencji11 (To Our 
Intelligentsia), Dziennik Chicagowski, May 12, 1910. 
52r.udwik Schroeter left for Sicily in 1907 and evidently 
died there in 1912. 
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is a· typewritten article in his papers, in Polish and English, 
intended for publication, no doubt.53 
In his opinion "Every person, no matter what his position 
may be in the community, has not only a right but a duty to 
interest himself in the affairs of the community". Then he 
elaborated on this Ciceronian statement attacking the ''old 
prejudice that the professional men, physicians and others 
should not interest themselves in the civic affairs and 
politics of their country, state and city". He pointed to 
the great number of physicians in European parliaments. 
''The Prime Minister of France, I am sorry to say, the one 
who is at present separating in such vicious manner, the 
state from the church, is a physician" • .54 He feared that 
if the professional man would stay away from politics, the 
country would be run by "the bum, and the corner lounger, 
and the saloon hanger on''· But he would not want a profes-
sional man to seek public office who would use it to enrich 
himself. He expected the professional to take public office 
even when it meant a financial loss to him. Fronczak. stressed 
53The article (two pages) seems to have been written first 
in Polish under the title ''Stan uczony a poli tyka" (The Learned 
Estate and Politics) and signed by Fronczak. The English 
version is a rough translation of the Polish text without a 
title and signature. It bears no date, but the internal evidence 
indicates that it was written late 1905 or early 1906. The 
quotations are taken from the English version.--Fronczak Papers, 
B.S.C. The article was published in Polish revised version in 
Dziennik dla Wszystk.ich, M~y 21, 1913 • 
.54Fronczak. referred to Emil Combes, French Premier June 1902-
January 1905. But Combes was destined for priesthood and earned 
doctorate of divinity before he became a physician. 
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the idea that the professional man was better qualified 
to hold public office because he was not divorced from 
the problems of the average man. He seemed to be saying 
politics was too important to be left in the hands of 
professional politicians. 
In 1910 the Polish people in the Austrian part of 
Poland, Galicia, and in the United States celebrated the 
five hundredth anniversary of the defeat of the Teutonic 
Knights at Grunwald in 1410 (July 15) by the combined forces 
of Poland and Lithuania. Such historic anniversaries were 
exploited by Polish leaders in Poland and abroad to arouse 
patriotic sentiments among their kinsmen. Poles in America 
held a Congress (Sejm) end of May, 1910 in Washington, DwC. 
to commemorate the epochal victory at Grunwald. Fronczak 
represented at this Congress the Polish Union of America. 
It is significant that at this Congress Fronczak identified 
himself with that element among the Polish political acti-
vists who advocated the regaining of Poland's independence 
through radical means. The focal part of the Congress was 
the unveiling of the monument dedicated to Gen. T. Kosciuszko.55 
The Grunwald anniversary was celebrated in every 
greater center of Polish population in America. In Buffalo 
55Dziennik Zwiazkow:,, Chicago, May 25, 1910. 
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the observances were scheduled for July 17. Fronczak, 
although a member of the celebration committee, did not 
participate in the Buffalo Grunwald festivities. He 
desired to observe this anniversary, there, where the 
heart of Poland was, namely in the city of Cracow. For 
this purpose, he sailed to Europe in company of a group of 
Poles from America on board the German steamer the "Kron 
Prinz Wilhelm", at the beginning of July. He arrived in 
Cracow on the target day which was July 15. Being a 
practical man, Fronczak. combined this trip to Poland with 
the International Congress on School Hygiene held in Paris, 
August 8-10, in which he took a very active part. 
The ancient capital of Poland, Cracow, enjoyed a 
considerable degree of freedom unlike Warsaw whioh was 
practically in stage of siege. It was felicitous for Poles 
that the five hundredth anniversary of the Grunwald victory 
would be celebrated in that city, and at such large scale 
at that. 
The central event in Cracow during the Grunwald 
observance was the unveiling of the Grunwald Monument com-
memorating the victory. For Fronczak. this ceremony had 
additional, we may say, personal meaning. The monument 
was donated to the city of Cracow and all the Poles and 
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Lithuanians by a man whom he admired, by the Polish pianist, 
Paderewski?6 During his stay in Cracow, the last three days, 
Fronczak also attended the Polish Falcon convention held 
in that city. We have rather skimpy information about his 
sojourn in Poland. We know from letters to his wife, that 
while in Cracow, he was invited by Paderewski to a banquet 
issued in honor of several Polish leading figures, in the 
57 
Grand Hotel. On his way back he spent several days with 
the Paderewskis in Switzerland. He most likely did not 
travel to Warsaw, and did not visit his relatives in Tuczno. 
We can only imagine that Fronczak satiated his Polish 
soul with patriotic exuberance during the Grunwald festivities. 
Although the public speeches were restrained by the political 
situation, especially the relationship between Austria, 
Hungary and Germany, much was said in the spirit of rights 
of Poles to their independence. Undoubtedly his heart was 
elated to be in the huge crowd of Poles representing all 
classes.58 His soul must have been filled with joy and 
56The monument was erected by Polish sculptor from Wilna, 
Antoni Wiwulski (d. 1919) at the cost of 300,000 fr. paid by 
Paderewski in toto. It was raided by Germans during the occu-
pation of Poland in the Second World War.--Polska Akademia 
Nauk-- Instytut Historii, Archiwum Polityczne Ignacego Paderew-
skiego, Ossolineum, 1973, vol. 1, p. 28. 
57Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, July 13, 1910.--Fronczak Papers, B.s.c. 
5BThe crowd participating in the festivities was estimated 
at 150,000. There was a Hungarian delegation, headed by 
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hope when he listened to Paderewski•s speech dedicating the 
monument to all Poles in which he stated: "Let every Pole 
and every Lithuani.an from the ancient provinces of Poland 
and from overseas look at this monument as a symbol of 
common past, as an evidence of common glory and an inspiration 
to a joint and fruitful work."59 
After the festivities in Cracow, Fronczak and some of 
the Polish guests from America went to the capital of Galicia, 
I 
as the Austrian part of Poland was called--the city of Lwow. 
His sojourn in Lw6w had been perpetuated in the Dziennik 
Polski by a reporter who interviewed him. In the lengthy 
interview, Fronczak said many good things about the State 
of New York, America, but he mainly spoke about the Buffalo 
Polish community because this was what the reporter seemed 
to be most interested in. Speaking of the relative prosperity 
of Poles in Buffalo, Fronczak informed his interviewer that 
Gyorgy Nagyan and a member of the Russian Council of State, 
Rodiczev. The French press was represented by correspondents: 
Paul Cazin (Figaro), "Echo de Paris"; Leblond (Matin); commenrt 
(Temps); Henri de Nousanned (Gil Blas); Maurice Muret (Gazette 
de Lausanne).--Archiwum, pl 2P::-_____ 
59For Paderewski' s address see iycie Muzyczne i Tea tral.ne, 
Poznan, maj-czerwiec, 1935, p. 15. Fronczak quoted-Paderewski 
saying that Poland would regain independence within five yea.rs. 
"W przeciagu 5 lat z popiotow miast i miasteczek naszych spa.lonych 
i spustoszonych, ze wsi i chat polskich, z dym6w i kurzu tej 
mE:cczenskiej ziemi naszej powstanie Feniks Polski". (With::Ln five 
years will rise the Polish Phoenix from the ashes of our towns 
and cities burned and devastated, from the hamlets and tiie Polish 
huts, from the smoke and the dust of our martyred countr:Y).--~. 
p. 13. These words attributed by Fronczak to Paderewsk.i were not 
even implied in the above Paderewski's address. It is pc,ssible 
that Paderewski could have uttered them at a banquet in C3rand Hotel 
Wincenty Wi tos (1874-1945) then a deputy to the Gc.lician Parl:Lament, 
commented that Paderewski's speech was received with endlessly thLJ_ndering 
applauds and enthus~':'"IBm bey?nd de~cription". See his: Mo.ie wspomn:Lenj_2 (3 vilils), Instytut L1terack1, Paris, 1964, vol. I, pp. 290-292. 
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hope when he listened to Paderewski 1 s speech dedicating the 
monument to all Poles in which he stated: "Let every Pole 
and every Li thuani_an from the ancient provinces of Poland 
and from overseas look at this monument as a symbol of 
common past, as an evidence of common glory and an inspiration 
to a joint and fruitful work.u59 
After the festivities in Cracow, Fronczak and some of 
the Polish guests from America went to the capital of Galicia, 
as the Austrian part of Poland was called--the city of Lwow. 
His sojourn in Lw6w had been perpetuated in the Dziennik 
Polski by a reporter who interviewed him. In the lengthy 
interview, Fronczak said many good things about the State 
of New York, America, but he mainly spoke about the Buffalo 
Polish community because this was what the reporter seemed 
to be most interested in. Speaking of the relative prosperity 
of Poles in Buffalo, Fronczak informed his interviewer that 
Gyorgy Nagyan and a member of the Russian Council of State, 
Rodiczev. The French press was represented by correspondents: 
Paul Cazin (Figaro), "Echo de Paris"; Leblond (Matin); Commenrt 
(Temps); Henri de Nousanned (Gil Blas); Maurice Muret (Gazette 
~ Lausanne) .--Archiwum, pl 2r. 
59For Paderewski 1 s address see Zycie Muzyczne i Teatralne, 
Poznan, maj-czerwiec, 1935, p. 15. Fronczak quoted-Paderewski 
saying that Poland would re~ain independence within five years. 
"W przeciagu 5 lat z popiotow miast i·miasteczek naszych spalonych 
i spustoszonych, ze wsi i chat polskich, z dym6w i kurzu tej 
m~czenskiej ziemi naszej powstanie Feniks Polski". (Within five 
years will rise the Polish Phoenix from the ashes of our towns 
and cities burned and devastated, from the hanilets and the Polish 
huts, from the smoke and the dust of our martyred country).--Ibid. 
p. 13. These words attributed by Fronczak to Paderewski were~ 
even implied in the above Paderewski 1s address. It is possible 
that Paderewski could have uttered them at a banquet in Grand Hotel. 
Wincenty Witos (1874-1945) then a deputy to the Galician Parliament, 
commented that Paderewski 1s speech was received with endlessly thundering 
applauds and enthusiasm beyond description". See his: Moje wsnomnienia 
(3 vmls), Instytut Literacki, Paris, 1964, vol. I, pp. 290-292. 
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his kinsmen in the Queen City worked very hard for what they 
got; that they achieved the wealth through perserverance 
which they learned from the Americans. This virtue, combined 
with the Polish virtues of frugality and honesty produced 
a new type of an American Pole, explained Fronczak. The 
American Pole, a poor peasant by origin, after ten years 
of hard work and enterprising, acquires a house, he dresses 
well and becomes member of Polish societies. But what is 
most important, said Fronczak, "the Polish peasant in America 
remains a good Pole''. In America the Polish peasant becomes 
nationally enlightened, it is in America that he learns 
about Polish history; it is in America that he learns that 
''he is not 1Austrian 1 , or 'Prussian•, or 1 from under Russia'--
but that he is a Pole". Pole in America created the "fourth 
part of Poland." There in America, continued Fronczak, Poles 
sing with equal fervor and emotion American national hymn 
as well as "God save Poland" (Boze cos Polske) because he 
• 
believes that Poland will be restored. 60 
If Lwow liked Fronczak, likewise Fronczak liked Lwow. 
He wrote to his wife that, if they would ever move to live 
in Europe, Lwow would be the place. 61 The reporter of the 
60nziennik Polski (Lwow) July 23, 1910. 
61 Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak (Postcard), Lwow, July 22, 1910. 
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Lwow newspaper found Fronczak very pleasant, the ttmost 
sympathetic guest from America", though American in appea-
rance, a "Pole in the marrow of his bones11 • 62 The reporter 
was not mistaken. It was this 11Polishness" in his bone 
marrow that had driven him to Cracow. 
When the patriotic euphoria yielded to normal tran-
quility of life, when the street cleaners removed the debris 
of the festivities, then he realized there was not much 
to cheer about. It was only in Austrian part of Poland 
that the Grunwald anniversary was observed. The inspiring 
words of Paderewski, and the recollection of the glorious 
days of the past could not overshadow the sad reality of 
Polish political predicament. His joyfull moments were 
sadened, as he confided to his wife, by the news that Poles 
from Poznan,--that is from the German part of Poland--
were arrested while returning home from the celebrations in 
Cracow by the German police at the Austro-German border 
in MysXowice. They were subject to Police interrogation 
and penalty for participating in a jubilee commemorating 
German defeat in Cracow. He also feared for the safety 
of Poles from the Russian part of Poiand who came to the 
62Dziennik Polski, (Lwow), July 23, 1910 
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Grunwald celebration. Closing his remarks about the jubilation 
in Cracow he stated: "One gets disgusted with life and the 
world and becomes disheartened in the effort of regaining 
independence (of Poland) since it seems that everything 
has been lost in view of the conditions created for us by 
hostile factors; but on the other hand these obstacles incite 
one to intensify his effort, and challange one to harder 
work". 63 Of course he meant political work for Poland. This 
confession of true Polish patriotism, undoubtedly inspired 
by the events of the days in Cracow, was written by a loving 
s 
husband. Had these word been uttered at a political rally 
one could question their frankness. But, here, Fronczak did 
not seek applause, he just wrote what he felt. 
Fronczak left Lwow on the return trip, July 23, and 
after makblg stops in Vienna and Munich, where from he made 
an excursion to Obermegau to see the famous Passion Play, he 
arrived in Merges, Switzerland,to spend several days with 
Paderewski. The last time he saw Paderewski, late November 
1908, when the artist gave a concert in Buffalo during his 
American tour. Fronczak cherished his friendship with 
Paderewski very highly and wanted others to know this. 
Paderewski 1s last concert in Buffalo received as much 
63Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, July 18, 1910. Fronczak 
Papers, B.s.c. 
attention from the press as did his visit with Fronczak. 
For that occasion, Fronczak. invited twenty-five prominent 
Polish Buffalonians to a sit-down dinner which turned into 
a political affair. It was perhaps here, in Fronczak's 
home, that Paderewski addressed Poles in America on a 
political issue. 64 
From Paderewski in Merges, he went straight to Paris, 
to attend the Third International Congress on School Hygiene, 
discussed in the previous chapter. On August 16, he embarked 
the f.lKron Prinz Wilhelm" in Le Havre and a week later he was 
65 in Hoboken, N.J. 
While the American reporter of the Herold noted Fronczak's 
skill in the successful bidding for Buffalo to be the site of 
the ·next Congress, a Polish reporter from Warsaw communicated 
to his paper that the ''American physician e. c. Fronczak, 
registered with twenty-five other Polish physicians at the 
Polish Committee set for purpose of bringing Poles together." 
What was a natural behavior for Fronczak, to manifest his 
solidarity with the Polish nation, the Polish reporter regarded 
a reportable item. 66 
64Polak ! Ameryce, Dec. 4, 1908; Commercial, Nov. 29, 1908. 
65According to a letter to his wife (Cracow, July 23, 1910) 
he was to be expected in U.S. August 23. 
66 Gazeta Warszawsk~, Aug. 11, 1910. 
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During the remaining years preceding the outbreak 
of World World I, Fronczak did not ease his preoccupation 
with Polish political and cultural affairs. There was no 
anniversary, commemoration or patriotic function, either 
in Buffalo or outside of Buffalo that Fronczak would not have 
been involved. Shortly after his return from Europe, he was 
called upon to preside at the Convention of Polish American 
Union in Niagara Falls, Sept. 20-22. This was the memorable 
convention which finalized the split of the Union into two 
separate organizations: one, establishing its headquarters 
in Wilkes Barre, Pa.; the other, in Buffalo. Fronczak tried 
desperately to keep these two factions united. But he failed 
to prevail. Even his touching account of the Grunwald 
observance in Cracow which brought people to tears, could 
not keep the Union united. 67 Fronczak, perhaps more than 
anyone else was concerned with the unity of the Union for 
of 
he was one of the original members ,,,.this insurance organi-
zation. He was its chief physician. And there was something 
more. The rift between the Pennsylvania and the Buffalo 
faction started at the Convention in Chicago, two years 
earlier, Sept. 25-28, 1908, which was also presided,by Fronczak. 
67nziennik ~ Wszystkich, Sept. 23, 1910. 
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Now in Niagara Falls he did his best to stop the cleavage 
which many thought he originated in Chicago. 68 
During the last two years before the war, Fronczak 1 s 
popularity among the Poles, and Americans of other origin, 
reached its heights. Those who cherished no particular 
love for him, had to respect him as a man of remarkable 
achievement. But Poles, regardless of party affiliation 
or political orientation, saw in him a symbol of their 
recognition by the "native" Americans, What secured special 
place in the hearts of Poles was his unequivocal loyalty 
to them, and his dedication to the Polish cause. The Poles 
t in Buffalo knew that he was not jus/an American politician 
with Polish name, which he used to lure the Polish votes, 
for political support to keep his job. 
Fronczak1 s po.pularity was in evidence during the 
observance of fiftieth anniversary of the 1863 uprising. 
It had been reported that 10,000 Poles gathered in Broadway 
Auditorium, Feb. 9, 1913, rose to their feet when Fronczak 
was called upon to deliver his address, in Polish of course. 69 
61Fronczak1 s Open Letter concerning the Convention in 
Chicago: List Otwarty Dr. F.E. Fronczaka do byiego Zarz~du 
Unii Polskiej w Ameryce, obecnie w Wilkes Barne, Pa~, carried 
in most Polish language newspapers in America.--Polak ~ Ameryce, 
Oct. 2, 1908. The other side of the coin was presented by 
Jakob Dembiec, president of the Wilkes Barre faction.--Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, Vol. 8. B.H.S. 
69Dziennik ~ Wszystkich, Feb. 11, 1913. All Buffalo 
English language newspapers carried account of the observance. 
This was an election year, so all local politicians availed 
themselves of the occasion to appear before the Polish voters, 
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His popularity as an able speaker, in both languages, and 
a Polish patriot hightened demand for him at Polish national 
functions far outside of Buffalo. Thus in April 1913, he 
delivered an address, in Polish and English, at Holyoke, Mass., 
before the allied Polish Societies of Central Massachusetts.70 
The same year in September, he exhorted Poles to remain 
faithful to Poland at the unveiling ceremonies of a monument 
dedicated to Tadeusz Kosciuszko at West Point Military Academy.7 1 
And there were many more similar engagements which seemed 
to be increasing every year. 
Perhaps the crowd was the more appreciative of Fronczak 1 s 
appearance because two scheduled prominent Poles, A. Schreiber, 
P.N.A. Censor, and B.M. Steczynski, Director of P.N.A. Academy 
in Cambridge Springs, Pa., failed to appear. 
70The Springfield Sunday Union, April 28, 1913; Gazeta 
Bostonska, April 28, 1913. The address was entitled: "Poland 
and Its Historical Relation to the United States: The Revolu-
tion of 186311 • --Fronczak Papers, B.s.c. 
7 1For detailed account of the ceremonies in English see: 
Commercial (Buffalo) Sept. 2, 1913. The Irish World American 
Industrial Liberation (Yonkers, N.Y. ?)"Sept. 13, 1913, printed 
lengthy article about Kosciuszko comparing the plight of Poland 
with that of Ireland. Also: Polak w Amertce, Sept. 2, 1913; 
Nar6d Polski (Chicago) October 8, 19T3. Te statue representing 
Kosciuszko, placed on shaft set up in 1828 by cadets in honor 
of the General, is the work of Prof. Antoni Popiel. The 
monument was a gift of Polish people to America. Rev. Jozef 
Dworzak of Yonkers was the Chairman of the Monument Committee 
and Congressman Joseph Taggart of Kansas spoke on behalf of 
America. -- Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. 26, B.H.S. 
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If one's prominence could be measured by a threat on 
his life for the purpose of extortion from him money, 
then Fronczak attained this distinction. One quiet evening, 
second day of February, 1914, a rock wrapped in a note 
signed by "Captain Black Hand", crashed through the window 
into the Fronczak residence. The extortionist demanded 
$10,000 to be placed "in Humboldt Park under the first 
tree from left'' by 12:30 midnight, or else, he and his 
"house" were to be ''sent to heaven". This necessitated 
police protection for Fronczak and the family, especially 
the two children for fear of being kidnapped, until the 
danger was removed.72 
,...,2 1 Buffalo Evening News, Feb. 3, 1914. According to 
Fronczak*s daughter, Dr. Fronczak-Bukowska, the would be 
killer was later apprehended by police for another crime 
and confessed to delivering the threatening note to 
Fronczak family before he was executed. 
Another threatening noto/written by the same "Black Hand", 
dema.'"/J.ding $10 000, was dated March 22, 1914. --Fronczal-t-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S. 
~HAP TE R VIII 
The History Maker 
The outburst of the Great War caused apprehension and 
anxiety among the Poles all over the world. The generai 
feeling prevailed among them that out of the havoc of this 
great upheaval· in the history of mankind Poland would emerge 
independent. Those who remember the prophetic words of 
Adam Mickiewicz read the signs of the time that this war 
was "a war for the liberation of nations". 1 
On the high waters of international diplomacy the 
Polish question was submerged into the internal affairs 
of each of the partitioning powers of Poland. But every 
year of the war brought the Polish question closer to the 
surface. Both of the belligerents who held Polish territo-
ries were oblidged to issue declarations resulting in conces-
sion to the Polish nation; of course all this was done to 
safeguard their own interests. Much has been said and 
written about these illusive declarations which, inspite 
1see Adam Mickiewic?., Ksi~gi Narodu Polskiego i Ksiegi 
Pielgrzymstwa Polskiego, Instytut Literacki, Rzym, --i-946, p. 98. 
110 wojne powszechna za wolnosc ludow, Prosimy Cie, Panie.u 
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of the intentions of their authors, accelerated the inter-
nationalisation of the Polish question. 2 
The Poles in the United States, especially the younger 
and "rebellious activists", as Wactaw Gasiorowski termed them, 
belonging mainly to the Polish Falcon (Sokol) organization 
were eager to take direct action to advance Poland's inde-
pendence, in so far as it would not compromise the interna-
tional position of the United States. 
Poles in the United States, those who were involved in 
the political effort to restore Poland's independence, were 
much alive to the explosive situation in Europe. There was, 
admittedly with considerable delay, communication between 
political organizations in Poland, mainly in Galicia, and 
their corresponding adherents in the United States. The 
expectation of war in 1912 subsided in 1913. But the deve-
lopment of summer of 1914 in Europe did not catch them by 
surprise.3 
2References are here made to the Austro-Hungarian High 
Command Declaration of Aug. 9, 1914; Russian Declaration of 
Aug. 14, 1914; Austro-German Declaration of Nov. 5, 1916; 
Russian Declaration of March 30, 1917. 
3For elucidation of the spirit among the Poles in America 
on the eve of the outbreak of World War I see: Stanislaw Osada, 
op. cit., chapters XII-XV. 
- -
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Early July, a month before the outbreak of the war, 
two emissaries from Austrian Poland, Tadeusz Cienski and 
Stanislaw Weckowski, representing the Rada Narodowa in 
Galicia, arrived in Chicago where they attended the Executive 
Committee of the Polish American Rada Narodowa.4 These 
gentlemen brought alarming news that an outbreak. of war 
between Austria-Hungary and Russia was imminent. And 
indeed, within four weeks after this announcement, Europe 
was at arms. 
The two aforementioned gentlemen from Galicia, before 
continuing their journey to Chicago, stopped in Atlantic 
City to see Fronczak who attended there a convention of 
public health officers.5 There is not much evidential 
material to state precisely why Cienski and W~ckowski would 
trouble themselves to seek out Fronczak in the summer resort. 
Most probably they had known him personally, since Froncza~ 
was in Lw6w only four years ago, and regarded him as the 
best contact in America to introduce them to Polish political 
4.-
It is important to remember that the Rada Narodowa 
came to existence as a result of dissension within-·the Komitet 
Obrony Narodowej (National Defense Connnittee) created at the 
end of 1912. The dissension was caused by strong anti-cleri-
calism within the K.O.N .. When this sentiment violently 
manifested itself at the meeting of June 8, 1913, the clergy 
walked out and called to form the Rada Narodowa. The members 
of the K.O.N. were mainly socialists and represented "Austrian 
orientation·' among Poles in America during the war. -- Ibid.p. 81. 
5Dziennik dla Wszystkich, July 1, 1914.--Fronczak read 
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organizations. ~~atever the reasons they had for seeing 
Fronczak, they, most assuredly, told Fronczak everything 
they had to say in Chicago. 
At the outset of the war, Fronczak and the Buffalo Polonia 
experienced a great patriotic revival. When the War in 
Europe was about one month old, the Polish Falcon Alliance 
(Zwi~zek Sokolstwa Polskiego) held its jamboree and convention 
in Buffalo, September 6-10. 6 Fronczak, a member of the 
Falcons, headed a committee of Polish Buffalonians. The 
committee labored the Whole summer to prepare the program 
and accomodations for over twenty thousand people. The 
principal attraction at the convention was the presence of 
about two thousand "Falcon" in military uniforms marching 
and drilling in military formation. The Falcon Alliance 
7 
became paramilitaristic in 1913 and now, for the first time 
showed its martial spirit. While real and bloody battles 
a paper at the convention: ilPresent-Day Public Health Activities" 
The Journal of the American Medical Association, Chicago, Nov. 14, 
1914, Vol. LXIII pp. 1713-1719. 
6This event was covered by all Polish language newspapers 
in America and the Buffalo English language press. See: Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, vol. 29, B.H.S. This convention attracted 
most of Polish political leaders, not necessarily affiliated 
with the Falcons. 
7 
Osada, £E_.cit. p. 71. 
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were fought several thousand miles away in their homeland, 
battles in which Poles had to fight against Poles, the 
Falcons fought a sham battle in Bowmansville, 8 nea.r Buffalo. 
This is to be remembered, because the Polish Falcon organi-
zation, under the leadership of Dr. Teofil Starzynski of 
Pittsburgh, constituted the backbone of the Polish Army in 
France in which Fronczak played a very important role, as 
it will be shown. 
Fronczak, a man who several years back tried to outfit 
a Polish military unit for fighting in the Spanish American 
war, must have looked with pride at those young frustrated 
liberators of Poiand. Before the Falcons came to Buffalo, 
Fronczak displayed his interest in their military training. 
During the summer of 1914, he went to Cambridge Springs, Pa. 
Q 
to visit the Falcon military camp./ 
As the chairman of the Convention Committee, Fronczak 
was the first among great number of speakers to address the 
assembly of about twenty thousand people gathered in the 
Broadway Auditorium on September 8. In his opening remarks 
8 
The para-military units of the "Falcons" camped on the 
outskirts of Buffalo. Buffalo Evening News (September 8, 1914) 
had a good coverage of the war games of the "Falcons 11 • 
9 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, May 23, 1914. In 1912 the Polish 
National Alliance acquired Hotel Venadiurn with adjacent farm 
land. The same year an academy for boys was established in the 
hotel. 
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echoed by many other speakers, he told the Poles that they 
10 
witnessed the "birth of freedom on the Polish soil". 
By reference to the just ,,opened hostilities in Europe, 
he asserted that the war was perhaps the most momentous 
event in the history of mankind. He further stated that the 
present Sokol jamboree had a tremendous effect on the poli-
tical attitude of Poles in America. To him this jamboree 
was proof that the Poles in America were a viable force in 
the struggle for justice and independence for Poland. The 
numerous attendance at the jamboree, not only by the member-
ship of the Sokol organization, was to him a sign of a fresh 
11 
patriotic movement among Poles in this country. 
The immediate problem, however, for the Poles in America, 
at the outbreak of the war in Europe, was to find ways to 
help their kinsmen in Poland. This was natural reaction, 
10 
Most accounts of the 11Falcons" activities in the Polish 
press are enthusiastic. Exception is, perhaps, an article 
written by Bronislaw D. Kulakowski, a socialist who regretted 
that the "Falcons'' adopted the political ideology of the National 
Democratic Party in Poland. See his article "Sprawozdanie ze 
zlotu i zjazdu sokolego", Dziennik Ludowy (New York) September 9, 
1914. 
11 
According to the manuscript of the speech written on the 
reverse side of the official stationary with the heading: 
''Komitet Obywatelski Zlotu Sokolow w Buffalo, N. Y. il--Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
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because .the Poles were aware that the front line ran across 
their motherland. But they also realized there was very 
little they could do owing to diplomatic and international 
politics. And, in fact, no aid to Poland could be shipped 
12 
by the Poles in A~erica until the war was over. Neverthe-
less the American Poles organized connnittees for the purpose 
of raising funds with which necessary goods would be bought 
and shipped to Poland to relieve the suffering of the victims 
of the war. 
The Polish leaders in Buffalo responded very early to 
the occasion. At the beginning of September, before the 
Sok61 (Falcon) convention was on the way, the Polish Business-
men and Professional Association decided to call to life a 
committee for the above mentioned purpose. Such cormnittee 
13 
was constituted September 18. 
12 
The reason for this was the refusal, first by Russia to 
allow aid for her subject to come from Poles in America, then, 
when the Central Powers occupied Poland, the Allies blocked 
any attempt to ship food or clothing for Poles for fear it 
would benefit the Central Powers. 
13 
The decision to create a relief cormnittee seemed to have 
been made at a meeting of the Polish Businessmen and Professionals 
Association on Sept. 2. --F. Ruszkiewicz to Fronczak, Sept. 16, 
1914. 
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As for Fronczak, he was in the main current of the 
rather swollen stream with political activities. Due to 
his prominence in Buffalo, at least, he was sought by the 
press to express his opinion about the European conflict. 
Already in August he went on the record stating that 11the 
present struggle will be a revolution out of which will 
come the liberation of the Slavic nations embracing 25 
million Poles, 35 million Ukrainians, Czechs, Serbs, Bulga-
rians'·' as he was quoted by the Buffalo newspapers. But 
before all, he was convinced that he would 11see Poland 
regain its independence 11 
European conflagration. 
14 
by the end of the present 
Being a member of the Buffalo Polish Relief Committee, 
he soon became its chairman, and in October his Buffalo 
organization joined the Polish Central Relief Committee 
14 
The Buffalo Times, August 19, 1914. 
15 
15 
The Buffalo Committee was called at first, Komitet Pomocy 
Narodowej Kupcow i Przemys!owcow in Polish or the National 
Relief Committee of Polish Businessmen and Professionals. 
After it joined the Central Committee in Chicago, it assumed 
the name Polski Centralny Komitet Pomocy Ojczyznie w Buffalo, 
in Polish, or Polish Central Relief Committee of Buffalo, 
in the English version. 
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16 
created in Chicago. The P.C.K.R. was chartered by the 
state of Illinois on April 16, 1915, ceremoniously in the 
state capital, Springfield. Fronczak signed the charter 
as one of the several founding members of the organization. 
On behalf of the state the charter was signed by the 
17 
Illinois Secretary of State Lewis G. Stevenson. The 
chartering of the P.C.K.R. coincided with the arrival of 
Paderewski in this country who disembarked in New York 
City on the previous day. 
Paderewski arrived in America chiefly in the capacity 
of the representative of the General Rescue Committee 
18 
for the Relief of the Victims of War in Poland, headquartered 
16 
The Chicago Central Committee, (Polski Centralny Kornitet 
Ratunkowy) or P.C.K.R. as it will be hereafter referred to, came 
into existence at a meeting of five organizations engaged in 
raising relief funds in the building of the Polish Roman Catholic 
Union in Chicago, on Oct. 2, 1915. --Osada, .£E_.cit. p. 87. Also 
Sprawozdanie Sekretarza P.C.K.R. (report) for the first three 
months (Aug. 1915)--Fronczak Papers. 
17 
The other signatories were: Bishop J. Weber, Bishop Paul 
P. Rhode, Bishop Edward Kozlowski, Piotr Tostekowski, Jan. F. 
Smulski, Rev. W!adyslaw Zapala, Kazimierz Zychliski, Franciszek 
Poluczek, Franciszek Bare, Henryk S:etmajer, Dr. Teofil Starzynski, 
Emilia Napieralska, J.S. Rybicki, J. Stryjecki, J. Tenorowicz. 
18 
The Polish name of that committee was:· Komitet Generalny 
Pomocy Ofiarom Wojny w Polsce. 
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in Vevey, Switzerland, where Henryk Sienkiewicz, the president 
of this organization resided. Paderewski launched massive 
philanthropic activities in the United States on behalf 
of the Polish victims of war. Thus the P.C.K.R. became part 
of his wide scale operation. But let us observe that as the 
war progressed the Relief Committee in Switzerland and the 
P.C.K.R. in Chicago were becoming more political organizations 
and less philanthropic. The presence of Paderewski in America 
in the role of a ·~eggar'' for the Polish victims of war, 
enhanced Fronczak's position among the members of the P.C.K.R. 
His long standing friendship with Paderewski was no secret 
to them. Although Fronczak could stand on his own reputation, 
his close relationship with Paderewski was not without 
influence in his elevation to the presidency of the P.C.K.R. 
19 
at the plenary session on June 22, 1915. 
19 
Sprawozdanie z Walnego Posiedzenia P.C.K.R., Chicago, 
22.VI.1915.--Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. According to the minutes, 
Fronczak was elected as a compromise candidate at the second 
ballot by unanimous vote. 
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Prior to the legalization of the P.C.K.R. and his 
becoming candidate of this organization, he was distinguished 
by the Polish Falcon Organization to perform a significant 
diplomatic act on behalf of the Polish population in America 
in its effort to advance the cause of Poland's independence. 
What was indicated above, the Polish Falcons was the most 
militant and nationalistically oriented among the Polish 
organizations in America. While the other Polish organizations 
seemed to have lost their patriotic zest and were 
waiting for directives from Polish leaders in Europe in 
regard to political action in the interest of Poland, the 
20 
Falcons resolved at the Buffalo Convention the previous year, 
to present a memorandum to the President of the United States 
as a step seeking the aid of the United States in the interest 
of the Polish nation. 
Such memorandum was prepared in Polish and English. The 
initiator of this move was most likely Dr. Teofil Starzynski, 
20 
Sokolstwo, Przednia Straz Narodu, ed. Mieczyslaw Wasilewski, 
Nakladem Sokolstwa Polskiego w Ameryce. Pittsburgh, Pa. 1974. 
(4 vols). Vol IV,p.252. Hereafter: Sokolstwo. 
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the President of the Polish Falcons. In the meantime, an 
audience was arranged with the President, mainly through 
the effort of Ignacy Werwinski of South Bend, Indiana. On 
February 10, 1915, four leading Polish Falcons were received 
by Woodrow Wilson, namely, Dr. Teofil Starzynski, of Pittsburgh, 
Rev. Jozef Godrycz, of Philadelphia, the aforementioned 
Werwinski and Fronczak. What really transpired during the 
thirty some minutes audience is not exactly known. We only 
know that the President ''very kindly,. received the petitioners, 
that Starzynski and Fronczak delivered a short address to the 
President and that Werwinski, who obtained the audience, did 
21 
the honor of presenting the memorandum to the President. 
President Wilson on his part stated to the representatives 
of the Polish Falcons, as diplomatically as he could, that 
in the event that the United States would be engaged in 
peace negotiations after the war, the U.S. delegate would 
21 
For the memorandum in Polish and English see: Sokolstwo, 
Vol. IV, pp. 252-256. 'Memorial Sokoli n, Dziennik dla 
Wszystkich, Feb. 14, 1915; 11Delegacja Sokotbw u Prezydenta 11 , 
Polak w Aineryce, Feb. 12, 1915. 
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22 
support the Polish cause. 
The significance of Polish delegation to the President 
rests in the fact that early in the war the Polish question 
was brought to the attention of the future peace maker. It 
can be stated with great degree of certainty that the memo-
randum presented to Woodrow Wilson by Fronczak and his 
colleagues was not without influence on the formulations 
of the President's policy in respect to Poland. There is a 
striking resemblance between the 'Thirteenth Point of the 
President's Fourteen Points and a statement in the above 
memorandum which reads: "that we shall tend to attain, by 
any and all justifiable means whatsoever, the Freedom of Poland 
within natural limits of its ethnographical area. ii In another 
22 
It is not known what e~actly did the President say to 
the four delegates of the Polish Falcons. His assertion regarding 
Poland, quoted in the Polish press, is an indirect statement 
repeated by the delegates. The lengthy statement reconstructed 
by Artur L. Waldo in (Sokolstwo, Vol. IV. 251) from memory being 
Dr. Starzynski's reminiscences narrated many years later of what 
the President said during the audience, cannot be taken with 
credence. Also see: Waclaw G~siorowski, 1914-1917, Historia 
Polskiej Armii, pp. 298-290. 
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point the memorandum stated ;1that free and independent Poland--
with Dan tzig as her port on the Bal tic - - ' 1, meant peace in 
Europe. The ;;ethnographic,; aspect and the access to the sea 
23 
were echoed in the Thirteenth Point. 
Fronczak who campaigned for Woodrow Wilson in 1913, 
24 
for which he was reproached by Dziennik dla Wszystkich since 
at that time Wilson was known for making unflattering state-
ment about Poles, must have felt gratified with the audience 
and entirely vindicated in a long run, when the Fourteen 
Points were announced. 
The immediate problem, however, for the Polish political 
activists in America was to raise money for political and 
charitable activities the Polish rescue committees in Chicago 
and Switzerland. To cope with the immense demand of funds 
the P.C.K.R. and its affiliates spared no effort to secure 
23 
The Thirteenth Point reads: An independent Polish state 
would be created which should include the territories inhabited 
by indisputable Polish populations, which should be assured a 
free access to the sea, and whose political and economic inde-
pendence and territorial integrity should be guaranteed by 
international covenant. 
24 
In the Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Oct. 31, 1913. Wilson 
was quoted as having said that :1the Poles were worse than the 
Chinese.n 
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the necessary funds. Fronczak as the president of the 
P.C.K.R., but especially as the advisor of the local Polish 
relief connnittee was directly involved in fund raising 
25 
activities in Buffalo. Money was collected through 
direct donations or at public patriotic functions. In 
Fronczak papers there is a listing of such small donations 
of private individuals. Money was also collected in 
churches at special collections. 11Allied Bazaars 11 and 
concerts given by artists were other ways to induce the 
Polish citizens of Buffalo to contribute to the Polish 
cause. Already on May 2, 1915 a bazaar was launched which 
26 
lasted for several days. Since the opening day of this 
affair coincided with the anniversary of the Polish May 
3rd Constitution, Fronczak had the opportunity to deliver 
an inspiring speech. Two years later, when the United 
States was already involved in the hostilities on the 
Allies' side the Poles prepared an impressive Polish 
Division of the Allied Bazaar which lasted throughout 
25 
W. Zawadzki was the president and good friend and next 
door neighbor of Fronczak. 
26 
Buffalo Courier, May 2, 1915. 
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the month of May, 1917. Fronczak as a chairman of the 
cormnittee which organized the Polish Division, had his 
traditional May 3rd Constitution speech, what perhaps 
was a repetition of the oration of the previous years. 
But his event was distinguished by the presence of the 
Consul General of the French Republic and Paderewski. 
At the beginning of June 1915, Fronczak's Buffalo relief 
committee organized a concert for Marcelina Kochanska-
27 
Sembrich, the New York Metropolitan star, who conducted 
fund raising activities for her own rescue cormnittee. At 
the end of the same month Fronczak and his cormnittee arranged 
a piano recital preceded by political speeches for Paderewski. 
Much time and words of persuasion must have been put 
28 
by Fronczak and his associates into the "Grunwald Day 11 fund 
drive. The P.C.K.R., capitalizing on the anniversary of 
27 
This inspite of the fact that Kochanska-Sembrich 
conducted her fund raising in competition to Mrs. Paderewski, 
and Fronczak was decisively within the Paderewski's orbit.--See 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, June 7, 1915. 
28 
Buffalo Courier, July 16, 1915. It was called the Polish 
11Dzien Grunwaldski I or "Dzien Pracy dla Polski '1 • Wielkie SwiEito- -
one page leaflet to be read in churches on Sunday, July 11, was 
distributed by the P.C.K.R.--Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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the victorious battle for Poland against the Teutonic 
Knights in 1410 on July 15, called on Poles in America 
to donate their daily earnings on that day, that is, on 
July 15, 1915. Although the results fell short of expecta-
tions, the Polish population of Buffalo contributed on the 
Grunwald Day $8,000. This perhaps was not so bad, consi-
dering the fact that the daily earnings of most of the 
working people in Buffalo at that time was below two dollars. 
For their generosity, the Polish Buffalonians were singled 
out by Paderewski, perhaps in deference to his friendship 
to Fronczak, in a speech at the Congress of the Polish 
29 
National Alliance in October, 1915. 
Fronczak was also contributing to the Polish cause in 
a fashion that was more with his grain. There was a need 
to present to the general American public the Polish question. 
One has to keep in mind that Poland did not exist in the 
diplomatic and journalistic language. No one in Buffalo 
could perform the function of a public instructor on Poland 
and the Polish nation better than he. This function he 
29 
Archiwum, Vol. I. P. 77-79. Also Dziennik Zwi5zkowy Zgoda, (Chicago), Oct. 5, 1915. 
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had been perfonning for many years. Besides the May 3rd 
Constitution speeches mentioned above, early in the war, 
in January, 1915, he delivered a lecture on the history 
of Poles in America, including Buffalo, to the Woman's 
30 
Catholic Saturday Afternoon Club. The same lecture 
31 
he repeated to another organization in March, 1915, and 
most likely it was repeated many times in many places. 
In the lecture, according to the text, Fronczak dealt 
with the pre-Kosciuszko-PuXaski emigration of Poles to this 
country, as if trying to show that Poles were not recent 
phenomenon in America. It is interesting to observe that 
the lecturer was informed about the legendary Polish navigator, 
Janz Kolna (Jan of Kolno) and the Zaborowski family which 
settled in New Amsterdam (before it became New York), however, 
apparently was unfamiliar with the arrival of the Polish 
30 
The lecture was entitled: iiPolish Settlement in Buffalo 
and its Importance". The date on the mimeograph copy is Jan. 20, 
1915, and the club met in Auditorium Hall corner of Elmwood and 
West Utica. 
31 
Pencil notation indicates that the lecture was read on 
March 15, 1915 at an "Evening for All Nations.i. 
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craftsmen in Virginia in 1608 in the Joseph Smith company. 
A speech, which made a great impression, at least on the 
reporter of the Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Fronczak delivered 
to two hundred members of the Saturn Club in May 1915. We 
have no text of that speech, but according to the Polish 
daily, 1'Fronczak surpassed himselfn in manifestation of 
his 11Polishness' 1 • The death of Sienkiewicz in November 1916, 
provided opportunity for the Commissioner to lecture on 
32 
the Polish novelist in Polish and English. On May 6, 1916 
he spoke at St. Bonaventure College at Oleon, N.Y. on Polish 
literature and Sienkiewicz. In all his speeches he prophesied 
that Poland would ''appear on the map of Europe as one of the 
33 
free and independent countries 1• This message he carried 
far and wide any place he was invited to speak on Poland 
34 
until the prophesy came true. 
32 
Buffalo Express, Nov. 19, 1916; Buffalo Courier, Nov. 21, 
1916; Polak~ Ameryce or Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Nov. 26, 1916. 
33 
Clipping from unidentifiable newspaper in Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, Vol. 35. B.H.S. 
34 
In a letter of May 22, 1917, Setmajer, the secretary of 
the National Department asked Fronczak, whether he would go 
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The popularity of Fronczak in the Polish organizational 
circles was much in evidence at the Polish National Alliance 
Convention (Sejm) in Schenectady, N.Y. held during the 
first days of October, 1915. Here Fronczak appeared as a 
closest friend of Paderewski who was honored at that 
convention. The Buffalonian in fact headed the committee 
to introduce the "Master" as the Poles liked to call the 
pianist. With the help of Paderewski and Smulski, he 
managed to push through the Convention a resolution by the 
P.N.A. to contribute seventy-two thousand dollars to the 
relief fund. Fronczak was also selected to chair the com-
mittee appointed to draft a telegram to the President of 
the United States pleading the loyalty of the Polish-Americans 
35 
for their adopted country in the prevailing world crisis. 
But Fronczak was not anxious to enter into the P.N.A. politics. 
~o Garner, Mass. to speak at a Polish Day there. There is 
no evidence that he complied with the request. 
35 
Buffalo Commercial, Oct. 5, 1915. 
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There was a faction at the convention that desired to 
elect him the censor of the P.N.A., the highest office 
in the organization at that time. He, however, refused 
36 
to have his name entered among the candidates. 
In August 1916 the P.C.K.R. underwent reorganization 
by virtue of which it became a political institution 
although on the surface it was still a charitable one. 
At the plenary session of the P.C.K.R. on August 17, a 
new committee called the National Department or WydziaJ 
Narodowy in Polish was instituted for the purpose of 
coordinating the political activities of all within the 
P.C.K.R. leading to the restoration of the statehood of 
Poland. Although the structure of the umbrella organi-
zation remained intact, the Wydzial Narodowy, as its 
political arm took over its functions. The president of 
this new body, Jan Smulski and his secretary, Henryk 
Setmajer became the central figures on the political 
37 
scene among the Polish-.Americans. Fronczak of course 
36 
Praca (Wilkes-Barre) Oct. 7, 1915. 
37 
The executive committee of the Wydzial Narodowy, besides 
those two included: K. Zychlinski, vice-president; P. Rosen-
kowski, treasurer; Rev. B. Celichoski, Rev. W. Zapala, Anna 
Neuman, S. Szwajkart, Fr. Rezmerowski, members.--Minutes of the 
plenary session of the P.C.K.R. of Aug. 17, 1916.--Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
Jan Smulski was a president of the North-Western Trust 
and Savings Bank in Chicago. 
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retained the presidency of the covering organization and 
in addition to that he was the secretary of the plenary 
sessions of the WydziaX Narodowy which were to be presided 
by Kazimierz Sypniewski of Pittsburgh. This reorganization 
enabled the P.C.K.R. to take the necessary political action 
without losing its philanthropic image. 
And political action was necessary. As the war was in 
its third year, the Polish question became a very hot issue 
on both sides of the front. The issue was in fact brought 
up by the Central Powers. On November S, 1916, the two 
Emperors, of Austria-Hungary and Germany issued a procla-
mation which in very vague terms declared the creation 
of a Kingdom of Poland on the territories taken in the 
course of the war by Germany from Russia. This proclamation 
created a very delicate diplomatic situation for the Allies 
who were obliged by friendship with Russia to regard the 
Polish question as an internal affair of Russia. But at 
the same time it divided very sharply the Polish opinion 
in America. It is to be remembered that while the majority 
of Poles in America adhered to the "Allied orientation", 
i.e. Believed that the Allies would be victorious over 
the Central Powers and through this victory Poland would 
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emerge independent, there was another group, not so 
numerous, which pinched its hopes for the restoration of 
Poland on the victory of the Allies. This view was 
strongly represented among the Poles in Galicia and their 
political organization the K.O.N. (Komitet Obrony Narodo-
wej) had vitriolic representatives in this country. The 
position of the pro~Allies orientation was complicated 
by the fact that Russia was one of the Allies and she 
held most of former Polish territories. Although by the 
end of 1916 the Germans pushed Russia out from Poland to 
the line of the second partition, she refused to make 
any political concession to Poland. On the other hand the 
pro-Central Powers oriented Poles, or the K.O.N. as they 
were referred to, felt their policy was gratified by the 
Emperors Declaration. They could point to this declaration 
as a concrete political achievement and accused their 
opponents of being "Russophiles". 
Fronczak who belonged to the pro-Allied orientation 
and the president of the P.C.K.R. was a target of attacks 
by the representatives of the K.O.N. The Declaration of 
November S, polarized these two political orientations. 
The Wydzial Narodowy took a stand on the said declaration 
By which it pledged alignment with the AlJipn Pm·TPTS. :rt 
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condemned the "creation" of the Kingdom of Poland by the 
Emperors as an act dictated by political exigencies and 
not taking the restoration of Poland sincerely. This 
step was advised by Paderewski and it was Fronczak who 
38 
composed the Departments position statement. This 
statement was published in Polish and English in most 
of the Polish~American newspapers under the title "A Pro-
test Made to the Civilized World by the National Depart-
ment of the Polish Central Relief Committee". The "Pro-
test" was directed especially against the creation of the 
detruncated Poland and the attempt by the Central Powers 
to raise an army in the proclaimed Kingdom of Poland. In 
part it reads; "We protest against the formation by 
military decree of a Polish government, which would be 
only an instrument in the hands of the commander-in-chief 
of the central powers~. 
The "Protest" was signed by Paderewski, Fronczak and 
all the members of the Wyd~iaJ. 
"' "'-
38 
A long hand copy as well as a typographic draft are 
to be found in Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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In Buffalo the critics of the policy of the Wydzial 
and Fronczak personally vented their criticism in the 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich edited by Frank Ruszkiewicz. A 
contributor to this newspaper, a good friend of Fronczak, 
Bronislaw Kaminski, entreated him in a passionately written 
letter not to sign the "Protest". Kaminski urged Fronczak 
39 
to "quit the Chicago clique", for the love of his children. 
After the "Protest", without mentioning Fronczak's name, 
appeared, the Dziennik dla Wszystkich in the editorial 
which could have been written by Kaminski, condemned this 
move on the part of the Wydzial. According to the editorial, 
which did not mention Fronczak by name-although Paderewski 
and Smulski were alluded to--all the signators of this 
40 
shamefull document were traitors of the Polish nation. 
Ruszkiewicz conducted a whispering campaign insinuating 
that the money accumulated by the P.C.K.R. was diverted by 
Smulski for his financial manipulations and Fronczak as a 
41 
part to this company. This feud between the K.O.N. and 
39 
Kaminski to Fronczak, Dec. 8, 1916. Kaminski was an 
ex-monk. He also used the pen name "Stary Pajc\k" or "()ld Spider" 
40 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Dec. 15, 1916. 
41 
Fronczak to Smulski, May 15, 1917. Ruszkiewicz was most 
likely doing this out of personal hatred or jealousy towards 
Fronczak. It seems that he was just looking for an opportunity 
to attack his enemy. We will have a chance to return to the 
animosity between these two Buffalonians. 
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42 
the WydziaX continued throughout the war. 
In 1917 the international developments provided 
comfort to Fronczak and his associates. Their policy 
of adhering to the Allies' side appeared to be justified. 
In January of that year President Wilson issued his 
famous proclamation in which he stated "that statesmen 
everywhere are agreed that there should be a united, 
43 
and autonomous Poland." Shortly thereafter, the Pebru-
ary Revolution in Russia broke out and the United States 
declared war on Central Powers. But what really opened 
for Fronczak the opportunity to enter the arena of 
history making was the proclamation of the President of 
France of June 4, 1917 calling for the creation of an 
44 
autonomous Polish army in France. This army was to be 
42 
The K.O.N. was circulating postcards representing 
Paderewski in Charlie Chaplin Caricature.--Setmajer to 
Fronczak, Jan. 30, 1917. 
43 
This was Presidential Address to the 64th Congress 
on Jan. 22, 1917, Second Session,--Congressional Records, 
Document No. 685, 1917. The Polish translation of this 
declaration appeared in most of the Polish newspapers the 
following day. 
44 
For the French text and the Polish translation see: 
Sokolstwo, pp. 366-367. 
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under the Polish flag, but also under the French command. 
The French government expected a great recruitment to 
this army from the Poles in the United States. This 
was a welcome news for the militant Polish organizations 
in America, like the Falcons who tried to form some 
embryonic Polish army from the beginning of the war, 
although they would prefer to be attached to the American 
Army. Paderewski who, after the Wilson proclamation of 
January called for the creation of 100,000 Polish army 
45 
in America, found a partial fulfilment of his dreams. 
In consequence of the French proclamation the Polish 
political leaders in Europe called to life a political 
organization, the Polish National Committee (in Polish 
Komitet Narodowy ·Pols~:() in La·usanne, Switzerland, on 
August 15, 1917. Starting with France which granted 
the Committee diplomatic recognition within a month 
after it was organized, it was recognized by all the 
Allied powers, including the United States, by the end. 
46 
of the year. The ultimate purpose of the K . ,N. .P. was 
to direct the political affairs of the Polish people 
45 
See Paderewski's Memorandum to the War Department, 
Archiwum I. pp. 129-131. Also his speech at the Polish 
Falcon Convention in Pittsburgh, April 1-4, 1917. 
46 
Tue .K..N,,P, was recognized by; France, Sept. 20, 1917; 
England, Oct. 15, 1917; Italy, Oct. 30, 1917; The United 
States, Dec. 1, 1917. Documents concernant la reconnaissance 
du Comite National Polonais par les Etats AlTI~s. --lmn8xe No. l. 
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in the Allied countries. One of the primary functions 
of the Committee was to provide welfare and consular 
protection for the Polish refugees. The functions and 
the political status of the Committee increased as the 
war approached to the end. Before the war came to a hold, 
the P.K.N. became the civilian authority of the Polish 
army in France and the representative body of the restored 
47 
Republic of Poland at the Peace Conference. It was 
guided by Roman Dmowski and represented in the United 
States by Paderewski. Fronczak joined this Committee 1n 
May 1918 and through the membership on this committee he 
entered into history. But before that let us account for 
the events that paved his road to the post. 
The Wydzial'. Narodowy and the Polish Falcons recognized 
the K.N.P. rendering it a full cooperation in the conduct 
of the Polish national interest. The French government 
anxious to recruit Poles to the Polish army in France, 
sent a "Polish Military Mission" to America to organize 
48 
recruitment in Polish communities. The recruitment fell 
47 
The original members of the K.N.P~ were: Roman Dmowski, 
Ignacy Jan Paderewski, Wl'.adysl'.aw Sobanski, Marian Seyda, Erazm 
Piltz, Konstanty Skirmunt, Maurycy Zamoyski, Stanisl'.aw Kozicki, 
Jan Jordan Rozwadowski. 
48 
The members of the first Polish Military Mission were: 
Waclaw c1siorowski, a well known Polish writer of historical 
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short of expectation of the French government and many 
Polish leaders, nevertheless, by the end of 1917, the 
first ship of Polish soldiers from America arrived in 
France. Before Fronczak reached France, there were about 
fifteen thousand Poles from America in the Polish army 
49 
in France. 
As the Polish soldiers from America began to fill 
in various army camps in France, the Wydziat considered by 
the end of February 1918, the necessity of having its 
representative on the Polish National Committee in Paris. 
The Poles in America through their contribution to the 
Polish cause warranted representation in the Paris committee. 
Apart from that, disquieting news from France were reaching 
Chicago that "Our Boys" were grossly neglected by the 
French military authorities and the K~ N. P.. Therefore, a 
delegate from the Wydziat to the Paris committee was needed 
who would look after the interest of the Polish soldiers. 
But not only the soldiers concerned the Wydziat. Although 
·, ' ·, ·, ', ·, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·, ·. ' ·, 
novels; Wladystaw Szeniawski, Henryk Rzepecki, and Stanislaw 
Poniatowski, a scion of the royal family of Poland. All of 
them were officers of the French army. 
49 
For accounts of the recruitment to the Polish Army in 
France: Sokolstwo, Vol. IV., and Czyn Zbrojny Wychodztwa 
Polskiego w Ameryce, Wydawnictwo Stowarzyszenia Weteranow 
Armii Polskiej w A~eryce, New York, Chicago, 1957. 
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the members of the Wydzial trusted that the fi~,P, made 
the proper use of the money it received from the Poles 
in America, they desired, however, to have a firmer 
assurance as to the proper disposition of that money. 
There was also a need for some one to vouch for that in 
order to remove doubts and suspicions among the prospe-
ctive donors. The opponents of the whole idea of having 
a Polish army in France to be sure did not rest in 
spreading suspicions that the money sent to France was 
never used for the intended purpose. 
The matter of sending a representative of the Wydzial 
to Paris was discussed for some time by Smulski with Pade-
rewski and Fronczak. The K.N.P .• in Paris also favored 
the idea to have a representative from America in its 
so 
midst. In any event, the executive session of the 
Wydziat, March 4-6, was resolved that Fronczak should have 
the duty and honor of representing Poles in America on the 
K.N .. P. in Paris. He was duly notified of the Wydziat's 
51 
decision in a communication of March 7, 
52 
and on March 9 
so 
Dmowski to Paderewski, Feb. 3, 1918 in Archiwum, vol.I, 
pp. 2 8 7 - 2 9 0. 
51 
Setmajer to Fronczak, March 7, 1918.--Fronczak Papers, B.S. 
52 
Fronczak to Setmajer, March 9, 1918. Ibid. 
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he replied in the affirmative, expressing willingness to 
depart for France immediately. His duties were further 
specified that he would be in charge of the moral and 
physical well being of the soldiers. Of course, this 
appointment did not surprise Fronczak. Evidently the 
appointment was settled before hand and it was given the 
formal approval at the mentioned session of the Wydzial. 
This could be surmised from the exchanges of notes between 
Paderewski and the State Department. Prior to the nomi-
nation of Fronczak hy the WydziaX, Paderewski wanted to 
53 
obtain the Department's approval of Fronczak's service 
on the K.N.P. Secretary Lensing expressed his approval 
of Fronczak's selection in letters to Paderewski and 
Fronczak of the same date. The letter to Fronczak reads: 
53 
The department has received a letter 
of February 25, 1918, from I.J. Paderewski, 
Representative of the National Polish Com-
mittee of Paris wherein he states that you 
have Been selected by the committee as a 
member thereof to sit as a representative 
of the Polish immigration in the United 
States, and asked that the Department give 
tts approBation to this selection. 
The Department has taken pleasure in 
advising Mr. Paderewski that it approves 
of your selection to serve in the capacity 
mentioned. 
54 
Lensing to Paderewski, March 18, 1918. Archiwum Vol. I. 
Lensing replies to Paderewski's letter of Feb. 26, 1918, which 
could not be located. 
54 
Robert Lensing to Fronczak March 18, 1918.-Fronczak Papers, 
B.S.C. 
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But the matter was not so simple as it would appear. 
Notwithstanding his willingness for immediate departure, 
Fronczak knew best that he could not pack up and go. 
Actually he was ahead in this matter of the Department 
in Chicago. He did not want to "burn all the bridges" 
behind himself, as he explained in' the letter of acceptance 
to Setmajer, the secretary of the Department. He wanted 
to have something to return to. Already in February 1918, 
he and Paderewski came to the conclusion that the best 
conditions for him and the Poles in America and for the 
Polish cause as well to go to France would be, if he were 
drafted to the American Army. The reasons behind this 
decision were both personal and political. If he went to 
the war zone at the request of the American Government, as 
a soldier, he would not be deprived of the position of 
Health Commissioner of Buffalo after he returned home. 
On tlie other h.and, wearing a uniform of American army 
officer in a nigher rank, would raise his prestige on the 
. ' . Committee in Paris, would stress his importance v1s-a-v1s 
the French authorities and would facilitate the performance 
of his function, and in general he would be in a better 
position to serve the Polish cause. 
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Pursuant the exchange of communication between Padere-
wski to the Secretary of State, Fronczak received a tele-
gram from the Adjutant General, Major General McCain 
notifying him on March 23 that he was commissioned to 
the rank of major in the Medical Corps subject to his ap-
55 56 
proval which Fronczak telegraphed the next day. 
On March 25, having passed the physical examination, 
Fronczak notified the Adjutant General of his acceptance 
of the commission which was finally confirmed upon him on 
March 28. It would be a month before Fronczak, a major 
as of the last mentioned date, would leave for France. 
In the meantime he was feverishly busy getting his affairs 
in shape which involved among others, applying for passport, 
arranging for a leave of absence with the Mayor of Buffalo, 
57 
George Buck, from his post of Health Commissioner. He 
was full of enthusiasm while preparing for departure for 
the war zone. One thing that marred his pleasure was the 
necessity to send his wife, Mrs. Fronczak, and son Edziu to 
Denver, Colorado on account of Mrs. Fronczak's pulmonary 
58 
condition. 
55 
Th.e Adjutant General to Fronczak, :March 23, J.9..18. 
Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
56 
Fronczak to the Adjutant General, March 24, 1918. Ibid. 
57 
Fronczak to George Buck, the Mayor of Buffalo, March 25, 
1918.--Ibid. 
58 
Telegram to Paderewski, March 26, 1918.--Ibid. 
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The sailing for Fronczak to France was by no means 
a smooth affair. The passage was ruffled, altogether 
slightly, by the American military bureaucracy, what we 
will attempt to elucidate below. 
The appointment of Fronczak to the Polish National 
Committee in Paris was a peculiar case of international 
diplomacy. The United States military authorities, in 
whose hands rested the implementation of Fronczak's 
appointment, were greatly confused by its irregularity 
and novelty. This was partly due to the bureaucratic 
inefficiency, a common feature of any government, but 
mostly to the unprecedented nature of the case. 
The peculiarity in this respect rested in the fact 
that Fronczak was a United States citizen, and was called 
to serve in the United States Army Medical Corps, and 
was to be on the payroll of the United States government. 
In every respect and regulation, he was an officer of 
American National Army Expeditionary Forces. What must 
have puzzled people 1n the Army was the special commission 
for Fronczak by the Secretary of State who acted on behalf 
of the Commander-in Chief i.e. the President of the United 
States, to go to France and there, for all practical 
purposes, join an army of a nation without a state, and, 
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in fact, to be a member of a surrogate government of this 
future state, since the Polish National Committee in Paris 
deemed itself to be the future government of Poland. Every 
United States citizen knows that he cannot serve in an 
alien government. But we also know that governments put 
some of their laws "to sleep". 
An explanation, though conjunctural, to the prompt 
agreement on the part of the State Department to Paderewski's 
request to grant Fronczak a leave to serve on the Polish 
National Committee could be construed on the interest of 
Secretary of State Robert Lansing in the Polish cause. The 
fact is that Lansing, seeing the enthusiasm for Poland, 
among the Poles in America, considered the advisability 
of creating a Polish Provisional Government in the United 
States. He expressed his views on this subject in a 
59 
memoranda to President Wilson of February 1917. When 
the French Government, after the February revolution in 
Russia, decided, rather unexpectedly, to take the "P@lish 
', ·, ,_.,, ,., '·, ·. 
59 
In the said memorandum of Lansing we read on this 
account: "My suggestion is that a Polish Provisional Government 
be set up in this country, that it be recognized by this Govern-
ment and the Allied governments and that it send diplomatic 
representations to all the Powers with which it is associated 
in the War. After formal recognition of this Government for 
military purposes the necessary funds secured by Polish bonds 
underwritten by this country and the Allies". --Papers Relating 
to the Foreign Relations of the United States (P.R.F.R.), 
"The Lansing Papers", II. p.35. 
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question" under her wings and recognized the Polish 
National Committee as the representative of the Polish 
interest and the protector of the Polish Army, the Secre-
tary of State appeared to lean toward the idea that the 
United States should have some link with the Polish 
Committee in France. A Pole, United States citizen, on 
the Polish National Committee in France, with the backing 
of the four million Poles in America and a majority of the 
soldiers in the Polish Army in France, was a substantial 
assurance of American influence in the Polish Affair. If 
nothing else, the placement of Fronczak on the Polish 
National Committee in France was, as far as Secretary 
Lansing was concerned a relique of his original plan for 
a Polish Provisional Government sponsored by the United 
States. 
Nevertheless the military authorities of the United 
States were confused as to how to handle the unprecedented 
Fronczak case, within the realm of their own jurisdiction. 
Some of the confusion sprung up from the general confusion 
that marks governmental bureaucracy during a war. Regarding 
tn:is- confusion ;Fronczak wrote to his wife: "The matter is 
now still before the War and State Departments. These two 
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departments evidently did not understand each other, or 
there was no exchange of confidences between them in 
60 
my case." 
When he reported for duty in Camp Upton on Long 
Island, which was the processing station for troop 61 
movement to Europe, on April 9, 1918, the Camp Surgeon, 
after examining Fronczak's communications with the War 
and State Department, by which Fronczak identified 
himself to the camp commander, found the assignment so 
unusual that he attributed it to "some misunderstanding" 
and referred Fronczak back to the Adjutant General in 
Washington. For the purpose of straightening out the 
matter, the camp commander Major General Bell issued 
Fronczak an order of leave of absence for fifteen days, 
the same day the latter arrived. Fronczak, however, did 
not consider necessary going personally to Washington to 
unravel the military confusion. He handed the case over 
to James C. White, the chief of Press Bureau of the 
Polish National Department in Washington, and in the 
60 
Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak April 11, 1918. Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. He was granted two week leave. 
61 
According to a letter to his wife, April 9, 1918. 
Ibid. 
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meantime tried to attend to "thousands unsettled matters" 
before departing for France. On April 10, he had confe-
rences with Paderewski and Smulski in Gotham Hotel, in 
New York City; attended a meetirg of Poles in Carnegie 
Hall in New York, where "Paderewski", in Fronczak's 
62 
words, "spoke on Poland as if inspired". Within a day 
or two we see him in Buffalo, taking care of family and 
63 
business matters. On the 16th of April, he took offi-
cer's oath in Erie County Court, formality necessary for 
his military commission. Then he travelled to Chicago 
to take part in various meetings of the Executive Committee 
of the Polish National Department, being held at that 
time. While in Chicago he discussed the complications 
with his appointment with Paderewski and Smulski. From 
his letter to James C. White we know that Paderewski was 
confident that this matter would be settled favorably. 
At the same time he had to maintain constant communication 
wtta the State and the War Departments supplying them 
with documents pertinent to his case. To this we have to 
62 
Fronczak to White, April 11, 1918. Tbid. 
63 
Fronczak to White, April 14, 1918. Ibid. 
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add taking care of piles of private correspondence from 
well wishers and great number of Polish organizations 
soliciting his appearance at their patriotic functions. 
It goes without saying that he did not forget his wife 
and son who had been accomodated in Colorado since the 
end of March on account of Mrs. Fronczak's pulmonary 
condition. His request to have his leave of absence 
extended for a few days through the Adjutant General in 
Washington without pain of going to Camp Upton, where 
64 
he had to report on April 27 was granted for four days. 
This furlough was not extensive enough for a round trip 
from Buffalo to Denver, Colorado. 
But he still had enough time to address in Polish a 
huge crowd of Poles at Broadway auditorium in the pre-
sence of the New York Governor Charles Whitman and the 
Polish Military Mission. The main object of the gathering 
65 
was to sell u~s. Liberty Bonds. 
In the meantime, White cleared up the matter somewhat. 
On April 13, he wired Fronczak in Buffalo that the military 
authorities insisted that he would go to France under 
64 
Cantoument Headquarters, Camp Upton, April 27, 1918. 
Special Order No. 58. Ibid. 
65 
Buffalo~xpress, April 29, 1918. 
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military order and regulations. ''The way out", wired 
White, ''is to have you appointed as American Medical 
66 
Observer with the Polish Army in France." This indeed 
was a compromise and certainly an unexpected demotion 
of assignment. Neither Fronczak nor Paderewski and the 
Wydzia1 were in a position to bargain with the U.S. 
Army. They rightly, however, feared lest the Army curtailed 
the projected position for Fronczak on the Polish National 
Committee to a mere "observer". In this case his services 
on the Polish National Committee would have been rendered 
ineffective. The Army, as White pointed out in the same 
telegram, would not tolerate an American officer "to run 
around France at will". Ironically, as it will be shown, 
this was precisely what Fronczak would be doing for six 
months after arrival in France. 
This compromise settlement which was the upshot of 
a communication gap between the State and War Departments 
was reiterated in the ensuing telegram of April 15 from 
White to Fronczak with the suggestion that the final con-
firmation of his assignment to the Polish Army as an 
American Medical Observer would he finally arranged with 
66 
White to Fronczak, April 13, 1918. Fronczak Papers, 
B.S.C. 
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the Headquarters of the Commanding General of the 
United States Expeditionary Forces jn France. This 
obvious departure from the envisaged function of 
Fronczak in France approbated by the Secretary of 
State disturbed him, Paderewski and other concerned 
parties who would prefer to have the whole matter 
finalized while Fronczak was still in the United States. 
In compliance with the order of April 9, Fronczak, 
unable to extend his leave of absence, had to report to 
Camp Upton, and on April 22 he left Buffalo in that 
direction.· By order of the Commander of Camp Upton, he 
was released from duties at that camp and directed to 
report to Hoboken, New Jersey, for embarkation "on or 
68 
about May 1, equipped for prolonged field service". 
Somebody again did not get the message from Washington 
straight. Finally, upon the day of embarkation, i.e. 
May 1, the matter was straightened out on this side of 
the Ocean. A travel order from Adjutant General speci-
fied that Fronczak was to report upon arrival in France 
67 
White to Fronczak, April 15, 1918. Ibid. 
68 
Contoument He~dquarters, Camp Upton, N.Y., April 23, 
Special Order No. 49. Ibid. 
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to the Commanding General of A.E.F. nfor duty, to 
represent the Poles of America in the National Polish 
69 
Committee at Paris''. 
On the other side of the ocean, however, where 
Fronczak arrived on May 22, his assignment was recognized 
in the travel order issued by the Commander of U.S, Mili-
tary Camp in Blois, in France, directing him to "proceed 
without delay to Paris, for the purpose of attending 
70 
the Polish National Convention". 
A month elapsed, however, before Fronczak's assign-
ment was conclusively confirmed by the military authorities. 
On June 22, he received a communication signed by Robert 
C. Davis, Adjutant General of 'Headquarters' American 
Expeditionary Forces which read: 
69 
The Commander-in-Chief directs me to 
inform you that having reported in compli-
ance with Paragraph 16, confidential order 
No. 90, War Dept. you will represent the 
Poles of America in the National Polish 
Committee at Paris.71 
War Department to Fronczak, Order No. 90, April 17, 
1918. Ibid. 
70 
Headquarters, Casual Officers Depot, Services Supply 
Order No. 68, May 22, 1918. Ibid. 
71 
General Headquarters American Expeditionary Forces, 
France, June 22, 1918. Ibid. 
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In the meantime, the National Department at the 
above mentioned semi-annual meeting in Chicago on April 
18 (at which Fronczak was present) reaffirmed his nomi-
nation and designated him the head of the Bureau of 
Moral and Physical Welfare of the Polish National 
Committee in France. And in this capacity Fronczak 
served on the Polish National Committee for the next 
several months. 
Whoever was responsible for the selection of 
Fronczak to represent Poles in America on the P.N.C. and 
to direct the Bureau of P~ral and Physical Welfare must 
be commanded on his wisdom of making the choice. Looking 
at the political development of those days from the 
perspective of half a century, one hardly sees any 
individual among the Poles in America more fit than 
Fronczak for that post. In the first place his profes-
sional qualifications coincided with duties of an army 
welfare officer. The heading of the Health Department 
of Buffalo for about ten years, prior to his induction 
to the army, equipped him with sufficient experience 
in dealing with public sanitation; experience very 
applicable in military situations. Further, PaderewsYi 
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and the Wydzial were obviously guided in conferring 
on Fronczak the above duty by their trust in his 
invariable dedication to the cause, his full knowledge 
of the particular position of the Polish nation on the 
international scene, his personal courage and integrity, 
professional and general education, to say nothing of his 
full knowledge of the Polish language and a good command 
of French. They also knew that Fronczak was ready to 
sacrifice everything for the independence of Poland 
which he identified with the victory of the Allies. 
Fronczak, on the other hand, regarded his appoint-
ment as a fulfillment of his obligation to the United 
States and to Poland. Writing to the aforementioned 
White in Washington, in reference to the confusion of 
his appointment, Fronczak intimated that the nomination 
to the P.N.C. with the rank of a major was to give the 
possible prestige to his work and to foster "spirit du 
eorps amongst the Polish soldiers 1n both the Fnited 
States Army and the Polish Army". He wanted the sol-
diers to know that there were people like him willing 
to share with them whatever comes in the war. "I am 
sacrificing all I haven, we·. read, "in order to do my 
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part and to instill into and demonstrate to the boys 
who have come forward 1n the war, and who themselves 
have made sacrifices, that they have back of them and 
with them the genuine sympathy of those they consider 
their leaders, and look up to, and who are likewise 
sacrificing and doing their part''. He was determined 
to serve at any cost to himself and his family as he 
wrote to the same White two days later: "I do not 
care if the salary is but nominal ($1 per annum), I 
desire to do my bit, give the best there is in me 
without regard to personal comfort or convenience. I 
am in toto at the disposal of the government in the 
72 
interest of our common cause". It is clear that 
"common cause" was the victory of the Allies and the 
independence of Poland. 
72 
Fronczak to White, April 14, 1918. --Ibitl. 
C 3 APTER IX 
With "Our Boys" in France 
Before we will turn to account for Fronczak 1 s activities 
in Frap.ce as a member of the Polish National Committee, a few 
words of explanation about the Polish Army in France would be 
in order. The term "Polish Army" or "Polish Armies" should be 
taken with grain of salt. It was more a political program than 
reality, spea~ing quantitatively. By the time when Fronczak 
joined the Polish National Committee in Paris the actual strength 
of the Polish Army consisted of three regiments and smaller 
military technical units within the French Army, amounting to 
about 15,000. But by the end of the war the Army j_ncreased to 
22,000 and within two months after the war it tripled that 
number. The majority, about 70% of the soldiers, was recruited 
among Poles in the U.S,A., the rest came from France, Holland, 
Poland, and over a thousand came from Brazil and Argentina. An 
important source of recruitment were the Poles in the German or 
Austrian Armies captured prisoners by the Allies. But this 
material was resorted to with great caution. The Polish Army 
was paid, equipped, by the French government. The interm.'-1 
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organization of the Army was, of course, Polish, but the superior 
command, at least in the initial stages, was French. The iCN.,P 
was the political civilian authority taking care of the army in 
the absence of a Polish government. The Polish soldier in France 
took an oath of allegiance to Poland "one and indivisible". He 
further swore to sacrifice his life for unification and liberation 
of Poland; 11 to defend the honor" of his standard, to obey his 
0 military superiors", and conduct himself "in accordance with 
the honor of a Polish soldier". 1 It was this army that was 
eventually recognized as ''an associated power" with the Allies 
against the Central Powers". 
Coincidently, ten days after Fronczak arrived in Paris, which 
was June 4, the first Polish regiment, under the command of Col. 
Jasinski, took a position in the front line near the town of 
Fabert in Champagne, as a part of the operation of the French IV 
Army commanded by General Gourand. 
The French government he~ghtened the significance of the 
Polish Army in the war by dedicating regimental banners to the 
three Polish regiments. The banners, being gifts of the Cities 
of Paris, Verdun, Belfort and Nancy, were presented to the First 
and Second Regiment personally by the President of the Republic 
1Marian Seyda, Polska na ,przeiomie dzie,jow. Faktt i Dokumenty, 
2 vols., Poznan, 1927-1931.~Vol. II. p. 590. Czyn Z rojny, 
P• 563 
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of France in a serene ceremony which took place on the meadows 
near the locality of Hailly, within the front zone, on June 22. 
The First Regiment received its banner from the city of Paris 
in a separate ceremony on July 17, held behind the trenches. 
These ceremonies were a symbolic step in the direction of gran-
ting a full autonomy to the Polish Army and recognizing it as 
an Allied Power, which came about on Oct. 4, 1918. The gallan-
try at Mailly was officially attended by the representatives of 
the Allied and Associated Powers. Froncza~ was present among 
the dignitaries as a member of the Polish National Committee, 
notwithstanding the wound to the forehead and the nose he rece-
ived only a few days before while inspecting the trenches of the 
First Regiment of the Polish Army on July 18. 2 
The Department of Welfare of the Polish National Committee 
headed by Fronczalt was designed to function as a. civilian agency 
to provide for the well-being of the soldiers in the Polish Army 
in France. Besides that, the Department took care of Polish 
prisoners of war captured by the Allied forces, Polish refugees, 
looking for shelter in France. At the end of the war and later, 
the jurisdiction of the Polish National Committee embraced 
2 I 
Wrs;,czenie Sztandarow Wo.isku Polskiemu ~ Franc,ii (PNC, 1918) 
This little brochure gives an account of the ceremonies of the 
presentation of the standards by the delegations of the French cities 
and the speeches delivered for this occasion by Roma~ Dmowski and 
the President of the French Republic, Ronald Poincare. The Polish 
National Cammi ttee issued a postcard conunemorating this event. 
Maj. FronczaJ,;: is featured in forefront. --Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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Polish Armies and Polish nationals also in Russia, behind the 
Bolshevik front. 
Tb.is way Froncza~, in the capacity of the Di.rector of the 
Welfare Department of the K.N.P., was nominally responsible for 
helping the Polish nationals in such distant places like Murmansk, 
Oddessa, Morocco, and Vladivostok. His activities and accomplish-
ments in France constitute legitimate ground to be singled out 
by history. And rightly so, because very few Poles had the 
opportunity to be within the inner circle of history makers and 
to ''witness the birth of Poland1t to use Froncza~ 1 s words. 
Froncza~, no doubt, thought that if he would be remembered 
by posterity, it would be for the service he rendered to Poland 
during the war. Perhaps with this thought in mind, apart from 
the urge to provide a document for future historian, he wrote 
several reports on the operation of the Welfare Department he 
headed while representing the Poles in America on the K •. N •. P. in 
France. 
The most comprehensive account Fronczak submitted to the 
K.N.P. in January 1919 was published in a 86 page booklet in 
Paris, in the Polish language. This report served as a base 
for similar report to the Chief-of-Staff of A.E.F. in France3 
3Komitet Narodowy Polski w Paryzu, S~rawozdanie z DziaXalno~ci 
W dzi u Qpieki Horalne,, i Materialne,i po a1 Dr.F .E. Fronczak, 
~aris, January, 1919). Report of Lieutenant Colonel Francis E. 
Fronczak on his Activities in Europe (Feb., 1819 to June 1919), 
.1!?1£. 
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dated February 15, 1919. There exists also a shorter report 
dated July 23, 1918 sent to the Headquarters of A.E.F. addressed 
/, 
to Gen. T ~ "T _..,o 6 an. In November 1919 a.t the Congress of the National 
Department in Buffalo, Fronczak gave a full report of"..his 
activities in France and in Poland. Both Polish and English 
versions of this report are available in a small brochure. His 
experience during the war was also the topic of his countless 
talks and lectures later on. 
As stated in the previous chapter, Fronczak arrived in 
France on May 20 and three days later he reported to the Polish 
National Committee headquarters on 11 bis Avenue Kleber, a street 
joining the L'Etoile from the south. He was just on time for the 
plenary session of the Com:mi ttee of :May 23 at which the Depart-
5 
ment of Moral e.nd Physical Welfare was initiated. Up to that 
point there was only an idea of such an institution. It took, 
however, three weeks or so before the administrative wheels of 
this apparatus began to grind. And in the capacity of a director 
of the Welfare Department, Fronczak will serve throughout the 
War until the end of January, 1919. 
u.F . E F 1 M . tI r, -Y r t 
· rancis ·• ronczaK, .a.Jor, 1·1.,..,.l"i • .t·t. o 
France. Subject: Polish National Committee, 
July 23, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C • 
General Logan, A.E.F. 
and Polish Army, 
.J 11Major Fronczak 1 s Report Perta=-.ning to the Duties and Afitivi-
ties While Detailed to the Polish National Committee in Paris~, 
submitted to Commander-in-Chief of tl:e American Expeditionary Force, 
Feb. 15, 1919. 1.12.i£• 
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11he Welfare Department was one of the administrative 
divisions of the organization of the K.N.P. Fronczak divided 
his Department into five bureaus: ( 1) '11he Bureau of Admini-
stration; (2) The Bureau of Moral Welfare; (3) The Bureau of 
Sanitation; (4) The Bureau of Soldiers Welfare; and (5) The 
Bureau of Propaganda and Education.? The administration of 
the Department was located at first in the headquarters of the 
K.N.P. at 11 bis Avenue Kleber, then it was transferred to 
47 Avenue Kleber. Fronczak's living quarter was in the attic 
of the K.N.P. headquarters which he shared with a rather 
reputable company, namely, with Roman Dmowski, the chairman of 
the K.N.P., Count Maurycy Zamoyski, and Count Jan J. Rozwadowski. 8 
The range of problems that Fronczak was involved in as the 
head of the Welfare Department is suggested by the above mentioned 
names of the five Bureaus of the Department. To follow Fronczak's 
own account, the Bureau of Administration was the central agency 
6rn Polish it was called WydziaX Opieki Moralnej i Materialnej. 
Also referred to as the Department of Soldiers Welfare or simply 
Department of Welfare and henceforth we will use the last designation. 
7 rn Polish the Departments were called: (1) Dziat Administra-
cyjny; (2l Dziat Opieki Moralnej; (3) DziaX Sanitarny; (4) DziaX 
Dobrobytu ZoXnierza; (5) DziaX Propagandy i Oswiaty. 
8Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, June 6, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C 
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of the department. This bureau took care of all the correspon-
dence with official agencies and individuals. Within the less 
than eight months of operation of the Welfare Department the 
Bureau sent out over twenty thousand pieces of correspondence, 
which included letters, telegrams, parcels. The correspondents 
who wrote to the Welfare Department sought advice on such pro-
blems as the rights of U.S. citizens, pay claims, lost family 
members, matrimony, and the like. 
The morale of the army was one of the concerns of the 
Department. Fronczak saw to it that each camp of the Polish 
Army had proper facilities for entertainment, for spiritual 
needs, and other conveniences. Along this line the Welfare 
Department established canteens in the camps, soldiers• clubs, 
officers• clubs. 9·. It took three bookkeepers to keep in order 
the accounts of the distribution of articles delivered to the 
camps. According to Fronczak the Department of Welfare purchased 
and delivered to the army posts articles of soldiers needs for 
two million franks. 
Among the variety of functions of the Department was 
providing homes for soldiers where they could spend their leave-
of-absence. These houses and the soldiers on leave were main-
tained at the expense of the National Department in Chicago with 
9Fronczak Sprawozdanie pp.25-30. 
K.N.P.) Oct. 21, 1918. A letter from 
for establishing soldier clubs called 
Polak (Paris; 0rgan of the 
a soldier praising Fronczak 
110gniska11 (Hearths). 
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the help of French Ministry of War. The Poles in America 
contributed two and a half million fra..'l'J.cs toward the operation 
of these facilities. Perhaps figures can give us better idea 
of the volume of work performed by the Department: 115,000 
packages of Easter and Christmas gifts sent from America, or 
bought and donated in France were distributed by the Department 
to soldiers, prisoners of war, and refugees. Some were sent 
to Murmansk, Siberia, and others to Morroco. 10 
Fronczak, a religious man himself, felt that the moral 
needs of soldiers life would best be handled by priests. He 
appealed to Polish clergy in America to join the Polish Army 
in France, and twenty priests responded. Altogether there were 
twenty-two clergy in the Polish Army. They formed a separate 
corps within the Army but were directly under the military 
command. Fronczak collaborated with the clergy in the prevention 
of venereal disease among the Polish soldiers. Through the 
Bureau of Propaganda and Education he issued a booklet in Polish 
depicting the ill effects of abuses of alcoholic beverages and 
the results of venereal infection entitled Wracaj Zdrbw .:J.£ Kraju. 11 
The problem of venereal disease among the Polish soldiers 
was consta..~tly discussed in the K.N.P. It was Fronczak 1 s respon-
10okolnik WtdziaXu Narodowe5o Polskiego- National Polish Depa.r-tment Circular, Chicago) Nov. 3, 1919. 
11 K · t .... N d P 1 1 • 1w · Zd ' do ,rr · (Retur H· ome om1 el, 1 aro owy o SKl, raca,1 row · r\. a 1u -- , n . 
Heal thy). 
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sibility to prevent the spread of this infection, but it was 
not an easy task, because, as he wrote to his friend, Rev. J. 
Wo:jcik, "the chief preoccupation of our boys is to get infe-
·cted by attaching themselves to the first street walker". 12 
Nevertheless FronczaJ;: could derive a great deal of satisfaction 
from the fact that he could report that the venereal disease 
rate among the soldiers of the Polish Army was 27 in a thousand, 
while in the rest of the Allied Forces the rate was as high as 
97 in a thousand. 13 
The medical needs of the Polish Army in France were ful-
filled by fifty physicians, fourteen pharmacists and five 
dentists. Fronczak as the director of the Welfare Department 
had no jurisdiction over these people since they belonged to 
the Army Department of Sanitation. Nevertheless the Sanitary 
Bureau of this Department did much in the realm of protecting 
the health and the lives of Polish soldiers in France. Since 
most of the physicians in the Polish Army were Frenchmen, there 
naturally existed language barriers which Fronczak tried to 
remedy by recruiting Polish speaking physicians from the United 
States. In this he was not too successful. But he fully succe-
eded in recruiting enough Polish nurses for the military hospi-
tals and health service centers. The nurses were trained and 
12Fronczak to Wojcik, Sept. 13, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
13 For a statement to this effect see Fronczak to Commander-in-
Chief of A.E.F., Feb. 15, 1919. Ibid. 
recruited in the United States by the Polish White Cross under 
1 -
the direction of Mrs. Helena Paderewska.) 
From the start Fronczak took steps to organize Polish 
hospitals, infirmaries, dispensaries and convalescent homes 
for the soldiers in the Polish Army. Ee went out of his way 
to acquire medicine, equipment and surgical instruments for 
these medical institutions. What he could not procure in 
France he obtained in England or the United States. He also 
made use, with the best results, his connections with the Ameri-
can Red Cross, the Y.M.C.A., the Knights of Columbus who were 
active in France, to receive the necessary supplies. Some pieces 
of hospital equipment he managed to borrow from the American 
Army :Medical Corps of which he was a member. It was unquestion-
ably through his persuasion that Count Michael Potocki, a French 
citizen, descendant of the ill-repute Polish magnate of the 
18th century,. founded a hospital at Le Perray, 30 kilometers 
south of Paris, which was one of the two Polish hospitals to 
take care of the wounded and sick Polish soldiers. The other 
hospital was located in a town called Rambouillet near Paris. 
At the end of September he enthusiastically wrote to the 
Mayor of Buff§J.o, George Buck, that these hospitals were located 
in the most beautiful towns and had joint capacity for 650 beds. 
Twice that number would be necessary to accommodate the wounded 
Polish soldiers located in French military hospitals. The two 
15List of nurses in Fronczak 1s s8rawozdanie, pp.17-18. Dziennilt Zwi§\zkowy-Zp;oda, Oct. 5, 191 • 
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Polish hospitals and ten convalescent homes together with 
twenty odd first aid stations organized by Fronczak are a 
good measure of his efficiency. Due to the scarcity of c. 
qualified physician on hand to supervise these ins ti tu tions 
Fro11cz.sl: inquired with the BuffHlo Heal th Depc:::.rtment if 
certain Dr. Meyer would consider appointment as a chief sur-
16 geon in one of them. 
There were approximately twelve hundred Polish soldiers 
hospitalized in French military hospitals scattered all over 
France in 169 localities. Fronczak personally visited 160 of 
them searching for wounded Polish soldiers to offer them com-
fort and arrange for their transfer to the Polish hospitals, 
if possible. 17 Fronczak carried a paternal compassion for the 
unfortunate wounded "boys". This is evident from his corre-
spondence as he wrote to Charles Armitage, the secretary to 
the Mayor of Buffalo: 
For several days passed I have been searcning 
the hospitals of this vicinity and found about· 
hundred of our Polish soldiers scattered in the 
hospitals all around here. No one but an egoist 
and flint hearted could not be moved to tears 
by seeing these young boys with arms and legs 
torn off, chest and body perforated by shot and 
shell, eyes lost•by bullets or gas, and yet 
happy that they were able to serve their country 
and all anxious to r~turn to the front and fight 
the despicable Hun. 1b 
16Fronczak to Buck, Sept. 29, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
1 r, (See: 11Letters from Soldiers in Frai.'lce", Dziennik Zwiqzkowz-
Zgoda, Oct. 5, 1918. 
1~ 0 
.rronczak to Charles Armitage, Sept. 9, 1910. Fronczek Papers, 
B.s.c. 
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It is a universally established fact that soldiers, regar-
dless of the banner under which they fight or the direction in 
which they shoot, are habitual squanderers. Fronczal-;: knew that 
"our boys" in the Polish Army were not free from this martial 
habit. He wrote regar'ding the matter to the already mentioned 
Rev. Wojcik: "Our boys a.re quite happy in the Army", but, 
"they believe that money is there for the purpose of being spent~'. 19 
To diminish the wasteful spending of the earnings by the 
soldiers, Fronczak. arranged for the more thrifty ones to put 
away some of their income. Accordingly, the Polish soldier 
could invest money in the French or American war bonds; he could 
send it through the Department, for deposit in the United States, 
or avail himself of the French postal saving system. This way, 
under the encouragement from Fronczak.'s office, the officers 
and the soldiers in the Polish Army saved or invested in France 
and in the United States over 300,000 francs during the period 
of eight months. Considering the fact that the pay of a private 
soldier was 25 centimes (5 cents) per day in addition to 200 
francs quarterly, this would indicate that Fronczak. 1 s efforts 
where not entirely thwarted and that not all soldiers are squan-
derers.20 
19Fronczak to Wojcik, Sept. 13, 1918. Ibid. 
-
20s~rawozdanie pplk Dr. Fronczaka z jeg? dziaXalnosci jako 
cztonka fomitetu Narodowego Polskiego w Paryzu i jako oficera Kornusu 
Medycznego Armii Stan6w Zjednoczonych ~ jako doradcy medycznego -
Komisji Amerykanskiego Czerwonego Krzyza do Polski, od lutego do 
czerwca 1919 roku. Report submitted to the Convention of the 
WydziaX in Buffalo, Nov. 1919. Ibid. Also available in a separate 
brochure issued by the WydziaX. 
To instill the spirit of cohesiveness into the congla-
meration of Poles ga.thered from Bll the parts of the world 
in the Polish Army in France, the Bureau of Education and 
Propaganda. conducted lectures and organized stage performances, 
choir, etc. Froncz~r who had been old master in this sort of 
activities, understood the value of education and propagc>.nda 
in the cultivation of nationalistic sentiment. It was along 
these premises that Fronczak 1s Department promoted in the 
Polish military camps in France celebration of anniversaries 
of events in Polish history like the Union of Lublin, in August; 
the Sobieski Victory at Vienna, in September; the Uprising of 
1830, in November, and of course, all religious feasts were 
observed in a specifically Polish way. To show solidarity with 
America and France, the Polish soldiers in France observed, 
respectively the 4th of July and the Bastille Day, July 14. 21 
The lectures offered to the Polish soldiers were conducted 
on various levels. The illiterate soldiers received instructions 
in basic rectding and writing. But for those more prepa.red 
academically, there were lectures in m2,thematics, history, 
advanced Polish, English and French. 22 
Reporting to the U.S. military authorities on his activities 
on the K.N.P. after the war, Fronczak stated, in reference to 
21 ~, . d l. Ol • 
22Textbook used in teaching Polish to the soldiers is to 
be found in Fronczal~ Papers, B.S.C. : Elementarz, u~ozony przez 
Ignacego Nowakowskiego. Polski Zwi~zek Wojenny w Charbinie, 1918. 
Also,six mimeographed pages: Dr. M. Kasperska, Krotka Gramatyka 
Jezyka Polskiego, wedlug dr. Antoniego Mateckiego. 
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this matter: "Hundreds of Polish soldiers read and write 
today in Polish, English and French, of ·which they were ignorant 
before the establishment and organization of 
;::i-z, 
these courses''.~.,/ 
He was deservingly satisfied. when he saw the "boys after hard 
days work go to the canteens and read the English and Polish 
books'.'. Once, while visiting one of the officers training 
schools, he was surprised by "the 'boys• staging a comic opera11 
where the female parts were played by men with such a perfect 
imitation of the finer sex that he could not tell the difference. 24 
To give a full measure of the work Fronczak performed while 
a member of the K.N.P. one would have to account for each of the 
160 trips he made during that period to various military hospitals 
in France in addition to inspections of the twenty eight Polish 
military camps and to the front. He took pride in being the 
only person who visited all of the camps in France where the 
Polish soldiers lived. One has to realize that travelling in 
France during the war was not a pleasureable venture. Sometimes 
Fronczak travelled all night standing in the train, squeezed 
in one compartment in unpredictable company.of comuagnons £.Q_ 
voyage "for in these hard times sitting room is not always to 
be got". 25 Though he comforted himself that he was not the 
2-z, 
.,/Fronczak's Report to Commander-in-chief .2.f A.E.F. Feb. 15, 
1919. Ibid. 
-
2L;.Fronczak to the Mayor of Buffalo, Sept. 29, 1918. Ibid. 
z~ )Fronczak to Wojcik, Sept. 29, 1918. Ibid. 
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only one in this predicament because it was a war, as he repeated 
after the Frenchmen, c 1est 1.§; guerre, he admitted he was tired. 
At the end of August, 1918, for instance, after a journey· to 
St. Melo in Brittany, where he visited a number of camps, hospitals 
a...11d rest resorts for soldiers, he complained to his wife: 11Am 
tired, very tired ••• And sleeping in a couchette is like resting 
on a board except you get lice and fleas and new bugs in addition". 
What a fate of life! A man who was determined to exterminate the 
common fly in Buffalo was subjected to infestation by the body 
parasites. During the aforementioned trip to St. Mole, he eviden-
tly got more than his share of them for he wrote: 
If there are any fleas or lice left in Europe 
which have not bitten me, they evidently don't 
know that I am in Europe. Certainly every flea 
and louse in France had a crack at me and I am so 
full of bites that my skin looks as if I had the 
hives. I had a bath in the Atlantic Ocean today 
and thought I drowned them all, but I found few 
more just now ()1:30 P.M.) when was ge~ting 
ready to go to bed and they are awful! 0 
Inspite of the physical hardship he enjoyed the work and 
would give all that was best in him to make the work on Polish 
Committee a success--to paraphrase his own words. The rev,rard 
for the physical strain was the awareness that the was partici-
pating in ma~ing history. Besides the regular duties in his 
own Department, he also had to participate in the internal and 
external conferences of the K.N.P. The Com..rnittee gained impor-
tance and its jurisdiction wa.s increased at the end of the war. 
26 
·Fronczak to Hrs. Fronczak, Aug. 27, 1918. Ibid. 
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Commensurately, the load of work of each member also increased. 
When on September 28, the French government transferred the 
command of the Polish Army in France to the K.N .P., Froncza.k, 
Col. lTozef vHelowiejski and General ,.Jozef Haller were appointed 
"! • • • I • •1 • 27 oy -chat commi t"Gee "GO constitute a v!ar Council. · While this 
appointment was an honorable distinction for Fronczak, it also 
meant additional duties and responsibilities. 
The service on the Polish National Committee in France was 
strenuous, demanding and totally nerve-wrecking. Only a man with 
absolute dedication to the cause could meet the challenge. Fron-
czak viewed this challe.nge in a philosophical fashion. For him 
it was "a great school of political diplomacy, of self-denial 
and sacrifice11 • 28 
At times he seemed to have been disgruntled with "our boys11 
and the 11 job". Any job involving direct contact with people 
carries the potentiality of public dissatisfaction. On this 
account Fronczak complained "Oh! What a job. I am getting 
nightmare over it. Every soldier thinks gifts came by the 
:nillions and that we are either hoard inc it, selling for our 
benefit or eating it up ouselves11 • The "gifts" containing 
articles of general needs were sent by the Wydzial' from the 
United States. 
zn 
rseyda, £.E.•.£.i!•, vol. II, p.467-468. 
28Fronczak to Wojcik, Sept. 29, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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But he also enjoyed great popularj_ty among the soldiers 
and rewarding experience. The soldiers• gratitude and attach-
ment towards him was perhaps best epitomized in a poem publi-
shed in the Polak immediately after the armj_stice was declared. 
The author of the poem speaks of Fronczak that he was "like 
a father" to the soldiers; that no one could be better than he; 
that he helps one in misfortune; that he knows their worries 
and desires; that he is pleasant and friendly and just. The 
first letters of each verse of the poem are so arranged that 
20 
reading vertically they spell "Major Fronczak" • ./ 
During his service on the Polish Committee in Paris, 
Fronczak stood as example of how one should serve a cause he 
believed in and in this particular case, the cause of Polanci~s 
independence. We remember that before departing for France 
he stated to James White, the press director of National Depar-
tment in Washington, that he was willing to serve for nominal 
20 
~Polclt (Paris) November 13, 1918. 
Mamy opiekuna my polscy zoXnierze, 
Ale je~li prawd~ wyznasz, bracie, szczerze, 
Jest on niby nasz ojciec ••• 
Od niego bye lepszym chyba nikt nie moze. 
Rzecz zbada gruntownie, w nieszczesciu pomoze. 
Fakt to,oczywisty, Szcz~sliwa fortuna, 
RzekXbys, przeznaczyta Go na opiekuna. 
On zna nasze troski, kXopoty, pragnienia, 
Nasze skryte mysli i wsp6lne dazenia. 
Cecha jego gX6wna -- ze jest sprawiedliwy, 
Zawsze dla kazdego miX'y i zyczliwy. 
A ktoz to jest? spytasz -- ten opie~un szczery? 
Kto? Zechciej pocz<\tkowe przeczytac litery. 
M.S. 
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salary. And he proved tha.t this was not a rhetorical statement. 
He meant what he said. He simply refused to accept any money 
while in service. Only one check was sent by the War Depe.rtment 
to his wife in May 1918, but this was outside of his knowledge, 
and he scolded his wife for accepting it. 
As a major in the U.S. Army, he was entitled to draw a 
salary of 275 dollars per month. In view of the generally pre-
vailing attitude that one should accrue all possible profit 
during the war for hi~self, Fronczak 1 s refusal to accept the pay 
for his service is a very exceptional case in the United States 
army, or in any other army for that matter. Were he a wealthy 
man, with inexhaustable means, we would not wonder so much. But 
he had to scrape the bottom of his financial barrel in order to 
equip himself for overseas duties.30 
He not only refused his army salary but also subsidy from 
the Wydziaj'.' in Chicago which actually designated him to serve 
in the above capacity. The WydziaX offered a subsidy of 500 dol-
lars a month to the family,3 1 but Fronczak admonished his wife 
not to accept it. He was a man of principles and his principle 
in this respect was not to take money for a service to a national 
cause. He even refused to accept a loan from the Wydzia;t'. 
3°see his letter to his wife, Harch 27, 1918. Froncza..~ Papers,BS 
31Accordin£ to Paderewski's revelation at the Convention of Poles 
in America in Detroit, Aug. 25-30.--Tygodnik Polski (London) ~ct. 13, 
1918. Paderewski also said: 11 I am honored and fortunate to Know 
Dr. Froncza..~ more intimately •••• I can assure you, the day when he 
Regarding this delicate matter he wrote to his wife: 11/l.s for 
the money from Chicago, from the National Department, it would 
be better not to accept. It is wiser not to take money from 
any organization as I don't want anybody to accuse me that I 
made fortune on patriotic worktt. 32 
Since there was no substantial, if any saving in the family, 
Mrs. Fronczak had to mortgage part of their property in order to 
provide for the family. The loans were taken not only for the 
family's needs but also to sustain Fronczak in France. And his 
expenses,were enormous, certainly much above his means. He had 
to defray the cost of the aforementioned trips, pay for his up-
keep and had to have money for small gifts for the soldiers. He 
felt that the "boys" sacrificed more than he did. His strong 
character and the conviction that he was serving a.n exalted 
cause kept him going. 11 I am denying myself everything but am 
happy for I am accomplishing something", and money in view of 
this was only a means to an end. At the end of August, when 
the results of the war were still in balance, he wrote to his 
wife: "Don I t hesitate to borrow money from the bank, mortg2.ge 
the house if necessary. One day when I return, I shall work 
l~arned of the honor of beinR nominated to the Polish National 
Committee, he had no more than twelve dollars on his saving account ••• 
I believe that this act of sacrifice and self denial on part of 
Fronczak deserves exceptional recognition". 
A historian of the Haller Army had this to say about Fronczak: 
"Fronczak did not accept pay during his stay abroad and also did 
not receive a penny from the Committee during the whole period".--
Edward Ligock, Q J6zefie Hallerze, p. 299. 
32Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczair., June 6, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S. 
very hard and pay back. Only don't deny yourself and children 
From this point of view, which undoubtedly was 
shared by many of his associates in the Committee there were 
other things them money, as he wrote his wife, 
which VJe spend and lose during my absence, that 
count, end one of them is: I c-11 serving my 
country to the best of my ability, knowledge 
and honesty of purpose and when you G.nd I £~re 
dead a long, long time we shall live in the 
hearts of our people--and that is worth while. 
Let others have their wealth and their good 
time--both often unearned honestly--but let 
you and I keep up our faith, our sacrifices, 
our desire to do the best we can--let our 
hearts and souls be pure and ou~, hands unstained 
with dishonestly gained riches.A 
In the above words he was alluding to certain persons in 
Buffalo who were profiteering on the "Polish national cause\'. 
In spite of his attempt to keep his "skirt clean from moral, 
financial or any other attacks",35 he was assailed by his, 
or his party's enemies in the United States. The Nowinv 
PoJ.skie in Milwaukee without the knowledge of the editor, 
Rev. J6zef Goral, an old friend of Fronczak, launched a diatrab 
against the WydziaX for allegedly giving a sultry salary to 
all its officials, but especially to Fronczal{. According to 
the newspaper, Froncza~ was drawing 500 dollars monthly from 
the Wydziai above his other income • .36 These allegations were 
.33Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Aug. 22, 1919. ~; 
35Fronczak to Mrs.: Fronczak, Sept. 16, 1918. Ibid. 
-
36Nowiny Polskie, June 8, 1918. Rev. Josef Goral before being 
editor of the Nowiny Polskie, published Oredownik Jezyka Polskie~o 
for a year or two from 1905. Froncz&l: was a supporter of this 
publication. 
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repeated in other Polish newspapers adhering to the K.O.N. 
persuasion. F. Ruszkiewicz, 
4-,_ ' • t ~ .._, D . . 1 d~ 1u t1 · ' 1.,I18 80.l or OI .,n.e I Zl8Dl1l.!:S:: _J& '-ltSZYS .acn eagerly printed 
ariything to harn his neighbor. Among others, he informed his 
readers that Fronczak was not wounded in the trenches, c:,s it 
was reported. The wound, according to Ruszkiewicz, Fronczak 
received during a brawl with soldiers in a Paris cafe. 37 
Of course, these and the like allegations were entirely 
false and many newspapers defended Fronczak on this account. 
The organ of the Polish National Alliance printed a letter by 
Capt. Jan Czerwinski who stated that he witnessed Fronczak 
being wounded in the trench at his mortar post. Obviously 
Mrs. Fronczal{. in Buffalo and her husband in France were perturbed 
by these allegations. As if trying to prove to his wife and 
all concerned in Buffalo, he reiterated in his correspondence 
to Mrs. Fronczak, both in Polish and English, that he drew no 
salary from the time he joined the army.38 This he wrote in 
October. In November he returned to the same issue, to cite 
another evidence: 
••• as I said in my former letter, I do not 
want to draw any money from anybody, if I 
can help it, and I want to get through this 
on my own personal means, as I want to have 
37Dziennik .fil..g_Wsztstkich, Aug.(?), 1918. Fronczak was 
informed about Dziennik s slaBder of him before Aug. 22. 
38Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczal{, Oct. 20, 1918. Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
2,7 (~ f ~, 
no obligation to anybody, not even to any 
government. As to the loans, as I said to 
you in my last two cablegrams, mortgage the 
rest of oq5 valuables .and some day we may 
repay it.J7 , 
and again a week later: 
I hope that the last five thousand dollars 
which you borrowed will last you for some 
time. If they should not, let me know, 
and I will make arrangements for you to 
borrow more money from people in the United 
States. I have not drawn any money on the 
United States Governmen40or anybody else and I do not intend to. 
Froncza~ estimated at the time that his total financial 
obligation amounted to thirty thousand dollars, which by the 
rate of 1975 should approximate one hundred and fifty thousand.4 1 
But we would be amiss to assume that Fronczak was shy about 
his financial sacrifices to the Polish cause, on the contrary, 
he was particularly candid about his sacrifices in front of 
people whom he thought could outmatch him manyfolds at this 
game. It is worth repeating at this juncture an anecdote told 
by Fronczak himself. 
The above mentioned Count Potocki, or Count Nicolas, as he 
was also called, was a fabulously rich Pole in France. His 
estate at Rambouillet was estimated at two hundred fifty million 
francs. The aging count, of 75, touched by the fever of Polish 
30 
-'Froncza1.: to Mrs. Fronczak, Nov. 1 1 , 1918. Ibid. 
40Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczqk, Nov. 19, 1918. Ibid. 
l.:. 1 
· Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczai.::., Oct. 20, 1918. . Ibid. 
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patriotism, decided to contribute to the Polish cause. The 
eruption of patriotism in Potocki 1s heart was prompted by 
the ceremonies in connection with presenting the regimental 
banner to the 1st Polish regiment on June 17, 1918, as previously 
mentioned. At the sound of the Polish national anthem which 
followed the Marseillaise, the count, according to Fronczak, 
fell to his knees and exclaimed: "I shall make up what my 
grandfather has destroyed.42 The same afternoon he offered to 
the Polish National Committee his palace at 27 avenue Friedland 
in Paris. 
Shortly thereafter, Count Potocki invited to his estate 
at Rambouillet three gentlemen from the Polish National Committee, 
Roman Dmowski, Maurycy Zamoyski, and Fronczak. At one point of 
the reception, the count turned to Dmowski and asked: 
"What do you think I ought to con tribute to the cause of 
Poland?" 
Dmowski in turn asked how much he thought he could afford 
to give. When Potocki stated that be could provide any figure 
below five hundred million francs, Count Zamoyski stated that 
he thought that Count Potocki ought to give, as a starter, 
five million francs. 
"Is that all you ask of me?" said the patriotic count. 
Then he turned to Fronczak: 
4 2Autographic copy of this account in Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
entitled "Potocki and Zamoyski 11 • Potocki's grandfather was 
Xavery Potocki, opponent to the May 3rd Constitution of 1791. 
:,n c" 
'-- ( ' 
"Major, you, as an American, how much do you think I ought 
to con tribute to the Polish cause, t2Jdng my weal th in comparaison 
with yours?" 
.ltnd Froncza .. k sagaciously replied: 
"Count Potocki, if you figure that way, then you better 
give all you have and borrow some more, because that is what I 
have given". 
The count was not ready to match Fronczak at that, but before 
the day passed by, the Committee received fifty million francs 
from Count Potocki. This was enough to run the affairs of the 
Committee for fifty days. 
As Froncza~ tells us the count came once again to rescue the 
Polish National Committee from financial embarrassment. On the 
second day of Christmas, 1918, Potocki entertained, in 2. very 
Polish style, the same three gentlemen from the Committee. When 
they revealed to him that the Committee was in debt one hundred 
thirty million francs to the French government, he showed them 
toithe next room, and in Fronczak's words, "There on the floor 
was a pile of papers, French defense bonds, other French govern-
ment bonds, stocks,in industries in France, England, Belgium 
a'l'ld Spain". 
"In this pile are one hundred forty francs. It is yours 
to pay the bill", said the count to the three bewildered gentle-
men from the Polish Committee. 
The story unfortunately ends on a sad note. As soon as the 
happy recipients returned home at 11 bis avenue Kleber in Paris, 
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at 12:30 that night, "The telephone rang and the excited voice 
called out -- •count Nicola died'"· 
But there were also other soothing moments for FronczaJ: 
in store during the service on the Polish National Committee. 
He tried to derive most benefit from whatever he was doing 
while being engaged in the act of restoration of the state 
of Poland. The exhausting trips throughout France, he treated 
as sight-seeing excursions. Every town he went to he mailed 
a postcard to his wife and commented on the historicity of 
that locality and asked her to look it up in the encylopedia, 
and also to save the postcards for future use. As he used to 
say, he was having "a bully time of it". He enjoyed the par-
taking in the great historical process. The membership on the 
Polish National Committee, with the approval of the United 
States Government and wearing the uniform of American officer, 
ranked him with representatives of foreign diplomates in France. 
Thanks to this position he had the opportunity to dine with the 
President of the French Republic on June 22, 1918. Not many 
mortals have the chance to dine and chat with the President of 
France. Writing about the presidential luncheon, Fronczak 
could not hide his pride: "I sat third on President's right, 
between two Generals ••• After luncheon, the master of ceremony 
asked about ten men including few generals and myself to accom-
43 
pany the president to the military hospitals in the town 1•1 • 
/.i.~F'ronczak to Schneider (Buffalo Heal th Dept. Secretary), June 25, 
1918. 11?.i£. 
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As a Pole, though in American uniform, he vms particularly 
delighted that the Polish National Committee and the Polish 
cause were gaining importance, he wrote to Hrs. Fronczak, th2_t 
the French newspapers carried a communique of a conference, held 
on June .3, in which he participa.ted, stati.:ig tl!at Fr2,nce and her 
Allies committed thems~lves to the proposition that Poland would 
be restored with al"J. access to the sea. 44 
The Bastille Day of 1918 in France was a source of singular 
enjoyment for Fronczak. It was a day of a magnificent military 
show and a demonstration of unity of all the forces fighting 
on the side of France. Fronczal{ who "was on the reviewing stand 
with number of invited guests of the French Republic", must 
have jumped to his feet, or jumped higher if he were standing, 
at the sight of the batallions of Poles who had been sent from 
the front to pa~ticipate in the parade. After the parade he was 
requested to address a regiment of American soldiers of whom 
a great number were Poles, who knew him. Then he spoke in Polish 
to the batallions of Poles who appeared in the parade. "There 
must have been at least 150 whom I knew personally from Buffalo," 
wrote Fronczak to Goss, a member of the Buffalo mayorial staff.45 
44Fronczak to Mrs. Froncza't{, June 6, 1918. Ibid. 
This is known as the "Declaration of Headsof the Allied 
Governments" signed by Clemenceau, Lloyd George and Orlando at 
Versailles, June 3, 1918: "The creation of a united and indepen-
dent Polish State, with free access to the sea, constitutes one 
of the conditions for just and durable peace and of the rule of 
right in Europe". 
LL r:::. 
,/Fronczak to Schneider, July 17, 1918. Ibid. 
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He enjoyed informing the Mayor of Buffalo that the French 
and English press contained reports that a batallion of Poles 
gained some ground on the Germans and captured 250 prisoners. 
Like a great number of Poles in America, Fronczd: adhered 
to the idea that there should be close affinity between Pol&nd 
and the united States. He always stressed that he was serving 
Poland, the United States, and the Allies. To make this ide2, 
of affinity visible at least in Buffalo, where from so many 
citizens, loyal Buffalonians like himself, serving in the Polish 
Army, he sent to the Mayor of Buffalo the Polish flag with this 
request: 
I am sending you under separate cover the Polish 
flag as adopted at present, white and amarant, white 
on top, which I hope the City of Buffalo will fly 
at the mast together with the Stars and Stripes, 
when Poland, having a Government of her own, w·ill 
be numbered amon~ the nations of the world than.~s 
in great measure-to the aid receiveH6from the Republic of the Western Hemisphere.· 
Although we do not know whether Fronczak's wishes were 
complied to, his request was well intended. It also showed his 
confidence that the restoration of Poland was a matter of fact, 
considering that the above was written on October 25, i.e. 
about three weeks before the armistice was proclaimed. Another 
flag he mailed to Mrs. Froncza.~. 
After the armistice there were given numerous banquets, 
dinners and receptions to which Fronczak was invited. On one 
46Fronczak to Buck, Oct. 25, 1918. Ibid. 
-
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occasion, having received invitation to a reception to be 
given in honor of King Albert of Belgium, Fronczak wrote tc 
his wife on November 31, 1918: 
I am certEtinly in luck a--c Deinc ab::!..e to meet, 
~ingle and actually be right in it with the elite 
of the world. Have met now several presidents, 
kings, princes, dukes, etc., and counts, genera.ls, 
and ministers of all nations by dozen, and I find 
that after all the limelight is taken off, they 
a.re just simple folks who play, chat, smoke, crcs.Ck 
jokes like the rest of the world. I have lost all 
curiosit~ about the great ones in the past few 
months.41 
During the last days of his stay in France, before leaving 
for Poland as an official of the American Red Cross, about 
which we will say more in the forthcoming chapter, Fronczak 
partook in what might have been called the "rebirth of Poland". 
On this score he wrote to Lucien Howe, the President of Buffalo 
Medical Society: "Yesterday I was at a very interesting 
meeting where the President of the Polish National Committee, 
of which I am a member, has attached his signature to a number 
of official documents of great importance to Poland and the 
world". These documents were diplomatic notes informing the 
various governments of the existence of the state of Poland 
and requesting of them to recognize Poland as a sovereign state. 
And Fronczak continued: "I certainly feel highly elated that 
our work has not been in vain, and I have added my mite to 
' · 1 · · · f '- " L' 11 ' ., ' d n48 
~ne rea 1za~1on o wnac we Orma y ca~iea a ream. 
47Froncza.~ to Mrs. Fronczak, Nov. 31,1918. Ibid. 
48Fronczak to Howe, Feb. 11 1 1919. Ibid. 
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Fronczak's feeling of elation was the more justifiable 
that one of the documents that Dmowski signed was addressed 
to the United States Secretary of State, Robert Lansing, and 
he, Fronczak, helped in wording this note. He mailed the 
draft copy of that note to Mayor G. Buck of Buffalo and requested 
of him, after looking it over, to forward it to Mrs. Fronczak 
for safe-keeping. Fronczak attached great value to this note. 
He asked his wife to take good care of it because he thought 
this important historical document should be placed in the 
Polish National Museum in Warsaw or Rappersville.49 
Perhaps the best comment on the engagements of Fronczak 
in France made Dr. Howe who wrote to Fronczak: "To Join in 
the construction of a nation is an opportunity which does not 
come to one doctor in a million".50 
49Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Feb. 17, 1919. Ibid. The 
document in question was not located in Fronczak Papers. 
50rn Rappersville, Switzerland, there was a Polish national 
museum and library established at the end of the 18th century. 
CHAPTER X 
"I am not coming home" 
Fronczak, like other Poles regardless of political persuasion, 
joined the Frenchmen and others in the exuberant jubilation on 
account of the armistice which brought an end to the war and the 
sense of victory. How the Buffalonian felt at the time of the 
announcement of the armistice and what he experienced that day 
was most vividly described by himself in a letter to the Mayor 
of Buffalo, George Buck, which the Mayor submitted to Buffalo 
newspapers for publication. 1 And this is what Fronczak wrote to 
the Mayor: 
The last few weeks I have been passing some very, 
very interesting events. I knew the conditions of 
the armistice a few days before the majority of the 
world, on account of the people with whom I come in 
contact. We knew about the signing of the armistice 
several hours before the world at large heard of it. 
At any rate, before I had my breakfast at 7 o'clock 
we knew that two hours before the "jig was up"! Mr. 
Mayor, imagine the biggest crowdyou have ever seen 
in one place; imagine this crowd to have lost all 
their dignity and reverse, multiply this several 
times in the same proportion; increase all the noises 
you have ever heard in all your life; imagine all 
the insane asylums to have turned loose at the same 
time; multiply manifold the roaring of an ocean on 
a storm day beating on a rocky shore; get out all the 
1The Buffalo Courier, Dec. 26, 1918. 
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colors of the rainbow and all the flags in Buffalo 
and New York and garlands of all flower shops--and 
decorate the city as it was never decorated before, 
and you will have some idea of Paris on November 11, 
The city was drunk with joy, wild with excitement. 
He compared Paris in the immediate days after the armistice 
to an ocean of people; he never imagined that there lived so 
many people in that city. 
I remember the same Paris in June when it was 
bombarded by long distance cannons at day-time and 
raided by airplanes at night. Streets deserted--
our Forest Lawn af Buffalo at midnight would be 
considered a much livelier place compared with 
Paris during those days in summer when people were 
waiting for an explosion of a shot sent by the 
•thick Bertha' and then would rush to their places 
of business and home before the next shot would be 
heard. 
What a change: Paris certainly was live on 
November 11 and 12 and is live ever since. The 
place has changed as if by magic; the streets 
dark of nights have become veritable lanes of light. 
I have seen and observed the most dignified 
English, French, American and other generals 
encircled by gay crowds with hearts full of joy, 
dancing. The many cannons which have been placed 
on some of the boulevards of Paris have been 
dragged through the streets of Paris with American, 
French, English, Polish and Italian soldiers gaily 
singing their national anthems. 
He was one of the limited number who had an invitation to 
be present at a solemn Mass at Notre Dame. Then he listened 
to the11swelling volume of the Paean of Thanksgiving, the 1Magni-
ficat• and the 'Te Deum• ••• 11 He was astonished to hear sung 
'The Marseillaise', 'The Star Spangled Banner', and the 'God 
Save the King' during the religious ceremonies in the Notre 
Dame Cathedral. 
Undoubtedly many thousands experienced the joy on account of 
victory like Fronczak but few felt compelled to record their 
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feelings and reactions. 
The Poles in Fvance as well as in other parts of the world 
realized that, as far as Poland was concerned, the war was far 
from being over~ The news of the armistice was not a signal to 
pack up their gears and go home. At any rate, Fronczak belonged 
to those who thought that they were not done yet with fighting. 
On the very day the armistice was proclaimed, he wrote to his 
wife "The war is almost over. Maybe--but it might be a long 
time, I am afraid, before it is really so ••• I am not coming home 
on any furlough, I cannot do it at present time and I do not 
want to''· He evidently felt that his services would be required 
by Poland in diverse capacities, and he could render them. "I 
want to see this thing through and when I am through with it, 
I will know that I have paid in full to my country''• 2 The 
"country" of course was Poland. 
In the spirit of fulfillment of the self-imposed duties to 
Poland, he remained in the U.S. Army as a member of the K.N.P. 
in France until January 24, 1919, and subsequently, as member 
of the American Red Cross went to Poland on a short assignment 
in February, 1919. He would not rejoin his family until the 
first days of June, 1919, that is over a year after he parted 
with it. In the meantime, he participated in the diplomatic 
process of putting Poland back on the map of Europe, enjoyed 
the splendor of the elegant diplomatic world in Paris 
'
2Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczali;:, Nov. 11 , 1918. Fronczak Papers, 
B.S.C. 
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and experienced the foretaste of 11Dantean Hell" as he called 
the post-war conditions in Poland.3 
Fronczak 1s duties and functions as a member of the K.N.P. 
both in the capacity of the Welfare Department director and a 
member of War Council increased many folds after the war ended. 
In the capacity of an adviser to the commander-in-chief, General 
Haller, he was preoccupied with the well being of the soldiers 
of the augmenting Polish army in France. The army grew to 
about 70-80 thousand after the war due to the inclusion into its 
ranks of Poles who served during the war in the uniforms of the 
armies of the central powers and were now released from the 
Allied prisoner of war camps.4 This army was being prepared to 
be transported to Poland where it was urgently needed. It 
eventually was transferred to Poland at the end of April~ 1919, 
but Fronczak was not directly involved in this operation. 
At the outset of post-war period Fronczak. evidently envisaged 
a prolonged stay in Europe, but specially in Poland. It would 
appear that he had some plans to bring his family to Europe. In 
the above letter he advised his wife to 11read and write Polish 
with the children for at least half hour every day, because they 
may need it".5 During the preparatory period for the forthcomir_ig 
3Fronczak. often recurred to the phrase trnantean Hell" to 
describe extraordinarily difficult situation. Fronczak must have 
read the Divine Comedy in Polish. A copy of Dante's work was 
found in Fronczak*s private library in Polish translation by 
Antoni Stanistawski, Krakow, 1887. 
4seyda, .2E.•£i1• Vol. II, p. 
5Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Nov. 11, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B. s., 
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peace conference, there was much talk of Froncza~•s becoming 
member of the Polish delegation. This idea was soon dropped, 
however, when it was "discovered" what was well known, that a 
citizen of one country could not serve on the delegation of 
another country. There was also talk that he was to be included 
in the American delegation. On this eventuality, the Polish 
diplomats in Paris pinned great hopes for as a member of the 
American delegation he would in some way have influence on 
President Wilson, whose voice, it was expected, would carry a 
great weight at the conference. As it turned out, this possibi-
lity did not also materialize.? 
But there were other possibilities developing for Fronczak 
in regard to participation in the recovery of Poland. At first 
he was to be detailed to be in charge of a train or trains 
he 
bringing supplies to Poland. To this effect was issued a special 
passport signed by Marshal Foch at the end of November. 8 While 
he was probably waiting for further orders to part for Poland, 
the international diplomacy was put into motion to prevent the 
train of supplies to reach that country for at least two months. 
Besides that, he could not go to Poland without a direct order 
or permission from the American military authorities. 
At the same time Fronczak. was tempted with a ministerial 
position in the Polish government. Already in November there 
?Fronczak to Smulski, Dec. 17, 1918. Ibid. 
-
8The passport, it is worth noting, specified the destination 
to be Russia: "Russie per L1 Ita1ie11 • Fronczak. Papers, B.s.c. 
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were lftalks" in the K.N.P. of his suitability to become Poland's 
minister of approvisation and public health. These "talks" were 
not too far fetched, if one considers the political climate in 
the Polish Committee in Paris. Feeling the French support behind 
the Committee, it was taken almost for granted that Dmowski was 
predestined to some leading position in Poland. But when Paderewski 
stopped in Paris on his way to Poland in the middle of December, 
no one had doubts what his role in the Polish government would be. 
Fronczak who had a conversation with Paderewski must have been 
further encouraged by him in the direction of accepting Polish 
government post.9 Not only people from the K.N.P. "offered" 
Fronczak a ministerial portfolio in Poland. Proposals to the 
same effect were made to him by people from Poland. We have 
only Fronczak 1s word on this account, but there are no reasons 
not to believe him. He wrote to Mayor of Buffalo: "For the past 
month or so I have had the pleasure of meeting quite a number 
of people who have come from Poland, some of whom have been 
authorized to make me propositions for honorable and exalted 
positions, but I could not see my way clear to say 1yes 1 to any 
of them". lO 
Fronczak.was not anxious to be involved in Poli.sh politics, 
a sample of which he saw in the Paris Polish Committee. But he 
was ready to serve Poland as an expert in his field. He would 
9Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Dec. 15, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S. 
1
°Fronczak to Buck, Jan. 2, 1919. Significantly, this letter 
Fronczak signed 11a Loyal Buffallonian", indicating his attachment 
to Buffalo. I.fil:.!!. 
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be most happy if he were offered the opportunity to organize the 
Ministry of Health for Poland modeled on the Buffalo Health 
Department. 11 
Being a man of great sense of humor, he seemed to be amused 
by the ministerial bid. I Writing to a Catholic priest, Rev. Wojcik 
in English about the possibility of his becoming a "minister'', he 
stated, 11 I have been insulted in many ways, but I certainly will 
not stand to be called ~Minister•. If I shall accept the position, 
I will have this name changed to the 'Director of Approvisation 
and Public Health' or perhaps to 'Administrator•. The day of 
12 
'Ministry' in my opinion ought to be done away with". 
These overtures made to Fronczak to become a high dignitary 
in Poland caused him many sleepless nights. He must have pondered 
the idea for quite some time and was constantly returning to this 
subject in his correspondence. The very possibility that he 
would retain a post in Poland was complicating his position in 
Buffalo. In spite the influence of the environment at the 
Committee in Paris, he was quite capable to make a sober judgement. 
He realized that Polish politics was a very treacherous water; 
a territory to which he was attached sentimentally, but in which 
he had no political roots. At the end of January (1919) when 
Paderewski was already Poland's prime minister, a factor which 
could have influenced Fronczak to accept a post in Polish govern-
ment, he wrote his wife, l3 that "it was difficult to decide 
Also 11 Ibid. Fronczak to Smulski, Dec. 11, 1918. Ibid. 
- -
12Fronczak to Wojcik, Nov. 16, 1918. Ibid. 
-
13Fronczak to Yirs. Fronczak, Jan. 29, 1919. Ibid. 
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whether to take this big step", and because of this indecision 
he instructed her not 11 to sell the house on Broadway'!~ 14 There 
was the crux of choice. Accepting a post in foreign government, 
he would have to surrender his American citizenship, transplanting 
the family to Poland and tearing everything down he built in 
Buffalo. A transplantation of family in any circumstances is a 
painful process, not hastily entered into. 
During the interim period, namely, between the armistice 
and his departure to Poland_,in February, Fronczak rendered useful 
services to the Polish National Committee. The American uniform 
he wore and his connections with the American Red Cross and 
other organizations proved very useful in establishing diplomatic 
relations between the Polish diplomats and the American Peace 
Mission. He proved to be also a valuable liaison on behalf of 
the Poles with the French and the Canadians. When the Polish 
diplomatic corps in Paris increased representing diverse politi-
cal groupings,in Poland, Fronczak, who was politically the '*least 
compromised" person, played a role of mediator between various 
factions. Relating to Smulski his role in Paris at that time 
he intimated: "I arrived at the conclusion that my political 
experience gained in New York has been applicable to the floating 
in the present political situation, especially, since I have no 
political ambitions in Poland". 15 But he was tired of conferences, 
14Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Jan. 29, 1919. I.2i£. 
15Fronczak to Smulski, Dec. 27, 1918. l!?id. 
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speeches)and political meandering that was going on in Paris 
in the K.N .P. ''Less talk, more action, was his diplomatic 
credo. 1116 
Fronczak expected diplomatic action from his colleagues 
on the Polish committee. At least each member, he thought, 
should perform his function with enthusiasm equal to his. From 
moral point of view, what was noted above, he was the strongest 
man on the K.N.P. for the simple reason that his service on the 
committee was purely idealistic devoid of party politics, or 
personal gains. This moral position, plus his membership on 
the War Council, the directorship of the Welfare Department, 
not to mention the fact he wore a uniform of an American officer, 
rendered him very influencial member of the K.N.P. Acting from 
that basis he could and did chastise members of the committee 
who were lax in their duties. A case in point is his clash with 
Erazm Piltz. 
Fronczak was tired with and annoyed by the Polish diplomacy 
of courtesy, nicety and propriety. He believed that a nation 
like Poland should act with boldness, arrogance in order to 
achieve desired objectives. In the critical days of the war, 
just when the armistice was in the offing, he manifested his--
what might be called--"Yankee Fury", when, the mentioned Piltz, 
failed to obtain an invitation for the Polish National Committee 
to the conference of the Allied and Associated Powers held on 
November 2, 1918, to discuss the terms of Armistice with Germany. 
l6Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Jan. 7, 1919. 1:1&!!· 
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Piltz who was in charge of diplomatic affairs of the Committee, 
and because of the absence of Dmowski, 17 was expected--at least 
by Fronczak--to assert Poland's presence among the Allies. Piltz' 
failure in this regard, in Fronczak 1s view, was a glaring neglect 
of his duties. His 11Yankee fury'' was aroused when it became 
known that the Czechs, who were in more or less analogous position 
to-1 the Poles, were invited to the conference. There had been 
other conferences of this nature from which the Poles were excluded. 
But the omission of the Polish Committee at the above conference 
was a diplomatic humiliation for the K.N.P. and for Poland, argued 
Fronczak. He had Piltz directly accountable for the mismanagement 
of the assignment with which he was entrusted.by the Committee. 
During a meeting of the K.N.P. Fronczak leveled vicious criticism 
on Fil tz. 
Piltz, who evidently was absent from the particular meeting 
due to illness, and learning of Fronczak. 1s criticism of his depart-
ment, oblidged his critic with a ten page letter explaining the 
complexity of the situation. Piltz directed Fronczak's attention 
to the fact that the Czechs were invited because they already 
had a government and Benesh was its minister for foreign affairs, 
while the Polish National Committee lacked this criteria; it re-
presented only a segment of Polish political opinion, which was 
a true statement of fact. The divisiveness among Poles along 
social and political lines in Poland and abroad as well, compro-
mised the position of the Committee~~~ the Allies as they 
17Dmowski was in the United States from August to December, 1918. 
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were not united on the question which group of Poles they should 
recognize as representative. 18 
Fronczak remained adamant. In his rejoinder to Piltz' 
arguments, he stated that he was not only amazed, as Piltz supposed, 
at the absence of Polish representative at the said conference, 
but ''furious", and he reiterated this in so many words. "Your 
arguments, Sir, may have some meaning in a discussion or correspon-
dence between people who termed any •action• in politics a kind 
of •rebellion"'· Fronczak further impressed upon Piltz that, as 
a political activist in America not only among Poles, but among 
Americans as well for seventeen years, he believed that in the 
present situation the Polish National Committee should have 
exerted all its effort to secure the entry to the conference in 
question. If Piltz could not handle this matter himself, he 
should have mobilized all the members of the Committee to open 
the door to the conference room, even if the steps taken would 
violate the propriety of international law and the etiquette of 
diplomacy. "You certainly are better versed in Polish history 
than I, and you must agree with me that •ante-room• policy of 
hesitations, promises, since the Congress of Vienna, produced 
tragic results for Poland". He closed his indignation in very 
caustic words, accusing Piltz of sheer neglect of his duties. 
"The fact is that ,ve have received a slap in the face and a very 
painful one at that--and this is what made me furious". 19 
l8Erazm Piltz to Fronczak, November 13, 1918. Fronczak Papers,B.t 
19Fronczak. to Piltz, Nov. 18. 1918. Ibid. 
-
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Fronczak 1s indignation with Piltz was so vicious that the 
latter had to turn to General Haller to calm down the furious 
Buffalonian. 20 
Having the Great War behind him, Fronczak. could reflect on 
his part in this great historic event. He was convinced in his 
heart that he personally was involved in a large way in the 
making of history, but especially history of Poland. One can 
sense from his correspondence to his family and other correspon-
dents that he carried the feeling of a man who could look straight 
in the eyes of any American and any Pole in America or in Poland 
and say to him 11 I was there, I did my part to the best of my 
ability". He was involved in the war and the struggle for 
Poland's independence to the highest degree of dedication disre-
garding his personal interest. He took a stoic position about 
his material loses on account of his service without pay., Sacri-
ficing one's wealth and time for the good cause, was nothing in 
comparison with the sacrifices of those who lost their lives 
on the field of glory. In one of them he wrote: "There are other 
things then money which we spend and lose during my absence that 
count, and one of them is that I am serving my country to the 
best of my ability, knowledge and honesty of purpose, and when 
you and I are dead a long, long,time, we shall live in the 
hearts of our people and that is worthwhile 11 • 21 
All the privation and discomfort mattered nothing in view 
of the conviction that he earned himself a place in hitory. In 
201 · 1 · ,-; + 299 1goc ti, .QD• C..i...it• p. • 
21Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Aug. 22, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.SC. 
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the first letter of the year 1919 to his wife we read: 
Our place in history has been secured for 
ever--not only in Polish history--but in other 
nations--and the children of our children will 
he.ve the right, I hope to pride themselves on 
the fact that one of their forefathers distin-
guished himself in history, and that their 
foremother (that is you my daring) suffered 22 from loneliness and sacrifices to the cause. 
These words could have been written only by a man who was 
completely taken up by the idea that the surest passage to im-
mortal±ty was not through aggrandizement of wealth but through 
sacrifices. 
His dedication to Poland, more enticed by the restoration 
of her statehood, let him to regret, perhaps not too sincerely, 
that his daughter, a brilliant high school student was, 
not a boy, "because she would render to Poland great scientific 
service". But, as it was, he hoped that ''such a brave and 
intelligent woman will serve the Polish cause, as many other 
Polish women did". 23 
Trying to convince his wife that his decision to go to 
Poland, was right one, he wrote while waiting for .clearance: 
11You may say I am stupid-perhaps? but this is my duty ••• Others 
have laid their lives for fatherland, we just give a part of 
our p:voperty''• Here he quoted the words of Lt. Lucjan ChwaXkowski, 
the first Polish soldier from America killed in France: "This 
is for Polandv. 24 
22Fronczak to Jl,1rs. Fronczak, Jan. 1, 1919. 1.E.!.£. 
23Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Jan. 14, 1919. His daughter, 
Dr. Eugenia Fronczak-Bukowska did not disappoint him for she became 
one of the first female physicians in Buffalo. 
24Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, (undated) most likely, Feb. 1919. 
On ChwaXkowski see: Sokolstwo, Vol. IV, p. 450. 
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In the midst of intensive political activities, perplexity, 
jubilation on account of the termination of the war with victory, 
Fronczak found time to paint an idyllic life for himself. Perhaps 
overexertion and hyperactivism made him long for a quiet corner 
in the world where he could spend the rest of his life. 
Personally I would like to have a small cottage 
with a little garden away in the weeds, enough 
money to live simple life ••• fine library, no tele-
phone or doorbells and a couple of dogs to keep 
visitors away from you and me and the kiddies. 
This is my ideal of quiet life after living the 
kind I have lived in the past few years, say 30 
?ears! But I feel satisfied that I have not lived 
1.n vain. i::'..? 
The above confession was written only three weeks after the 
armistice was declared. Was this Fronczak's declaration of 
intention to retire from public life? Far from it, It was 
against his grain and his sense of public obligation to divorce 
himself from the society. Man is not a master of his destiny. 
But many a man of public staturetdreams of an idyllic life because 
he knows he will never implement it as long as his body and mind 
serve him. In case of Fronczak, on top of that, he immensely 
enjoyed being in public limelights. 
The procedural aspect of Fronczak's going to Poland proved 
to be a complicated matter. Within a week after the hostilities 
ceased on the western front, he requested the U.S. Army in France 
to issue him "an order to travel to Poland to investigate the 
conditions of food, clothing, fuel and sanitation11 • 26 While 
the Army was tardy in replying to this request, Fronczak worked 
25Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak., Nov. 31, 1918. Fronczak Papers, BSC 
26Froncza.l{ to Commander-in Chief A.E.F., Nov. 19,1918. Ibid. 
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on the possibilities of being transferred to Poland as a member 
of American Red Cross Mission. He seemed to be rather optimistic 
about prompt departure to his "Old Country11 which was to take 
place January 20. 27 But he and the people in the Red Cross 
evidently forgot that 1'1ajor F .E. Fronczak was still the property 
of the American Army. About the time he expected to leave for 
Poland, he was served an order requesting him to return to the 
United States "by first available transport for immediate dis-
charge11.28 This order was further reinforced by a communication 
from the headquarters of A.E.F. to the Chairman of the Polish 
National Committee advising him "that Major F.E. Fronczak, M.C . 
• 
U.S.A. has been relieved as American Representative with the 
Polish National Committee and ordered to return to the u.s.A.u29 
Small wonder that, having such evidence of Army's intran-
sigence, he wrote disenchanted home that circumstances outside 
the control of the K.N.P. or his own, prevented him from boarding 
a train for Poland. He even suspected there was an unsavory 
action behind the scene hindering his joining the American Red 
Cross Mission to Poland. "There are too many 1wise guys' in 
thi~ capital of the world11 ,30 who were complicating matters, he 
intimated to his wife. 
27Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Jan. 12, 1919. l.!21!!· 
28A.E.F. General Staff to Major F.E. Fronczak, Jan. 20, 1919. 
29Avery D. Andres to Chairman P.N.C., Jan. 24, 1919. 
30Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Jan. 29, 1919. 
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The American Army procedure in discharging its member 
requires that he be processed out in the same camp where he 
was inducted. In the case of Fronczak this would have been 
Camp Upton, New York. Had he complied with this regulation, 
he most likely would not go to Poland at that time. But there 
is always an exception to every rule, and besides the army way, 
there is another way, as the saying goes. 
When the Army declined the Red Cross request to allow 
Fronczak to be transferre<Jjco its Mission in Poland,31 the diplo-
matic wheels were put in motion to brake the U.S. Army regu-
lation. First, Fronczak made a formal request to be discharged 
in France on the ground that he desired to 11immediately proceed 
to aid the sanitary conditions in Poland".32 This request was 
buttressed by a letter to the same effect from the K.N.P. to the 
American authorities in France. Zamoyski, the vice chairman of 
the K.N.P. wrote to the American Ambassador in Paris, Williams. 
Sharp,33 while Dmowski approached Gordon Auchincloss, the Chief 
of the American Commission to Negotiate Peace, with that matter.34 
This formidable intercession produced immediate results. On 
35 
February 12 he was on his way to St. Aiguan, Loir et Cher to be 
processed for separation from the U.S. Army and on February 15, 
31Signal Corps to H. D. Gibson (telegram) Jan. 18,1919. ~-
32Fronczak. to Commander-in-Chief, A.E.F., Feb. 6, 1919. He 
waived "any and all claims upon the United States for sea travel 
from Europe to the United States".~. 
33zamoyski to William Sharp, Feb. 6, 1919. I.!?!2.• 
34nmowski to Gordon Auchincloss, Feb. 10, 1919. 1.E.i£. 
35Headquarters A.E.F. to Fronczak, Special Order No. 43, 
Feb. 11, 1919. Ibid. 
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1919, he received his discharge papers, two days later was 
promoted to the rank of Lt. Colonel, a rank in which he ended 
his active military career. Five days later, htl·was issued 
an "'Order of Mission" by the Commander-in-Chief of the American 
Expeditionary Forces in France to proceed 11 to Poland as a 
Physician Consultant of the American Red Cross".36 According 
to this document he was designated to stay in Poland until 
August 20, 1919. 
On February 21, 1919, Fronczak cabled to his wife: 11L.eaving 
for Poland tonight with American Red Cross Mission. Am well. 
Will return home probably sixty days11 .37 And indeed on that 
day he left. 
Throughout the period under discussion, Fronczak was in 
touch with the Red Cross organization. He participated in number 
of conferences of the American Red Cross with the representatives 
of Polish rescue institutions as Officer. of the Welfare Depart-
ment.of the K.N.P. As a matter of fact, he was responsible due 
to his above capacity, to find means to aid the destitute Polish 
population. For instance, on January 11, 1919, representatives 
from Poland conferred vdth Fronczak on the means of obtaining 
relief for Poland through the American Red Cross. A memorandum, 
evidently approved at this conference, in the Polish language 
36Headquarters First Replacement Depot, A.E.F., to Fronczak, 
Special Order No. 46, Feb. 15, 1919. Ibid. 
37Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, Feb. 21, 1919. Ibid. 
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was presented to the American Red Cross.38 Fronczak signed this 
memorandum as a member of the K.N.P. In it were described the 
deplorable conditions in Poland, the destruction of property, 
the shortage of food stuffs, lack of medical service and hospitals. 
The memorandum also stressed the immediate need to combat diseases 
spreading to epidemic proportion. Although there is no absolute 
certainty, but it is most likely that no one else but Fronczak 
prepared the English version of the above memorandum for the 
American Red Cross authorities.39 He also arranged conference 
between the Polish representatives and the American Red Cross. 
Thus he was well informed about the conditions in Poland and was 
well prepared to take the assignment as a medical consultant to 
the American Red Cross Mission to Poland. The Red Cross on the 
other hand was anxious to secure the services of Fronczak in its 
mission. 
Fronczak's Odyssey into Poland was not entirely divested of 
partisan politics, though this was not his design. The National 
Democratic Party of Poland which controlled the K.N.P. in Paris 
hoped to derive political benefits from Fronczak 1s presence in 
Poland; mainly because he represented the multitude of Poles in 
America which contributed to the winning of the war. 
38A memorandum entitled "Do Amerykanskiego Czerwonego Krzyza'' 
Jan. 11, 1919, Among the signatories, besides Fronczak were: 
Wact.aw Janusz.of Warsaw, wtadyst.aw Grabski of Poznan, Mikoiaj Rey 
of Lw6w, Jan Zoitowski representing the Vevey Committee in Switzer-
land. 
39The English version of the memorandum is dated Jan. 19, 1919. 
Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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His arrival in Poland with the American Red Cross, bringing 
train loads of supplies was expected to symbolize in the eyes 
of the Polish society, the Committee's political sagacity by 
linking its policy of restoration of Poland with the Allied 
Powers. Although Fronczak was not eager to become a pavm in 
the Polish party antagonism, his very association with the 
National Democracy was exploited by that party to enhance its 
position. He himself expressed dissatisfaction when it became 
known that the government in Poland formed after the war was 
composed mainly of socialists~adhering to the Pitsudski group 
while the National Democrats had to satisfy themselves with the 
retainment of the K.N.P. backed by France.40 
That the National Democratic Party desired to exploit 
Fronczak politically can be clearly seen in the light of the 
fact that he was assigned already in November to the "Grabski 
Mission" to Poland.41 Stanistaw Grabski, an outstanding figure 
in the National Democratic Party, was delegated by the K.N.P. 
to Poland to bolster his party forces. Fronczak was issued 
special "Order of Mission" by General Haller as the Commander 
of Polish Armed Forces in France to join Grabski in his mission 
to Poland.42Although it was then ~impossible for him to move 
from Paris, Haller•s 110rder11 in his pocket constituted a kind 
40Fronczak. to Mrs. Fronczak, Jan. 14, 1919. ~. 
41arabski left Paris Nov. 24 and arrived in Cracow Dec. 2.--
Polak (Paris) Dec. 11, 1918. ~. 
42Naczelne Dowodztwo Wojsk Polskich. Rozkaz Stuzbowy, Paryz, 
21 listopada, 1918. E 87/1175. ~. 
of umbilical cord with the National Democracy and the Polish 
Committee in Paris. It is noteworthy that Grabski, who arrived 
in Poland on December 2, heralded in the country Fronczak's 
arrival with supplies of essential goods from France and 
America.43 
43For Grabski's activities in Poland during that period 
see Pob6g-Malinowski, .2J2.:. .£!!•, Vol. I.pp. 391-392. 
CH APTER XI 
In Independent Poland 
The American Red Cross train, consisting of forty cars 
loaded with medical and food supplies finally left Paris for 
Warsaw in the early hours on February 22. 1 Besides the precious 
cargo and Fronczak it carried the whole American Red Cross 
Mission to Poland comprised of thirty some persons. Colonel 
Walter C. Beyley, a professor on the medical department of 
Harvard University was in charge of the Mission while Major 
H.W. Taylor of Mobile Alabama was his deputy. 2 According to 
the 110rder of Mission" the train was routed through Switzerland, 
Italy, Austria, and Czechoslovakia to Poland. This certainly 
was not the shortest route from Paris to Warsaw, but there was 
no other one open. After wondering for over ten days throughout 
Europe the train eventually arrived in Warsaw early morning March 3. 
1Polak (Paris) Feb. 19, 1919. According to this newspaper the 
train was to leave Paris on Feb. 20. But on Feb. 21 Fronczak wrote 
a letter from Paris to his wife. 
2The London Daily~ of this time carried this message: "The 
War Council of the American Red Cross has decided to send a Relief 
Commission to Poland. It will be under Mr. Walter c. Bayley of Boston 
and Major Franciszek Fronczak, Health Commissioner for Buffalo, who 
is the representative of the American Poles on the European Polish 
National Committee. The .personnel of the Mission will include twenty 
American nurses of Polish origin, three other American nurses, one 
or two doctores and dentists. Efforts will be made to supply the 
inhabitants of Poland with clothing, shoes, and medicines, as well 
as food for children and invalids. --The clipping is undated. Fronczal 
Paper~; .B.$.C. ·wactaw Janusz and Aleksander Szembek, Polish Red 
Cross Representatives were also on the train. 
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Following the ceremonious reception prepared by the autho-
rities of the city of Warsaw at railroad station,3 the Mission 
was established in its headquarters on Chopin Street No. 10 and 
the personnel was accomodated on Foksal Street. 
The relief operation of the American Red Cross Mission in 
Poland during the critical period of the early days of the Polish 
Republic constitutes a separate chapter, a glorious one at that, 
in the history of this philanthropic organization and it deserves 
a special study. In this work, however, only this aspect of the 
operation of the Mission will be revealed in which directly or 
indirectly Fronczak was involved. 
It would have been unfair to Fronczak. if we viewed him during 
his seven week assignment to Poland merely as an officer of the 
Mission carrying out his orders routinely-and efficiently. There 
was more to it .. 
His activities in Poland during these several weeks as a 
Medical Consultant of the Mission have to be considered in the 
light of his special relation to Poland. He came to Poland not 
as a stranger or a foreign missionary. It might be said he came 
home to Poland for he always regarded Poland his 11 fatherland 11 .4 
Now there were no more "parts of Poland11 , he observed, like it was 
during his last visit there in 1910. i~at a difference! He came 
3Polak (Paris), March 14, 1919. 
4This "special" relation can best be explained in term that 
Poles in America referred to Poland as 110jczyzna11 ( fatherland) while 
the U.S.A. was "our country" or 11home11 • 
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now to a united and independent Poland and this was the trophy 
of the war; it was a reward for his dedication to the cause, 
a fulfillment of his dreams. He came to Poland to witness the 
rebirth of the statehood of the nation. One can well argue at 
this point that the craving of the Polish part of his soul to 
content itself with the sight of independent Poland drove him 
to seek the assignment,to Poland instead of looking for a quick 
passage back home. We are fortunate to have his own words in 
support of the above statement. Right after arrival in Warsaw 
he wrote to his daughter Genia: 
I have at last arrived to Warsaw, the capital 
of free, independent and sovereign state of Poland. 
I feel, and hope that you do the same, that all our 
endeavors, work troubles and temporary separation 
have not been in vain, for you, my dear being 
obliged not to see me for almost a year and have 
suffered much on that account, bear a share in 
this glorious victory of the land of your ancestors.5 
Fronczak, though a Pole from America, could sense the beating 
of the pulse of the living organism of independent Poland. His 
life long involvement in the Polish affairs made him a natural 
part of the historical process which reinstated Poland in her 
historical place. He was not a stranger in Poland because he 
had his relatives and friends there. One of his professional 
acquaintants, Dr. Tomasz Janiszewski, professor of public hygiene 
at the Jagiellonian University, was the minister of public health. 
5Fronczak to Genia (Dr. Eugenia Fronczak-Bukowslra) , March 5, 1919 
Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. In another postcard (March 14) to Genia 
he quoted A. VJ.ickiewicz: "Zasiejcie wi~c mitos6 ojczyzny i ducha 
poswie.cenia si~, a b'1dzcie pewni ze wyrosnie Rzeczypospolita wielka 
i pi~kna11 • 
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His colleague on the Committee in Paris, Count H. Za.moyski, was 
also back in Warsaw at that time. But what is most important, 
upon his arrival in Warsaw, his old friend, Paderewski, had been 
the Prime Yrinister of Poland since the middle of January 1919. 
Obviously neither of them could forsee in 1892, when they met 
for the first time, that now in 1919, twenty-seven years later 
they would be in their respective positions. 
The Mission was received by Paderewski on March 5, what 
was natural order of business for both sides. Fronczak wrote on 
that day that he just returned from a visit to Paderewski who 
"begged him11 to be remembered to her. This was more than just 
a gesture of politeness for which Paderewski was known. Lucy 
Fronczak was in New York City in early December of the previous 
year to bid the Paderewskis, farewell upon their departure for 
Europe. 6 Fronczak was constantly in touch with Paderewski during 
his stay in Poland. Although there is no written evidence that 
would indisputably prove that Paderewski offered Fronczak the 
Ministry of Public Health and Approvisation, one can assume with 
highest degree of certainty that this matter was discussed between 
them. It may also be said that in March of 1919, Fronczak was 
one among the c~osest political associates that Paderewski had in 
Warsaw, but certainly dedicated personal friend. 
Fronczak was satisfied with the understanding and political 
reconciliation that developed between Paderewski and Pitsudski, 
6Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, March 5, 1919. ~. 
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although he had to readjust to the fact that a socialist was the 
head of Poland. Fronczak. seemed to like Pitsudski 1s style of 
managing the political affairs of the country in the difficult 
situation, and in general Pitsudski's policy and his way of 
implementing it was closer to Fronczak 1s style of political action. 
Regarding Paderewski, he always held reservation as to his poli-
tical suitability to be the premier of Poland. He feared for 
Paderewski that he would be "exploited", "taken in" by the poli-
ticians in Warsaw. In his opinion Paderewski was "too honest", 
1!tocfcredulous" to be able to swim in the treacherous Polish 
political waters.7 
From the very beginning of his mission, Fronczak became 
engaged in daily conferences with various parties in Warsaw 
discussing matters related to the conditions of sanitation health, 
approvisation and the general situation of Poland. He was 
genuinely interested in all the problems and was willing to do 
all that was in his limited power to amel·iorate the situation. 
His experience, expertise and connections must have been appre-
ciated by private persons and the authorities in Poland. "I must 
admit'', he wrote with a great dose of conceit to his friend in 
Buffalo, John A. Kloepher, the president of the Union Stock Yards 
Bank, that I never seemed to be as much in demand as I am now ••• · 
becau.se certainly I know exactly just what steps to take. 118 
?Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, March 14, 1919. ~. 
8Fronczak to Kloepher, March 15, 1919, ~-
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Fronczak was primarily concerned with obtaining medical 
supplies, food stuffs and clothing for the Polish people. It was 
in this area that he knew what steps to ta~e. He understood the 
needs of the country better than anybody else on the A.R.C. staff, 
and perhaps no one:else than he could impress upon the A.R.C. 
/ 
authorities in Paris the importance of immediate help for Poland. 
Within fortnight after settling down in Warsaw, Fronczak accumu-
lated enough data through the Ministry of Public Health and 
personal investigation for a passionate appeal addressed to 
Col. R.E. Olds, the A.R.C. Commissioner for Europe in Paris. He 
viewed the plight of Poland in the international perspective. 
To him Poland was "the Keystone to world's permanent peace". 
Therefore, it was in the interest, according to him, of all the 
powers who fought so assiduously for peace, to help Poland. In 
the letter to Col. Olds he stated that he was convinced that 
"the safety of the new republic of Poland and the safety of 
Europe" depended on the way the American Red Cross would help 
Poland.9 
He compared the conditions in Poland to a bubbling 
volcano ready to erupt. "Poland today", he wrote. to the 
president of the Wydzia.X, Smulski, "being surrounded· from four 
sides and kindled from within by elements hostile to the nation, 
with her centers of epidemic diseases, with the cloud of famine 
is like a volcano which may errupt any moment and spread not 
9Fronczak. to Col. Olds, March 15, 1919. ~. 
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only into neighboring countries, but all over Europe as well". 
He was apprehensive about the ability to survive her difficult 
birth unless a foreign friendly army accompanied by transports 
of food and clothing supplies would intervene to bring the 
necessary stability about. 10 It is evident that in this line 
of thinking Fronczak reflected the policy advocated by the 
K.N.P., but especially Dmowski. Of course, the Warsaw govern-
ment, while it welcomed any foreign material aid, frowned at 
the proposition of having Allied armies intervening in Poland's 
national affairs. 
But Fronczak always emphasized his apolitical position in 
the performance of his duties. When he appealed to the A.R.C. 
Commissioner in Paris for supplies for Poland, he was doing 
this"as an unprejudiced, cold American citizen, and not a poli-
tician having personal interest at stake". One cannot argue 
with that, but at the same time, it is very obvious that his 
commiseration with the Polish people was more pronounced than 
that of the rest of the other officers of the A.R.C. Mission. 
He appealed for help for the Polish army because, as he under-
stood--that army stood between the Bolshevik revolution and the 
rest of Europe. The army needed almost everything in the line 
of underwear, surgical instruments, bandages, uniforms. The 
Commissioner must have been reading with horror the myriadic 
data of epidemic situation in Poland submitted by Fronczak. 
1
°Fronczak to Smulski, March 17, 1919. 
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Fronczak asked the Commissioner to rescue 145 thousand victims 
of typhus, to help the 80 thousand suffering from trachema and 
thousands inflicted by other diseases. Being somewhat poetically 
inclined, he used these strong arguments: "The evil spirits of 
darkness and anarchy and possibility of hunger of entire country 
and that of destruction of the nation by the epidemics all soon 
can be abolished by quick, rapid, immediate, instant help. ~ 
~ gui £lli. ~. n 11 
The needs of the twenty some million citizens of Poland were 
immense, too immense to be coped with by such a subsidiary orga-
nization like the American Red Cross. In his opinion, as he 
wrote to his friend Kloepher in Buffalo, a country like the 
United States should have come to Poland's aid. 12 
Perhaps it was in response to Fronczak 1s appeal that the 
Red Cross train equipped with food, clothing and medical supplies 
left Paris directly for Poland under the command of Capt. Johnson, 
and a crew of forty officers on March 27. l3 
The Polish ministry of health faced the insurmountable problem 
of containing the epidemies of typhoid fever, cholera and other 
diseases. This was extremely difficult to accomplish. The dif-
ficulties of coping with this problem were magnified by the lack 
of the essential foods and medication. This farther complicated 
by the constant influx of Polish repatriates and refugees from 
11 Fronczak to Col. Olds, March 15, 1919. 
12Fronczak to Kloepher, March 17, 1919. 
l3Red Cross Bulletin, March 29, 1919. 
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Russia infested with lice the chief carriers of typhus. To 
hamper the spreading of the plagues from the east, a sort of 
sanitary cordon in the medical sense was established on the 
Bug River. The A.R.C. Mission became very helpful in this 
respect. It was the Mission that provided in most cases the 
necessary vaccinations and disinfectants utilized at the 
health stations. Fronczak, as an expert in the field of 
epidemology and public health was a valuable resource for the 
Polish ministry of health. It was perhaps in connection with 
attending the sick in Poland on a more legal basis that he 
applied to the Polish authorities for a Polish medical diploma. 
Since there was no commission of certification established. yet, 
the University of Warsaw issued him a "temporary" certification 
which would entitle him to practice medicine in Poland. But 
this was of no avail for the coveted document dated May 17, 1919, 14 
was delivered to him in Buffalo and not in Warsaw. 
To carry out the duties of his office and acquire a visual 
picture of the general and material situation of the country, 
he had to travel extensively. He was well conditioned for this 
type of activities, having behind him the excursions in France. 
If travelling in France was difficult, he soon discovered that 
in Poland it was much worse. In this devastated country, he 
travelled in railroad cars that had no window panes, no benches 
14The document is to be found in Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. It 
was issued under the heading 11Uniwersytet Warszawski, Dziekan 
Wydziatu Lekarskiego, L.2020~. It is not true, however, that 
Fronczak held a medical degree from the University of Warsaw or 
any other Polish university. 
.31.3 
to sit on; sometimes he had to go by horse drawn peasant wagon. 
In this way he traversed Poland from one corner to the other. 
These pelegrinations involved inspections of hospitals, disin-
fecting stations, infirmaries, supervising of distribution of 
food, not to mention the satisfying of his curiosity. During 
one such excursion he brought a pair of new shoes to the son 
of his maid whom he found out near Stasz6w in the province of 
Kielce. l5 
During his st~y in Poland he made personal contacts with 
about two hundred persons 18f importance among whom were such 
figures as Count wtadystaw Skrzynski, Prince Zdzistaw Lubomirski, 
but most importantly, he spoke more than once with Jozef Pitsudski, 
1me Chief of State. 17 
He spoke publicly',_·, in Pol:i;sh of course, on the subject of 
health care in Poznan, Sosnowiec, Inowroctaw, Przemysl, Olkusz. 
DBibro~ska Gornicza, Kielce, Cz~stochowa, Bedzin. He was much 
in social demand. Almost every day he p~rticipated·in one·or 
another social or political function outside of his regular 
duties. When he was in Warsaw an old friend or acquaintance 
in Poznan. 18 tried to bring him there. People who had relatives 
15Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, March 30, 1919. Fronczak Papers, 
B.s.c. 
l6Figure estimated on the number of visiting cards in Fronczak 1 s 
possession. 
17Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, March 28, 1919. 112i£. 
18Rev. P. Basinski (Poznan) to Fronczak, March 10, 1919. Among 
them was a sister of Buffalo citizen Urbanski, Magdalena Kaplonska 
of Tarnow whom Fronczak helped with 500 kronen.--Fronczak to 
Kaplonska, March 30, 1919; Kaplonska to Fronczak, May 12, 1919. 
l.J?1.£· 
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in the United States sought his help in establishing contact 
with them. Shortly after his arrival in Warsaw, the mayor of 
the city, Piotr Drzewiecki arranged to have supper with him. 19 
On March 8, we see him in company of Count Mauryce Zamoyski, 
his colleague from the K.N.P. in Paris, at a special banquet 
issued in their honor by the National Democratic Party. 20 Two 
days later he was asked to be present at a meeting of women 
labor society. 21 And again,on March 12, he attended a political 
meeting. 22 The same day he delivered a lecture before the 
Warsaw Hygiene Society. The Polish Democratic Club asked for 
the honor of his presence at its meeting on March 17. 23 These 
are only a few of his unofficial activities. Apart from that, 
he was constantly barraged with "business propositions" of 
some sorts and pleas for help. 24 
The Polish society appreciated the good will activities of 
the A.R.C. Mission, and Fronczak, since he spoke the Polish 
language seemed to be the recipient of the Polish gratitude. 
For instance, the arrival of the Red Cross official in Kielce, 
on April 11, occasioned town festivities lasting for two days. 
19Dzewiecki to Fronczak, March 5, 1919. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
20Polek (Paris) March 30, 1919; Invitation Card in Fronczak 
Papers, B.s.c. 
2111Koto Pracy Kobiet" to Fronczak, March 10, 1919. ~. 
22Polak (Paris) March 30,1919. 
23Polski Klub Demokratyczny to Fronczak, March 17, 1919. Ibid. 
-
24certain Jozef Holewinski tried to interest Fronczak in 
investing in ,his ·;pro5ect to build a heal th spa in the mouta.ins. --
Holewinski to Fronczak, March 31, 1919. Ibid. 
-
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The Americans were received at the railroad station by a huge 
crowd headed by a fire fighter company with its band playing 
the national anthems.of Poland and the United States. At the 
railroad station, the city dignitaries including the Mayor 
:M. ;Zukasiewicz, awaited the .American Mission. The local news-
paper noted that the first member of the Mission to leave the 
train was "the popular all over Poland, Colonel Fronczak". 
Fronczak and iukaszewicz exchanged compliments, and, as the 
newspapers recorded, Fronczak closed his speech with the 
inspiring words from the Polish national anthem, "Jeszcze 
Polska nie zgin~ta11 • 25 The city was spruced with Polish and 
American flags. The local theater, "Teatr Polski w Kielcach" 
staged two different performances for that occasion. For Fron-
czak an everlasting trophy of this visit was a permanent member-
ship of the theatrical society of Kielce, entitling him to free 
admission to all its performances. 26 
25Gazeta Kielecka, April 12, 1919. The other known persons 
in the Mission were Mieczystaw Nowicki, representing the National 
Bank of New York, Charles F. Neove and Bigelow, both members of 
the A.R.C. 
26A certificate to this effect is in Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
April 11, 1919, the Kielce Theater performed operetta "The Roses 
of Instanbulu by L. Fall, all the members of the Mission were 
invited. Fronczak was handed an invitation, a large parchment 
set in ornamental print which in part read in Polish: 11Do Jasnie 
Wielmoznego Putkownika Fronczaka Przedstawiciela Misji Amerykanskie~. 
My polscy artysci teatru kieleckiego niniejszym osmielamy si~ prosic jasnie Wielmoznego Pana wraz z towarzyszami przyjacielami przyja.-
cielskiej zwyci~sk~ej Koalicji o zaszczycenie swoj~ obecnosci~ 
naszego teatru dzis w dniu 11-go kwietnia 1919 roku." 
It is not certain whether Fronczak took advantage of the 
invitation. If he had, he would have seen on April 12 the perform-
ance of "Ich czworo"--(czyli· .tragedia ludzi gl'upich), (The four of 
them --or a tragedy of stupid people) by Gabriela Zapolska, and, 
on April 13, "The Count of Luxemburg", by Franz Lehar. --Gazeta 
Kielecka, April 12, 1919. 
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But in spite of these social, political and official 
activities, Fronczak never forgot his family. Being somewhat 
romantic and sentimental he would make a point to remember 
places he visited with Lucy, his wife, during their honeymoon. 
For instance,.while visiting Cz~stochowa he made sure to stay 
in the same hotel they were hosted nineteen years before. 27 
His letters to his wife from Poland are full of love and 
concern. As a man with a great sense of humor, he could joke 
about his plight: "You have only one rival, who older than 
you, although as good and beautiful like you and you have to 
reckon with her. She is also sentimental and passionate and 
deserving genuine love. Her name is Independence of Poland11 • 28 
Was it a "joke'' or an attempt to hide the true passions harbored 
in his bosom, one for his wife, one for Poland. 
The journ~ys in Poland carried him into the province of 
Pinsk where his life seemed to have been in jeopardy. Through 
this episode of his sojourn in Poland he became internationally 
known because his report of the execution of thirty persons, 
accused of subversive activities, by the Polish firing squad, 
made him an object of attack by the international Jewish organi-
zations. Since this incident (which could hav~ had a trag:Lc 
end for,him) had such far reaching consequences for Fronczak, 
a short account of what had happened in Pinsk on that fateful 
day in April is quite in-order. 
27Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, April 8, 1919. Fronczak Papers, B.SC 
28 
Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, March 28, 1919. Ibid. 
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Froncza~ left for Pinsk at the request of the Polish 
government probably on April 2, most likely in a Red Cross 
cmbulance. We know that on April 3, he sent a postcard from 
Biata Podlaska to his son Edziu featuring the catholic church, 
where in the 17th century Andrzej Bobola preached. The edu-
cationally minded father asked Edziu to find the "P'insk Marshes 11 
on the map. 29 The region of Pinsk had been recently captured 
by the Polish armed forces from the Bolsheviks, and the burned 
townfand villages were still smaltering when Fronczak arrived 
there. Pinsk., at the end of March, was the most eastern outpost 
of Polish possession, just a few miles nor.th-east of Pinsk across 
the Jasiotda River, were the Bolsheviks.30 This region was the 
devastated and plagued by typhus. It has to be remembered that 
across this territory the German-Russian front ran for three 
years, only in February 1919 the German armies evacuated that 
area, making room for the battlefield between Polish and Bolshevik 
forces. The town of Pinsk was particularly dangerous location 
because it was near the front line and because 80% of the popu-
lation was Jewish, and it was hostile to the Poles who were 
taking possession of that territory. 
To Fronczak the Province of Polesie was not only far away 
from Warsaw but also very distant from civilisation of the 20th 
century. Here he saw different life and a different type of 
warfare. There were no orderly trenches, no rear echelons, 
29Fronczak to Edziu, April 2, 1919. ~. 
30Kurier Poranny, Warszawa, April 9, 1919. 
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and one expected attack from any direction. Describing his 
impressions from the experience in Pinsk, Fronczak wrote to 
his wife that he saw a war fought in the "style of Kmicic and 
Azja in the "Wild Fields" described by Sienkiewicz.31 "As far 
as my eyes could see I saw marshes, water, devastation, burned 
houses, misery". He witnessed death in every form and shape; 
death from starvation, death caused by typhus and by indiscri-
minant bullets. "I saw Bolsheviks shut at the church wall, I 
saw war in its wildest nature, unrestrained--in other words, 
I saw the "Dantean Inferno'.'. The conditions in Polesie in 
Fronczak 1s descriptions reads like a story of a world apart: 
"All the misery, depravation, backwardness that I saw in France 
and the United States is still civilization in comparison with 
Polesie". Here he witnessed human misery at its worst. 
His sensitive heart shrieked when he saw people eating 
potato peals, grass, roots, and anything digestible. He himself 
tasted, perhaps more out of curiosity than necessity, bread 
baked with great admixture of chestnut flour. The rapine of 
the war left deep impression on his mind for he conveyed it 
very vividly to his wife. The death toll was too enormous 
for those alive to bury their dead ones. "I saw mounts under 
which are buried thousand corpses11 .32 
31Fronczak to his wife. April 8, 1919. 
Fronczak was referring to Sienkiewicz•s trilogy: ~ 
~~Sword, Deluge, and~ Michael. Kmicic is the central 
figure in Deluge whose action takes place not in Polesie. 
32Ibid. Fronczak 1s account of the conditions in the eastern 
provinc'e's'"'of Poland are confirmed by Wincenty Witos, the prime 
minister of Poland and leader of the peasant party in his memoires: 
Moje wspomnienia. 
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In the remote corner of.the world, as the province of 
Pinsk had been referred to by Poles, Fronczak witnessed an 
incident which had unpleasant consequences for him and inter-
national repercussion for Poland. 
The unfortunate event took place on April 5, 1919 in the 
town of Pinsk. On this critical day the Polish military 
authorities executed 33 men categorized as Bolsheviks or 
Communists on charges of plotting to massacre the Polish 
garrison in that town. Fronczak, as an eyewitness deposited 
sworn testimony with the American Red Cross authorities in 
Warsaw on April 8, 191913which has been corroborated by 
Polish military and civilian authorities and disputed by 
Jewish press, two meetings were held in Jewish Home or Syna-
gogue in Pinsk at Kupiecka street 72. These meetings were 
called in violation of direct order issued by the military 
governor of the district, Gen. Listowski which explicitly 
prohibited private and secret gatherings. In Fronczak's 
words, "A Jewish soldier, serving in the Polish army, who 
was prevailed upon to join the communist organization, 
warned the district commander of the impending massacre and 
the night on which it was to be held". While, during the 
33Eight page typed written testimony by Francis E. Fronczak. 
The Jewish side of the story which purported that Jews in 
Poland were victims of pogroms, carried in several English language 
newspapers. See: Reports by special correspondent of the New !.2£h 
Herold, July 27; August 24, 27, 28, 1919. Also Morning Post (London), 
May 3, 1919, Izeal Cohen, Zionist Organization's spokesman. ~ 
American Press, May 21, 1919. The Polish position was stated in 
Kurier Poranny, (Warsaw) April 9, 1919; Gazeta Warszawska, April 14; 
Robotnik (Warsaw) April 9, 1919. More on this subject will be said 
in the forthcoming chapter. 
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second meeting, a detail of Polish soldiers came to the 
building to investigate, shots were fired at them and two 
soldiers were wounded, one fatally. "At that time", stated 
Fronczak, "when this shooting occurred, I was standing in 
front of the mobile hospital ( czot~wka) No. 25 in Plewne_ Street 
around the corner from Kupiecka Street". 
The attacked detail was soon reinforced and a few minutes 
later Fronczak saw a band of 70 people being marched by the 
hospital, in front of which the mobile unit stood. "While we 
were eating supper in the hospital dining-room about an hour 
later, I heard what I thought to be machine gun fire and 
inquired ••• if the machine guns were in action again. I found 
later, however, that what I thought to be machine gun fire was 
simply the firing squad". 
The execution took place in front of the Orthodox church, 
a former Jesuit cloister on the Pina River, located on the 
market square. Fronczak upon learning what happened immediately 
ran to the place of execution. "There I found lying along the 
wall 33 bodies of men. Several of the fallen men were still 
moving, and one of them said plainly in poor Polish, which I 
heard •Panie oficerze, jacy my byli giupi -- ja jeszcze zyje ••• 
dajcie mi kulke w ,l'eb. '-' Which in Fronczak' s translation reads: 
"Mr. Officer, how foolish we were ••• I am still living ••• put a 
bullet into my head". 
Subsequently he inquired with Major Jerzy Luczynski, the 
commander of the Pinsk group, of the circumstances leading 
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to the execution. The commander told him that 
notwithstanding orders published several times 
in the Polish and Russian languages and placarded 
in all public places to send all the fire arms and 
amunition to the military authorities, the great 
amount of it has evidently been secreted in Pinsk 
and was used at a meeting place against my sol-
diers. He also said, that meetings were forbid-
den under penalty of death and this under martial 
law, for the city was only ·.freed from the Bolshe-
viks recently. He further added that a report 
was made of the meeting which was to be held in 
plotting out the massacre and that that very 
night all the soldiers of the garrison were to 
be killed, in fact, all men in uniform, and 
this would also include me, (Dr. Fronczak), he 
said, as no one wearing a uniform of any kind 
was to be spared by the Bolsheviki or Communists 
or whatever name one may give the~. He also 
added: "I think that most of those who were 
at the meeting, were Jews". Probably, they 
were all Jews, because they are the only 
sympathizers in the city with the Bolsheviki 
and the Bolsheviki are recruited in great 
numbers from the Jewish population. "In view 
of the public orders issued by General Listowski 
and the military authorities and myself there 
was no doubt that the only way to quell all 
attempt to give up the city to the enemy was 
to arrest the Communists or the ~lsheviki and 
to order an immediate execution. 
Fronczak's deposition was soon released to the English 
language press and since his version contradicted the account 
cirulated by the Jewish zionist organizations who purported 
this event as a "pogrom", he incurred the odium of the Jewish 
and most of the English langauge press, which regarded him 
anti-semitic. 
The time had come however, for Fronczak to wind up his 
affairs in Poland and head for home. He sa.tia ted his desire 
34Fronczak's sworn testimony, April 8, 1919. Fronczak Papers, 
B.S.C. 
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to serve Poland and convinced himself that he served well both, 
America and his ancestral fatherland and that his service would 
be appreciated on both sides of the ocean. He was certain what 
was expected of him he had fulfilled, as he tried to justify 
his returning home. 35 Having the opportunity to observe social 
and political conditions on the spot, Fronczak assured himself 
of his inability of becoming a Polish politician. Even Paderewski 
could not convince him to stay in Poland. The more he saw Padere-
wski's struggle with the Polish Sejm, the more he was disinclined 
to take part in Polish politics.36 He visited Paderewski in 
Warsaw several times and felt sorry that his friend had to go 
through the ordeal the premiership of Poland entailed. If F'ronczalr 
ever entertained the notion of becoming Polish minister, by the 
end of March this consideration had been completely ejected from 
his mind.·· Other consideration only added to his decision of 
prompt return to his family. The Pinsk incident shook his 
nervous system considerably. His not too robustious health 
began to wear down. At the end of March he confided in a.letter 
to Buck, the mayor of Buffalo, that due to the exhaustive service 
in France and now in Poland he had "several bad heart attacks11 • 37 
Prolonged stay in Poland could have worsened this condition. 
There was also the irresistible force of nostalgia that every 
loving husband and father, separated from his family, at the 
35Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, March 18, 1919. 
36rn a letter to his wife of March 30, 1919 4e confirmed his 
original observation (January 14, 1919} Pauerewski wa9 unsuitable 
because he was too•credulousJ too 1 gentle 1 to be premier of Poland. 
37Fronczak to Buck, March 30. 1919. 
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end succumbs to. 
Apart from the above considerations, we should realize 
that Fronczak suffered financial losses beyond endurance. While 
in Poland, he refused to accept salary from the American Red Cross 
as he did during his military service in France and his wife 
continued to draw loans on his life insurance and mortgage family 
property in order to finance his stay in Poland and maintain the 
family. On occasions he had to borrow money in Poland from va--
rious sources.38 Fronczak 1 s financial and personal sacrifices 
for the Polish cause stood in direct contrast to the generally 
prevailing attitude of the more sophisticated circles of his 
fellow Buffalonians of Polish origin, especially after the war. 
The case in point is that while people like Fronczak were ideal~s-
r·. 
tically dedicating themselves to interest of Poland, others were 
establishing business enterprises in the Polish communities 
exploiting the Polish patriotic sentiment of their customers. 
Lucy Fronczak, a keen observer of Buffalo Polish society, com-
municated to her husband in February 1919, on the recent develop-
ment back home that r-1aximillian Nowak issued a banquet on account 
of the opening of the Liberty Bank on Fillmore and Broadway. 
11Under the cover of patriotism there is a new business", wrote 
Mrs. Fronczak. 11They even used your name". She also referred 
to "other cliques" which were opening a ban_~" ••• But they remembered 
38Fronczak to Americe.n Red Cross Headquarters, Washington, 
Nov. 17, 1919. To this was enclosed remittance of 1,000 Polish 
marks that Fronczak borrowed from A.R.C. in Warsaw. 
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Poland, in the words of Mrs. Fronczak "only when she was needed 
for business".39 
Fronczak., however, lived in different milieu. Eis sojourn 
in Poland, short as it was, taught him not to measure his sacri-
fices to the cause against his friends in Buffalo, but age.inst 
the examples of patriotism he witnessed in Poland. His rationale 
on this subject he perhaps best expressed in a letter to Szwaj-
kart, the secretary of the National Department. Commenting 
on enclosed picture of two Polish soldiers, one being 14 the 
other 16, he stated: ''Boys like these volunteer to the army. 
Youth like this and young students sacrifice everything they 
have for their country. What a great lesson for us in America 
where dropping a coin in the collection basket for Poland is 
regarded a great patriotic deed".40 
Although Fronczak was assured of the position as Buffalo 
City health commissioner, for he could not be deprived of it 
due to his service in the army, his prolonged absence from 
the office, nevertheless could cause the mayor of Buffalo to 
make a permanent appointment in his place, especially in view 
of the fact that the Red Cross service transcended his military 
obligations. In any event, Mayor George Buck was not pleased 
with Fronczak 1s absence and seemed to be puzzled whether Fronczak 
would stay in Poland or return. At the beginning of March 
39Mrs. Fronczak to Fronczak, Feb. 9, 1919. 
40Fronczak to Szwajkart, March 12, 1919. 
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Buck advised Fronczak curtly: 11 If you have any idea of staying 
on the other side, I wish you would reach a decision and leave 
me free to fill your place. 114 1 The show of impatience on the 
part of the mayor must have worried Fronczak for he assured his 
superior to be back in Buffalo in May. 
And indeed, Fronczak made the necessary train reservation 
soon after he arrived in Poland for he learned that communication 
with Poland in those turbulent days was not a simple matter. 
There were only two freight trains leaving Poland weekly for 
France with attached coach for twenty-five persons,.'·' While the 
list of applicants was five thousand long. 42 Eventually Fronczak 
left Poland April 23 and arrived in Paris April 27.43 
But it was still more than two weeks before he could sail 
to the United States. The passage was arranged for him along 
with the first Polish consul to the United States, Konstantyn 
Buszczynski, and the famous Polish writer, Wiadysiaw Reymont 
from Marseille on the steamer "Canada", departing May 15, 1919, 
after two week trip he rejoined his family. 
i~ile waiting for the boat in Paris, Fronczak was by no 
means an idle passenger. Here he tried to obtain certain medical 
supplies to be shipped by the A.R.C. to Poland. At the request 
of ~e Paderewska he negotiated the purchase of X-ray equipment 
for several hospitals.under her patronage. As a former member 
4 1Buck to Fronczak, March 5, 1919. 
42Fronczak to Ivirs. Fronczak, April 8, 1919. 
43Dokument Podrozy (Travelling Document) was issued to Fronczak 
by the Headquarters of the Supreme Command on April 23, 1919. 
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of the K.N.P. he became involved in its work. These were the 
high hours of the Paris Peace Conference. The draft treaty 
between the Allies and Germany was handed in to the German 
delegation on }fay 7. For the K.N.P. and the Polish Delegation 
and for the entire Polish Nation, this was a dramatic moment: 
Polish territorial claims against Germany were stipulated in 
that treaty. For the Poles in Paris these were hectic days. 
Fronczak was evidently caught up in the apprehensive mood 
that prevailed in the Polish diplomatic corps. Two days after 
the German Delegation received the peace terms, Fronczak wrote: 
"We are experiencing frightful moments here; there are moments 
of exaltation in victory, but in the next moment one feels 
like every~hing has been dashed to the ground. In result of 
this everybody is nervous wreck; Paderewski, Dmowski, the 
whole Committee, myself, all look as if taken down from the 
cross".44 The apprehension Fronczak conveyed in this letter 
was grounded on the knowledge that the German Delegation was 
determined to challenge the conditions of the treaty in points 
related to Polish-German boundries. This would not have been 
so "frightful", if it was not for the fact that the British 
Prime Minister, Lloyd George was inclined to accomodate the 
Germans. 
44Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak, May 9, 1919. 
The Komitet Narodowy Polski (K.N.P.) was dissolved as 
of August 15, 1919. 
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Before boarding the SS "Canada", Fronczak liquidated his financial account with the K.N.P. In a letter to Za.moyski,45 the treasurer of the Committee he enclosed a blank check drafted on Guarantee Trust Co. in Paris, authorizing the latter to enter the amount of money deposited by the K.N.P. on his account as se.lary he was supposed to draw as a member of the Committee ai.~d transfer it to the account of the K.N.P. The sum in question, in his estimation, amounted to approximately 18 thousand franks. This disposition supports what had been said above, that Fronczak went through war "on his own". 
45There are two almost identical letters in Fronczak's 
hand on K.N.P. stationery regarding this matter. Fronczak 
to Zamoyski, May 11, 1919. 
CH APTER XII 
On the Home Front 
After thirteen months Fronczak returned to the shores of 
the United States of America. The 1188 Canadarr probably docked 
after midnight last day of May in New York Harbor. Mrs. Fronczak 
and daughter Genia awaited him in New York and after a days stay 
in the city they joyfully boarded a train in Hobocken for Buffalo. 
His arrival was not unnoticed by the Buffalo press. The 
Polish organizations in Buffalo and his friends delegated a citizen 
committee which welcomed the war hero at the railroad station in 
1 
Buffalo on June 2. Two days later, Fronczak and forty-six veterans 
were officially received by the city of Buffalo in a ceremony at 
Lafayette Square with Mayor Buck heading the city dignitaries. 
Fronczak, the highest ranking ex-combatant, delivered a speech on 
behalf of his fellow soldiers which he closed by 1'God bless Buf falo 11 • 
Fronczak returned home more than a year older, with experiences 
on his record that would be envied by most intrepid adventurers. 
He returned home carrying on his uniform insignia of Lt. Colonel, 
1 
The connnittee was composed of: W.H. Zawadzki, Leon J. Nowak, 
2 
Jan Maternowicz, Czeslaw Berger, J. Rozan.--Buffalo Express, June 3,191 
2Buffalo Times, June 5, 1919; Buffalo Evening News, June 5, 1919. 
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no money in his pocket but big pride in his heart .. eminating from 
the sensation of having fulfilled a mission of his life. 
One would suspect that Fronczak would relapse into domestic 
tranquility after having survived the tiresome days in France and 
the hellish conditions in Poland. That was precisely what Lucy 
would like him to do. But he realized better than any one else 
in Buffalo that Poland's independence was not an established fact 
yet. Only two months before he rejoined his family, he was on 
the Russo-Polish front. Being freshly back from Poland, he had 
in his mind a vivid picture of misery brought upon people by war, 
famine and plagues. The war might have been over, but not for 
3 
Poland. His wholehearted conu:nitment to the Polish cause and 
understanding of the situation in the revived Republic would not 
allow him to step aside and watch idly Poland's desperate struggle 
for survival. This was not in his making. There was an urgent 
need for action on behalf of Poland in this country. One has to 
keep in mind that it was not till June 28 that the Versailles 
Treaty was signed by which the Polish-German boundries were out-
lined leaving some areas to the results of plebiscites. The 
eastern frontiers of Poland were an open issue and the actual 
3 His attitude in this regard is well expressed in a letter to 
his wife: i'Happy is the man if he can be an egoist, self-centered, if 
he must not work for a society, especially ours. While giving every-
thing for that society he receives in return resentment from his coun-
trymen, disappointment •.• But every honorable man must repay his debt 
to his fatherland. 11 In the original Polish Fronczak used the word 
"Ojczyzna 1'. --Fronczak to Mrs. Fronczak,March 30, 1919. Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
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and hatred among the Jewry. He became known as a ('baiter of the 
Jews :i in the English language press. Such reputation preceded 
his arrival in this country, the announcements of his return in 
the Buffalo newspapers underlined the Jewish issue in Poland and 
Fronczak being associated by the press with this issue reacted 
vigorously to defend his name and put the issue in proper perspe-
ctive. One Buffalo newspaper announced his arrival under the heading, 
5 
"Colonel Fronczak Brings Denial of Pogrom Reports". The Buffalo 
press understandably was day or two behind the New York press in 
reporting Fronczak's denials of the "pogrom stories". His name 
and person must have been well known to the reporters for he was 
quickly recognized by them in the crowd of passengers at the dis-
embarkation. According to reminiscences of his daughter Genia 
(Dr. Fronczak-Bukowska) the number of reporters questioning the 
repatriate was considerable. It took them, the daughter and the 
wife, quite some time to make their way through the ring of the 
inquisitory gentlemen to embrace the father and husband. 
Probably the first press organ in this country which identified 
6 
Fronczak with anti-Semitism was the influential Literary Digest. 
5 
Buffalo Express, June 3, 1919. Other headings were to the 
point as well. For instance: Commercial, June 3, 1919, 1'Denies Those 
Pogrom Storiesil; Buffalo Express, June 6, 1919, rrFronczak Gives Flat 
Denial to Pogrom Storiesn; and again the Commercial, June 5, 1919, 
"He Cleared Up Mystery of That Word Pogrom' 1 • 
6 
Literary Digest (New York) May 17, 1919. 
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In the middle of May, this paper carried a story of pogroms 
against the Jews in Poland and Romania. Fronczak was charged 
in this story as being actively involved in these alledged 
atrocities and that he was heading for the United States to take 
charge of an anti-Jewish propaganda bureau. Mrs. Fronczak, in 
an interview with Buffalo press, denied the best way she could 
7 
these charges several days before her husband's return. 
The Literary Digest probably picked up this story from the 
American Hebrew of New York which in turn lifted it from the 
London Morning Post which printed a rebuff to Fronczak's report 
on the Pinsk execution by a zionist by the name of Izrael Cohen. 
8 
Washington correspondent of the American Hebrew, Ruben Fink, who, 
as far as can be ascertained, first attributed anti-Semitic acti-
vities to Fronczak, rejected the Polish allegations that the 
Jews in Poland collaborated with the Bolsheviks. Regarding Fronczak 
he wrote: The Polish National Committee in Paris was responsible 
for accusing the Jews with pro-Bolshevik sentiments. According 
to Fink the Polish Committee operated an anti-Semitic bureau of 
which Fronczak was the head. In Finks words: nrt may be interes-
ting in this connection to state that the head of this bureau 
exposing anti-Jewish poison gas to the world, an American Pole, 
7 
Commercial (Buffalo) May 29, 1919.--"Charges Against Buffalo 
Heal th Officer Untrue Says His Wife ;1. 
8 
Morning Post (London) May 3, 1919. The article appeared in a 
form of a letter to the editor under the title: "Pogroms in Poland, 
The Pinsk Outrage". Izrael Cohen was identified as the head of London 
Zionist Organization with office at Pickadely Circle. 
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a major in the American Army and the former health officer of 
9 
the city of Buffalo. The identity could not be mistaken. The 
home town newspapermen who knew Fronczak personally and regarded 
him a !!favorite son 11 of the city and a leading citizen who returned 
home from the great war with numerous distinctions, did not give 
credence to the Jewish accusation of his involvement in the alleged 
pogroms in Poland or any other place. It is worth to quote from 
a local newspaper on this account: 
When Francis Fronczak sailed overseas to have a 
look at the big fight in Europe, he doubtless had 
many dreams of winning undying fame and perhaps 
performing heroic service in the land of his fathers--
Poland. 
That he would return stamped a baiter of Jews and 
a director-general of Jewish pogroms in Poland cer- 10 
tainly never formed any part of the wildest of them. 
The Truth reporter concluded that any one familiar i~ith this 
mildest of mannered men" would have to admit that he was the 
11 
11fartherest thing imaginable from a blood-thirsty murderer11 • 
Of course Fronczak was not a ilJew baiter 11 , but he certainly 
could and did bite back those who intended to attribute to him 
and to Poland acts of atrocities. When barraged by reporters 
with questions on the matter of anti-Semitism in Poland and his 
involvement in it, he emphatically denied the stories of pogroms 
9quoted in Buffalo Connnercial, May 29, 1919. 
10 
Truth, June 7, 1919. 
11 
Ibid. 
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in Poland. The allegation that he headed the "anti-Jewish Bureau·, 
and that he was to head similar bureau supposedly in Paris, which 
actually never existed, he called :,a lie 11 • :ir never was a member 
of an anti-Jewish organization or any other anti organizationn, 
he retorted. Regarding the Pinsk incident he explained that he 
was in that city but he didn't know whether "those executed were 
Christians or Jews. Over there a pogrom story would originate 
if a Jew had a fight with a Christian, an ordinary street fight, 
12 
such as they have hereil. 
The Buffalo Polish leaders who considered ways to combat the 
Jewish anti-Polish propaganda, were glad that Fronczak reappeared 
among them. His return was especially opportune for the Poles 
because the local Jewish organizations were preparing a marnmoth 
"pogrom meeting 1 ' for June 8. The "pogrom meetings" were staged 
very effectively_, in New York City especially because of the great 
13 
concentration of Jews and the availability of press coverage. 
The meetings were designed to attract the press which was obliged 
12
conunercial, June 5, 1919. 
13
wactaw Gorski, Paderewski's stepson characterised to his 
stepfather one of such meetings held early in December, 1918: In the 
meantime here matters are growing worse. While the American press 
does not carry any reports about pogroms, the Jews in their campaign 
are using these supposed occurances for their relief work. They 
organize meetings in which they denounce Poland, Dmowski and Paderewski 
in virulant terms. After each meeting the press gives abbreviated 
report of everything that was said against Poland.--Gorski to Padere-
wski, Dec. 14, 1918. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
to report what was said about the supposed massacre of Jews in 
Poland disregarding the necessity of travelling there to verify 
14 
the stories. 
The Polish leaders in Buffalo, in lack of news from Poland, 
were practically powerless against the "pogrom meetingrt staged 
by the local Jews.until Fronczak returned. His outspokenness on 
that issue, his prominence in the city and considerable inter-
national repute, but, above all, his firsthand authoritative 
knowledge of the problem provided the Poles, not only in Buffalo 
with a formidable weapon. To boost up the morale of the Buffalo 
Polish community, carrying the brand of the alleged crimes of 
"pogroms!! of the Jews in Poland, and to brace itself against another 
15 
"pogrom meeting" scheduled for June 12, the Polish leaders arranged 
two huge banquets in honor of Fronczak one in the Dom Polski on 
16 
June 5, and the other the following day in Black Rock in the 
17 
Dom Kade tow. This way, besides honoring Fronczak, a larger 
gathering of Polish people had a chance to hear the rebutal of 
14 
It is worthwhile quoting Rev. Stanis!aw Iciek: When I returned 
from Poland in April 1919, the Germans and the Jews started tremendous 
campaign of slander against Poland on account of the supposed '1pogroms • 
Judging by the dispatches, one would think that all Jews in Poland 
have been murdered.--Stanistaw A. Iciek, Samochodem przez Stany Zje-
dnoczone, 2 vols., Miejsce Piastowe, 1934, Vol. II. p. 215. 
15The Buffalo Jewish pogrom committee, headed by Charles Polakoff, 
predicted a tremendous 11pogrom meeting".--Buffalo Morning News, 
June 8, 1919. 
16 
Polak w Ameryce, June 6, 1919. 
17 
Polak~ Ameryce, June 7, 1919. 
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the horrifying stories of massacre of Jews in Poland, that had 
been running in the American press, from an eye witness. 
As it was hoped by the leadership,Fronczak's first two 
public addresses on the Jewish issue in Poland punctured the 
inflated '1pogrom' 1 balloon, at least in Buffalo. The effects of 
his appearances seemed to have been immediately evident, for the 
scheduled "pogrom meeting 11 was first deferred to another date 
and eventually was called off on June 12. 
far from being over. 
18 
But the fight was 
In the meantime, the weary about the disturbances caused in 
major cities by the npogrom meetings',' concerned persons from both 
sides were called to Washington before the House of Representatives 
19 
Committee on Foreign Affairs, on June 10, that the United States 
Government was disturbed by the agitations of one group of citizens 
against another. Fronczak was called to represent the Polish side. 
As a matter of fact, the very day he was to resume his duties as 
18 
The Buffalo Evening News, June 12, 1919. 
According to Buffalo Courier (June 10, 1919) on the rostrum 
during the "Pogrom Meeting" prominent speakers were to appear: Dean 
H.C. Robbins of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine; Bishop Charles 
J. Brent at the Western New York Episcopal Diocese; Rabbi Kopald; 
Rabbi Max Drob; Rabbi N.H. Ebin. 
19 
House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs, Report, 
June 10, 1919, Honorable Stephen C. Porter presiding.--Fronczak Papers, 
B.S.C. The chairman of the Committee informed the meeting that Hugh 
Gibson, U.S. Minister to Poland, Dr. Boris Bogan of the Jewish Joint 
Distribution and Col. W. Baily, A.R.C .. Commissioner were to conduct 
preliminary investigations of the alleged outrages in Poland. Apart 
from that, the American commission to negotiate peace appointed three 
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20 
Health Conunissioner, in the middle of a welcome party, he received 
an invitation of the House Conunittee. 
The inunediate objective, however, in Buffalo for the Poles 
was to reach a wider audience, outside the Polish conununity with 
the message that the plight of Jews in Poland, as presented at those 
anti-Polish 11pogrom meetings'~ was entirely divorced from reality. 
Fronczak delivered the first major address on this subject at the 
invitation of the Rotary Club on June 17, 1919, during its meeting 
21 
in the Statler Hotel. It would appear that because the press 
constantly carried the ;jpogrom stories", the Americans were anxious 
to know what was really going on in Poland, and Fronczak, certainly, 
was most anxious to present the "Polish" side of the story. 
22 
Fortunately we have a copy of his address. Since he was 
asked by the president of the Club to speak on the subject of 
"pogroms", he obliged the audience with an explanation of the 
meaning of the word, which appeared to be a new addition to the 
men mission, headed by Henry Morgentau (American Jew), Brig. Gen. 
Edgar Jadwin, and Homer H. Johnson to investigate the same problem. 
This mission was active in Poland from July 13, to September 13, 1919. 
The British Government sent its mission, also headed by a Jew, Stuart 
M. Samuel. These missions were called for by Paderewski, then the 
Prime Minister of Poland. 
20 
The Conunercial, June 6, 1919. 
21The Buffalo Times, June 17, 1919. 
22 . . k Two page typewritten copy in Froncza 
speech Fronczak repeated in other places and 
it he repeated in his correspondence. 
Papers, B.S.C. This 
the arguments used in 
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English vocabulary. In his definition of the word, 1'pogrom' 1 was 
an 71 organized attack of a mob of Christians upon an unorganized 
band of Jews in order to do them bodily harm or destroy their 
23 
propertyn. This definition, though not entirely correct, served 
the purpose. Then he proceded to take apart the Jewish tactics 
and intentions of their campaign against Poland. To use his 
words: "A most thorough organization has been effected for the 
purpose of bringing upon one of the newly organized republics of 
Europe the hatred of the world and a systematic campaign has been 
conducted slandering and libeling Poland as being in favor of 
pogroms and giving governmental assent to their conduct.u He 
compared the "truth" about the "pogroms 11 in Poland to the 1'truth 11 
that he and "not Nero burned Rome~'. 
The organizers of the anti-Polish movement in this country 
and in Europe as well, according to Fronczak, would not hesitate 
to employ any means to accomplish their end. Fronczak did not 
hesitate to point his finger at the Jewish Copenhagen Bureau 
which was responsible for sifting the ;ipogrom stories" from 
Poland, rewriting than,and disseminating to the English language 
press. He told the audience that "This agency for the creation 
and dissemination of malicious falsehood and carrying on 
23 
Ibid. Pogrom, a Russian word, actually means 11 routing 11 in 
physical military sense. It does not imply a Christian attack on 
Jews nor does it connote killing. 'In Poland the word is applied 
to disturbances in which lives need not necessarily be lost' 1.--
Sir H. Rumbold, British Minister to Poland. 
front line was the national boundary. This state of affairs dis-
turbed him very much and it certainly caused anxiety for Poles 
in America. 
The immediate problem, however, for Fronczak, both for poli-
tical and personal reasons, was to combat the assault on his and 
Poland's name in this country mainly by Jews. To advance their 
national cause, the Jews in this country launched vicious attack 
on Poland as soon as she regained her independence. But it was 
4 
not only the Polish nation that was the target of Jewish attack. 
They went after any one who dared to stand in their campaign 
against Poland. The most effective way to undermine one's reputa-
tion or good name, was to accuse him of anti-Semitism. This 
epithet was attached to Poland and to Fronczak. 
Fronczak got himself into trouble with the organized American 
Jewry on account of the Pinsk incident. His report on the execution 
of the thirty three Bolsheviks, or Bolshevik-sympathisers, quoted 
in the foregoing chapter gratitude on the part of Poles but revenge 
4 
Already before the end of the war the American Jews manifested 
anti-Polish sentiment. Jews in New York City molested Polish parade 
occasioned by departure of Polish recruits for France.--Stanistaw 
Osada, Jak si~ ksztaltowata polska dusza w Ameryce, p. 148. Also 
see Paderewski's speech on the Polish-Jewish relations delivered at 
a joint Polish-Jewish conference in New York City, April 14, 1918. --
Paderewski, Archiwum, Vol. I, pp. 333-339. Also Luis Marshall's 
letter to Paderewski regarding Jewish aspirations in Poland in case 
she were resurrected. Ibid. pp. 487-488. Dmowski's views on that 
issue are well known. See his Polityka Polska i odbudowanie Panstwa, 
(2 vols) (Hanover, 1947) Vol. II, pp. 227-236, 240-249. 
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systematized campaigns of vicious misrepresentation and lies is 
simply a continuation of the campaign conducted by the most 
adroit and adept of all in this line, namely, the Germans 11 • 
Speaking of the method employed by the Jewish anti-Polish 
campaign, Fronczak distinguished two of them: One depended in 
creating stories 71where the instances are absolutely created out 
of whole cloth, and places time and names being made to order'. 
The other method consisted in exagerating minor incidents to 
gigantic proportions. These two methods Fronczak belabored in 
all his speeches and correspondence on that subject. He argued 
that if all the assaults and crimes committed in the United States 
by American citizens upon each other were put together 11a total 
of one week would amount to many-fold of the so-called pogroms 
alleged to have occurred in Poland and yet such occurrances were 
24 
not termed 11pogroms 11 • To the Buffalo Rotarians he stated, in 
reference to the above methods: ''In both methods a series of 
vicious, cutting lies are woven into a fabric so like the truth 
in appearance that it is not to be wondered at that they carry 
25 
conviction and are believed by very many people 11 
Fronczak unmasked this method by referring his audience to 
an article accounting the "alleged pogroms" in Poland printed in 
24 I Fronczak to Gorski, June 11, 1919. 
25 Fronczak's speech to the Buffalo Rotary Club, June 17, 1919. 
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the New York Herald at the end of May. The illustration, accompany,ing 
the write up, beneath the title nJews Robbed, Murdered and Driven 
from Homes in Polandr' was a picture pertaining to the pogrom of 
Kisheneff taking place in 1903 in a town located far away from Poland. 
Below the pictures the caption reads: nsurvivors and Victims of 
the Pogrom at Kisheneff". Fronczak used this editorial piece to 
expose the canny method creating the myth of pogroms in Poland. He 
explained that the pictures with the caption were intended to be 
understood by the average American reader, unfamiliar with the geo-
graphy and history of that part of Europe, 11 that the Jews were rob-
bed, murdered and driven from their home in Polish pogroms, occurred 
in the Polish city of Kisheneff, and that these people were victims 
27 
of atrocious murders and assaults by Poles in Kisheneff. But how 
many readers of the Herald realized that Kisheneff was hundred 
kilometers from Poland and that the incident referred to occurred 
more than ten years ago. The same stories of pogroms were imputed 
to the Poles in town like Homel, Zhitomir and others which were 
outside of Poland, and Poles had no more to do with these occurances 
than any of his listeners 11with the revolution in Honduras or in 
28 
Patagonia". The "mildest of mannered men" could get furious when 
26 
New York Herald, May 26, 1919. 
27 Fronczak's Speech, June 17. See footnote 21 in this chapter. 
Kisheneff is located in Bessarbia, close to the Black Sea. 
28 Ibid. 
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assailed. His Polish fury he manifested in the following caustic 
comments on the Jewish anti-Polish propaganda: nThere are three 
kinds of a liar in the world 11 , said the angry Health Connnissioner. 
"A liar! a damn liar! and the Copenhagen Bureau of Anti-Polish 
29 
and Pro-Jewish Propaganda~~. In another public appearance, two or 
three days following the address to the Rotary Club, while replying 
to a question regarding the "cruelties of certain Polish citizens, 
he retorted that he was astonished that "any one in this country 
30 
should fall for propaganda" against Poland. Invoking the honor 
of his American citizenship he stated that he was "telling the 
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth", and not the 
Copenhagen Jewish Bureau. "I am an American citizen and I was 
on the scene and I know this propaganda is false. If a business~ 
man has an anarchist in his office he gets rid of him. If a man 
commits murder and cruelty in Poland he is arrested, put in prison, 
tried and punished." Such action he called justice not pogroms. 
"These stories are lies and exaggerations. I ask you not to 
believe in them •.. Any person who says these stories are true is 
31 
a blanked liar, I don't care whether he is Louis Marshall or any 
one elsen. 
29 
Buffalo Evening News, June 20, 1919. Also quoted by Feliks 
Bukowski in his letter to Charles Evans Hughes, then special assistant 
to the U.S. Attorney General, June 24, 1919.--Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
30 Buffalo Evening News, June 20, 1919. 
31Louis Marshall (1856-1929) was a leading Jewish Zionist in 
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The Jewish fight against Poland concentrated on Fronczak in 
America because here he was the most outspoken and most effective 
defender of the slandered Polish nation. In this struggle Fronczak 
was in a distinguished company of Paderewski and Dmowski and he 
believed that the Jews attacked so vehemently because of his 
association with Paderewski and Dmowski. We have no ground to 
dispute this claim. "The Jews are making a bitter fight against 
me personally", he wrote to the secretary of the Wydzial, "as 
a matter of fact, the fight against Paderewski and Dmowski in 
Europe is being waged against me here in America". Writing to 
Paderewski about the time he complained, 11The Jews are raging and 
carrying a strenuous fight against me, my name being combined with 
32 
yours and that of Mr. Dmowski! s n. They attacked him personally 
by preferring charges against him to the Mayor of Buffalo and 
33 
the Federal authorities. The press, anxious to sell advertising 
space, was also approached by the Jews in their effort to destroy 
Fronczak's career and thereby his influence. In the above letter 
America, president of the American Jewish Cormnittee, lobbied for 
minority rights of Jews in Poland. 
32 
Fronczak to Szwajkart, June 24, 1919. 
33 
Fronczak to Paderewski, August 11, 1919. Paderewski at that 
time was prime Minister of Poland. 
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to Szwajkart he wrote: 
One of the publishers of the English press 
told me he received a number of telegrams from 
New York City and other places asking the Ameri-
can press of Buffalo to attack me in e~ery way 
possible owing to my stand on the Jewish question, 
and on my repeated denial from the platform and 
in the press, in interviews and articles in New 
York, Washington, Albany, Buffalo ,zd other places 
that any pogroms have taken place. 
He was also told by the Buffalo publisher that as soon as 
Louis Marshall would return from Europe, whose name he quoted 
in a rather uncomplimentary manner, along with the names of other 
Jewish leaders, a more serious fight would start against him. 
On top of that he and the family were receiving threatening letters 
from the Jews and his private consultation practice was seriously 
35 
damaged by them. Under these circumstances life could not have 
been pleasant, he wrote to Paderewski. 
Fronczak's adamant stand in defense of Poland against the 
Jewish anti-Polish propagands, his denials of the "pogrom stories 11 
'34 ; ( -. ( ( ' 
Fronczak to Szwajkart, June 24, 1919. 
35 
Ibid. One angry Jewish correspondent attached a incorrectly 
written note to a clipping from a newspaper reporting on pogroms in 
Poland which read: "Please read it to your wife and children and they 
will tell you they are ashamed to be Christians." Signed: ilA Jewish 
friend of yours". 
It is fair to state there was a group of Polish Jews in America 
that fought against the "pogrom" meetings and the anti-Polish Jewish 
propaganda with the same zeal as Fronczak did. Among them was Dr. J. 
Vorzimer of New York. See his 11An Open Letter to Mr. Nathan Strauss 11 , 
the honorary Chairman of the Committee for the Protection of Jewish 
Rights in Poland and Eastern European Countries. (New York, June 2, 
1919) --Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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was vindicated when Poland established diplomatic relations with 
other countries and became open to Western journalists. In the 
meantime, however, Fronczak performed a tremendous service to 
Poland. One has to realize that from the end of the war for the 
greater part of the year 1919, Poland was virtually cut off from 
the rest of the world and only the dreadful news of the "pogromsn 
were reaching the world outside. It was not, for instance, until 
the end of 1919 that Poland established embassy in Washington, 
Prince Ka.zimierz Lubomirski being the first ambassador. The Poles 
in Poland were not immediately aware of the extent of the Jewish 
propagapda against them, especially in the English speaking countries. 
When Fronczak returned to the United States, the "pogrom storiesj' 
were dogmatically entrenched in the minds of a great portion of 
the American public opinion, particularly amongthe American Jews, 
36 
nThe Reports of the .American Mission;' headed by Henry Morgentau 
were submitted to the U.S. Senate, January 15, 1920. These reports, 
though not generally known to the American public, corraborated in 
many instances with Fronczak's views. See: The Jews in Poland, 
Official Reports of the American and British Investigating Missions, 
The National Polish Committee of America. 
Fronczak's stand was gratified when Morgenthau's assertions on 
"pogrom" issue were published.in American newspapers. The Buffalo 
Morning Express (July 29, 1919) carried his story under the heading: 
/!Polish Jews Blamed. Morgenthau Reports of Pogroms are Greatly Exa-
gerated;'. Fronczak was further aided in his stand on the Jewish issue 
by Dr. Josef Polak, a Polish Jew, sanitary advisor of the City of 
Warsaw, who visited Buffalo in September, 1919. The Buffalo Courier 
September 23, 1919. 
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that denials of them were offensive to the believers. These 
"pogrom stories" were credulously accepted because nobody dared to 
contradict them, asserted Fronczak. But, it can be argued and on 
strong grounds at that, Fronczak's scream "these stories are liesn 
undermined the credibility of the "Jewish News" from Poland, at 
least within the range of the Buffalo press. 
The significance of Fronczak's defense of Poland against the 
Jewish propaganda can properly be appreciated in the context of 
the zionist movement for the creation of a Jewish State in Palestine. 
Short of achieving this end, they reached for what seemed to be 
more attainable, namely establishing autonomous or extraterritorial 
38 
existence in Poland for her Jewish citizens. This ultimate end 
was no secret to the Polish leaders. The spreading of the fantastic 
"pogrom stories", in which many people religiously believed, was 
to provide the wind to fan with the Jewish question before the eyes 
37Even the Polish Jews who disagreed with the Jewish anti-Polish 
propaganda, were not allowed to voice their opinion in front of 
Jewish audience. "A Polish Jew in Stockholm was brutally convinced 
of this when he was beaten and ejected from an indignation meeting 
for daring to question the truth of the accusations" against Poland. 
Ibid., p. 56. 
The Buffalo Courier (July 27, 1919) quoted the New York Herald 
Tribune that the Jews "turned against Dr. Boris Bogan, American Jew, 
head of Jewish Joint Distribution in Poland, because he signed a 
statement together with American Minister in Poland, Hugh Gibson, and 
Col. Baily of American Red Cross, clearing Poles of the "pogrom" 
charges in Wilno. 
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of the Peace Conference and the League of Nations. One also has 
to be reminded that the three million Jews in Poland, in the 
boundries of 1919, constituted about 14% of the total population, 
an extremely high concentration of alien element for any country. 
In addition to that, overwhelming portion of the Polish Jews regar-
ded the restoration of Poland their greatest misfortune, for their 
39 
civic loyalty lied with Gennany or Russia. 
But for the Zionist leaders the masses of the Polish Jews--
with their outdated civilization so well preserved in Poland--
represented a great human reservoir to be transplanted to the 
future state of Izrael. Short of accomplishing a statehood in 
Palestine, a "Horne Rule 11 in Poland appeared the best substitute. 
Although they failed to obtain autonomy in Poland, the stipulations 
in the Versailles Treaty by which Poland was obliged to provide 
for the maintenance of Jewish education at the expense of the state, 
41 
was a great achievement of the Jewish national movement, as it 
39Regarding the disappointment among the Jews with the rebirth 
40 
of Poland the previously quoted Captain Wright wrote: "Even now the 
Jews can hardly believe in its (Poland's) resurrection and one of them 
told me it still seemed to him a dream11 .--Ibid. p. 42. 
Gazeta Warszawska (April 14, 1919) stated that Jewish leaders 
in Poland, nalmost without exception, desired Bolshevism in Poland 
some to make career like many of their brothers in Russia, others 
more fanatical, to revenge the hated Polesn. 
40 
Paragraphs 10 and 11 of the "Polish Minorities Treaty'' deal 
specifically with Poland's obligation to provide for Jewish schools. 
Ibid. p. 63. 
41Louis Marshall, President of the Combined Jewish Committees 
of t.he _World commented on that treaty: 11 Nothing thus far accomplished 
by the Peace Conference exceeds in importance the Polish treaty" of 
minorities.--Ibid. p. 61. 
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was a great humiliation for Poland. 
It was tactically essential for the Jewish leaders from 
their point of view, to keep the "pogrom stories 11 aflame before 
the eyes of the peace-makers in Paris to impress the false notion 
upon them that in a country like Poland, where the Jews were being 
allegedly killed by the thousands, their lives and civil rights 
had to be protected by international covenant. Fronczak understood 
these intentions of the Jewish policy which was behind the "pogrom" 
the 
campaign. On this score he wrote to above mentioned Gorski: 
The real aim of this campaign, as it is regre-
table that it is not generally known, is to create 
such a state of affairs that it would force the 
Polish Government to make concession to the Jewish 
element of such character.that it would practically 
give them special rights, separate schools and 
institutions, and even government in the various 
towns and cities, thus divorcing them from the 
national institutions of the country. Think of 
such condition~ existing in the United States or 
Great Britain. 3 
Notably, Fronczak wrote these words before Poland had to sign 
the Versailles Treaty which included the protective provisions 
for her Jewish citizens. 
Having said the foregoing, it seems in order to state that 
42 
Paderewski, who besides Dmowski, signed the treaty for Poland 
indicated the Polish opposition to the provisions of the treaty which 
presupposed the inability of the Polish Government to treat its 
citizens equally.--Paderewski to Lloyd George, Archiwum, Vol. II, 
pp. 194-200. 
43 , 
Fronczak to Gorski, June 11, 1919. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
Regarding the effectiveness of the "pogrom meetings" the editor 
of the American Jewish Review--An Impartial Medium for the DisseminEtting 
of Jewish News and Views (Buffalo) June 1919, stated that "By the 
demonstrations the Jews gained America's ear". 
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Fronczak continued his fight, almost single-handedly against the 
Jewish anti-Polish propaganda, whenever occasion arose, and there 
were many of them. At this point of our account, namely, end of 
1919, he was disappointed with the newly established Polish diplo-
matic authorities in America for not recognizing the danger inhe-
rant in the Jewish slandering of Poland, to the image of the 
Polish nation. He was very much at odds with the Polish consulate 
in New York when this representative institution dismissed the 
44 
Jewish attacks on Poland as 11natter of unimportance". Neither 
did, in his opinion the Poles in America responded to the attacks 
in kind. Writing to Smulski on this subject he thought the best 
way to combat the attacks of "our non-Christian friendsn as he 
called the Jews, was"through publicity, which would certain 'pep 
45 
and punch' and not a lot of 'bunk', meaningless phrases n. He 
feared that the anti-Polish campaign would have a detrimental 
result on the Polish image in America, if nothing was done to 
stop the process of character assassination of a nation. He was 
apprehensive that the Polish citizens of the United States would 
experience continued hardships in the future under unjustifiable 
44 Fronczak to Smulski, October 8, 1919. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
45 
In his reply Smulski explained that he was advised by publi-
shers of newspapers that they had to print the anti-Polish propaganda 
because "millions dollars worthn was 71coming from the other side}, 
while no advertizing was 0 coming from the Polish sources·'. Smuls ki 
himself did not 11believe in newspaper fight".--Smulski to Fronczak, 
October 11, 1919. 
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brand of0 Jewishbaiter". He epitomized his perspectives in this 
respect in the following words written to the aforementioned 
Smulski: "The information that I have received from New York, is 
to the effect that our enemies have partly achieved their aims, and 
46 
we are looked upon by many as murderous foreigners". 
To carry a message to the people, in those days when radio 
broadcasting was becoming just the possibility, one had to travel 
to meet the audience in distant places. Like before the war, 
during the war and after the war in Poland, so for at least six 
months after the return to the United States, travelling Fronczak 
spent almost every weekend between Buffalo and some locality where 
he was asked to speak. Perhaps no other American-Pole, or Ameri-
can for that matter, contributed as much to the prosperity of the 
American railways as did Fronczak. But certainly, he was the 
most wanted Pole in demand for public speaking, and not only by 
47 
Polish-American community. He would be invited by Polish and 
non-Polish organizations to talk about conditions in Poland, apart 
from the Jewish question. The main purpose of this speaking 
campaign (besides enlightening the audience, which most of the 
46Fronczak to Smulski, footnote.40. 
Fronczak's informer in New York, was Feliks Bukowski of Buffalo 
a secretary of the Polish consulate. 
47 
On Nov. 5, 1919, for instance, he spoke in St. Louis, Mo., 
at the invitation of Ivan Lee Hold, minister of St. John's Methodist 
Episcopal Church.--Hold to Fronczak, Nov. 7, 1919. 
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time was Polish-American, about the needs of their motherlan~) 
was to induce them to contribute financially to the restoration 
of Poland. No one, at the disposal of the Wydziai, on whose 
behalf Fronczak usually spoke, could better dramatize the suffering 
and privation of the people in Poland than Fronczak. We are to be 
reminded that the WydziaX had been conducting at that time a 
48 
10 million dollar fund drive for Poland on the basis of its 
resolution adopted at the Sejm of August 1918. The success of 
this drive, though never materialized, depended, in great measure, 
on the presentation of the problem. 
But not only the WydziaX in its fund drive needed Fronczak's 
services. The American Red Cross turned to the WydziaX to provide 
it with a Polish speaking speaker who would be addressing Polish 
49 
communities in the A.R.C. campaign to raise money. Naturally, 
the Wydziat recommended Fronczak. Fronczak, who was ever ready 
to help such a cause consented to this assignment and arranged 
it so that it would fit into his trip to New Orleans to the Con-
50 
vention of American Public Health Association held Oct. 27-30. 
Starting on October 20, he zigzaged his itinerary to New Orleans 
48 
Okolnik Wydzialu Narodowego Polskiego--National Polish Depar-
tment Circular (Chicago), NO. 16, Dec. 28, 1918. 
49 
M.G. Scheitlin (A.R.C.) to Smulski, Sept. 15, 1919. 
50 
Fronczak to the American Red Cross in Washington, Oct. 14, 1919. 
(I'elegram). He asked for large meetings. 
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through the eastern Polish settlements, like Pittsburgh, Wilkes-Barre, 
Scranton, Baltimore, Philadelphia; and on the northward swing, 
after the convention, he hit Polish communities in Chicago, Milwaukee, 
Grand Rapids and others. With a brake for election day, Fronczak 
was on the speaking tour until November 5. How much money did the 
A.R.C. realize from Fronczak's services is not known. One can be, 
however, certain that great number of people during this tour 
learned a great deal about the operation of the A.R.C. in Poland 
51 
and the con<!litions in ;:that country. Neither is it known by whom 
and how the tour was financed. The A.R.C. was willing to pay $8.00 
per diem to the speaker. But Fronczak suggested to Smulski, it 
would have been more honorable for the Poles, if the cost of his 
speaking tour would be defrayed by the Wydziat since he could no 
52 
longer carry it on his own. 
The financial aspect of the speaking engagements was of great 
importance for a man with limited means like Fronczak. As a matter 
of fact, by the end of 1919, he was getting completely exhausted 
both financially and physically. He suffered occassional cardial 
51 
Significantly, even at the convention in New Orleans Fronczak 
spoke on the health problem in Poland, his paper being: 11Poland in 
the World War, from the Medical Aspect", New York Medical Journal, 
Jan., 1920. -- -
52 . Fronczak to Smulski, Sept. 19, 1919. 
From Smulski's telegram to Fronczak (Oct. 27, 1919) it would 
appear that the Wydziat was willing to help Fronczak financially on 
that tour. 
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relapses and his nerves were 11out of order". The time came that 
he thought he had to put an end to these extracurricular activities. 
One also has to keep in mind that Fronczak was a family man and 
there were at home beautiful wife and two delightful children who 
were always anxious to see him. 
At any rate, by the beginning of December, he seemed to have 
reached the conclusion that he had enough. Returning from a speaking 
weekend in Syracuse on November 28, he found a telegram of the 
Wydziat requesting him to speak the following weekend in Newark, 
New Jersey at St. Casimir's Parish Hall. While declining this 
invitation he explained in a letter to the secretary of the Wydzial, 
T. M. Wilde, his inenviable position. He stated he had spoken, 
since his return from Europe "in almost half of the states of the 
Union" and to continue his complaints in his own words: 
I have been devoting my time and giving my 
money gratuitously, and am working myself to 
death and wearing out physically and mentally, 
not to speak materially, and I cannot afford 
to do it any more.53 
Perhaps the committees that invited him to speak at their 
functions, did not realize that he had to pay the railroad fare 
in most cases, in addition to hotel expenses and other accidentals. 
53 Fronczak to Wilde, Dec. 1, 1919. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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Sometimes he would be even requested to give donation at 
the hall. "In return, as a rule, I sometimes get a meal out of 
,. t II 
J. ' he wrote to Wilde. In view of this, he continued, 
I must decline the kind invitation. My debts 
have been piling up on me right along and, in 
addition to the expenses incurred at the various 
meetings which I have attended in regards to the 
Polish question and urgence of relief and the 
Jewish agitation, the money spent for telegrams 
which I have to send right along and which I am 
paying for out of my own pocket have put me on 
the verge of financial bankrupcy. 
So he pleaded with Wilde to excuse him from this engagement: 
"Give any kind of excuse to the committee at Newark--that I am 
sick, dying or moved to Japan, anything but do not put me to 
,, 54 
any more unnecessary expense. 
Evidently, his patriotic spirit got hold of him for on 
December 21, 1919 he spoke at the said St. Casimir's Parish Hall 
55 
in Newark, N.J. 
54 
Ibid. Actually Fronczak was reminded by the Liberty Bank 
of Buffalo (Dec. 8, 1919) that his account was overdrawn by $170.41. 
Notes to this effect: Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
55 I 
Fronczak had to turn down invitation from Rev. Gorski, his 
old friend, to speak in Amsterdam, N.Y. the same day.--Fronczak to 
Gorski, Dec. 10, 1919; Fronczak to Wilde (telegram) Dec. 19, 1919. 
Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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In the whirl of tribulation, hardship, physical strain, not 
to mention fiscal difficulties, Fronczak enjoyed mements of personal 
triumph. This came about at the Second Sejm of the Wydzial, which 
took place in Buffalo from Nov. 10 to 13, 1919. The leadership of 
the Wydzial called the Sejm (convention) to give account of its 
activities for the period since the First Sejm held the previous 
year in Detroit. It was also necessary to consider what steps 
should the united organizations of the W~dziat take for further 
action in view of the changed international political situation. 
The new political situation, naturally, to the American Poles, 
was the ressurected Poland. To emphasise its contribution to the 
process of restoring Poland's independence, the Wydzial arranged 
the Sejm to be held symbolically on the first anniversary of the 
56 restoration of Poland, the date being Nov. 11. To add symbolic 
importance to the momentous event, the first Poland's minister to 
the United States, Prince Kazimierz Lubomirski, who shortly before 57 the Convention arrived in Washington to present his credentials, 58 
was invited to address the body. 
56 
Significantly, the Mayor of Buffalo, G. Buck issued a banquet for Prince Lubomirski on that date. 
57 
Lubomirski arrived in U.S.A. on Oct. 1919. 58 
Among the honor speakers, besides Prince Lubomirski, were Herbert Hoover, then head of the American Relief Mission in Europe; Mayor of Buffalo George Buck; there were also as delegates or officials many clergymen including Bishop Paul Rhode and Bishop Franciszek Hodur of the Polish National Catholic Church. 
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The central figure at the Sejm, however, was Fronczak, if not 
for other reason than that he was nominated by acclamation the 
59 
chairman of the Sejm. Fronczak's prominence at the Sejm depended 
not only on his being its chainnan. The attention of the thousand 
some delegates centered upon him because he was the star witness 
of how the results of the work and sacrifices of those Poles in 
America represented at the Sejm contributed to the restoration of 
Poland. He ipso facto represented the twenty some thousand Poles 
from America who at the time of the convention were in Poland. He 
was with the "boys" in France, he took care of them on the behalf 
of the Wydzial, and there was perhaps no person at the Sejm who 
would not have someone near to his heart who served in the Polish 
60 
army. To many he was a model of Polish patriotism in America. His 
struggle against the Jewish anti-Polish propaganda was known before 
the convention in most of the localities where from the delegates 
might have come. 
59The motion to give the chair to Fronczak was made by his 
neighbor, Jakob Rozan.--Protokut Urz~dowy ~ Drugiego Sejmu Wychod~twa 
Polskiego w Buffalo, N.Y. Wydziai Narodowy Polski, 1921. The pro-
ceedings of the Sejm were covered by the Buffalo English language 
press, as well as by the Polish press in America. Of the two Buffalo 
dailies, Polak~ Ameryce and Dziennik dla Wszystkich provided infor-
mation not included, for obvious reason, in the official report. 
60 
Actually, the American Poles, who came to Poland with the 
Polish Anny from France in April, 1919, were waiting to be repatriated 
to the United States. 
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On the third day of the Sejm, Fronczak, like many other 
functionaries of the Wydziat was called to report on his activities 
in France and Poland. This he had done on previous occasions to 
the Commander-in-Chief of the American Expeditionary Forces, to the 
K.N.P. and in many of his speeches. This report, however, was his 
official statement of his conduct before the very organization 
which he represented while in France on the Polish Paris Committee. 
In his report, he outlined the whole story of the formation 
of the Polish Army in France and the function he played in it as 
the welfare officer in terms we already know. Speaking directly, 
however, to the Wydzial delegates, he put more emphasis on the 
importance of their contribution to the well being of the soldiers. 
The delegates were no less flattered to hear him saying that because 
the Polish army was created in France, mainly recruited in America, 
Poland gained important position at the Paris Peace Conference. 
This assertion, though disputed by the opposite party, has been 
maintained by the National Democratic Party of Poland ever since, 
and of course, it is a political credo of certain group of Poles 
in America. Thanks in a great measure to the effort of Poles in 
61The report was issued by the Wydzial under the title: "Sprawo-
zdanie podpu~k. Franciszka E. Fronczaka z jego dzialalnosci jako czlonka 
Komitetu Narodowego Polskiego w Paryzu, jako oficera korpusu medycznego 
Armii Stanow Zjednoczonych i jako doradcy medycznego Komisji Amerykan-
skiego Czerwonego Krzyza, od lutego 1918 do czerwca 1919 roku 1'. 
Chicago, 1920. 
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in America, Fronczak told the~' there was Poland reborn, and 
he witnessed the rebirth, and 11 ••• her proud standard now is floating 
over her territory extending over 200,000 square miles and have in 
62 
a population of 38,000,000 free citizens 11 • Describing the desolate 
conditions in the resurrected Poland, he stressed the link between 
the Poles in Poland and in America telling the audience how their 
brethren in Poland were ever gratefull for their help. 
To remove the slightest suspicion of having aggrendized profit 
while serving the Polish national cause, especially in view of the 
fact that he was engaged in numerous commercial transactions on 
behalf of Poland and the ~dziat, he stated " ••• I dare any one to 
point out that there was any time any question or suspicion that I 
have performed any single act or aided in purchase of any single 
article for personal gain or remuneration". 
He only hinted that there were certain "truths" that he witnes-
sed, certain acts he participated in of which posterity would learn, 
but some of the facts which caused him great pain to think about he 
wanted to bury in his heart for ever and was doing this. To put 
it in his words: " ..• for I love the country of my ancestors, Poland". 
He was, most likely, referring here to people who accused him of 
62There were no permanent boundries of Poland at that time. 
The size of Poland, however, could be estimated at 250,000 square 
miles and the population at about 28 million. 
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profiteering by going to the war and serving the national cause; 
to the party acrimonies in Poland; to international intrigues 
in Paris or some other 11 truth 11 of which his posterity is still 
ignorant. Despite that, he appeared to be grateful to the b'.ldziaf 
for giving him the opportunity to see life 0 as it is seldom seen". 
He told the delegates, with all the candor, that he took '~art in 
the making of history". Within the period of less than a year and 
a half he had lived "centuries", meaning that the life during that 
period was so eventful. Of course, he did not forget to mention 
his visit to the trenches, where he was wounded, to the camps, that 
he smelled the poisonous gases and that he went hungary with the 
soldiers. "I have nothing to be sorry for," he said. 11 I am not 
ashamed of any of my acts". I have done the best that circumstances 
and conditions pennitted ••• " 
The assembly obviously condescended with Fronczak's report 
for, as he finished, the whole body rose to its feet in ovation, 
shouting in the Polish fashion: "long live!" Niech ~!:.! But 
this was not the last occasion for the delegates to cheer Fronczak. 
The same day, in the evening session, upon a decision prepared 
much in advance by the executive committee of the WydziaX, motion 
63 
was made by Rev. Dworzak of Yonker, N.Y., to repay Fronczak ten 
63 In 1913 Fronczak was invited by Rev. Dworzak to speak at the 
unveiling ceremonies of the Kosciuszko monument at West Point Military 
Academy. 
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thousand dollars for his service in France and Poland. This motion 
was made while Fronczak was momentarily excused from the rostrum. 
The Sejm approved the motion unanimously. Fronczak, however, 
refused to accept the offer. Instead, he asked the ~ejm to transfer 
the 
the amount to Polish government in Warsaw for the purpose of esta-
blishing a permanent scholarship fund for medical students. The 
Sejm then voted a resolution by which the scholarship was to bear 
64 
in perpetuity Fronczak's name. 
This sign of generosity, self-denial and unselfishness, very 
rare in human relations, the Sejm accepted with tumultuous ovation, 
65 
cheers and shouts "Niech ~yje Fronczak". 
A priest from Newark, N.J. Rev. Stanis)'.aw Kruczek, touched 
66 
by Fronczak's generosity, donated a painting by Jan Che1-minski 
to Fronczak in the name of the WydziaY-. Tpis Fronczak accepted. 
Of course, Fronczak was not taken by surprise with the offer 
of ten thousand dollar compensation. Already in July he was asked 
by the Secretary of the WydziaJ to submit a report of his expenses 
67 
incurred while iri France and Poland, because the executive committee 
64 
1920. 
65 
More on this in forthcoming chapter. Okolnik Wydzia;t'.u, April J 
Narbd Polski (Chicago) January 7, 1920. Dziennik dla Wszystkic 
Nov. 14, 1919. 
66 
Jan CheXminsk.i. (1851-1925). The painting in questioa pictured 
sleigh ride in Poland. It is in the possession of Fronczak's family. 
67 
Szwajkart to Fronczak, July 10, 1919. 
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resolved to repair his financial losses. Fronczak categorically 
refused to do so. In reply to the request he wrote: "I have never 
68 
as yet presented bill for anything to anybody .•• " He maintained 
the principle, set for himself many years before, that he would 
never take a penny for work in national cause. The acceptance 
of a painting was entirely differenct matter. 
The events in Poland in the year of 1920 did not permit Fronczak 
to take a long respite from Polish political affairs. The eventful 
year in Polish history was highlighted by the culminative moments 
in the Polish-Bolshevik war which lasted from February 1919 to 
October 1920. At the end of April Poland launched an offensive in 
the direction of Kiev. The initial success was on the side of 
Poland. The Red Armies in their counter-offensive which started 
in early June, at the northern section of the front, drove the 
Polish forces back, reaching the vicinities of Warsaw by the mid-
dle of August. The collapse of the reborn Poland appeared inuninent. 
This situation alarmed many people in all capitals of Europe. 
The Poles in America, to whom the downfall of Poland was a tenta-
lizing perspective, responded inunediately to the needs of their 
68 
Fronczak to Szwajkart, July 24,, 1919. 
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endangered fatherland. During the first week of August the 
Wydziat in Chicago called to life the American Corrnnittee for the 
Defense of Poland. Within a week, over five hundred local com-
mittees were created in towns with strong Polish settlement. 
Delegates were elected to appear in the White House to urge the 
President to send aid to Poland. 
Fronczak, like no one else in America, visualized the horrid 
consequences of possible Bolshevik victory over Poland. As an 
experienced defender of Poland, he took a leading role in organi-
zing the Defense Corrnnittee. He became chairman of the Buffalo 
Committee and at the same time was called to preside over its 
69 
Eastern Division. 
On August 15, the very day the Battle of Warsaw began, in 
every Polish church in America a solemn Mass was celebrated for 
Poland followed by patriotic demonstrations. In Buffalo, the 
Polish people crowded in the Broadway Auditorium to hear speeches 
and proclamations on behalf of Poland. This manifestation was 
coordinated, in absence of Fronczak by his colleague and vice-
69The Buffalo corrnnittee comprised of (besides Fronczak and 
Borowiak) Rev. Cezary Krzyzan, Mary Nestorowicz, Maxwell M. Nowak, 
Franciszek Andrzejewski, Stanislaw Czaster, Rev. Hyacenth Fudzinski, 
Rev. Walenty Gawrychowicz.--Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Aug. 9, 1920; 
Buffalo Evening News, Aug. 10, 1919. 
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chairman, Dr. Borowiak. 
Fronczak, in the meanwhile, went to New York City where he 
chaired as the president of the Eastern Division of the Committee 
a mass meeting in Carnegie Hall. 
What the Poles, on this side of the ocean, hoped· to. accomplish 
was to prevail upon American public opinion, which in turn could 
influence the Government, that the plight of Poland was very grave 
and the consequences of the collapse of this just ressurected 
Republic would have dire consequences to the world. Fronczak and 
all the Polish leaders as well, realized that it was not an easy 
task to "gain American's ear". The vicious anti-Polish propaganda 
continued by element hostile to Poland created the atmosphere in 
Washington that favored the advice that such "imperialistic and 
70 
anti-semitic" country should save itself. 
In Carnegie Hall, however, where Fronczak presided over a 
meeting of Poles and Americans concerned with the fate of Poland, 
quite a different spirit reigned. While the crowd comprised 
70 
Osada, 2£.· cit. p. 160. 
The attack on Poland did not let in even at the time when the 
Red Armies converged on Warsaw. The New York American (Aug. 13, 1920) 
William Randolph Hearst's publication printed a diatribe on Poland 
in a form of "An Open Note to Prince Lubomirski, Polish Minister in 
the United States", signed by "Boersianer". 
mainly of Polish Americans, 
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71 
the speakers were mainly Americans 
of some other origin. All the speakers urged the President of 
the United States to rush aid to Poland, if he wanted to preserve 
peace infue world. Former American ambassador to Germany, James W. 
Gerard, was quoted saying at the meeting: "We should send some 
physical support to.help those people in the battle area. We 
should do something more than sending messages". The fall of 
Warsaw and the situation of the whole Polish Republic threatens 
civilization and democracy, as much as the Germans did in September 
72 
19141 the former ambassador concluded. 
The speakers took the cue from Fronczak who in his opening 
address in which he stated that the purpose of the meeting was 
"to awaken American opinion to a sense of what is going on in 
Europe". He told that the cause for which Poland was "bleeding" 
was not her's alone; that Poland was making heroic sacrifice for 
western civilization. "Bolshevist victory on the Vistula threatens 
all Western Europe and a new world war hangs over the world like 
a storm cloud. Wake up America! Humanity's right and truth call 
71 
The executive of the Eastern Division of the Committee included: 
Dr. F.E. Fronczak, Dr. J. Vorzimer, Ackerman, Czesnak, Krauze, Lubienskj 
Jakob Demiec, Tomasz Budkiewicz, Jan Drzewiecki, Jozef and Walerian 
Ruszkiewicz, Ludwik Kruszeski, S.C. Ogonowski, S.J. Tyburski.--Dziennik 
dla Wszystkich (Aug. 9, 1920) commented that the composition of the 
Committee indicated that all Poles in America were united in face of 
national calamity. 
72The other speakers were: William F. Morgan, President of 
Merchants Association; Gaston Liebert, French Consul General, Samuel 
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you., Are you afraid of war? It will come to us as it came to 
Poland". He was clearly sending a message to Washington saying: 
"Not only the future of Poland, but our own future, future of the 
United States, is at stake tonight on the Vistula River. 11 He 
called on America to send military supplies to Poland of which 
there was abundance in Europe. "Moral aid will not suffice" 
' 73 
he said in the concluding words of his speech. 
It is uncertain whether Fronczak delivered the address from 
a prepared text or spoke impromptu. Nevertheless, he was quoted 
extensively by the New York newspapers and the Polish plight of 
Poland received much attention in the American press, though bela-
tedly. 
From New York Fronczak rushed home by the night train to 
change laundry, for on August 18 he led the Polish delegation 
selected by the local committees at the beginning of August, to 
74 
the White House to entreat the President to aid Poland. 
M. Vanclain, President of Baldwin Locomotive.--New York Times, August le 
1920. 
73The story of the demonstration was carried in Fronczak's 
speech appeared in the New York Times and the New York Tribune both 
August, 16, 1920. 
74 
Buffalo Evening News (Aug. 20, 1920) reported about the Polish 
delegation to the President under the heading: "Buffalo Health 
Commissioner Heads Delegation Which Asked Wilson To Aid Poland 11 • 
See also: Polak~ Arneryce and Dziennik dla Wszystkic~, Aug. 20, 1920. 
The Narod Polski (Chicago, Aug. 25, 1920) carried an editorial account 
of the event. 
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Fortunately for Fronczak, his fellow delege_tes, and before all, 
for Poland, by the time they arrived in Washington, news reached from 
Warsaw that the Red Armies had been in retreat. The delegation was 
received in front of the White House by presidential secretary, Joseph 
75 
P. Tumulthy, as the President was incapacitated by illness. Secretary 
76 
of State Bainbridge Colby also met with the delegates. Due to the 
reports from Poland, the meeting of the Polish delegation with the 
Government representatives became a triumphal manifestation. Instead 
of asking the President to save Poland, which he helped to restore, 
Fronczak in the name of the delegation, and all the Poles in America 
delivered the good news, thanking the President for what he had done 
for Poland thus far. 
The Polish victory over the Red Armies at Warsaw must have over-
whelmed Fronczak with joy; for that which only a day or two before 
appeared an inevitable_dowrifpJ.l of Poland, to whose restoration he 
dedicated all that was best in him, disappeared like a nightmarish 
dream. 
75 , 
Narod Poliki (Chicago), Aug. 25, 1920. 
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According to a circular letter of the American Committee for 
the Defense of Poland, singed by Fronczak and Stefan Czesznak (probable 
date: Sept. 1920), State Secretary Colby told the Polish delegates they 
should exert effort to change public opionion in America in favor of 
Poland. -- Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Vol. XLI. B.H.S. 
CH APTER XIII 
The Fate of an Honest Man 
Having been awarded the ten thousand dollars by the Wydzia! at 
the Sejm in Buffalo, as stated in the preceding chapter, Fronczak 
took appropriate steps to implement his plans. Undoubtedly, he must 
have given some thought as to how he would dispose of the sum prior 
to the Buffalo Sejm of the WydziaX in view of the assurance that this 
compensation, which he did not want, would be formalized by the assem-
bly. The announcement he made at the convention of the Wydzia! decla-
ring his intention to transfer the money for educational and cultural 
purposes in Poland required the establishment of more specific princi-
ples and guidelines for the recipients. There is no evidence that 
Fronczak worked 0n this matter in concert with other people, save 
perhaps some casual consultation with Smulski. After all, it was his 
money. Neither Fronczak nor his associates of the Wydzia! realized 
that such a seemingly simple matter like establishing a fund for such 
noble cause would encounter complications which would eventually frus-
trate the fulfillment of the altruistic design of the benefactor. 
Prompted by the increasing rate of the Polish mark, Fronczak 
instructed Smulski to purchase half a million of them and send that 
366 
367 
amount to the Ministry of the Republic of Poland. 
2 
1 
Smulski immediately 
complied with Fronczak's wish and by the end of December, 1919, or 
early in January 1920, half a million Polish marks in two equal drafts 
was delivered by a person, evidently close to Smulski, named Zagleni-
3 
czny, to the Ministry of Treasury in Warsaw. 
In the meantime, Fronczak wrote instructions naming the beneficiary 
and the manner in which the money was to be administered. According to 
the document he made/the chief beneficiary of his fund the Warsaw 
4 
Learned Society. Perhaps moved by the delapidated conditions of the 
Staszic Palace in Warsaw, which was the headquarters of the Society, 
Fronczak made the provision that for the first ten years, starting with 
the year 1921, the Society was to use the money or portion of it, for 
the renovation of that building. In return for this he asked that a 
plate coonnemorating his donation would be immured in the vestibule of 
5 
the palace. After ten years, the Society was oblidged to utilize 
five per cent of the ten thousand dollars or its Polish parity for 
scholarship or stipends bearing his name for medical students or 
1 Fronczak to Smulski, Nov. 25, 1919. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
2
smulski to Fronczak (telegram) Nov. 29, 1919. Fronczak Papers, B.S. 
3smulski, who toured in Poland at the end of 1919 and the beginning 
of 1920, was to deliver the checks himself, but evidently had no time to 
do this. The name of Zagleniczny as the person who delivered the checks, 
appeared in Fronczak's cormnunication to the Ministry of the Republic of 
Poland of July 20, 1920.-- Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
4 Fronczak to Warsaw Learned Society(Towarzystwo Naukowe Warszawskie-
Societas Scientiarum Varsoviensis) July 26, 1920. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
5The palace was named after its donor Stanislaw Staszic (1755-1826) 
a member and president of the Society which was chartered by King William 
of Prussia in 1802. 
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scientists. In case the Society would cease to exist, the beneficiaries 
were to be student fraternities named after him at Poznan University, 
Warsaw University, or the Jagiellonian University at Cracow, in that 
order. At the end of the instructions, he stipulated that if for some 
reason the aforementioned institutions could not implement the grant, 
the whole sum of ten thousand dollars with accumulated interest was to 
be transfered to Buffalo where it was to be used for the foundation 
6 
of a Polish "College". 
Such was Fronczak's noble and laudable wish. But what exactly 
happened to the Fronczak Fund and how his instructions were observed 
it is impossible to trace. Whatever happened, it was beyond the donor's 
control. Our interest in the case would have ended here if it was not 
for the fact that Fronczak was preoccupied with it for several years 
without satisfactory results. 
The main culprit in this instance appeared to be the catastrophic 
inflation of the Polish mark. When the Warsaw Learned Society claimed 
the money, as authorized by Fronczak, at the end of 1920, the mark 
dropped from 1/50 to 1/500 of a dollar, and it was constantly declining. 
Since the money was deposited with the Ministry of Treasury in Polish 
marks, the value of the grant naturally decreased to a negligible sum. 
The Warsaw Society negotiated with the Ministry to secure the sum of 
6Most likely, Fronczak had in mind St. Francis High School in 
Hamburg, N.Y. which in Polish was called Kolegium or Collegium in Latin. 
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7 
ten thousand dollars or its equivalent in Polish .mark at the current rate. 
Fronczak, as the benefactor, was asked to intercede on behalf of his 
8 
beneficiary, which he did without apparent success. 
What did really happen to the ten thousand dollar Fronczak fund 
in Poland will perhaps never be unraveled in light of available docu-
mentation. The matter became so entangled in bureaucratic and monetary 
affairs by 1923 that Fronczak's personal intervention during his trip 
9 
to Poland failed to produce desired results. By that time the fund 
was transfered from the Mj,nistry of Treasury to the Ministry of Education 
Fronczak in his conference with the Minister of Education Glabinski 
insisted that the money would be paid to the Warsaw Learned Society in 
the value equal to ten thousand dollars, regardless of the actual rate 
of the Polish mark. For unknown reasons Fronczak's wish was not com-
plied with. 
The only satisfaction that Fronczak derived from the last fund 
while intervening in Warsaw in this matter, was the awarding him a 
medal by the Warsaw Learned Society acknowledging his contribution 
10 
to its "benefit". Such step was taken by the Society evidently 
7 
Towarzystwo Naukowe Warszawskie to Fronczak, July 2, 1923. -~lso: 
Fronczak to Jan Kwapiszewski, Polish Legation in ~ashington, Marcll'-3,1923. 
8M. Kwapiszewski (Charge d'Affaires, Polish Legation in Washington) 
to Fronczak, Oct. 14, 1922. Fronczak Room, B.S.C. 
9Fronczak to Towarzystwo Naukowe Warszawskie, July 23, 1924. 
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to solace the donor and to give recognition to his good intentions. 
But Fronczak, who no doubt was flattered by the medal, would prefer 
to see his money used for the intended purpose. One can imagin~ the 
frustration Fronczak experienced in these circumstances. Thanking 
11 
the Society for the medal in July 1924, he almost stated, in a 
sarcastic overtone, that while the Society was kind enough to award 
him the medal, which he would cherish, would it see to it that his 
money for which he received the medal, be secured by the Society from 
the Ministry of Education. He even volunteered to double the original 
grant provided the Ministry of Education would be persuaded to turn 
12 
the ten thousand dollars to the Society in order to establish a 
perpetual scholarship fund enabling students and professors from 
Poland to visit the United States for academic purposes. Even this 
unsolicited offer could not finalize the matter. Four years later, 
before departing for Poland, Fronczak wrote to Jan Kochanowski, the 
president of the Warsaw Learned Society, trying to arrange a conference 
with the governing body of the Society "in order to discuss the matter 
of the wondering $10,000". What Fronczak settled during his visit 
13 
in Poland in 1927 regarding this matter the documents do not reveal. 
11 Fronczak to T.N.W. July 29, 1924. 
12 
It should be noted that in 1924, the Polish mark, a relique of 
the German occupation of Poland during World War I, was replaced by the 
ancient Polish zloty at the rate of five zloty to a dollar. In the last 
stages of its existence, the Polish mark dropped to 300,000 to a dollar. 
13 
Fronczak to Jan Kochanowski, April 23, 1927. 
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Unless revelational material is discovered, the disappearance of 
Fronczak's ten thousand dollar fund will remain a mystery. 
Despite the uncertain fate of his generous grant to the Warsaw 
Learned Society, Fronczak was not disheartened in his zeal to help 
needy people in Poland. 
At the end of October 1922, the editor of the Telegram, a friend 
of Fronczak, who, like himself spent some time in France and Poland 
after the war, Bronis!aw Kamienski, in two editorials described deplo-
rable conditions that the poor students of the Warsaw University had 
to endure. Kamienski challenged in his editorials the Buffalo Poles 
14 
to find means to alleviate the dreadful plight of the Warsaw students. 
He undoubtedly was moved by an article in the Kurier Warszawski inten-
ded to bring the attention of the Polish society the dreadful plight 
of the university students of Poland. Following the example of his 
colleague of Warsaw, the editor of the Telegram shamed the Buffalo 
Polish "intelligentsia" that they did nothing to relieve: the conditions 
of the academic community in Poland. The lack of food .for the students 
was the.urgent problem according to Kaminski. 
Fronczak,who undoubtedly was in concert with Kamienski on his 
editorials, responded immediately by calling a meeting of the Polish 
Medical Society, of which he was the president, at which the problem 
was dramatized by Kamienski. 
14.relegram (Buffalo), Oct. 27, 28, 1922. 
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The upshut of this action was that the Polish physicians of 
Buffalo, instigated by Fronczak, pledged to contribute one dollar 
each month to a "food fund" for Warsaw University students for one 
15 
year. 
By December Fronczak had on his list of donors, besides the 
physicians, also the Polish pharmacists, dentists and lawyers; together 
16 
about one hundred persons. With the help of four "captains" he was 
able to deliver to the Warsaw University one million Polish marks 
each month for the whole year as pledged. Aside from paying his share, 
he assumed the responsibility of keeping correspondence with the 
bene;iciaries and admonishing tardy contributors and keeping the 
public informed through the press of each delivery and its disposition 
on the fund by the Warsaw University. Since among the Poles in 
America, who had been donating to the Polish cause for many years a 
suspicion roamed that money they donated seldom was used for the 
intended purpose, Fronczak specified in a correspondence to the rector 
, 17 
of the Warsaw University, Jan tukasiewicz, that it would be encumbered 
on the university's authority to confirm each amount received. Besides 
that he wished students benefiting from the donation would write 
15 
Telegram (Buffalo), Oct. 30, 1922. 
16nr. BronisJaw M. Bukowski was collecting for the medical profes-
sion; Dr. Stanislaw Ruszaj collected among the dentists; Edward I. Dem-
borski collected from the drugists; Wictor Wlegala from the lawyers. 
17 
Fronczak to tukasiewicz, Nov. 15, 1922 and Feb. 12, 1923.--
Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
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letters of gratitude to the donors. The documents indicate that 
the recipients fully complied with this request. The letters 
from the students, thanking the donors for their noble deed, were 
published in Kamienski's Telegram and the originals had been pre-
18 
served in Fronczak's collections. 
If Fronczak and his colleagues were seeking moral satisfaction 
through their charitable act, they indeed accomplished their objectives. 
Fronczak in particular must have been elated, considering the failure 
of the ten thousand dollar grant, that this small scale, as it was, 
action was producing iumediate results. The evidence of the success 
of this charitable action were the numerous letters from individual 
19 
students which were published in the Telegram and lists of students 
bearing their signatures as proof of distribution of the relief. 
On the whole, the hundred some professionalists, who coonnitted them-
selves to donate one dollar each month, provided monthly meal for 
20 
over five hundred students in Warsaw. 
Fronczak, on occasion, did more than his share. For instance, 
in March, 1923, he donated the check he received from the Polish 
18 
See the Telegram, March 7, 1923, in the column "Listy Wdzi~czno-
Sci". There are 25 original letters. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. Box 14. 
The Warsaw Kurier Warszawski (Jan. 29, 1923) dedicated full column 
to the humanitarian action initiated by Fronczak. 
19Telegram, Buffalo, March 23, 1923, carried the first bunch of thes, 
letters in the"Listy Wdzi~cznosci'.~ (Letters of Gratitude). 
20 
In February, 1923, for instance, 38 students received money for 
tuition, laboratory service and meals. But in June 685 students received 
meal tickets at 2600 marks each. 
The list of donors contained: 62 drugists, 30 physicians, 14 law-
yers. 
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consulate in Chicago to defray his expenses for a trip in connection 
21 
with his participating in the Copernican observance there. 
Undoubtedly, Fronczak had many friends and admirers on the East 
and West Side of Buffalo. However, no person can go through life 
without encountering some animosity, jealousy or hostility. While 
admirers and friends are inconspicuous, distant, the enemies,though 
fewer, are close and harmful. 
Among Fronczak's enemies was one of his countryman, Frank Rus~kie-
wicz, a man of many talents, who emerged to prominence on the East 
Side as the editor of the Dziennik dla Wszystkich. The animosity 
between these two gentlemen from Buffalo seemed to have sprung up in 
1905, as far as it can be documented. The democratic victory of that 
year resulted in many replacements in the city administration. Rusz-
kiewicz held a position of a clerk in the previous administration, 
headed by,~epulican Mayor1Knight, and was released from his duties the new, Democratic 
,---
along with several other Poles employed at city hall by/Mayor;J• Adam 
,, \ / 
who appointed Fronczak deputy health commissioner. Ruszkiewicz and 
many other Poles of both parties interpreted the dismissal of the few 
21 
Fronczak to J. Barthel Wydenthal, Consul General of the Republic 
of Poland, March 19, 1923. The amount was $58.13. 
In 1923, the Poles celebrated the 450th anniversary of Nicolas 
Copernicus' birth.--Summary of Fronczak's address in Dziennik Chicago-
wski, February 19, 1923. 
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Poles employed in city hall as a price they had to pay for the 11big 5' 
22 
appointment awarded to Fronczak. While the other losers became 
eventually reconciled, Ruszkiewicz seemed to brute his grudge against 
Fronczak to his grave. It is quite possible there were other reasons 
for this animosity of which we might not be aware. 
Perhaps personal animosity put Ruszkiewicz and Fronczak into 
opposite political camps of Polish politics. Their antagonism was 
brought into a sharper focus during the World War I. Ruszkiewicz was 
perhaps no less than Fronczak dedicated to the Polish cause, but he 
adhered to the "orientation" that saw the salvation of Poland with the 
Central Powers. Fronczak, however, stood with the pro-Allied orienta-
tion, as has been explained above. 
The cleveage between these orientations was very well exploited 
by Ruszkiewicz in his attack on Fronczak during the war. It was 
Ruszkiewicz's paper in Buffalo, the Dziennik dla Wszystkich that 
accused Fronczak of drawing three salaries for his service on the 
Polish National Committee in Paris, namely, from the WydziaX, the 
City of Buffalo and the American Army, which of course was not the case 
at all. Ruszkiewicz, who was not .a , good writer, was aided in his at-
tacks on Fronczak and the National Democracy by his co-editor, Tomasz 
Kozak. These two ~ournalis~,fiurported in the Dziennik dla Wszystkich 
22 See Gazeta Buffalowska, Dec. 29, 1905; also footnote 28, p. 137. 
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that Fronczak was in some way responsible for the actions of the party 
23 
during the war and after the war as well. The political criticism 
Fronczak had to accept because he knew that politics generates contro-
versy. When Ruszkiewicz decided to attack Fronczak directly with the 
objectives to destroy his career, Fronczak reacted with a court suit. 
The culminate point in the feud came in 1921, after the mayorial 
election. 
Fronczak, like all the conmissioners of the Buffalo city admini-
stration was subject to removal from the office by the new mayor. 
Ruszkiewicz was determined to exploit this procedure. Having his own 
newpaper, with twenty thousand daily circulation, at his disposal, 
Ruszkiewicz carried considerable influence on the East Side. The 
American constitution puts enormous power into the hands of the editor 
of a newspaper against which an ordinary citizen is sometimes defense-
less, because the proposition of freedom of press does not protect 
the citizens against the unscrupulous editor. Both Ruszkiewicz and 
Fronczak knew this. During the time, between the election and the 
inauguration of the mayor-elect1the Dziennik dla Wszystkich printed 
24 
slanderous articles against Fronczak. Some of the articles, either 
23Fronczak along with Paderewski and Smulski and all the members of 
the CKR in Chicago, signed a declaration protesting against the proclama-
tion of Nov. 5, 1916 issued by Germany and Austria-Hungary. Kozak derided 
the protest and implicated Fronczak in the "unwise" action. See: Dzien-
nik dla Wszystkich, Dec. 1916. 
24 See Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, vol. 44, B.S.C. 
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by Ruszkiewicz or Kozak, were translated for the convenience of the 
English language press. This sinister and malicious action aimed to 
discredit Fronczak in the eyes of the citizens but especially to con-
vince Sclw,ab not to include Fronczak in his administration. At the 
same time Ruszkiewicz made personal attempts to persuade Schwab, who 
supposedly was ohlidged to Ruszkiewicz for support in th_e election, 
tellirig him that majority of the Polish people of Buffalo, including 
the clergy were opposed to Fronczak's reappointment. On the other 
hand, Ruszkiewicz managed to create the impression on the East Side 
that Fronczak either ,-ms no longer _interested in the office or that 
Schwab would not re-appoint him, because he, Fronczak did not campaign 
for Schwab. Ruszkiewicz was prudent .... :. , however, not to campaign 
for the removal of Fronczak without supporting other Poles to replace 
25 
him. His candidate for the office was Dr. Leon Kurek. 
Kurek was perhaps not entirely innocent ploy in the hands of 
Ruszkie·wicz. He had a grudge against Fronczak. because, as he believed, 
the Cormnissioner wanted to revoke his license on account of malpractice. 
Kurek realized he was not suitable replacement for Fronczak; not only 
because of lack of qualifications but, simply, he could not measure up 
to the requirements of the office. In Kurek's own words, repeated to 
Fronczak by a priest .whose support he solicited: "I knot~ I cannot be 
appointed Health Commissioner, but I am going to spoil it for Fronczak". 
25 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Dec. 20, 1921. 
--- - __ .. -
26 According to affidavit prepared by Fronczak for court action.--
F:r.onc:,:ak Papers, B.S.C. --Fronczak v. Ruszkiewicz. 
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Ruszkiewicz assumed that Schwab would not appoint Kurek, if he 
would decide to replace Fronczak. He seemed to have a very cynical 
approach to the candidacy of his protege. As he confided to one of 
his associates who in turn reported to Fronczak, 11he had no use for 
27 
Kurek, and would hate to see Kurek appointed Health Coumissioner! ••• " 
said the reporter. But this did not prevent Ruszkiewicz to write in 
his daily "Dr •. L.S. Kurek is as.well qualified to occupy the office 
of the Health Commissioner as Fronczak. He is ever better qualified 
for, knowing Kurek, we can say he will not use the office for personal 
28 
and partisan gain.'' 
In his campaigl:l against Fronczak, Ruszk.iewicz revived the old 
accusations that he fanned during the war regarding the triple pay 
that Fronczak was allegedly receiving. Now he added, however, one 
more allegation. He circulated rumors that the ten thousand dollars 
that Fronczak sent to Poland in 1919, never went there, or that there 
29 
was, at least,no evidence it did, but instead it was pocketed by him. 
In his editorial, at the beginning of December, 1921, Ruszkiewicz 
asked who would be the next health commissioner of Buffalo? He answered 
his own question unequivocally that the new head of the health department 
2·7· b. d I J. • 
280. .k dl zienni __..!_ Wszystkich, Dec. 7, 1921. In the same article we read: 
~Fronczak ought to remember the spoils belong to the victors! He agitated 
against the Schwab's candidature, and, if he indeed is as magnanimous as 
he proclaims himself, he ought to have enough personal dignity and Polish 
patriotism and remove himself quietly from the office, and not to spoil 
chances for another Poles." 
29 
Fronczak to Smulski, Dec. 15, 1921. 
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will be dr. Kurek. In the same breath he alleged Fronczak of exploiting 
the office for Polish party politics, meaning the National Democracy; 
that he was subservient to the clergy; that he fostered the cult of 
Paderewski among the Poles in America. Ruszkiewicz further alleged 
Fronczak of being a censor of the Poles in Buffalo -- that no speaker 
was allowed to address a gathering of Poles in this city without being 
first cleared by Fronczak. 
he 
30 
Fronczak indeed sided with the clergy, 
however, was not subservient to them. Though he did not profess al-
legiance to the Polish National Democratic Party, especially in 1921, 
he, nevertheless, through his friendship with Paderewski, could be 
termed a rightist as far as the Polish political party designation 
would be concerned. But this had no bearing on his performance in 
the office or party affiliation in America. No one can deny of course 
that Fronczak admired Paderewski. But these characteristics were re-
garded great virtues by the people on the East Side. 
This did not trouble Ruszkiewicz for a moment. He even revived 
that Semitic issue. He would tell the Jews that Fronczak arranged 
pogroms in Poland and that he would not employ them in the Health Depar-
tment, as he was a notorious anti-Semite. Then he would turn to the 
Poles saying that Fronczak was staffing his department with the Jews. 
31 
Thus, both sides were to be antagonized against Fronczak. 
38 Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Dec. 7, 1921 
31 Fronczak to Smulski, Dec. 15, 1921. 
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If the testimony of Victor Lampka, owner of a retail store trans-
mitted to Fronczak through his cousin Walter Ruszaj can be taken for 
granted, Ruszkiewicz's "lambasting" of Fronczak was aimed at forcing 
Fronczak to come to terms with him. The terms were political, of course. 
Ruszkiewicz would like Fronczak to abandon his adherence to the Polish 
National Democracy, and align himself with the Socialists, whom he 
passionately disliked for some reason; and in the local party politics, 
Fronczak would be expected to join the Republicans. Otherwise, he was 
32 
going to "lambast" Fronczak until he was out of office. As to the 
truthfulness of his statements about Fronczak printed in his daily, he 
knew they were not true. But he had no qualms printing them because 
as a newspaper editor he was aware that it would be up to Fronczak to 
prove him wrong, but even the~, a public apology could be issued on the 
last page. Ruszkiewicz, apparently did not suppose that Fronczak would 
go as far as to bring charges against him in the court. On this score, 
he was wrong, because Fronczak refused to capitulate to Ruszkiewicz. 
Schwab, the mayor-elect, for his part1appeared to be acting cau-
tiously if not shrewdly. He would not rush to accoamodate the ambitions 
of Ruszkiewicz or Kurek, but at the same time, he would neither state 
emphatically that he would retain Fronczak, thus closing the issue. 
Although a man of little education--what was and still is not unusual 
among mayors in America--Schwab seemed to be appreciative of Fronczak's 
32 
Affidavit "Fronczak v. Ruszkiewicz". 
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accumulated expertise in the field of public health and of his political 
influence in Buffalo. Thus, at the outset of his mayorial career, Schwab 
seemed to have demonstrated prudence in this respect, which was not the 
case a few years later, as will be shown. 
Fronczak, on the other hand, by the virtue that his position was 
jeopardized, was obliged to convince the 
mayor elect he was medically and politically suitable for the position 
he had held for so many years, and before all, to clear himself up of 
allegation raised against him. 
Although Fronczak had verbal assurances from Schwab that his posi-
tion was in jeopardy, he might have wonde·red why the mayor ·elect would 
not say publicly what he told him "confidentially". He evidently 
enjoyed the power the office put into his hands, or perhaps wanted 
Fronczak to pass a test of popularity in the city. As he told Fronczak--
and we have only Fronczak's word to go by in this case~-he, Schwab, 
realized that Fronczak had behind him "all the aristocrats, the clergy, 
the physicians and those fellows on Fillmore", by this he meant the 
lawyers and merchants. This was fine with Schwab. He advised Fronczak 
to get endorsement of "the plain people like myself", meaning himself, 
and that would have·been all that was necessary for the reappointment. 
As for Kurek, Schwab had to find a patronage for him because he worked 
for Schwab's election, but was not seriously considered a replacement 
for Fronczak. In any event, by the first week of December, after the 
382 
election, Fronczak had the assurance of Schwab that he would not 
replace him, and certainly not with Kurek. "You were good enough 
for Furham and you were good enough for Mayor Buck, and you are good 
enough for me", said Schwab to Fronczak. This private promise was 
backed up by the mayor-elect's public statement in which he said that 
he (Schwab) would "have to be thoroughly convinced that the man who 
would take his (Fronczak's) place would have to measure up to the 
33 
high efficiency of our present Commissioner". 
In the light of the foregoing, the issue of Fronczak's re-ap-
pointment appeared to have been a political game set to give a sem~ 
blance of democratic process in selecting people in the city admini-
stration, while everything had been settled in advance. Hence, the 
action against Fronczak led by Ruszkiewicz with the aid of Kurek--
agonizing as it was for Fronczak--was an exercise in futility. 
Fronczak, needless to say, received the support the mayor-elect 
requested. The Polish physicians of Buffalo wrote individually to 
34 
Schwab, the Polish clergy, the Association of Polish Physicians, 
lawyers, various corporations, Polish fraternal organizations, like 
the Polish Union of America, the Polish National Alliance, the Falcons 
34Polish Physicians Cormnittee to Schwab, Dec. 28, 1921. 
35 
Luciene Howe to F.X. Schwab, Jan. 13, 1922. 
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and many other. Even people from other cities made appeals to Schwab 
on behalf of Fronczak. Also several individuals and organizations 
outside the Polish community exerted their influence on the mayor-elect 
36 
in favor of Fronczak's re-appointment. Among the non-Polish supporters 
37 
of Fronczak to be mentioned was his old professor Dr. Lucien Howe, 
38 
Dr. Charles R. Borzilleri of Columbus Hospital, the Italian-American 
39 
Business Man's Association and the Italian Montemaggiorese Republican 
40 
Club of Mutual Aid. 
As was expected, Mayor Schwab re-appointed Fronczak in January 
1922. Ruszkiewicz, though not surprised with the mayorial decision, 
could not be happy with the defeat he suffered. For Fronczak it was 
a moral victory. He defended his reputation and the position against 
an unscrupulous man and his campaign of slander. But the struggle 
between Fronczak and Ruszkiewicz was not over yet! Ruszkiewicz perhaps 
did not expect this, but Fronczak considered long time before that, 
already in 1918 while he was in France, to bring charges in court 
36 
Unnamed undertaker wrote to Schwab that his business "under the 
directorship of the Health Commissioner has been shot to pieces" because 
"there are less deaths now than in former years, and business is very 
bad", but in spite of that, asked the mayor-elect th re-appoint Fronczak.· 
Undated and unsigned copy of a letter to Schwab. 
37 
Luciene Howe to Schwab, Jan. 13, 1922. 
38charles R. Borzilleri to Schw~b; Dec._ Z9, _1921. 
39The Italian-American Business Man's Association to Schwab, Dec. 29, 
1921. 
40The Italian Montemaggiorese Republican Club of Mutual Aid to 
Schwab, Dec. 22, 1921. 
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against Ruszkiewicz for defamation of character. Fronczak was especially 
hurt by Ruszkiewicz's or his paper's allegations that he enriched him-
self while working for the Polish national cause. Maybe he had a change 
of heart after he returned from the war, believing that the case was 
not worth the trouble. Now, however, when Ruszkiewicz renewed his 
attack on him, Fronczak took the trouble to seek vindication against 
his attacker in the court. He seemed to waiver and proceed slowly for 
41 
it was not until April, 1926 that the case was to be tried. But there 
is no documentary evidence that the two parties met in the court. It 
would appear that reconciliation between the defendant and the plain-
42 
tiff was reached outside the court. 
To be just to Ruszkiewicz, it should be stated that he had never 
eased his attacks on Fronczak during the period while the Con:missioner 
was preparing the case for trial. Ruszkiewicz took advantage of every 
opportunity to jab Fronczak in his newspaper. He held Fronczak, as 
the Buffalo health commissioner, responsible for the flies in the city, 
for the dirt in the trams; Fronczak was blamed, for example, for faLling 
to have dismantled dilapidated houses on Sobieski street, which were 
41Fronczak was to be represented by Killeen and Sweeney law firm. 
According to a communication from the firm to Fronczak the case was 
"most likely be reached for trial during the week of April Sth.--Killeen 
and Sweeney to Fronczak, April 1, 1926. 
42 
Inquiry with the above law firm produced no information as to the 
disposition of the case. 
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allegedly hazardous to health of the neighborhood. Ruszkiewicz 
was further angered that Fronczak excused himself from attending a 
meeting of the Wards Club on Sweet Street to explain why the houses 
in question were not demolished. The editor of the Dziennik dla 
Wszystkich criticized every public appearance of Fronczak. Every speech 
Fronczak gave at a patriotic Polish function was to Ruszkiewicz or 
someone else on his staff either "too long", "stupid" or "serving 
44 
Fronczak's own interest." Ruszkiewicz tried to present Fronczak to 
the Buffalo Poles as a false leader, a man who solicited their support, 
when he needed it, on the ground that he "rendered great services to 
Poland", but the Poles of Buffalo received no services from their 
45 
Health Coomissioner. 
The harassment of Fronczak by the Dziennik seemed to have ceased 
with the abortive court trial. There is no written docwnent unfortu-
1 
natelyjwhich would help us to determine the nature of the conciliation 
between the two foes. One may notice, however, that starting about the 
middle of the swnmer of 1926, no hostile articles or remarks directed 
against Fronczak appeared in the Dziennik. By 1927, the Dziennik 
43
oziennik dla Wszystkich Feb. 12, 1925. According to the Buffalo 
Courier (Feb. 12, 1925), Fronczak had to attend a medical meeting and 
that demolition of houses was not under his jurisdiction. 
44 Case in point, was Fronczak's address to preamble a concert of 
the Kolo Spiewacze. According to the Dziennik dla Wszystkich (Sept. 1, 
1924) Fronczak's address was "long and not to the point". 
45
oziennik dla Wszystkich, Feb. 12, 1925. 
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changed its position in respect to Fronczak diametrically. The hosti-
lity evidently turned into amity. Fronczak for his part addressed a 
letter to the Dziennik, in 1927, which no doubt was directed to the 
publisher, full of praises for the daily for its stand on the Polish 
46 
national issue. Although one should not expect cordiality between 
the former foes, the relationship between Fronczak and F. Ruszkiewicz 
seemed to had been correct. It went so far as that in 1932 he contri-
buted an undetermined sum of money towards the purchase of a painting 
by Wojciech Kossak together with Fronczak, his daughter and her husband 
Dr. Edward Bukowski, Ruszkiewicz (Joseph and Alexander) and Chauncey 
47 
J. Hemlin, the director of the Buffalo Museum of Science. 
The conciliation with F. Ruszkiewicz came at an opportune moment 
for Fronczak. While he successfully resolved his troubles with the 
46 Dziennik dla Wszystkich 1927. 
47 
Wojciech Kossak during his visit in .. the United States (1931-32) 
painted several portraits of several persons in Buffalo, including the 
Ruszkiewicz brothers, Fronczak and his wife. "The Round-Up" depicts 
western life. The painting has been lost, or at least on one seems to 
know were it is. A photocopy of it can be seen in Buffalo Evening News, 
April 6, 1932. Also see: Hobbies, Buffalo Museum of Science Bulletin, 
vol. 12, No. 9, May 1932. 
As for Frank Ruszkiewicz, his end was rather sad. In January 1933, 
he was killed by a train in Depew, suburb of Buffalo. According to 
Buffalo Evening~ (Jan. 16, 1933), Ruszkiewicz conmitted suicide, 
though this opinion has been disputed ever since. The Dziennik dla 
Wszystkich claimed the death was accidental. (Jan. 17, 1933). 
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Oz~ennik, problems emerged with the Mayor of Buffalo. The Mayor and 
Fronczak had been at odds many times prior to 1927. By the end of 
1927, Mayor Schwab slated Fronczak for removal from.the office begin-
ning 1928, when the new charter which provided for the reorganization 
of the Health Department was to be adopted. Schwab, however, did not 
realize that unlike in 1921-22, Fronczak this time had a solid support 
of the Polish East Side, including the Dziennik. The solidarity the 
Poles showed in Fronczak's support against Schwab resembled the situation 
of 1913, reappointed him against the will of the political machinery. 
The Mayor and the Commissioner had been at odds many times during 
the previous years. But the differences seemed to have been always 
patched up. In the fall of 1927, when Fronczak returned from the trip 
to Europe, the Mayor appeared to be looking for pretexes to quarrel 
with the Commissioner. The rift seemed irreconcilable. 
Schwab's displeasure with Fronczak surfaced when the Conmissioner, 
in Sept. 1927, took disciplinary action against one of his subordinates, 
48 
a health inspector, who was a protege of the mayor. The mayor was 
advocating a new charter by virtue of which the health commissioner 
48 
The case in point was the mayor's protection of certain Burt. s. 
Maggio, a health inspector, who was in the habit of writing reports of 
work he never did.--See Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Oct. 29, 1927; Buffalo 
Evening News, Oct. 25, 1927. 
The Buffalo Times (Oct. 26, 1927) stated that the mayor was "ready 
to oust the health commissioner after the first of the year". 
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would be subject to a five member Health Board. It was this board that 
was to recommend for his confirmation the next heath commissioner. 
Fronczak had reservations to this measure, which was designed to give 
the mayor a greater control over the health department. He adhered 
to the view that the health department ought not to be supject to 
political fluctuation in the City Hall, that the department should be 
in the hands of a specialist regardless of his party affiliations, 
because the problems of public health could neither be "republican" 
nor "democratic". While Fronczak was supported in this view by the 
medical profession, the Mayor and his advisors evidently did not agree 
with him on that issue. 
The confrontation of strength between the Coumdssioner and the Mayor 
came when the latter, made it known in November that Fronczak would not 
be included in the new city administration. The announcement stirred 
up the Polish coumunity, especially the Poles felt that they had been 
disparaged in the distribution of city jobs. 
The question of Fronczak's reappointment was taken up by the Polish 
Businessmen and Professionalist Association at the special meeting 
49 
convened for this purpose on November 17 in the Dom Polski. The leading 
spirit in this case was a young lawyer, Jan Krysinski, very well situated 
in the State Democratic party organizations. According to a plan adopted 
49nziennik dla Wszystkich, Nov. 18, 1927. 
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at that meeting, all prominent and influential Poles of Buffalo appeared, 
so 
on November 25, in the Mayor's office before noon. Reportedly there 
were two hundred people in the delegation. In fact, most of the Polish 
''aristocrats", to use Schwab's term, of the East Side were included in 
that number. Among them were the State Senator, Leonard Lipowicz, 
Assemblyman Ansley Borkowski, Mgrs. Fr. Kasprzak and Mgrs Alexander 
Pitass at the head of the clergy, Fronczak's classmate in law school, 
Fr. Burzynski, Dr. Francis Butlak and Dr. John Swierat being the more 
51 
outspoken physicians. 
It is interesting that during the course of argumentatio~, led 
by Assemblyman Borkowski, the Mayor's objections to Fronczak was his 
frequent absence from the office and the city due to travelling. This 
argument was easily refuted by Fronczak's side as being invalid since 
all the travelling Fronczak did with the approval of the Mayor and 
City Council. F. Burzynski, among others, pointed out to the Mayor 
that thanks to Fronczak's participations in medical conventions and 
professional meetings, due to his well established world reputation 
50 
The resolution published by the Connnittee in the Polish language 
exhorted Poles to march on the City Hall because the Fronczak cause was 
a common interest of all of them. It became an issue of national pride. 
In part the resolution read: "All march in order to show the others 
by multitude, that we, Poles, know how to stand like a wall when our 
honor and rights are at stake". --Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Nov. 23, 1927. 
51 
Buffalo Courier-Express, Nov. 26, 1927. 
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as an outstanding public health officer, brought Buffalo great honor. 
The choice of a replacement for Fronczak became more difficult 
for the Mayor and the Board of Health when in late December, 1927, 
the influential, in the matter of public health, Erie County Medical 
Society adopted a resolution by which the membership of this organi-
52 
zation obliged itself not to apply for Fronczak's job. 
The Mayor's complaint that Fronczak's department did not function 
like, for instance, the departments of police and fire, was regarded 
by the citizens a great merit of the Health Coumi.ssioner. As one 
Buffalo journalist pointed out, by making such statement the Mayor 
admitted that the Health Department was not under his political control 
what the citizens regarded very fortunate considering the common 
knowledge that the other departments were staffed with.Shwab's cronies 
and were notoriously malfunctioning. In matter of health, the journa-
list maintained, the Buffalonians preferred the opinion of Fronczak 
rather then that of Mayor Schwab. He further stated that, if Fronczak 
was to be forced out of the office on the above grounds, "then the 
Doctor may step out into what might be called a burst of glory. The 
53 
Mayor could have paid him no greater tribute." 
The Poles left the Mayor's office on the eventful day in November 
with Schwab's verbal consent that he would retain Fronczak provided 
52nziennik dla Wszystkich, Dec. 20, 1927. 
53 
The Buffalo Truth, Nov. 26, 1927 
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the Commissioner would stay on the job eight hours a day, a superfluous 
request from a man entirely dedicated to his duties. Though the Polish 
language newspapers regarded the demonstration of the two hundred Polish 
Buffalo citizens a great victory, the reappointment of Fronczak was 
still much in the air. According to a provision in the new charter 
Fronczak was to be recommended for the mayor's approval by the Board 
54 
of Health which was inaugurated in January 1928. The delay went under 
the skin of the Poles on the East Side as it was evident that 
Schwab tried to back out from the conmi.tment he made to them. In the 
meanwhile, speculations ran high as to the reasons for the tardiness 
in confirming Fronczak in his office. One story had it that the 
Mayor was irked by the fact that Fronczak was much in the limelight 
and the Mayor hated to live in his shadow. Fronczak reportedly was 
ordered by Schwab in the past, to stay out of the limelight if he 
wanted to be on good terms with him. Since he failed to do that, he 
was to be "kept in hot water for a time" in the hope that he would 
not seek reappointment or conmit an administrative error which would 
provide the Board and the Mayor with an excuse of discarding him from 
55 
office. But all gossips and speculations came to an end with the 
54 
In accordance with the new charter the Health Board consisted 
of five members, two of whom were physicians: Dr. Charles R. Borzilleri, 
Dr. Nelson G. Russell, Floyd J. Satterlee, John J. Lenanan and Charles F. 
Roech. Roesch was the chairman. --Buffalo Evening News, Jan. 16, 1928. 
55 
The Buffalo Time (Jan. 24, 1928) ran the speculation under the 
heading-: -"Fronczak "'s"'Reappointment Held for Weeks - -Chairman Roesch of 
the Health Board Admits Appointment Will Hang Fire for Some Time". 
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announcement from City Hall carried in the newspapers on Feb. 10, 1928, 
56 
that Fronczak was reappointed. 
Among the defenders of Fronczak was an anonymous "his very 
sincere friend" wllo penned a letter to the Mayor, providing Fronczak 
57 
with a copy. The letter styled in sarcastic terms depicted the 
attitude of the citizens towards the Mayor and the Conmissioner. The 
writer addressed the Mayor "Asinus Asinorum" and "Il Pagliacci". In 
an attached note to Fronczak, the anonym stated "The original was 
sent to your tormentor our 'Simple Simon' misfit, His Satanic Majesty, 
the Mayor". The letter seemed to have been prompted by the Mayor's 
mistreatment of Fronczak during some public function, for which the 
Mayor was notorious. 
At one point Fronczak's defender wrote: 
"Your insolent and bigoted attacks on the Health 
Commissioner are all cheap stage-stunts, miscalculated, 
because they don't 'bring-down the house' any more --
the 'Blain Beople 158 know you by this time. 
Alluding to the Mayor's being irritated that Fronczak was too 
prominent person for the City Hall, the author continued: "Your 
cheap insinuation that the Health Conmissioner 'acts like a little 
56 Buffalo Courier-Express, Feb. 10, 1928. 
57 
The document is not dated, but the Post Office stamp on the 
envelope indicated the date of Nov. 1, 1927. --Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S., Box 42. 
58 
"Blain Beable" -plain people, the author obviously mocked 
Schwabs German accent. 
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czar because he associated with people in the old country' is just 
an example of your own simplicity, lack of tact, ignorance ••• Are you 
jealous, because a respectable man meets more respectable people 
than you do?" 
In one place the Mayor was reminded of Fronczak's prominence: 
'Your' Health Commissioner served the City long 
,~ before anyone heard of you--and He served under better 
more intelligent and capable mayors than you are. 
'Your' Health Connnissioner is head, shoulders and hips 
above you: mentally, socially and in all respects. 
Your don't deserve to sit in his presence--but you 
treat him like a menial. 
The anonym called on Schwab "to apologise to the Health Com-
missioner". Such apology, as he stated, could "at least rehabilitate" 
the Mayor "in the opinion of some of the citizens as a half decent 
man who can admit a wrong or an error when he has it pointed out to 
him. 1•1 
"Do you know anything about sanitation, public health, preven-
tive medicine or any other of the component parts making up the 
duties and activities of the Health Department of a big city and 
the Health Commissioner? asked the writer. "It takes brains, science 
and intelligent management to run a health department efficiently11 , 
and Fronczak, according to his defender, had all these attributes. 
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Wars produce heroes on both sides of the front. Some 
of them are lucky enough to be recognized and distinguished 
by conventional signs. Fronczak belongs to those whose services 
in the war did not pass unnoticed. His first distinction for the 
military service was awarded him not by the Republic of Poland, 
as would be expected, but by that of France. On Dec. 28, 1921, 
the French Consul, Charles Pascal Franchot, decorated him with 
the Cross of the Legion of Honor. The ceremony was ostentatiously 
59 
held in the Connnon Council Chambers of the city of Buffalo. 
This stately ceremony, first of this kind in the city of Buff~lo, 
was attended by all the city's dignitaries and leaders of the 
Polish conmunity, who took pride in the honor bestowed on Fron-
60 
czak. The only voice of grim dissatisfaction with the event, came 
from the Dziennik dla Wszystkich which, described above, conducted 
a campaign against Fronczak's reappointment as health commissioner. 
Kozak, the columnist of the Dziennik, regarded staging of the ceremony 
59 
Buffalo Evening News, Dec. 28, 1921. 
60 
The only other Buffalonian, as far-as can be ascertained, 
decorated with the French Cross of the Legion of Honor, was Dr. Julian 
Park, Dean of School of Medicine at the University of Buffalo.--
Buffalo Courier-Express, Nov. 12, 1934. 
in the Council Chambers as device to help Fronczak in retaining his 
59 
job. 
Apart from his actual merits, Fronczak owed the French Cross to 
Paderewski, as far as it can be ascertained. At the end of June 1921, 
60 
Paderewski's plenipotentiary, J. Orlowski, wrote to Fronczak that the 
French ambassador at Paderewski's request presented him (Fronczak) to 
the French Government to be decorated with the above order for his 
services on the N.K.P. in Paris. This request Paderewski most likely 
made while he was still the prime minister of Poland which office he 
abandoned in November 1920. 
Less than a year later, Fronczak was decorated with the Polonia 
Restituta, the highest order of Poland. The ceremony, held in the 
Dom Polski on October 22, 1922, was a gala affair on the East Side. 
The first Polish consul in Buffalo, Stanislaw Manduk, performed the 
honor decorating Fronczak on behalf of the Republic of Poland in 
presence of distinguished guests from the Polonia and the West Side, 
including Mayor Schwab, who attended the banquet connected with this 
61 
occasion. 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Jan. 3, 1922. 
~o 
Orlowski to Fronczak, most likely end of June, 1921. 
61Telegram (Oct. 25, 1922), gave extensive account of the evening 
in Polish. Also see the Buffalo English language newspapers, especial-
ly the Buffalo Evening News, Oct. 23, 1922. 
Although there were other Poles in America who could claim dis-
tinction from the Polish Republic similar to that awarded to Fronczak, 
the selection of the Buffalonian by the Polish government to be the 
62 
first one decorated, could not be disputed. But one has to look at 
Fronczak's decoration with the Po1onia Restituta within the general 
context of the attitude of Poland towards her sons in America. There 
prevailed a desire in the government circles of Poland at that time 
to, at least, show a token of appreciation to the Poles in America 
for their contribution to the Polish cause. This sentiment was 
manifested in the declaration issued by the Prime Minister of Poland, 
Antoni Ponikowski, who also was minister of education and religion, 
that May 20 be dedicated in all schools to the Polish inmigrants 
in America. The Ministry of Education and Religion issued a brochure 
under a telling title: "Our Countrymen Over The Ocean", providing 
63 
the teachers with guidelines as to how the day should be observed. 
62 
Poland was rather sparingly scattering her orders in America. 
A group decoration with Polonia Restituta in Buffalo took place on 
Nov. 7, 1924, when were distinguished: Rev. Cezary Krzyzan, Dr. Stani-
slaw Borowiak, Jakob Rozan,tKazimierz Berger. This event was derided 
by Dziennik dla Wszystkich, (Oct. 27, 19:24) in an editorial entitled: 
"Dawniej Xotrwisial na krzyzu, dzisiaj k:czy:t na Xotrze", stating that 
some of the recipients of this distinctions did not deserve it. Tele-
gram (Nov. 8) printed a rebuttal of the Dziennik. 
63 ,, Naszym Rodakom Za Oceanem, program obchodu szkolnego na czesc 
Emigracji Polskiej w Ameryce. Z inicjatywy Prezydenta Ministrow Rze-
czypospolitej Polskiej, Antoniego Ponikowskiego. OpracowaX Aleksander 
Janowski. Polskie Towarzystwo Krajoznawcze, Warszawa, 1922. Also: 
W. Gl\_siorowski, Ach te 11Chamy" ~ Ameryce, p. 201. 
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Extending this sentiment over the ocean,it was evidently decided in 
Warsaw that a symbol of the recognition of sacrifices on behalf of 
the motherland by Poles in America be presented to an outstanding fi-
gure among the Poles in America. It was natural, therefore, that 
Fronczak, whose name and deeds in Poland were very well known, especial-
ly in the government circles, was chosen for that distinction. 
At this juncture of our story Fronczak's relationship with 
Paderewski warrants some.attention. Fronczak's dedication to Paderewski 
appeared unflinching. This dedication Fronczak manifested in a practi-
cal way in difficult circumstances for Paderewski. In other words, 
Fronczak proved to Paderewski that he indeed was the proverbial friend 
in need. 
In February 1921, Paderewski returned to the United States, 
having behind him the premiership of Poland and Polish ambassadorship 
to the League of Nations from which he resigned. Paderewski came 
to the United States to settle the affairs of his estates, but nobody 
suspected that he was in financial trouble. The secret was revealed 
only to trusted friends of the ex-prime minister of Poland, among whom 
was Fronczak, by Paderewski's plenipotentiary, Jozef Orlowski. Orlowski 
64 imparted 
to Fronczak, at the end of June 1921, most likely at the suggestio1 
64 
Dr. Jozef Orlowski to Fronczak (end of June) 1921. 
:1.i98 
of Paderewski, that the 11 President11 , as he was now called, needed 
innnediate cash to meet a deadline payment on his estate the Paso Robles 
in California. Though Paderewski's credit was good in this country, 
the money had to be raised through private means in order to avoid 
adverse publicity that once the richest artist, former President of the 
Council of Ministers of Poland, was broke. Fronczak understood this 
without OrXowski's insistance. He inmediately dispatched a night letter 
to Paso Robles, to verify OrXowski's story, offering Paderewski five 
thousand dollars and his French bonds, estimated at fifteen thousand 
65 
dollars. This friendly offer Paderewski graciously accepted, stating 
that his predicament was such that he could not decline. In a letter, 
profuse with gratitude: to Fronczak, Paderewski stated that his "noble 
and magnanimous deed" was not only a relief in his (Paderewski's) finan-
66 
cial difficulties, but it was also a moral boost for him. 
In any event, July 18, a day before the deadline of Paderewski's 
67 
payment, Fronczak wired the promised five thousand dollars. Two years 
later Paderewski repaid the whole sum with the customary five percent 
68 
interest. The Fronczak loan represented only a portion of the amount 
Paderewski needed which, according to Orlowski was about sixty thousand 
65Fronczak to Paderewski, Night Letter, July 6, 1921, and a regular 
letter of the same date. 
66 
Paderewski to Fronczak, July 16, 1921. (Telegram) 
67 
Fronczak to Paderewski, Western Union Money Order Telegram, July 18. 
1921. 
68 
Paderewski to Fronczak, April 13, 1923. 
dollars. For Fronczak the five thousand dollars which he had to borrow 
from the Liberty Bank of Buffalo against his life insurance constituted 
his annual salary. Considering the thirty some thousand dollars debt 
he was in, his loan to Paderewski was indeed an act of sacrifice and 
testimony of personal loyalty. This noble act of Fronczak was not 
without reciprocal antecedent. Fronczak, undoubtedly remembered Pade-
rewski's offer of financial aid to him when he was retained in Paris on 
his way back from Poland in May, 1919. Fronczak did not take advantage 
69 
of the~offer. An interesting aspect of the entire financial trans-
action between these two friends is that it was conducted in secrecy 
and kept secret throughout all these years. Even Orlowski was not 
privy to it. The correspondence regarding this matter was exchanged 
in Polish, what was unusual on Paderewski's part whose cablegrams 
to Fronczak on any other subject were in English. Mrs. Fronczak, 
vacationing with the children in Denver, Co!, strongly questioned her 
70 
husband's wisdom of his going broke for Paderewski. 
A product of Catholic upbringing, Fronczak remained a faithful 
son of the Church throughout his life. Politically, socially, he was 
on good terms with the Polish clergy in America. He was particularly 
appreciative of those priests who, besides saving the souls, engaged 
6tronczak to Paderewski, Nov. 17, 1919. 
70 
Mrs. Fronczak to Fronczak, July 15, 1921. 
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in Polish political cause. Examples of his collaboration with the Polish 
priests in Buffalo were shown above. His public position required of 
him that he would be on good terms with the hierarchy in the .Buffalo · 
Irish. · 
diocese, wbich, naturally ,was ,\ He had good relations especially with 
Bishop William Turner, in the late 1920's and early 1930's. From the 
beginning of his professional life Fronczak was involved in charitable 
activities on behalf of the Catholic Church. In 1924 Bishop Turner 
nominated him the lay chairman of Catholic Charities Campaign for the 
Buffalo diocese. But his close relation with the Bishop put him at 
71 
times in precarious position. 
One of the grievances that the Polish clergy and their flock held 
against the Irish hierarchy was its intransigence on the issue of admit-
ting Poles into its ranks. The other problem was the Polish language 
in Polish parochial schools and parishes which the hierarchy wanted to 
t: ' 
eradicate, and we must admit,/succeeded. Fronczak and the Bishop~who 
personified the Irish view, stood on the opposite ends of the issue. 
In many instances, however, Fronczak proved himself to be more diploma.tic 
than some of the Polish priests and was called upon to serve as a mediator 
71Bishop William Turner to Fronczak, March 13, 1924. Fronczak-Bukow-
ska Papers Box 1. According to the Bishop, Fronczak was nominated at 
the recommendation of Rev. Franciszek Kasprzak, pastor of Transfiguration 
(Przemienienia Panskiego) Parish, to which Fronczak at that time belonged. 
between the Bishop and his Polish subordinates. Bishop Turner must have 
appreciated Fronczak's loyalty to the Church and to him personally. When 
in 1926 Fronczak became seriously ill, the Bishop requested that all 
children in parochial schools would pray for his recovery. 
of states attain such distinction. 
72 
Only heads 
But not all Bishop's well intentioned services were welcomed by 
Fronczak. When in 1931 his daughter, Genia, was getting married, the 
Bishop volunteered to perform the ceremony in such a way that Fronczak 
could not decline. The crux of the problem was that the ceremony_had 
to be performed in the bride's parish which was the Transfiguration 
Church where Msgr. Kasprzak, an ardent defender of the Polish language 
reigned-
in school and liturgy, and-the Bishop would natural;J.y conduct the 
nuptial ceremonies in English. What would the Polish community say, 
if Fronczak would allow his daughter to be married in the English langu-
73 
age, in a Polish parish, and by an enemy of the Polish culture at that. 
But Fronczak extricated himself from the predicament. The way out 
was found in the Latin language. It was agreed that the ceremony would 
be performed in Latin. Both sides, of course, the Bishop and the nuptial 
74 
couple had to learn the Latin matrimonial rites. 
72 
Catholic Union and Times, Buffalo Oct. 21, 1926. 
73The dissension between the Poles of Buffalo and the Bishop was his 
refusal of instituting courses in the Polish language for future priests 
in the Diocesanal Preparatory Seminary where many Polish boys were being 
prepared for priesthood. --Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Nov. 16, 1932. 
74 
According to an account given to the author by the bride, Dr. Euge-
nia Fronczak-Bukowska. (May 1976). 
Fronczak's loyalty to the Church did not prevent him from main-
taining an independent judgement of Church figures, especially if 
their political views were not in accord with his. It happened that 
in Poland, in 1919, he met Cardinal Achilles Ratti of Milano, who was 
at that time a papal nuntio to that country. The Buffalonian represen-
ting the American Red Cross, in Poland, had frequent social and poli-
tical contact with church officials which allowed him to formulate the 
opinion about the archbishop that actually he was hostile toward Poland 
and harbored pro-German sentiments. Such views Fronczak expressed in 
1922 when it appeared that Ratti was the strongest candidate to the 
papal throne, after the demise of Benedict XV, He vented this matter 
only privately in a letter to the Bishop Paul Rhode of Green Bay, Wis-
consin, with the apprehension that the interest of Poland would not 
be best served in the Vatican if Achilles Ratti would become Pope. 
Wrote Fronczak: 
Of course we must admit that we do not agree with 
him in some of his policies, perhaps the Silesian que-
stion among them, and these questions are not matters 
of faith and morals, and I hope that his pro-German 
ideas will no75crop out from time to time as they did in 1919-1920. 
Archibishop Ratti became in fact Pope Pius XI, who in Poland 
was regarded a "Polish Pope'', the implication being that his sympathies 
75Fronczak to Bishop P. Rhode, Feb. 2, 1922. 
76 
were with the Poles because he resided in Poland during her restoration. 
Thus Fronczak's opinion of Pius XI went against the current of the gene-
ral reputation the Pontiff enjoyed in Poland. 
This reservation regarding the Pope did not, however, prevent Fron-
czak from participation in the Seventeenth International Eucharistic 
Congress in Chicago, held June 18-24, 1926. Fronczak was invited by the 
77 
executive committee to deliver a lecture at the Congress. He was one 
of four laymen thus honored. 
But perhaps the greatest reward for Fronczak from the Church was 
78 
the admittance of him to the Order of St. Gregory. This honor he recei-
ved two years after his retirement at the age of seventy-seven. 
In 1923, in the second year of the Schwab administration and four 
years since his return from Europe, Fronczak decided to take a rest 
from the intensive pace of activities, both in the Health Department 
and in the conmunity. A period of relaxation was recommended by physician. 
76· 
Archbishop Achilles Ratti was sent to Warsaw as a papal delegate 
to the Polish Government created by Germ.any, the Council of Regency, in 
April 1918, with the title Visitatore Apostolico per la Polonia. Fron-
czak' s views are confirmed· by Jaros'taw Jurkiewicz in i•watykan a Polska 
w Okresie Miedzywojennym (1918-1939)", Szkice ~ dziejow Papiestwa, ed. 
Kazimierz Piwarski, Ksiazka i Wiedza, Warsaw, 1961. pp. 476-470. 
77 
Cathoiic Union and Times, (Buffalo) June 24, 1926. The title of 
Fronczak's paper was "Christian Life Hollowed at its o..itset by the Eucha-
rist: First Holy Communion". 
78
oziennik dla Wszystkich, Sept. 17, 1949. The order of St. Gregory 
was established by Pope Gregory XVI in 1831. 
ter another heart relapse that Fronczak suffered in May 1923. It was at 
the expressed reconnnendation of the Mayor that the Conmon Council 
granted the Commissioner three month leave of absence from July through 
September. 
Being strong advocate of the idea that trips are not only a mode 
of restoration of health but also a means of education, he took with 
him his wife and the two children. The terminal point of Fronczak's 
all trips to Europe was Poland. Besides Poland, during this trip he 
visited France, Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Switzerland. This 
was his first trip to Europe since the war and he was obviously curious 
to see the places that looked like hell just a few years before. To 
satisfy his curiosity, he dragged his family through the remnants of 
the trenches, near Fabert and Champaigne, in search for the spot 
79 
where he was wounded in June 1918. In Poland, besides refreshing 
acquaintances, he was anxious to find out what had happened with the 
ten thousand dollar grant he made to the Warsaw Learned Society. But 
most of all, he desired to see himself and show to the children and 
his wife the reconstructed Poland. On their way back in September the 
Fronczaks spent several days with the Paderewskis in Morgens, Switzer-
land, who got back from American concert tour in April. Before leaving 
Europe, however, the Buffalonians visited the International Hygiene 
Exposition in Strasbourg, France. 
79According to Dr. Fronczak-Bukowska's verbal account of the trip. 
In the interview held with the.Buffalo press upon his return, at the 
beginning of October, Fronczak perceived great trouble in Germany, tran-
quility in Austria and great strides towards economic, political and so-
80 . ! \-;--' 
cial recovery in Poland. F-ronczak~s optimistic outlook regarding Poland 
could have been slightly colored by his patriotism, if one considers the 
inflation of the polish marks gone out of control in 1923, the labor un-
rest at the end of that year, to say nothing of the ill feelings between 
the Socialist-and National Democrats over the assassination of President 
Gabriel Narutowicz. Save these reservations, Fronczak's perceptions of 
conditions in Poland were correct. The basis of Poland's stability, 
what Fronczak also noted, was the recognition of Poland's international 
boundries with Russia, as specified in the Peace Treaty of Riga. 
Returning from Europe, Fronczak brought with him Gen. Jozef Haller, 
with whom Fronczak served in the Polish National Conmittee in Paris and 
closely collaborated as a member of the Polish War Council. There were 
several thousand of veterans in the United States who served under Haller 
. who f . b . . in FranceAwere orming ex-com atant organizations. Fronczak, though not 
a member of the so-called Haller's Army, was the closest contact the 
General had in this country. Already a year before his departure for 
Europe, Fronczak had corresponded with Haller regarding his trip to 
81 
America. In any event, while in Poland during the summer of 1923, Fronczal 
go 
Buffalo Courier-Express, Oct. 8, 1923. 
81 
Fronczak to Dr. Teofil Starzynski (Telegram) June 13, 1922. 
- - ,_· ' 
_._ ' 
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made necessary arrangements with the General and consorts to sail with 
him on the "La France". Fronczak claimed, it was through his inter-
vening that the General was "delegated by the President of the Republic 
82 
of Poland to represent the Polish Army in the United States, what 
added some luster to his visit. As for the General, since the time he 
parted with Fronczak in early 1919, he distinguished himself in the 
Battle of Warsaw in 1920, became a member of the Polish Parliament, the 
Sejm, and became somewhat controversial figure by trying to outdo 
Marshal PiXsudski in national prominence. 
Haller toured in the country from coast to coast making longer or 
shorter hauls in cities with greater Polish population according to 
prearranged plan by the Polish veteran organizations. The General was 
entertained in Buffalo on his way back from the west November 25-27. 
Fronczak was in charge of the program of the General's visit, as a 
chairman of the Polish committee, to receive the guest, as a chainnan 
of the reception connnittee of the American Legion, and a toastmaster 
83 
at the banquet given by the Mayor in honor of the Polish General. 
Haller's presence in the United States unquestionably added to 
Fronczak's already established popularity. Not everything, however, 
82 Fronczak to George J. Shop£, Buffalo Commander of American Legio 
Oct. 9, 1923. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. Box 11. Gen. Haller in his 
Pamietniki (London; Veritas, 1964) p. 239, purported that he came to 
America solely at the invitation of the American Legion. While it is 
true that this prestigious organization extended invitation to him, 
thanks to Fronczak, the chief purpose of Haller's visit to the U.S.A. 
was to meet with "his soldiers". Neither did Haller mention that the 
trip, costing $2000.00, was entirely financed by "his soldiers" in Ameri 
83 
Komitet Przyjecia Gen. J. Hallera. Other members of the Committ 
were: Rev. Cezary Krzyzan, Antonina Schunke, Jan A. Faltyn. 
Gen. Haller(o~.a~t. p.250)described his visit in Buffalo in seven 
t~en lin~s mostly e icated to th~ Mayqr's ~elcome address. Fronczak is mentioned as a eacter of Polonia, nis fri~nd, member of K.N.P., 
Health Commissioner and Colonel in the American Army. 
40.7 
in Haller' s tour, it would appear, was a "Triumphal March 11 , as the 
84 
Telegram claimed. Fronczak, as chainnan of the reception colillllittee, 
while enjoying the pleasure of being associated with the distinguished 
guest, . o.lsQ had to absorb some of the criticism Wi'th which the· General 
was showered from various quarters. 
It is to be remembered that Haller's tour came about a year after 
the assassination of President Gabriel Narutowicz of Poland. Haller 
who was known to be devout National Democrat was in opposition to the 
parties of the left with whom Pilsudski was associated. There were 
many Poles in the United States of the socialist persuasion. These 
people did not view Haller's visit here with the same enthusiasm as the 
members of his anny. Haller's opposition to Narut0wicz's election> and 
his outspoken stand against the first president of Poland, was no secret 
85 
in the Polish circles. On top of that, the Jews and in some places, 
like Rochester, the Ukrainians remonstrated against the reception 
prepared for Haller by the American Legion. In Buffalo, especially, 
Ruszkiewicz's Dziennik took the opportunity to remind its readers 
of the sins of the General and take it out on Fronczak. 
84 
Telegram, Nov. 1, 1923. A coumunique by the Haller Reception 
Conmittee (Komitet Przyjecia Gen. J. Hallera) 
85 
Haller was quoted by Warsaw newspapers (Gazeta Poranna, Dec. 11, 
1922 and other) as having delivered inflamatory speech from the balcony 
of his residence (Dec. 11), thus contributing to the atmosphere which 
led to the assassination of President Narutowicz on Dec. 16, 1922. 
Pobog-Malinowski, Najnowsza His.toria Polski, Vol. II. p. 417. 
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The criticism of the General and not so 11enthusiastic" accounts 
86 
of his visit in Buffalo printed by the local Dziennik were too close 
to home for Fronczak and his friend Kaminski, editor of the Telegram, 
to leave unanswered. The Telegram for instance, protested the Dzien-
87 
nik's account that Haller was uunpolitely" received in the Dom Polski. 
Fronczak himself had to take to the pen to defend the General, after 
he already returned to Poland, to defend him against the allegation 
-in the United States 
of the Dziennik that he (Haller) conducted here party politics and 
88 
expressed himself in favor of Americanization of Poles in America. 
In the meantime, news came from Poland, much to the satisfaction of 
Kozak, the columnist in Ruszkiewicz's Dziennik, that there were inter-
pellations in the Polish parliament regarding some unclear matters of 
Hallers trip to ~rica. It was not clear to a deputy of the socialist 
party whether the General toured America in the capacity of a general 
or a deputy of the Polish parliament of which he was a member. The 
ground for this interpellation was that Haller left Poland as a civi-
lian, deputy to the Sejm, and only while on board of the ship he 
i6 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Nov. 27, 1923. Telegram, Dec. 2, 1923. 
87 
Telegram, Jan. 14, 1924. 
88 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Feb. 3, 1924. The deputy in question 
was Zygmunt Piotrowski. 
telegraphed his resignation from his seat in the Polish legislature 
and arrived in America as a General. The bringing of this matter 
out by Kozak in the Dziennik irked Fronczak considerably. 
But when eleven years later, in May 1934, General Haller made 
a similar journey in the United States, Fronczak again headed a citizen 
committee which prograrmned the General's activities during his five 
89 
day stay in Buffalo. Evidentl~ mindful of previous criticism, 
Fronczak announcing the arrival of Haller, clarified in a communique 
of his coumittee, that the General's mission in this country was to 
90 
aid in the money drive for the invalids of his army. 
In 1924 Fronczak reached the age of fifty. The year of his 
birth was also considered to be the year of the establishment of the 
Polish colony in Buffalo. This way, coincidently, the Buffalo Polish 
community was as old as Fronczak. Whether he had in mind any idea 
to mark his semi-centennial birthday, we do not know. But we know that 
he put on foot a movement among the Polish merchants and professional-
ists of Buffalo to observe this epochal anniversary in the history 
of Buffalo Polonia. After a slow beginning, by June 5, an executive 
89The activities of Gen. Haller in Buffalo are best accounted for 
in Glos Weteranow, May 5-9, 1934, issued by Buffalo Division of the 
Polish American Veteran Association. Also: Dziennik dla Wszystkich 
May 5-9, 11, 1934. 
90 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, April 10, 1934. The executive cormnittee 
included besides Fronczak, Stanislaw Czaster, Leon Kamiaski, Konstanty 
Bergner. 
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connnittee emanated from the Polish Professionalists and Businessmen 
91 
Association headed by Fronczak. By the end of September (22-27), 
the committee organized on the East Side a week of celebration, called 
the Polish Week, of the semi-centennial of Poles in Buffalo. It must 
have been a splendid affair. It included patriotic speech making, 
exhibition merchandise manufactured by Polish producers in Buffalo, 
display of merchandise from Poland, display of paintings by Polish 
artists, local and from Poland. There were also concerts and stage 
shows, banquets, congresses of Polish organizations and a bazaar 
(kiermasz) including an amusement park. At the request of the com~ 
mittee the· owners of the stores .ana hou·ses in ·the Polish district 
made a special effort to spruce up their houses to give a more festive 
92 
appearance to the East Side. 
While in 1924, Fronczak led the Buffalo Polish community in the 
celebration of its golden jubilee, the following year he and his 
wife celebrated silver anniversary of their wedding. 
91 Telegram, June 5, 1924. Besides Fronczak, the committee included 
Feliks Zielinski, Stanislaw Jakubowski, wtadystaw Missal, Jan Ulinski, 
and Jan Mikulski. 
92 . Accounts of the events are to be found in all Buffalo newspapers. 
Letters of congratulation.from the President of the United States C. 
Coolidge and Al Smith, Governor of the State of New York, were printed 
in the Polish Tele~ram, Oct. 5, 1924. 
It seems the undredth anniversary; of tlie · ,Buffalo Polish Community 
passed completely·unnoticed, and this at the time when the Mayor of the 
city is a son of a Polish immigrant and the city and county offices are 
staffed with Polish-Americans in high places. 
411 
Significantly, the couple repeated the nuptial vows in the same 
chapel at the Felician Sister's convent in Cheektowaga, New York, 
where they were first married at the opening of the century. Every-
thing was almost the same, except that the century was twenty-five 
years older, so was the couple and the priest, Rev. Swinarski, who 
bound Francis and Lucy in the sacrament of matrimony. Only the old 
chapel was replaced by a new structure. The venerable Rev. Swinarski 
in his sermon directed to the celebrating couple, picked on the same 
theme of the sermon that he delivered twenty-five years before. At 
that time he admonished Fronczak that he, having received education 
and position, should serve the Polish folk, of which he was a part, 
93 
with his God given talents. On the present occasion Rev. Swinarski 
I ,, 
said to his pupil, ··with pride in his heart·· , 'I can tell you straight 
to your face that you have not wasted your talents; that you have not 
disappointed those who had put trust in you; ••• that not only your 
honorable wife, but all of us, rejoice and thank God that you were 
born among us and reared among us; that you have become our pride as 
a faithful son of the Church and of the Fatherland". Looking at 
Fronczak's chest covered with medals, Rev. Swinarski made these remarks 
which so well characterised Fronczak: "Fame, success, orders did not 
go to your head, did not warp your character. Doctor, for this we 
94 
salute you and your wife." 
93 
See page 24. 
94 
A typewritten copy of the sermon in unassorted Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S. Copy in author's possession. Title: "Kazdy ma wlasny 
dar of Boga: jeden tak, a drugi tak". 
CH APTER XIV 
From Warsaw to Caracas 
The acquaintances and personal connections Fronczak established 
during the First World War had a lot to do with the fact that his 
name was prominently remembered in Washington. When in 1927, the 
Surgeon General, Gen. William Ireland, needed several American phy-
sicians properly qualified to represent the United States at the 
forthcoming Fourth International Congress of Military Medicine and 
Pharmacy, Fronczak was among the few chosen ones. His name was 
suggested to the Surgeon General by Col. Robert E. Olds, assistant 
to the Secretary of State, who in 1919 was Fronczak's superior, as 
the head of the Red Cross Mission in Europe. 
A passionate traveler that he was, Fronczak embraced the oppor-
tunity to go again to Poland in official capacity, although the 
burden of representing the United States was to be carried entirely 
by the representatives themselves. 
1 
Fronczak to Robert E. Olds, Apr. 23, 1927. Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S., Box. 27. 
412 
413 
Fronczak's trip to Poland in 1927, was his fifth visit to the 
country of his ancestors since 1900, and third visit to independent 
Poland. Unlike in 1923, he travelled this time in official capacity 
as a delegate to the Fourth International Congress of Military 
2 
Medicine and Pharmacy which met in Warsaw, May 30-June 4. Accom-
panied by his wife, his activities in Poland went far beyond the 
agenda of the Congress. As a Pole, though from America, he attended 
the Medical Slavonic Congress held in Warsaw several days prior to 
the International Congress, May 26-29, where he spoke on the immuni-
3 
zation of scarlet fever and modern organization of health services. 
Pursuing his medical interest, he participated, at the end of June, 
in the Polish Hygienists' Congress at which he spoke on the "Idealism 
4 
of Public Health Work". 
As a known personage in Poland, having some connections within 
the Polish government and knowing the Polish language, he became 
2Department of State to Fronczak, April 20, 1927. 
The other four delegates were: Col. Gilbert E. Seaman, Milwaukee, 
Wis.; Col. Angus McLean, Detroit, Mich.; Col. David C. Hilton, Lincoln, 
Neb.; Connnander William Seaman Bainbridge, New York City. 
3 
Fronczak to Prof. Dr. A. Gluzinski, April 23, 1927.--Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C., Box 15. 
According to the "Program" of the Congress only Poland, Czecho-
slovakia, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia were represented. Fronczak's address 
is not listed in the "Program", (copy in author's possession). See 
his account of the trip in Buffalo Courier-Express, Aug. 14, 1927. 
4 
Buffalo Evening News, Aug. 15, 1927. Dziennik dla Wszystkich, 
Aug. 16, 1927. 
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involved in the organization of the International Congress. On 
numerous occassions he was called to serve as interpreter and 
translator between the English-speaking guests and the hosts. He 
was distinguished by being called to deliver an address on behalf 
of the delegates to the Congress during the ceremonies of placing 
the wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Warsaw and on the 
u. Kosciuszko Mond near Cracow. 
5 
,.,,_ 
Apart from that, he took time to inquire with the ministry of 
Education about the "wondering $10,000" he donated to the Warsaw 
Learned Society seven years back. We know that in the middle of 
6 
June he was incapacitated by a heart failure what undoubtedly 
slowed down his mobility. Perhaps because of this infirmity or for 
other reasons, both he and Mrs. Fronczak spent one week in a sana-
7 
torium "Pod Piastem'' in InowrocXaw from June 20 to 27. While in 
Inowroctaw, he attended the Eighth Catholic Congress (June 25-26) 
8 
which he addressed. It was here that he met the primate of Poland, 
Cardinal August Hlond, who just a year before was consecrated in 
SThe W~rsaw Expres Poranny (May 29, 1927) featured Fronczak's 
likeness with a note: "A Pole, U.S. Representative to the Congress of 
Military Medicine". Kurier Czerwony (May 30, 1927), praised the choice 
of Fronczak to represent the U.S.A. and wrote many kind words of his 
activities in Poland in the past. Also:GXos Prawdy (Warsaw) June 5, 192 
6 Courier Express (and other Buffalo newspapers}, June 17, 1927. 
Fronczak's Telegram to Mayor Schwab. 
7 
According to the bill issued by the sanatorium (ZakXad leczniczy 
"Pod Piastem"), June 28, 1927. It would seem that Fronczak recuperated 
quickly for on July 5, the couple was in the Tatra Mountains, taking 
pictures at Morskie Oko Lake. 
8 ID1rier Kujawski (Inowroctaw) June 26, 1927. (Wybitny Polak z za 
Oceanu gosciem Inowroclawia). VIII Zjazd Katolicki-Program Fronczak 
PapersB.S.C. Box 13. 
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that office. An enthusiastic collector of souvenirs and mementos> 
Fronczak apparently never missed an opportunity to pose for picture 
taking. He had picture taken with such personages as Ignacy Moscicki, 
9 
the President of Poland, Marshal Jozef Pitsudski, not to mention 
others. Among the dignitaries of Poland with whom he had closer 
contact during the functions of the Congress, was the Minister of 
Interior, Sltawoj Sktadkowski. This can be surmised from the fact 
that Fronczak travelled with Skladkowski in his automobile, driven 
by the Minister himself, from Warsaw to towicz, where the Buffalonian 
10 
delivered a speech "To the Citizens of towicz". 
Heading back home Fronczak stopped at The Hague, in the Nether-
lands, where he spoke before delegates of Public Bath Association 
of Netherlands. While extolling the Buffalo public bath system, 
Fronczak was impressed by the outdoor and indoor swimming facilities 
11 
in Netherlands which were in want in the UnLted States. The meeting 
Fronczak attended was the Royal Sanitary Institute of Great Britain 
9
nr. Gen. Stanistaw Rouppert was the president of the Congress. 
Marshal PiXsudski and other Polish dignitaries were present at the 
opening session of the Congress. The attendance was estimated at 3000. 
Significantly 2000 pigeons with messages were released at the opening 
of the Congress.--Kurier Czerwony (Warsaw) May 30, 1927. 
10 
A version of the speech, entitled "Citizens of towicz" is to be 
found in Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Box 12, B.H.S. 
For Fronczak's own account of his activities in Poland see: 
Buffalo Courier Express, Aug. 14, 1927. 
11 
Buffalo Courier-Express, Aug. 17, 1927, based on Fronczak's 
own account. 
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which was held at Hastings. He addressed the meeting on behalf of 
American Public Health Association of which he was vice-president. 
To relax from the medical atmosphere he and Mrs. Fronczak availed 
themselves of the tercentary of the Shakespeare festivities at 
Stratford-on-the-Avon. Before embarking the SS Rochambeau at 
Le Havre, on August 3, Fronczak attended convention of Polish 
teachers of France to whom he spoke on the necessity of the physical 
12 
development of school children. The aforementioned Fronczak's trip 
to Poland to the IV International Congress of Military Medicine and 
Phannacy was only the first one of this order. Before the outbreak 
of Second World War, he made three such trips every two years. Thus, 
13 
in 1929, he attended the Fifth Congressin London (May 6-11), in The 
Hague in 1931, and in Brussels in 1935. A prolonged illness and 
fateful death of his wife, which occurred on July 7, 1933, caused 
him to cancel the trip to Madrid to participate in the Seventh 
International Congress of Military Medicine and Phannacy. Each time 
he crossed the Ocean he ended up in Poland with the exception of 1935. 
12 
IV 
30 maja-4 
13 
Report on Fifth International Congress of Military Medicine and 
Phannacy, London, May 1929, ed. Connnander William Seaman Bainbridge, 
United States Naval Academy. 
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Each trip brought him additional experience, honor and envigoration 
of ideas. For instance, having returned from the Congress in The 
Hague, he spoke loudly in Buffalo of the possibilities of eradication 
14 
of conmunicable diseases. The trip of 1929, besides being official 
and planned long in advance, was to soothe the sorrowed souls of the 
parents after the loss of their son, Edziu. During this trip Fronczak 
attended the inauguration of the Poznan Fairs and, of cours~, visited 
Paderewski in Switzerland. Here he also participated in a conference 
on International Public Health in Zurich. On his way heading home, 
he managed to attend the International Aeronautic Medical Conference 
15 
in Paris. A byproduct of the Congress in London, but perhaps mainly 
because of his dedication to public health, Fronczak was elected to 
16 
the Fellowship in Royal Institute of Public Health in England. 
The trip to the Congress at the Netherlands should be remembered 
at least for two reasons. He specially travelled to Poland to offi-
cially represent the city of Buffalo at the unveiling ceremonies of 
the monument dedicated to Wilson in Poznan. The unveiling took place 
on the 4th of July. For Fronczak this event had a deep sentimental 
14The Buffalo Evening News (July 23, 1931) reported: "Fronczak 
aims to eradicate connnunicable disease here as result of knowledge 
gathered in Europe." 
15 
Buffalo_ Times, July 2, 1929. 
16 
Noted in Catholic Union and Times, Feb. 13, 1930. Certificate 
in Fronczak Room, B.s.c. 
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meaning. For once, the monument was donated by Paderewski, and 
both Fronczak and Paderewski had a great respect, as did the Polish 
nation, for President Wilson. Fronczak as an American citizen by 
birth must have been elated to see the statue of the President 
supposedly in the moment when he was declaring the 13th Point of his 
16 
14 Points, namely, that Poland should be free and independent. 
Whenever an opportunity would afford itself, Fronczak would not 
fail to exploit it to do something for Poland, what has been amply 
demonstrated above. During the proceedings of The Hague Congress 
Fronczak created a felicitous precedent by which the Polish language 
gained international recognition. The question of the usage of 
the Polish language had been raised already before the Fourth Congress 
held in Poland, in 1927 between Fronczak and Poland's minister to 
17 
the United States, J. Ciechanowski. In The Hague, unquestionably 
by previous arrangement with the Polish Delegation, Fronczak persuaded 
16The Wilson monument or a statue is standing in the Kasprzak 
Park in Poznan. It was created by an American Artist, Gutzon Borghen, 
although a project by Zofia Trzcinska-Ka.minska had been accepted. 
See: Polskie Zycie Artystyczne w latach 1915-1939, Instytut Sztuki' 
Polskiej Akademii Nauk, Wroclaw, 1974, p. 251. 
According to Buffalo Evening Times (July 26, 1931) the unveiling 
was attended by the President's widow, Mrs. Wilson, and the American 
Ambassador to Poland. 
17J. Ciechanowski to Fronczak, Feb. 10, 1927. B.H.S. Box 15. 
Ciechanowski to Bainbridge, chief of American delegation, Feb. 7, 1927. 
(No. 518/27). B.H.S. Box 15. 
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his American colleagues to propose a session presided by ,Gen. S,;te.nislaw 
Rouppert, head of the Polish delegation and honorary chairman of 
the Congress, that in honor of Poland an address should be delivered 
in the Polish language. The proposition was readily accepted, by 
the Congress and when everybody not privy to the "polish plot" was 
expecting someone from the Polish delegation to speak, Fronczak, 
the American delegate, rose to deliver the address. This memorable 
deed by Fronczak was received with everlasting gratitude by the 
18 
Polish delegation. 
The trip to the Congress in Brussels, in 1935, Fronczak high-
lighted by a visit to Paderewski in Morgens, Switzerland, like 
during the previous trips. This visit was perhaps more significant 
19 
as both, the musician and the physician were widowers, and 
Paderewski celebrated that year his seventy-fifth birth anniversary. 
Although he planned to be back in Switzerland the same year with 
Paderewski on November 6, the actual day of the master's birth, 
and participate in the forthcoming Congress scheduled for 1937 in 
Budapest, the Brussels venture was his last voyage to Europe until 
after the war. 
The year of 1928, was in a way year for Fronczak. The retainment 
of the conmtlssionership was an unquestionable moral and political 
18Kazimierz Bross, "Dr. Franciszek E. Fronczak--Buffalo", 
Medycyna Praktyczna, (Poznan, Feb. 1932) zeszyt 2, pp.31~2. 
19 
Helena Paderewska died Jan. 1934. 
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victory. But the fact that sweetened mostly his life that year was 
the graduation of his daughter Genia from the School of Medicine 
at the University of Buffalo. It was the very university from which 
he graduated on the same day, June 4, thirty-one years before. It 
was also the same school of medicine where he was a professor, on 
19 
part-time basis, being appointed in 1927. Considering the fact 
that in America, in those days, very seldom a woman would venture 
into the medical profession, Fronczak's reason for boasting seemed 
to be well founded. He. perhaps would have been more satisfied if 
his son, Edziu, had chosen to follow his father's footsteps. But 
the very fact that the profession had been preserved in the family, 
was a sufficient reason for the father's elatio~s. 
Fronczak had even more ambitious plans for his daughter when 
she graduated. She was to be sent off to Paris to specialize at 
the Sorbonne or to Poland. Seldom, however, the wishes of the 
parents are fulfilled by their children. Nevertheless, Dr. Genia 
Fronczak furthered her medical knowledge by specializing for three 
more years in gynecology at the Philadelphia School of Medicine for 
Women. In June 1931 she ~arried Dr. Edward Bukowski, a Buffalonian 
and a colleague of Fronczak in the Buffalo chapter of the Association 
Appointed assistant professor of Hygiene and Public Health on 
June 10, 1927 by Dean C. Sumer Jone. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Box X, 
B.H.S. 
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of Polish Physicians in America. Dr. Bukowski specialized in social 
medicine and eventually, in 1947, succeeded his father-in-law as 
20 
Health Connnissioner. By that time, however, the Buffalo Health 
Commissionership was transformed into Erie County Health Commissioner-
ship. 
Before the "triumphal" year passed into history, a tragedy loomed 
for his family. His son Edziu, a student of economics at the Wharton 
School of Finance at the University of Pennsylvania, came home for 
Christmas vacation 1928. He was tall, athletic and played on the 
university basketball team. Genia also returned home from Philadel-
phia, where she served her intership at the Philadelphia General 
Hospital. So, in the father's own words " ••• no happier family could 
21 
be found any place in the world than we four". But tragedy strikes 
unexpectedly. Apparently, three or four weeks before the vacation, 
Edziu stepped on a thumb tack in the gymnasium at the university. 
The varsity physician treated him for external abrasion but no pro-
visions were made to prevent the possibility of lockjaw. Suddenly, 
two days after Christmas, he developed symptoms of tetanus, compli-
cations followed. All the medical knowledge available in Buffalo 
20or. Edward Bukowski was a specialist in epidemology and social 
medicine. He died in 1959 at the age of 60. 
21 
Fronczak to Charlotte Fell, (wife of Dr. Charles Fell of 
Trenton, N.J.) Feb. 18, 1929. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. Box lA. 
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could not save him. On January 8, 1929, Edziu, a lad of 23, died 
in the arms of his parents. "The loss of our son, Edward, has been 
so sudden and such a blow that even now we cannot comprehend that 
he is no longer with us", wrote Fronczak to one of his correspondents. 
Preventing premature death and prolonging lives of thousands 
of citizens was Fronczak's profession. But this life so dear to him 
he could not save. 
Neither could he save the life of his wife, although he had 
certainly prolonged if for over two decades, by sending her to 
various health resorts for tuberculosis treatment. But tuberculosis, 
of which she evidently, was sufficiently cured, was not the cause 
of her death. She died on July 7, 1933, due to abdominal operation 
performed in December the previous year, after which she had never 
recovered. 
The loss of one's dearest person is always a shocking experience. 
Unlike the death of Edziu, which came so suddenly, in the case of 
Mrs. Fronczak, he was fighting for it along with the hospital staff 
for more than half a year, hanging on to any sign of recovery. His 
letters to his friends, after the loss of his wife, are full of 
sorrow, although subdued. "To say that we feel a great emptiness is 
to express it mildly", he wrote to his friend, Dr. Charles Fell 
22 Fronczak to M. Staszewski, Consul Gen. Republic of Poland, 
Montreal, Que., Feb. 27, 1929.--Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box I. 
22 
of Trenton, N.J. 
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23 
As a man of strong character, nurtured by Catholic upbringing 
Fronczak withstood both blows, succumbing to the will of God. There 
is no discernable. sign that after the death of his son, whom he 
loved dearly, or Lucy whom he loved even more, his spirit was broken. 
He continued to function in nonnal manner both in the line of his 
profession or in the social life. For the remaining twenty-two 
years:of his life, after the death of his wife, Fronczak made his 
home together with his daughter, Dr. Fronczak-Bukowska, who established 
24 
her practice in their residence. 
In 1930, the Buffalo Association of Polish Physicians and 
Dentists celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary. Fronczak as the 
"founding father" of this organization thought that this occasion 
should be marked by the presence of the Ambassador of the Republic 
of Poland, to the United States. It is to be noted that in 1930, 
the former "ministries"--American in Poland, and Polish in America--
had been elevated to embassies. Tytus Filipowicz, a close associate 
of PiXsudski, was the first Polish ambassador to the United States. 
Fronczak, evidently having in view the need to give Polish-American 
23 
Fronczak to Charles Fell, Sept. 23, 1933. Fronczak Papers, 
Box lA, B.S.C. 
24 
The office (806 Fillmore Ave) was closed at the end of 1974 
due to retirement of Dr. Eugenia Fronczak-Bukowska. 
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recognition of the escalation of diplomatic relations between Poland 
and the United States, and bring the Ambassador to be a guest of 
25 honor at the anniversary observance of the Association. Filipowicz 
accepted the invitation, and came to Buffalo to participate in the 
banquet to his honor on April 28. Notably, it was-his second trip 
to this city, the first one being in 1904 when he was en route to 
Japan as a companion to Marshal Pitsudski. This event--though not 
without significance, both for the Ambassador and the Poles of 
Buffalo--would not warrant our attention, if it was not for the 26 
aftermath of that celebrated banquet. 
In the customary afterdinner address, Filipowicz paid tribute 
to American physician, by the name of Paul Fitzsinnnons Eve, from 
~ Augusta, Ga., who rendered bi~ medical services to the insurgent 
. 27 Poles during the Polish November Uprising of 1830-31! The topic 
was appropriate for the year of 1930 was the centennial of the out-
break of the Uprising in Warsaw against Russia. 
Ambassador Filipowicz in his address suggested that the cele-
brations of the hundredth anniversary of the November Uprising by 
the Poles in America should commemorate Dr. Eve's sacrifices for 
Poland. Since such undertaking involves money, it is difficult to 
25Fronczak to Filipowicz, April 15, 1930. Fronczak-Bukowska · Papers Box 27, B.H.S. 
26Filipowicz to Fronczak, April 20, 1930. Ibid. 
27Paul Fitzsimmons Eve (1806-1877) was born in Augusta, Ga. In 1830, when the Polish November Uprising broke out, he was in Paris. In 1831, he crossed over to Poland and was assigned to the 15th Infantry 
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find volunteers. The hosts took the cue from Filipowicz who 
thought it would be most appropriate if the Association of Polish 
Physicians and Dentists in America would make its responsibility 
to honor the memory of Dr. Eve in some way during the centennial 
28 
anniversary of the Uprising. 
Inasmuch as Fronczak was instrumental in bringing Filipowicz 
to Buffalo, he initiated a movement within the Polish national 
medical association in favor of erecting a memorial for Dr. Eve. 
As a result of Fronczak's instigation, the Polish Physicians called 
to life a committee, headed by Dr. W. Peters, the president of 
the Association, which engaged itself in raising ten thousand dollar 
29 
fund to defray cost of the memorial. The government of the city 
of Augusta proved most cooperative in this matter. The Mayor of 
Augusta, W.B. Bell, appointed a committee which was to coordinate 
30 
fitting memorializing exercises for Dr. Eve. 
In the meanwhile, Fronczak made the necessary arrangements with 
the Polish Embassy_ and the Augusta City authorities to realize the 
project. He travelled in the company of Dr. Waclaw Podoski, secre-
tary of the Polish Embassy, and Nathaniel Spear of Pittsburgh, 
28Dziennik dla Wszystkich, May 1, 1930. 
29 
The Connnittee issued a brochure entitled: Uczcijmy Pamix~ 
Dra. PawXa F. Eve w 100-na Rocznic~ Powstania Listopadowego, 1830-1930. 
Cleveland, Ohio. The proposed memorial was a column with facial picture 
of the hero with inscription "Dr. Paul F. Eve". 
30w.B. Bell, Mayor of Augusta, to Waclaw Podoski, Secretary of 
Polish Embassy, June 4, 1930. Box 27, B.H.S. 
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representing the American Legion, to Augusta to work out the details 
regarding the ceremonies, the site where the monument was to stand, 
its form and cost. With the help of the editor of Augusta Chronicle, 
Thomas Hamilton, he managed to interest in the undertaking the local 
leading businessmen and bankers, the Georgia American Legion Connnander, 
J. Gardner, Dr. W.H. Goodrich and Dr. William L. Moos, dean of the 
Medical College of the University of Georgia, and various organizations. 
Hamilton seemed to be overtaken by enthusiasm for the Eve's memorial 
31 
as much as Fronczak. Fronczak worked assiduously to have bulk of 
the preparations done before his departure for Europe for the already 
mentioned international medical congress. 
At any rate, on Nov. 14, 1931, in accordance with previous 
arrangements, the monument memorializing Dr. Paul Fitzsinnnons Eve 
for his participation in Poland's fight for independence against 
Russia, was ceremoniously dedicated, on Nov. 14, 1931, on the 
hundredth anniversary of the Polish uprising. 
31 
Thomas Hamilton to Fronczak, May 20, 1931. Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S. Box 14. Fronczak in his letter to Hamilton (May 23, 
1931) suggested for the memorial tablet: "To Paul Fitzsinnnons Eve, 
volunteer in the Polish Insurrectionary War Against Russia, 1830-1831, 
during which he served as Major Field Surgeon of the 15th Regiment of 
Infantry and has been awarded the Gold Cross of Merit by grateful 
Poland". Both letters .in Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 14. 
Also: Buffalo Evening News, March 4, 1931; Dziennik dla Wszystkich, 
March 9, 1931; "Sprawozdanie Dr. F. Fronczak z Konferencji w Sprawie 
Uczczenia Pamieci Dra Eve", The Bulletin (organ of the Association of 
Polish Physicians and Dentists in America) May 1931, pp. 8-9. 
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Fronczak, the main instigator of the Eve's memorial, almost 
missed the unveiling ceremonies, being delayed by duties in Buffalo. 
As for the unveiling exercices, it was a great event for the City 
of Augusta. The actual unveiling was done by Dr. Genevieve Eve, 
daughter of Dr. Duncan Eve of Nashville, Tenn. and great grand-
daugher of the hero. The solemnity of the occasion was·hightened 
by the presence of the Polish Ambassador to the United States, 
Tytus Filipowicz and his entourage, Congressman Josh C. Schafer, of 
Milwaukee, Wis. not to mention the representatives of Polish-American 
organizations and notables of the State of Georgia. President Herbert 
Hoover sent a letter for that occasion to the Conmittee which was 
32 
read by Augusta Chronicle editor, Hamilton. 
Fronczak, who was one of several speakers, emphasized in his 
short address the humanitarian aspect of Eve's services to the 
Polish nation. The political significance of the international comity 
Fronczak epitomized in a few words stating that the "representatives 
of both friendly Republics" met in the quiet Southern town, hundred 
years after the twenty five years old physician from Augusta went 
to Poland to fight for her independence, keeping in mind the debt 
32The Augusta Chronicle (Nov. 16) reflected some of the spirit of 
the moment in the editorial entitled "Those Charming Polish People''. 
The editor alluded to "the lost cause" for which Poland fought against 
Russia and the South against the North, a theme touched upon by Ambas-
sador Filipowicz, and continued: "The Chronicle feels that we have 
been helped in many ways and inpired with greater courage to go on with 
our work to build Augusta from both the cultural and material side after 
our contacts with the delightful people of Poland who really acquainted 
us with the true facts of one of our distinguished men". 
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America owed to the Polish nation for the services of Generals 
33 
Kosciuszko and Putaski. This was a happy day for Fronczak for he 
saw his idea materialized. To him the event had by far greater 
significance than anyone present; for it was only five months before 
that, he participated in the unveiling of a monument dedicated to 
American President Woodrow Wilson, in Poland. Carried by the euphoria 
of the day, Fronczak cabled the account of the ceremonies to all the 
Polish language newspapers in America. 
After his youthful debut in politics in 1896, when he tried 
and miserably failed to be elected New York assemblyman, Fronczak 
became disinclined to seek elective office for the rest of his life. 
Apart from that, he was convinced in his heart, being health officer 
was his vocation. He was, nevertheless, painfully aware of the 
political conniving, wheeling and dealing, behind the voters backs, 
for every four years, his position was on the block for no other 
but political or personal reasons. In spite of all that, he weathered 
eleven mayorial changes and many political storms in the City Hall. 
The time had come, however, that Fronczak deviated somewhat 
from his determination to stay away from practical politics, and 
became involved, although partly, in the process of coveting congres-
33According to Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Nov. 16, 1931. 
The monument is located directly across the street from the 
house where Dr. Eve lived, at 619 Greene Street. It "is in excellent 
condition", as Mrs. Virginia E. de Treville, Assistant Librarian of 
Augusta College, wrote to the author, July 2, 1976. 
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sional seat in Washington. But to be fair to him, it has to be 
stated that in this instance he yielded to persuasion and was 
rather passive and not active candidate. 
The presidential election of 1932 came in the nadir of the 
34 
depression. The Democrats of the 41st District which included 
Buffalo and its suburbs, were most anxious to secure the congres-
sional seat for their candidate, especially in view of the general 
feeling that the New York Governor, Franklin Delenore Roosevelt, 
would replace President Hoover in the White House. In anticipation 
of various governmental measures advocated by the Democratic presi-
dential candidate to remedy the economic situation in the country, 
the Democrats maintained in the campaign that in order to introduce 
the measures the Democratic president should be provided with a 
loyal Democratic congress. 
For the fifteen years past this District had been sending a 
Republican congressman to Washington. Considering the best qualified 
man who could defeat in election the incumbent Republican representa-
tive from the district, Edward Cook, many leading Democrats of the 
local party organization regarded Fronczak as the most suitable 
person to accomplish this objective. Thus Fronczak became reluctantly 
entangled in the preliminaries of the 1932 election. 
34According to Fronczak by the end of 1932 there were 150,000 
unemployed in Buffalo and 20,000 lined up daily to receive a bowl of 
soup from the public kitchen.--Fronczak to Gen. Haller, Jan. 23, 1933. 
Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Copy in author's possession. 
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The man mostly responsible for drafting Fronczak, was his 
countryman, John Ulinski, then Buffalo City Councilman, who was 
expected to be a candidate himself. Ulinski, while quitting the 
congress race, urged the party leaders to draft Fronczak in his 
place. He argued that Fronczak was "the strongest possible candi-
date we could get". One of the political virtues of Fronczak 
pointed out by Ulinski was his opposition to the 18th ammend.ment 
which was to be abolished by the forthcoming Congress. Fronczak 
had previously testified in Washin~on and Albany in favor of the 
repeal of the annnend.ment prohibiting consumption of alcoholic beve-
35 
rages. His opinion in this instance, as of the health commissioner 
of the second largest city in the state had considerable weight in 
both capitals. Besides Fronczak's erudition and international 
renown, Ulinski asserted that the Commissioner due to his popularity 
would be certain winner of the Polish votes. "There would be no 
bickering or quibling with him having the ticket in the stretch of 
36 
the Polish wards", according to Ulinski. 
Fronczak consented to the draft, after being assured by Ulinski 
and others that the nomination was just a matter of formalities and 
that he would not have to contest the nomination in the primaries. 
35 
Buffalo Evening Times, Aug. 1, 1932. 
36Fronczak testified in Washington and Albany "I, however, stand 
for repeal of the 18th amendment in full in accordance with the platform 
of the Democratic National Committee. Text of the testimony, dated 
1932. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Copy in author's possession. 
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There was, however, a strong faction within the 41st District 
Democratic machinery that favored the nomination of Amherst Town 
Supervisor, Alred F. Beiter. At the party caucus, on August S, 
after two hours of voting and nine ballots cast, the nomination 
remained deadlocked between those two. Fronczak, never an active 
candidate for the office, was finally nominated on the tenth ballot 
by one vote majority (9-10). The vote that tilted the scale belonged 
37 
to a bed-ridden representative of Ward 26, who sent his proxy. In 
accordance with the party rules, the gentleman's agreement, all the 
candidates were to abide by the decision of the caucus, and, indeed, 
the six or seven candidates who were eliminated by the voting, 
graciously accepted the results. Befter, however, refused to concede 
the nomination to Fronczak, and the party organization failed to 
disuade him from this step. Fronczak, who did not attend the party 
caucus (Aug. 25) where Beiter made the announcement, having learned 
through Ulinski of his opponent's persistency to stay in the race, 
he merely asked his promoter to withdraw his name from the race. He 
refused to be involved in party bickering, especially with a man for 
whom he had not much respect and for a cause that he did not dearly 
37 
Buffalo Ev~i.ng '.J;'ime..,$, August 6, 1932. 
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espause. In a statement to the press he explained his position in 
these terms: 
For many years I have dedicated my life to such 
matters as God has given me, for the promotion of 
health, well being, happiness and comfort of the 
citizens of Buffalo, N.Y., my native city. I feel 
confident I have contributed my meager share to 
connnon good.38 
Becoming a congressman was not his personal desire, as he 
intimated in the same statement: "My name was suggested and I was 
urged to become a candidate by those who thought I was best qualified 
for the position, and if elected could be of value to the congression~l 
district and the nation in these times of economic stress and social 
chaos. Fronczak had many caustic words for Beiter, admitting publicly 
that he learned through his (Beiter's) action that political "pledges 
39 
in certain instances are quite meaningless." While Fronczak entered 
the race accidentaly, his opponent was in it for death or life. He 
told Fronczak privately "that he must run, for his friends might say 
that he is a coward':' and if he did not make fight against Fronczak 
even if defeated, he could not expect "the nomination for supervisor 
of the town of Amherst next year". Much to Fronczak's disappointment, 
40 
Beiter brought into the race the racial issue. Reportedly he said 
38 
Buffalo Evening News, Aug. 27, 1932; Dziennik dla Wszystkich, 
Fronczak's withdrawal from the congressional contest Aug. 29, 1932. 
was newsworthy 
ctedy Gazette, 
in other cities in the State of New York. See: Schena-
Aug. 26, 1932. 
39Buffalo Evening Times, Aug. 27, 1932~ 
40
rn those days the term "race" was used in cultural rather than 
biological sense. 
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to Fronczak: "You are a Pole and I am Gennan; this district is 
60 to 65 percent Gennan; this district belongs to us. You have no 
right even to aspire to represent it". This Fronczak reported to 
his fonner professor at Canisius College in a letter violently 
denouncing racial prejudice in American politics. In this instance 
Fronczak was particularly peevish that Canisius College, his Alma 
Mater--which he "loved so much"r- showed favors to Beiter by inviting 
him "to meet the boys" at the Canisius Sodality meeting of which 
Fronczak was the very faithful member, and Beiter was not, only 
because he was a congressional candidate. Fronczak regarded the~ 
invitation of Beiter by the president of Canisius College, Rudolph 
Eichhorn, prompted by political reasons, an insult, a slap in the 
face. He felt afflicted for it appeared to him that his Alma Mater 
41 
opened its doors to Beiter because he was of German origin. 
Not only Fronczak was disenchanted. So were the Poles in the 
41st District, and in America as well. They thought that Beiter 
simply stole the nomination from Fronczak; behaved dishonorably and 
41Fronczak to Rev. Rudolph Eichhorn, S.J. President Canisius 
College, Sept. 6, 1932. In one part of Fronczak's letter we read, 
in connection with Beiter's sowing racial antagonism Fronczak wrote 
to the President of the Jesuit institution: "Have the racial difference 
been transferred from the old world to this country, and even to insti-
tutions of learning? Did the seed of racial hatred, sown on August 25th 
by this person(Beiter) and which I thought up to this very moment as 
having fallen by the wayside and destroyed at once ••• " But the fact 
that Canisius College invited Beiter to speak indicated to him that 
this institution preferred "to favor a Gennan to a Pole", although he 
abhorred"the very idea". Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 42. 
Copy in author's possession. 
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prior to experience of 1932. At the time when it was uncerbain 
whether he would retain the health conunissionership, in 1927, the 
Chicago leadership of the P.N.A. went out of its way to lure Fronczak 
for that post. Telegrams soliciting his acceptance of the offer 
were dispatched to him while he was participating in the medical 
congress in Poland. Orlowski\ a long time associate of Fronczak, was 
authorized by the P.N.A. leaders to inform him that his salary would 
45 
be twelve thousand dollars plus five thousand dollar expense account. 
All in all, seventeen thousand dollars. Fronczak at that time, drew 
from the City of Buffalo seven, thousand and was deep in debts. The 
censor (cenzor in Polish) is the highest official in the P.N.A., a 
fraternal insurance organization, as far as the constitution of that 
organization is concerned. The censorship is elective office at 
a convention (sejm in Polish) held every four years. At that time 
when Fronczak was asked to accept censorship that office was still 
highly prestigious and the individual holding it was of a high caliber. 
As far as the election was concerned, at the convention of 1927, 
Fronczak was assured that it would be a prearranged formality since 
378 out of about 450 handpicked delegates were "absolutely sure votes", 
the balance could be counted on. So, there was nothing to worry about, 
just to accept the offer which guaranteed seventeen thousand dollar 
annual income for four years. 
and them in 1932. A brochure featured a sketch, Beiter trampling over 
Fronczak, a "Polish-American". In spite of that, Beiter won again. 
45 Fronczak to Ortowski, Sept. 16, 1927 
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Fronczak, having returned from the 1927 trip to Poland, wrote 
to Orlowski in terms which indicate his devotion to the chosen pro-
fession and disregard for personal gains for the sheer pleasure of 
serving people at a large scale, an opportunity that the office he 
46 
had held could offer. He wrote in part: 
Will you kindly make it plain to my friends in Chicago 
that as much as I appreciate the honor which they are 
anxious to trust upon me ••• that I cannot and will not 
for one single moment consider the position of Censor 
of the Polish National Alliance. I appreciate the honor 
of becoming the head of the largest Polish organization 
in the world, with its $150,000,000. backing, with its 
350,000 membership, its influence here and abroad, but 
I have spent thirty years of my life in the field of 
preventive medicine, and at this period of my life, 
I shall not change my profession or devotion to that 
branch of science. 
Regarding the lucritive salary Fronczak wrote: 
This salary represents almost three times the salary 
I am receiving today, but even that will not induce me 
to change my mind ••• For I have given my life and all 
my energy to the study and practice in the field of 
Sanitation, Hygiene, Medical jurisprudence--to what 
is known in Europe as "Stattsmedizin". 
He regarded himself "insanely" in love with his profession. 
To use his own words: 
46 
••• I believe everybody in the world has some form 
of insanity. Some people become insane over women, 
others about horseracing, others playing cards; my 
"insanity" is that I believe that the future of the 
race depends on the prevention of certain conditions, 
which at the present do not permit to develop the 
body and mind properly. Preventive medicine is 
the science and art of teaching how to live properly 
and to prevent these conditions. 
Fronczak to Or!owski, Sept. 16, 1927. Copy in author's 
possession. 
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The office of health connnissioner provided him the pulpit from 
which he would preach the "gospel of health preservation and life 
prolongation", what he could not do had he become the censor of the 
Polish National Alliance. He assured his correspondent that it is 
not "Stubborness but will to do what I consider to be my duty," as 
he put it. 
In view of the above, confession, one should not wonder why 
Fronczak quit the congressional race so lightheartedly. An office 
that he aspired to, though never was offered to him, would be the 
State Health Commissionership. 
At this juncture it seems appropriate to reveal an incident in 
Fronczak's life which may throw additional light on his obsession 
with being a health commissioner, of which he wrote and spoke so 
idealistically in connection with the congressional election and the 
P.N.A. censorship. It is also a testimony to the unsavory practices 
in Buffalo politics. 
In Fronczak papers one will find a copy of a sworn affidavit 
46 
taken by public notary, on Dec. 29, 1917. A copy of this document 
he deposited in Union Stock Yards Bank, another he kept at the 
American Savings Bank, a third copy in his safe at home, and fourth 
in his office. 
46 Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 42. The notary was Baraha 
Henry Gibbons, "Commissioner of Deeds in and for Buffalo'!. 
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In the closure of the affidavit he stated: "The purpose of this 
is to put the entire transaction in writing while it is fresh in 
my mind for the presentation at an opportune time to the proper 
authorities". Whether he brought "this damnable procedure" to 
the authorities, it cannot be ascertained at this time. It can be 
assumed, however, on basis of the secretiveness of the "transaction" 
and his character, that, if he revealed the matter to anyone, he had 
done this probably very late in his life. 
The f1transaction" in question was this: In 1917 the Buffalo 
voters elected mayor former city comptroller, George Buck, a Repulican. 
Consequently, Fronczak, the Health Commissioner, was subject either 
to removal or to reappointment, what was a usual procedure. The mayor-
elect, as any top elected official, was indebted for the victory over 
the incumbent Mayor L. Furhman to several individuals who were to be 
compensated for their loyalty and financial contribution by being 
offered top jobs in the city government. 
One of those to whom Buck owed a favor was Dr. George S. Staniland: 
(1877-1962), District Supervisor of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 
He seemed to have had a great influence on the Mayor-elect, as to whom 
what position should be given. According to Fronczak's affidavit, on 
Dec. 28, 1917, Fronczak was called to Staniland's office and was told 
very curtly by the host that Buck and several other influential 
individuals from the political circles urged him (Staniland) to take 
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the health commissionership. The understanding was that he would 
"be drawing the salary of $5,000 or more and drop in once in a while" 
to the office. To this Fronczak said that the office was demanding 
fulltime attention. But for some reason Staniland did not want 
Fronczak's job. He told his guest that "for personal reasons I 
asked Mr. Buck to appoint you (Fronczak), and it will only be a few 
hours when the appointment will be made by Mr. Buck". In reference 
to the announcement Staniland said "Buck is going to announce it and 
give it such a send off that it will suprise the Public". He was to 
see to that. 
Having explained to Fronczak that he spent about one thousand 
dollars for the election of Buck, and that a new car that he bought 
for his wife was stollen and the chief of police got his appointment 
through him, Staniland came to the core of the matter. "Will you 
give me $1000 and you will get your appointment". Startled with this 
blunt proposition Fronczak said, as we read in his affidavit": 
George I never bought an office in my life before, but I 
want the position of Health Commissioner for the present, 
not for the money there is in it, because I have made in 
private practice before I entered the office of Health 
Commissioner from $15,000 to $18,000 cash ••• I am poorer now 
than I was before, but if necessary I am going to mortgage 
all I have to keep up until I get through with certain 
things in the office of Health Commissioner. Especially 
I want to get through the Sanitary Code, which I started, 
and which I consider the best collection of ordinances 
on that subject in this country. 
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Dr. Staniland undoubtedly realized that he had a captive client 
in front of him. Fronczak further stated that he was"almost obsessed" 
with the Sanitary Code and the whole idea of being health connnissioner. 
He wanted this office not for the money, "but for the love of same, 
and for the sole pleasure which I have in life in being able to perform 
the duties of the office not only to my personal satisfaction, but to 
the satisfaction of the citizens of Buffalo. twill get you the 
money", said Fronczak. 
The same day Staniland arranged a loan, for Fronczak on his 
insurance policy at the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. for $946.00, 
and received from him a check for that amount. Subsequently, Fronczak 
had to borrow one thousand dollars from the Union Stock Yards Bank 
to cover the loan on his life policy. In the course of finalizing of 
the deal Staniland admonished Fronczak to keep everything to himself. 
In his words: "Now remember the word is mum, because if it leaks out 
you can see what will happen to me and others". 
The rest happened as Staniland said it would. Fronczak had an 
appointment with the Mayor-elect in the afternoon and the announcement 
of Fronczak's reappointment went out to the press and the "word" about 
the transaction with Dr. Staniland remained "mum". Fronczak added 
another thousand dollars to his debits, while Mrs. Staniland, most 
likely, was presented another automobile. 
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The abortive candidacy of the United States congressmanship 
did not deject Fronczak entirely from participating in politics. 
It would appear that he manifested a great zeal in working on behalf 
of others than for his own interest. In 1936, during the campaign 
for the reelection of President Roosevelt, Fronczak accepted the 
appointment by the National Democratic Connnittee--then headed by 
James A. Farley, an intimate friend of the President--the Chainnan of 
the Polish Division of the Foreign Language Citizens Department of 
the Democratic Party. At first, he was asked by Farley to help the 
party by speaking on its behalf among the Polish voters, 
48 
47 
what he 
readily accepted. But evidently, someone in the party leadership 
conceived the idea of delivering the "ethnic" votes to the President 
and the services of people like Fronczak would be essential in 
49 
realizing this objective. In any event, the choice of Fronczak for 
the above function was a result of his reputation of undisputed 
leadership among the Polish voters and of course his ability to use 
the Polish language effectively. These eminent qualifications of 
47 James A. Farley, Chairman, Democratic National Conmittee, to 
Fronczak, June 15, 1936. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Box 14, B.H.S. 
48 
Fronczak to J.A. Farley, June 30, 1936, Fronczak-Bukowska Papers 
Box 14 , B. H. S • 
49 
Ralph Steiberg, Coordinator Foreign Language Citizens Department 
Democratic National Campaign Committee, to Fronczak (telegram) Aug. 3, 
1936. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Box 14, B.H.S. 
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Fronczak were known to the New York State Democratic Party organization. 
It is impossible to measure to what extent Fronczak contributed 
to the Democratic victory, but it is certain, that from early August 
until the election day on the first Tuesday of November, he was 
extremely busy person. The documents indicate that he travelled 
extensively throughout the north-eastern states speaking for the 
party candidates, to the local Polish Democratic Clubs and larger 
gatherings of voters. 
What were the motives which persuaded Fronczak to render his 
services without visible compensation, in an advanced age, to the 
Democratic Party? For once, it would seem, he saw an opportunity 
to create within the Democratic Party a separate nationwide Polish 
political organization, an idea which went back to his youthful poli-
tical years. The very fact that the leadership of the Party recognized 
the need to covet the Polish votes separately, could have been a great 
51 
encouragement for him to persue this objective. Besides that, Fronczak 
must have been swept up by the conviction shared by majority of 
Americans that only under the leadership of President Roosevelt America 
would regain full economic recovery. But there are also good reasons 
to suspect that Fronczak had less altruistic reasons in rendering his 
tongue to the party. One of his quietly nurtured aspirations was to 
51A meeting of Chairmen of Polish Democratic Clubs from mid-
western and eastern states was to be held in January or February 1937.--
See Fronczak circular letter to Polish Democratic chairmen, Oct •. lr.;.193E 
>nczak-Bukowska Papers, Box 14, B.H.S 
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become New York State Heal.th Con:nnissioner. If ever, this was an 
opportune time to aspire for the highest post in the state as far 
as the sanitary administration was concerned. The appointment was 
up to the will of the Democratic Party leadership, more precisely, 
to the Governor of New York Herbert H. Lehman, for one could hardly 
\?/ 
find aether health officer in the State of perhaps in the country 
who could present better credentials for that post than Fronczak. 
He himself did not ask anyone in the Party for the promotion, perhaps 
for tactical reasons. But his friends, especially the Buffalo Board 
of Health petitioned the governor to appoint Fronczak State Health 
Connnissioner to replace the incumbent connnissioner, DT. rrhon::::E 
52 
as it was rumored, was to retire. 
Needless to say, save the economic improvement, which came about 
mostly due to the change in global situation, rather than interceding 
of the President, none of Fronczak's objectives materialized. After 
the victorious election, the Democratic Party saw no need to coquette 
the ''ethnic" votes for another four years. The New York State Demo-
cratic machinery did not see any political gains by granting Fronczak 
the State Health Con:nnissionership. Obviously, he and his supporters 
were greatly disappointed with the Party's decision. 
52 
The Buffalo Board of Health to Herbert H. Lehman, Gov. of 
New York State, Feb. S, 1936. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Box 42, B.H.S. 
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Fronczak's occasional cooperation with the politicians like 
in the above case did not prevent him to harbor a deep dislike for 
the professional vote-seekers who usually emerged in October and 
early November in the election year. In particular he was annoyed 
with the pretentious tone and vulgar attitude of the politicians 
when they appeared before the ethnic--i.e. other than Anglo-Saxon--
voters. He vented some of his odium for these "men of the October 
and early November vintage", in his address at a meeting of Buffalo 
physicians of Italian descent probably in October 1939 in the Buffalo 
53 
Museum of Science. He told his colleagues, how many times he was 
"privileged" to be exposed to the "wisdom" falling from the lips of 
politicians. These men, "with little elementary education" had the 
audacity to "lecture" to man like Fronczak and his colleagues on 
subject of their competence. In his oratorical fervor Fronczak said 
these words which so well characterize a typical American politician 
roaming among the secondary American voters: "These suddenly inspired 
wise men would soon discuss the Einstein theory or the law of Coper-
nicus; they tell us all about, say, Galileo, Da Vinci, Sobieski, 
Virgil, Socrates, if they have memorized their names, or have written 
their names on the cuffs of their shirts ••• --and we squirm in our 
chairs when we have to listen to these erudite orations ••• " 
53 
The address was most likely delivered on Columbus Day which 
is Oct. 12. A copy of the address, marked 1939, can be found in 
Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. 
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Having listened to many of such orations, Fronczak could master-
fully mock the politicians who in their ignorance insult the intel-
ligence of the audiences. In his words the orations run in this 
fashion: "My fellow Italian, or Polish or Hungarian friends" depending 
in which hall the politician was speaking. "It is certainly a great 
pleasure to face so many intelligent men and women in this audience, 
and be able to address them on some subject dear to their hearts", 
continued Fronczak his mockery. The speaker, according to Fronczak, 
would mention some historical facts of a given nation, usually incor-
rect, like the Italians "saving Vienna in the 12th century from the 
invasion of the Japanese", and for his reminding them "of these great 
historical events" they should vote for him. He regretted that the 
less erudite but polite "ethnic" audience would shower the speaker 
with applause and exclamation "Attaboy!" But he could not see how 
intelligent men of a given nationality could approve the diatribe 
about their ancestry delivered by a politician. So h~ spoke to his 
Italian colleagues: "Often we leave the hall in disgust, or if we 
are hypocrites, we congratulate the speaker on his erudition and 
express to him our admiration on his great knowledge of our national 
life and history". 
In the same speech Fronczak belabored the question, so sensitive 
to American citizens of later emigration, namely the de facto division 
of American society into the so-called superior and inferior "races". 
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This subject had been on his mind perhaps from the beginning of his 
medical career. He had been addressing himself to the discrimination 
of Poles in America already before the end of the last century. Now, 
speaking to the elite of the Buffalo Italian society he attacked the 
mistaken notion that people who came to the United States from other 
parts of Europe than he and his listeners, were "made of a better 
grade of clay". He ridiculed the idea that there was a superior 
race in America, certainly not to his race or the race of his audience. 
He asked a pertinent question in what way were the Anglo-Saxon races 
superior? Were they superior in "Discoveries, inventions, teachings, 
in art, science, culture, literature and history"? Admitting that 
he and his educated colleagues due to their positions were honored 
among their own people. "But again, what about the community at 
large," he asked? "How many of our race are on the faculty of 
higher educational institutions in this city". That there are very 
few it was ''Not because we know less, than any of the men on the 
faculty, but because we are just Italians or Poles, sometimes even 
called by some: Wops, or Dagoes, Pollacks or Huns". He challenged 
the Italian Buffalo physicians to gain membership in any of the 
exclusive clubs. 
He closed his rather radical pronouncements by calling the 
inferior races to stand up for their rights. "I am not a Bolshevik 
or a corrnnunist, but let us use our power when the occasion arises, 
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and it does so repeatedly, and let us put an end to that minimizing 
of certain races", stated the otherwise conservative Buffalo Health 
Cormnissioner. 
In mid-surmner (June 16, July 10) 1939, Fronczak participated in 
a "Good Will Social Services Mission" to Venezuela as a member of 
American Social Service Cormnission which was organized by Rev. John F. 
O'Hara, CSC, president of Notre Dame University and Rev. James M. 
54 
Drought, MM of Maryknoll, N.Y. Vicar General of a missionary order. 
Fronczak was one of two physicians in a group of twenty-five experts 
55 
in various aspects of welfare service. The purpose of the mission 
was to confer with the Venezuelan government health agencies regarding 
the improvement of social services and sanitary conditions in the 
country. The government launched, in 1938, a Three-Year Health and 
Welfare Program under the personal care of the President of the 
Republic, Gen. Lopez Contraras. 
The advice of American experts in connection with implementation 
of the reform apparently had a significant value for the Venezuelan 
government. Fronczak was assigned to lecture in series of seminars 
on such subjects as "Social Consequences of Public Hygiene", "Hospitals 
54 
Rev. James M. Drought M.M., Vicar General, to Fronczak, 
May 26, 1939. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, Box 14, B.H.S. 
55 
According to the "Itinerary" of the Mission. Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, Box 14, B.H.S. 
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and Nursing Personnel", "Government as an Instrument of Social Order", 
"Social Service Through Housing" and others. All of these topics 
were within Fronczak's expertise, both from practical aspect, as a 
health conunissioner; and from theoretical, as a professor of public 
56 
health at the medical department of the University of Buffalo. 
Although the Mission seemed to had been purely advisory, limited 
to matters concerning public sanitation and social welfare, and 
Fronczak certainly treated it as such with his usual enthusiasm for 
this type of work, there occurred rather unpleasant diplomatic 
repercussion of the mission which spoiled to some extent his memory 
ef this profitable stay in Venezuela. 
A month or so after the return of the Mission, Fronczak was 
simply accused by the Venezuelan Connnissioner General to the New York 
World's Fair, Dr. R. Ernesto Lopez, of having made statements to the 
press "which did much damage to the name of Venezuela and to the 
57 
reputation of its Government". Specifically, the Venezuelan Com-
missioner charged that Fronczak had stated to the reporters, "if 
you enjoy life, stay away from Venezuela". Had Fronczak made this 
undiplomatic statement, Dr. Lopez would indeed have had a good case 
against him. But Fronczak categorically denied having stated anything 
like that. Refuting this accusation, he indicated that his pronounce-
56The other physician was Dr. Aristides A. Moll, secretary ex 
officio of the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau. ~ 
57 Dr. R. Ernesto Lopez, Connnissioner General, Venezuela,New York 
World's Fair to Fronczak,·Aug. 8, 1939. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, 
Box 14, B.H.S. 
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ments about Venezuela were to the contrary and that he had been 
involved in recruiting medical personnel for that country since 
his return. Without trying to be too apologetic, Fronczak observed 
that he could not assume the responsibility for comments made by 
58 the writer in the press who wanted "to add spice to his story", 
what, evidently, the above statement attributed to Fronczak amounted 
to. 
But when the Venezuelan diplomat alleged Fronczak with "distortion 
of facts", "gross violation of etiquette" and intention of "defaming 
Venezuela" by stating that "the average span of life for the Venezuelan 
is 35 years", Fronczak appeared to be hurt, to say the least. He 
explained in a lengthy statement to Dr. Lopez that the statistical 
data, concerning life span in Venezuela, he obtained from Venezuelan 
Government publications, citing the sources. Fronczak, in effect, 
very diplomatically, pointed out to Dr. Lopez, that he was insuffi-
ciently informed about his own country. 
Notwithstanding the above diplomatic misunderstanding with 
Dr. Lopez, Fronczak, as he assured the diplomat, enjoyed his stay 
in Venezuela, "heard much" and "saw much" and "learned much". The 
experience which Fronczak gathered during this mission he would find 
useful while serving in similar capacity in Poland after World War II, 
what will be discussed in the forthcoming chapter. 
58 
Fronczak to Dr. R. Ernesto Lopez, Aug. 11, 1939. 
CHAPTER~ 
The Waning Years 
While Fronczak experienced at the end of World War I one of 
the greatest joys of his life, due to the restoration of the Republic 
of Poland, at the opening of World War II, he suffered with millions 
of Poles the shattering of the Republic, which he helped to restore. 
Indisputably, the downfall of Poland, resulting from the invasion by 
Germany and Russia was a national calamity for the Polish nation and 
those who identified themselves with it. For many it was a psycho-
logical shock. As for Fronczak, we know from his daughter, that he 
was extremely depressed with the tragic event for Poland. But, being 
a man of action, and quite resourceful, he would not succumb to 
desperation. 
There were well founded reasons upon which a Polish patriot 
like Fronczak could base his optimism in respect to the fate of 
Poland. The military occupation of Poland by the invading forces 
was not a political settlement internationally recognized. Besides 
that the formal declaration of war by Poland's allies, France and 
England, forecast an augmentation of the belligerency and since the 
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allies pledged reciprocity in the restoration of antebellum conditions 
the prospects of restoring Poland's independence looked rather bright, 
at least at the opening year of the hostilities. Such thoughts might 
have passed into Fronczak's mind at the beginning of the war. 
As far as Fronczak's activities on behalf of Poland during the 
war are concerned, we can safely assume that he did his utmost to 
help the cause. The documentation, or lack of it, would indicate, 
however, that the scope of his action was rather limited. There was 
no reason for Fronczak and the Poles in America as well, to conduct 
similar action to that they did duri~g World War I. There was a 
Polish Government in London fully recognized by the belligerents. 
There was no need to agitate, like during World War I, for Poland's 
independence, for this was not an issue. A sizeable Polish armed 
forces fought outside of Poland, while within the country operated 
strong underground resistance. 
Nevertheless, Fronczak, due to his involvement in the Polish 
cause could not remain idle. t~:ulgittg irom du~· £gJ l.iuiAS correspg11eenee) 
His advice in matters concerning Poland was sought by people from 
all walks of life. At the beginning of the war he wrote to Michal 
Kwapiszewski, Vice Conmtlssioner General of the Republic of Poland 
that he would be anxious to talk to him "on the present situation". 
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In the same correspondence he stated "I am having conferences day 
after day with people from Buffalo and the state, Washington, New 
York and Poland." Looking at the situation realistically, he fore-
saw much work and tribulation for himself and others like him, as 
he wrote to the Polish official: "I am very much afraid that you 
and I, among many others, will be taxed for a long period with duties 
2 
to the land of our forefathers". 
When General WXadysXaw Sikorski, the Premier of the Polish 
Government in London, visited in the United States in April 1941, 
Fronczak was invited by him to a conference at the beginning of 
April. Then, on April 22 or 23, when Sikorski visited Buffalo, 
Fronczak entertained him in his house. Sikorski wanted to explore 
the possibilities of recruiting Poles in America to the Polish armed 
forces in Europe, like it was during the First World War. It can be 
assumed that this was the topic of discussion between Fronczak and 
3 
the General. 
2Fronczak to Michal Kwapiszewski, Vice Connnissioner General of 
the Republic of Poland, Sept. 27, 1939. Under the same date Fronczak 
wrote to John Pateracki, President of Polish-American Participation 
Cormnittee in the American Exhibition.in the same effect. --Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 8. 
3J. Ciechanowski, Polish Ambassador to the United States, to 
Fronczak, Apr. 2, 1941. --Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. Box 17. 
Leon Mitkiewicz in his memoirs Z·'Gen. Sikorskim na obczyznie 
Fragmenty wspomnien, Instytut Literacki, Paris, 1968. p. 143, does not 
mention Sikorski's meeting .with Fronczak, although speaks of Sikorski's 
conference with Dr. T. Starzynski of Pittsburgh on the subject of 
calling American Poles to the Polish Army. It is inconceivable that 
Fronczak would not have been invited to such conference. In any event, 
the idea of recruiting Poles in America to Polish army proved illadvisec 
There was no "Polish spirit" implanted in the Polish-American youth of 
the 1920's vintage. 
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In respect to Poland, Fronczak was a political pragmatist. -He 
realized that Poles outside of Poland had very little influence on the 
internal developments in Poland. He learned to accept the status quo, 
if the ideal conditions were not feasible. Thus, inspite of initial 
misgivings about Pilsudski and his coup d'etat, in 1926, a few years 
later he defended the Marshal's policy, perhaps not so much for sake 
of Pitsudski, whom he always respected, if not admired, but certainly 
for the sake of Poland. For instance, when in 1930, the question of 
the revision of the Versailles Treaty was revived upon which Poland's 
western boundries were based, Fronczak was the first among Poles in 
America to stand for the territorial integrity of Poland. He called 
a conference of Polish leaders in America. In a form letter sent 
by Fronczak to the selected persons we read that purpose of the 
conference was to "consider means of effectively combating the harm-
ful and dangerous anti-Polish propaganda which has been raging for 
4 
quite some time in the United States." 
The conference, held on September 12, 1930, passed a resolution 
drafted by Fronczak, which expressed Polonia 1 s support of the 
Pitsudski regime, although by a very slim majority. The anti-Pi!sudski 
faction at the conference objected to Fronczak's insistance in the 
resolution that the Polish P.merican press should refrain from criti-
5 
cism of the Polish Government. 
4copies of the form letter, dated Sept. 4, 1930, in Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. Box 16, also in author's possession. 
5For an account of the conference see the Nowy Swiat (New York), 
Sept. 20, 1930, and Kurier Narodowy, (New York) Sept. 20, 1930. 
The fonner took the pro-Pilsudski stand; the latter was in oppo.siti.on. 
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Fronczak again came to the defence of Poland and Marshal 
Pitsudski in a lecture on Poland delivered either at the very end 
of 1933 or the first days of January 1934, to an unidentifiable 
audience. In the lecture he argued that Pilsudski's regime could 
not be labeled a ''dictatorship", for it possessed all the criteria 
6 
intrinsic to democracy. 
Speaking at a huge gathering of ten thousand Poles in Humboldt 
Park in Buffalo, on June 12, 1935, one month after the Marshal's 
death, Fronczak was quoted saying: "It is a serious blow to Poland 
at this time. In view of what Marshal Pitsudski has accomplished it 
will be difficult to find an equal successor". In Fronczak's opinion 
7 
Pitsudski was a man of great character. A proclaimed admirer of 
Pitsudski could not.~·sp~ay .. g~eateF loyalty to the Marshal. 
Because of the above, but mainly owing to his better understan-
ding of the situation, he did not join those who tried to fix the 
blame for the defeat of Poland on the Pitsudski and post-Pitsudski 
government of Poland. 
If one may claim, however, that history of Poland repeats itself, 
especially its unfortunate aspect, by the same token a case can be 
6Mimeographed copy of the lecture to be found in Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. (Box unmarked). (Copy in author's possession). 
The lecture must have been delivered after Dec. 20, 1933, but before 
the German-Polish Non-Agression Pact was signed, Jan. 26, 1934. 
7 
Buffalo Evening News, May 13, 1935. Dziennik dla Wszystkich, 
May 13, 1935. 
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made that Fronczak's personal history also took recurrent courses. 
When World War II finally came to a halt in August 1945, Fronczak 
almost completed his seventy-first year of life. He should have 
retired the previous year, but for some administrative reason he 
continued in his post until the end of March 1946. For a man who 
throughout his life did not know what it meant to relax, the retire-
ment must have been a dreadful proposition. 
The national tragedy of Poland and misery caused by the last 
war provided Fronczak with the opportunity to extend his active and 
creative life for several months after the official retirement. From 
early May to the beginning of October 1946, he served in Poland in 
the capacity of medical adviser as a member of the United Nations 
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA). Thus, after thirty-
seven years, history repeated itself in many respects both for 
Fronczak and for Poland. Like in 1919, Fronczak went to Poland in 
1946, to help in the recovery of a country devastated by the war. 
The devastation of Poland by Germany during the war does not need 
description here. Suffices to repeat the impression of an American 
who returned from Poland at the end of 1945: "The picture presented 
by Poland today is that of a country recovering from a degree of 
physical destruction and personal suffering hard to imagine and 
8 
impossible to describe''. Fronczak, to whom those words were 
8 
Dr. Wilbur A. Sawyer, Director of Health, UNRR.A to Fronczak, 
Jan. 22, 1946. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box,18. 
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connnunicated well remembered the conditions that Poland was in after 
the previous war and could very easily imagine the desolate state 
of affairs prevailing there after World War II. 
When in the fall of 1945, the UNRRA authorities were looking 
for qualified physicians who would be willing to go in a mission to 
Poland for several months primarily to lecture on diverse medical 
subjects, Fronczak was recormnended by N.Y. Senator James M. Mead, 
a Buffalonian, who evidently was asked to aid in recruiting the 
9 
mission. Fronczak did not hesitate to accept the offer as he saw 
in such action his last opportunity to lend his helpful hand to his 
10 
less fortunate brethren in Poland. 
It took, however, over half a year of administrative processing, 
screening and clearing diplomatic formalities before Fronczak departed 
for Poland. The assignment was for five months in the generic capa-
city of medical adviser under the auspices if the UNRRA. The last 
designation seemed to have had diplomatic significance because it 
was specified in Fronczak's passport that he was going to Poland on 
"International business, but not as representative of the United 
States". His salary was set at $8050 per annum in addition to main-
tenance while on duty overseas. Such financial arrangement repre-
sented considerable increment over the $7850 salary he was drawing 
9James A. Mead to Fronczak (telegram) Oct. 19, 1946. Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
10 
Fronczak to James M. Mead, Oct. 22, 1946. Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
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upon his retirement from the administration of the city of Buffalo 
as health commissioner. But money was never the object for Fronczak. 
He never asked what he would be paid for his services in Poland, and, 
if he would be requested to serve for the keep, he would most likely 
not refuse. We remember that in 1919 he went into debts to render 
services to Poland in similar circumstances. He embraced the oppor-
tunity to go to Poland on such an important assignment with youthful 
enthusiasm. He disregarded the foreseeable hardship he could have 
encountered in Poland or danger to his person. In an interview 
given to a Buffalo reporter he said on this account: "I have been 
told by many people of the grave personal danger and the toughness 
of this assignment, but if I can save at least a few from death by 
disease or hunger or from any other causes, I feel that I will have 
been fully repaid for going there". He would willingly face any 
danger that people who knew conditions in Poland warned him against. 
Further in the same interview he stated: "But I am-willing to endure 
the dangers, the primitive living, lacking not only what some consi-
der the luxuries but also the very necessities of life, because I 
regard these people as brothers and sisters, fellow human beings who 
through no fault of their own have lost everything their forefathers 
11 
gathered". In the same vein he wrote to the UNRR.A headquarters in 
11Buffalo Evening News, January 15, 1946. Under a picture of 
Fronczak showing him closing down his office the caption reads: 
"Despite his age, 71, Dr. Fronczak is eager for his new task of aiding 
Poland's war-stricken population". 
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Washington suspecting that some people might have been concerned 
with the comfort that his age required: "I can assure you of one thing 
that whatever arrangements are made will be satisfactory to me, 
as I have travelled all over the globe under most primitive and 
12 
most luxurious conditions, and I can accommodate myself accordingly". 
Fronczak 1 s mission to Poland was regarded a controversial venture 
by many Polish Buffalonians. The controversy stemmed from the poli-
tical reality that prevailed in Poland after the war, namely, that 
the pre-war Polish Government, residing in England during the war, was 
not reinstated in Poland as many would hope. In its place a Rus-
sian supported government was established in Poland, first in Lublin 
(July 22, 1944), then in Warsaw. Those Poles in America and in 
Buffalo specifically, who remained loyal to the London Government--
and constituted an overwhelming majority--viewed Fronczak's acceptance 
of the assignment to Poland, as a collaboration with the Lublin Gover-
nment. But Fronczak was guided in this case with a rule, adopted 
back in 1919, during his first mission to Poland, never to mix Polish 
politics with medicine. This conviction he communicated to Sen. James 
M. Mead, who was much responsible for his being assigned for the 
mission, when he got the word, that some of his "congressional friends 
of Polish extraction" were "desirous to have a conference with" him 
in Washington relative to the purpose of his mission. Fronczak 
12 Fronczak to A. Hugh Bryan, Acting Director of Health, UNRRA, 
March 1. 1946. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S., Box 32. 
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evidently refusing to meet these congressmen imparted to the Senator: 
"However, all Polish politics are absolutely out as far as my work 
is concerned. I shall try to do solely a good public Health work--
13 
and this is enough". Discussing this matter with the aforementioned 
Buffalo reporter he stated that his purpose in going to Poland was 
purely humanitarian. "I am not interested in politics or propaganda", 
14 
he told the reporter. 
All formalities being settled, finally, on May 6, 1946, the 
septuagenarian, retired health cormnissioner of Buffalo, with a suit-
case containing his essential belongings which considerably increased 
his one hundred forty-six pounds natural weight, boarded a military 
plane at Andrew's Airport near Washington, D.C., which swiftly carried 
him to Europe. After a short stop in England to change the airplane 
and receive additional briefing, landed at the Okecie Airport, near 
15 
the ruined capital of Poland, on May 10. 
Fronczak was enchanted with the capital of Poland at the first 
sight in 1900, and spoke of the splendor of that city to Americans 
in Buffalo, and saw it growing and flourishing in 1931 the last time. 
But Warsaw of those bygone days disappeared like ancient Troy. In 
13Fronczak to J.M. Mead, March 18, 1946. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers 
B.H.S. Box 32. 
14 
Buffalo Evening News, Jan. 15, 1946 
15 
According to the stamps in the passport, Fronczak entered 
England on May 7, and Poland on May 10, 1946. 
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1946, Warsaw represented a sorrowful picture of total physical 
destruction. There was hardly a building in the entire city on the 
west bank of the Vistula that escaped a bomb or artillery shell. 
Knowing Fronczak's concern for human suffering and for Poland, it 
is easy to hear his heart shriek at the sight of the piles of ruins 
of once splendid city as he was motored from the Okecie Airport to 
Hotel Polonia one of the liveable structures in Warsaw in which most 
of the foreigners were housed. It was in this hotel that Fronczak 
lived from May 10 to October 3. The UNRRA Mission headquarters was 
established at Roza Street 35. 
Under the general title of "Medical Advisor" Fronczak conducted 
a very wide range of activities, some of which will be discussed 
below. His original assignment of delivering lectures on medical 
topics was in the meantime modified and augmented. The director 
of the UNRRA, Fiorello H. La Gardia and W. A. Sawyer, UNR.RA director 
of health, decided that Fronczak "would be most useful to observe 
and report on general health conditions in Poland and to assist in 
16 
other ways". This designation, in fact, made Fronczak's course 
of action very flexible. 
The devastated Poland was receiving supplies from the UNRRA 
several months prior to Fronczak's assignment. Not only medical 
supplies were shipped to Poland by the UNRRA but also machinery, 
16 
W.A. Sawyer UNRRA Director of Health to Brigadier Charles M. 
Drury, Chief of UNRRA Mission to Poland, May 3, 1946.--Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. 
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foodstuffs, grain and even livestock. As far as medical supplies 
were concerned, in what Fronczak was primarily interested, by the 
time he settled in Warsaw, UNRRA delivered to Poland sixteen thousand 
metric tons of sanitary goods such as hospital equipment, beds, 
17 
linen and medicine. Hence, by the middle of the surmner 1946, there 
seemed to be fairly adequate supply of medical goods in Poland. The 
difficulties lied in the distribution of these goods. Fronczak, who 
had some experience in this matter from his first mission to Poland 
in 1919, tackled this problem at its roots. Although neither he, nor 
any member of the UNRRA had the right to intervene in the internal 
affairs of Poland, and the distribution of the goods received was 
entirely in the hands of the Polish Government, nevertheless, his 
personal tactfulness, his familiarity with the country, knowledge of 
the Polish language and acquaintance with some of the people in the 
Government led to improvement of the process of the distribution of 
the said supplies. Only four days after his arrival in Warsaw, 
Fronczak inspected in the company of the Polish Minister of Health, 
Dr. Franciszek Litwin the warehouses in Zoliborz, near Warsaw where 
they found great quantities of medical supplies so much needed 
18 
elsewhere. The bottleneck was in great measure caused by aclmini-
strative centralization of the distribution. It was no doubt under 
17 
According to a speech broadcast on the Polish Radio network by 
Poland's Minister of Health, Dr. Franciszek Litwin on June 6, 1946.--
Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
18Th. . f . . d f . is in ormation we owe to an unsigne our page report, written 
early in June--most likely by Fronczak, judging by the style--to unknown 
addressee. --Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
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Fronczak's influence that the Minister of Health, with whom he 
maintained excellent relations, recalled his order requiring all 
requests for supplies to be confirmed by the Ministry. This came 
about at the end of May, after Fronczak returned from an extensive 
19 
trip to southern tier of Poland which lasted from May 18 to 27. 
What he saw during the first swing of his tour saddened his 
heart. He witnessed the extent of destruction of smaller cities and 
villages. "Sometimes I pass them".,he wrote,"and hear things which 
exite me to highest emotion of elation and then I am in a few minutes 
in deepest depression--tears of joy and then of sadness, beyond words''. 
During his travelling he was encountering ''People who did not have 
a meal, even of spoiled grain 'bread', and who have slept for several 
years deep in the underground holes or rotten straw". He saw "·People 
in rags and people fairly well dressed, the suits or clothes bought 
for balance of their possession inherited from their parents". One 
of those citizens, undoubtedly willing to be "well dressed" separated 
20 
Fronczak from his hat and a raincoat during his first survey trip. 
To have a better understanding of the problems that Fronczak 
was concerned with, problems created for the people by external 
19The need for decentralization of distribution was strongly 
expressed by local health officers in a conference with Fronczak in 
Katowice on May 24, 1946.--For minutes of that conference see: Fronczak 
Papers, B.S.C. Box 18. 
20Fronczak to his daughter (Dr. Eugenia Fronczak-Bukowska) May 27, 
1946. All Fronczak letters cited here are to be found in Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
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forces, let us quote a few lines from his official report of the 
orientation trip. 
The most depressed and most devastated part of Poland at that 
time was the south-eastern corner, namely the district of Rzeszow. 
Here especially the countryside was hurt due to guerilla activities 
of various political elements who were not satisfied with the poli-
tical arrangement resulting from the war. Reports reached Fronczak 
in Warsaw that medical and hospital supplies were urgently needed 
in this area, and that could be the reason why he decided to inspect 
this region first. In Rzeszow, the capital of the district, Fronczak 
and his associates--Henry Osinski representing the Polish Relief 
Council of America, a Buffalonian, Dubski of the United States 
Embassy and Stemper of the Caritas--found after a long discussion 
with the staff of the hospital conducted by the Sisters of Charity, 
and government officials, "found there was a complete lack of supplies 
of even the most common type". Then the Fronczak report read: 
Travelling eastwards in the Rzeszow Wojew(odztwo), 
through Jaslo, Jaroslaw, Przeworsk and the old and 
famous Przemysl on the eastern bank of the river San, 
and only a few kilometers from the Soviet boundary, 
there certainly were no provisions at the time of 
our visit to take care of the sick and injured, both 
acute and chronic in hospitals and other inmates of 
the various institutions. Incidently, in my extensive 
travels I have never seen in any place in the world 
a greater evidence of starv~ion than in this south-
eastern district of Poland. · · 
21.quoted from five page report (title page missing) by Fronczak. 
Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
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A visit to a public school in the vicinity of Jaslo proved 
that the younger generation was not uneffected by the general 
morbid conditions. It was reported to him "that in some instances 
tuberculosis was prevalent among these school children between 
eighty to ninety percent "of the emaciated, deadly pale, constantly 
22 
coughing specimens of human beings". Fronczak was convinced that 
this district received the least, if any of the UNR.RA medical sup-
plies which it needed innnediately. Pictures like this hardened 
Fronczak in his determination to do whatever was in his limited 
power to help this unfortunate people. One appreciable result 
of this trip was the improvement of the dissemination of the 
supplies throughout the country, referred to above. 
Unlike other members of the UNR...~ Mission to Poland, Fronczak 
had direct access to the Polish Press and radio, and he used both 
of these media effectively for the purpose of disseminating infor-
mation intended to improve the sanitary conditions of the Polish 
people. Of course he had to be careful to avoid politics in his 
radio speeches and articles. 
1) 
22Ibid. 
23 
23 
Since he was not interested in 
On June 16, 1946, he wrote to his daughter that he was informed 
by the Polish authorities that his articles and radio talks would not 
be censored as long as he would refrain from politics. "From this 
(politics) I always stay away and intend to continue so, for, as 
publically and privately I have stated, I am not even versatile in 
American politics, let alone Polish". --Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, 
B.H.S. Box 32. 
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politics, he had no quarrels with the censor. He was also unhampered 
to address larger gatherings of people in any locality he went to. 
This public relations work made him extremely popular in Poland. 
People used to associate his name with the goods they received from 
the UNRRA. He was accessible to all, would listen to any problem 
and would try to console everyone who confided in him. This is 
evident from his letters to his daughter, various notes in his papers 
24 
and the number of letters of gratitude and petition. 
There are several of his radio speeches saved in his papers. 
One may conclude from this evidential material that the message 
Fronczak tried to bring to his Polish listeners was hope and faith 
in better future. For instance, in the speech broadcast on June 6, 
after returning to Warsaw from the first tour, he explained what 
was being done and what would be done to ameliorate the sanitary 
conditions in the country. He told the people that proper steps 
of preventing farther spread of communicable diseases were already 
undertaken. It must have been comforting to the radio audience to 
learn from Fronczak's talks that the process of immunizing the 
entire population of Poland was under way. Speaking in the name 
of the UNRRA and partly on behalf of the Polish ministry of Health 
he addressed himself to the need of more efficient distribµtion of 
the UNRRA goods: "We shall" he said "allocate the drugs as quickly 
24 
Letters to this effect are to be found in Fronczak Papers, 
B.S.C. Box 18. 
as possible, without unnecessary delay ••• , we shall do everything 
to feed the hungry and give proper medication to the sick". 
In his radio address he identified himself with the Polish 
people: 
Besides being an American citizen and official 
representative of the UNRRA, and member of the Polish 
Health Service--I am one of the many whose forefathers 
have emigrated from this country, and, who in his heart 
and thought unites with you most intimately. Your joys 
are our joys, and your sorrows are our sorrows.ZS 
He realized that the UNRRA supplies were inadequate to meet 
the needs of the country, he promised to appeal directly to 
American public, "especially to American citizens of Polish extraction" 
to extend their generous hands to the Polish nation. 
A flair of Polish patriotism was always present in his speeches 
what would have pleased the multitude of the audience: "I am 
certain that healthy zeal and sound social and national idealism, 
that beacon our way, shall rebuilt a new nation--a new and rich 
Poland". In another radio address, at the end of June, Fronczak 
complimented the Polish Ministry of Health, giving much credit to 
personal effort of Minister Litwin, for expeditious distribution 
of the recent UNRRA shipment of medical supplies. In the same speech 
he assured his Polish audience that the epidemies had been averted 
25 
One sheet transcript of Fronczak's speech in Fronczak-Bukowska 
Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. Entitled: "Miedzynarodowe przemowienie 
Ob. Pu!k. Dr. Franciszka Fronczaka w Rozg!osni Polskiego Radia w 
Warszawie". 
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and this, according to him, was "an enormous accomplishment". His 
addresses and talks to the people always included warnings,which 
was also widely propagated by the Polish Ministry of Health, not 
to drink unboiled water or eat unwashed fruits and vegetables: "I 
wish to impress upon you, my countrymen that the microbes of typhoid 
fever, dysentery and typhus will attack you, if you will give them 
the opportunity". He wanted his listeners to know that these warnings 
were coming from their friend,their compatriot from America and that 
he was doing all this, because as he said: "I love you all irrespe-
ctive of your personal political or personal views ••• we are all 
26 
members of the great brotherhood of mantling". Such words could 
only inspire people with confidence and faith that they would not be 
left to their own devices. If the supplies of medical instruments, 
drugs and medicaments were to a degree replenished, the shortage of 
medical personnel remained acute in Poland. There were no universities 
open in Poland during the war and no medical training was offered 
anywhere in the country except in the underground. Preparation of 
fresh flock of physicians was regarded a primary test for the Ministry 
of Health. Fronczak who studies this problem at the bottom, found 
that out of the fourteen thousand physicians in pre-war Poland~ 
eight thousand were either killed during the war, or died prematurely 
usually, or left the country. Consequently there were only six 
thousand physicians in Poland after the war to serve a population 
26 
Fronczak's radio address (draft), June 27, 1946. Fronczak-
Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
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of twenty-four million. By American standard, ten times that number 
27 
would be adequate. Those physicians who practiced in Poland, how-
ever, were academically neglected, deprived for six years access 
to new achievements in medicine from both technical and theoretical 
aspects. 
To remedy this situation the UNRRA sponsored lectures for Polish 
physicians and students of medicine already in the fall of 1945. 
Fronczak was initially engaged by the UNRRA as a lecturer, as men-· 
tioned above. He nevertheless lent his medical experience to Polish 
physicians but not primarily as a lecturer. In the middle of 
J~ly the UNRRA engaged the services of eight lecturers from the 
Uniterian Service Committee, a volunteer organization of the Uniterian 
28 
Church, to deliver series of lectures in Poland. 
It became then Fronczak's responsibility to coordinate the 
entire operation with the Polish authorities. The lectures were 
held at the universities in the six major cities of Poland, Warsaw, 
Lodz, Gdansk, Poznan, Cracow, and Wroclaw. It seems that in each 
university the group of the American physicians delivered several 
27 · d • · · · 1 d b k By comparison, accor ing to statistics compi e y Froncza, 
there were 1200 physicians, about 100 of them of Polish parentage, in 
the City of Buffalo (population little over half a million) in 1932. 
28 The physicians were: Magnus I. Gregensen, College of Physicians 
and Surgeons, N.Y.C.; Henry A. Mattill, University of Iowa; Clinton 
H. Thienes, University of Southern California, Los Angeles; Wade Oliver 
Long Island College of Medicine, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Donovan J. McCune, 
Columbia University, N.Y.C.; Irving R. Hardy, Tufts College Dental 
School, Boston, Mass.; Irving Glickman, as above. As UNRRA lecturers 
were listed Ludwik Anigstein and Fronczak.--According to a list in 
Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
12, 
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lectures at a time. Fronczak presided over these lectures as a 
chairman and as a master of ceremony, some time as a moderator of 
a discussion or seminar session and most of the time as interpreter 
since none of the lecturers spoke Polish. It was also his duty to 
keep the schedule and maintain proper protocol between the Polish 
29 
physicians and the lecturers. It was his idea to invite to the 
lectures not only members of the medical faculties of the medical 
schools but also physicians, pharmacists, dentists, nurses and 
Reporting 
senior students. on the first series of lectures at the 
University of Warsaw he wrote: "So far the lectures held in the 
University of Warsaw in the halls of the Ministry of Health have 
been crowded to capacity". The high attendance was repeated at each 
university, for, as Fronczak put it the students were "simply hungary 
for knowledge", in this case medical knowledge. He was extremely 
pleased to see taking of copious notes like he never had seen at 
30 
the American Universities. Fronczak himself lectured on occasion 
29According to a schedule "Lectures to be Delivered in Warsaw 
by Visiting Lecturers" the Warsaw sessions lasted from July 25 to 
August 3. 
The topics of the lectures were: "Determination of blood volume 
in man and animals";"Bacteria, rickettsiao and viruses as seen through 
the electron microscope"; "Recent experimental and clinical investi-
gations of traumatic and hermnorrhagic shock"; "The diagnosis of treat-
ment of sciatica and back pain"; "Recent studies on the disturbances in 
fluid exchange"; "Treatment of dehydration"; "Advances in medicine 
during World War II"; "Recent advances in bacteriology"; "Surgical 
treatment of essential hypertension"; "Recent development in Pharmaco-
logy"; Prevention of diseases in children''. --Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, 
B.H.S. Box 32. 
30 
From a ''Weekly Report" to Dr. Holle by Fronczak(undated) Fronczal 
Papers. B.S.C. Box 18. Also: Buffalo Evening News, Aug. 8, 1946, 
excerpts from Fronczak's letter to the Mayor of Buffalo Bernard J.Dowd 
under the heading: "Dr. Fronczak Hunger and Disease Still Peril Warsaw' 
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on "Public Health and Diphtheria Control". 
The lecture circuit absorbed much of Fronczak's time until the 
beginning of September. About that time, the UNRRA proceeded to 
phase out its program in Poland and its own existence as well. His 
correspondence indicates that he was to expect to be recalled from 
31 
Poland any time in September. Some members of the UNRRA medical 
staff left earlier and some of the lecturers were substituted by 
others. 
Fronczak's service to Poland was appreciated by an offer of 
professorship by the Ministry of Health and the Warsaw School of 
Medicine, what he naturally declined. But he accepted with a great 
pride honorary membership in the Warsaw Chamber of Medicine. The 
diploma, dated September 25, 1946, reads that this honor was con-
ferred upon him "for his services of Poland in the field of protection 
of health". Fronczak attached great value to this diploma (although 
he was an "honorary member" of a score of organizations) because, 
suppossedly Maria Sk!odowska-Curie was one of the distinguished 
32 
members of this organization. 
31 
A.W. Sawyer to Fronczak, July 25, 1946. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. 
Box 18. 
32 
In Polish the diploma reads: "Mamy zaszczyt zakomunikowac, ze 
Zarzad Izby Lekarskiej w Warszawie oceniajac wielkie zastugi potozone 
dla dobra Polski w dziedzinie ochrony zdrowia przez Szanownego Kolege 
jako czlonka Misji U.N.R.R.A. uchwalil nadac Mu tytul CZiONKA HONO-
ROWEGO IZBY LEKARSKIEJ W WARSZAWIE". The document was signed by Dr. 
wtadys!aw Szenajch, Dr. Kazimierz Bacia and Dr. Jan Rutkiewicz.--
Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
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On a very short notice, on October 3, Fronczak and several 
members of the UNRRA Mission to Poland were picked up at the Warsaw 
Airport Okecie by a special airplane and carried to London. 
The position that Fronczak had as a representative of the 
UNRRA allowed him to mingle among the Polish people on various levels. 
An acute observer and always eager to record his observations he 
accumulated a great amount of material with the obvious intention 
of using it sometime for a monograph or an article. Beside the 
official report he was asked to submit, Fronczak saved all the letters 
and fortunately about thirty letters from him to his daughter have 
been also preserved. Although these letters pertain mainly to family 
matters, they, nevertheless provide us with glimpses into Fronczak's 
private life, if he had such, while in Poland. 
First thing he discovered in Poland, within a week or two after 
arriving there, was that such cataclism like war tends to change 
people! "Men whom I knew" he wrote to his daughter, "for years, 
especially the medical men are either dead through continual illness 
or very sudden one''. In the same letter we read: "I do not trust 
some I meet here; it is surprising how folks change in beliefs, 
ideals, circumstances, opportunities". Among the dead friends of 
his was Dr. Stanislaw Ciechanowski whom he acquainted in 1900. He 
visited the family and wrote in the above letter: "Dr. Ciechanowski 
is dead, his family broken up and in the house which you, Edziu, 
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33 
Mama and I visited once-- owed and occupied by his family--live 
now 19 people, men, women, children. 
One's life in Warsaw during the first year after the war was 
endangered from all sides. In a letter to Dr. Bukowski, his son-in-
law he wrote: ''I have seen life under most depressing conditions. 
Never imagined such pictures of destruction, ruin malnutrition and 
constant danger. If you don't get bust, or something worse by 
falling bricks, or entire walls of buildings, a strange shot may 
34 
get you.or q. quiet request 'what time is now'." Here Fronczak 
was referring to Warsaw thugs or street urchens who mercilessly 
deprived careless passers-by of their possessions in no time. He 
had to interrupt writing the letter because as he wrote: "I received 
a call about a catastrophe two blocks away from my office where ruins 
of a building being removed fell and several people living in the 
cellar of the rubble were killed and many injured. I am going there 
now". In a few words he gave a vivid description of the tragic 
scene: "Women and children crying, men were removing the bricks 
from the remains of the five story building, some swearing that the 
thousands of buildings endangering life and limbs are not being 
33Fronczak to his daughter, May 27, 1946. 
34 
Fronczak to Dr. Edward Bukowski, July 2, 1946 
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leveled down as fast as they ought to be''. Like in 1919, he 
captioned the conditions in Poland with his favorite expression--
"Dante's Inferno". 
Fronczak regarded himself to be in a fortunate position because 
he had access to all the ministers, radio press and the Catholic 
35 
hierarchy. July 3, he dined with the Vice Premier Stanislaw 
36 
Mikotajczyk, fonner premier of the London Government, whom he met 
in Buffalo in 1941. But the next day he was invited to a reception 
37 
by Premier Edward Osobka-Morawski. He criptically commented that 
his hosts were standing on the opposite poles. To manifest a poli-
tical neutrality, Sunday, August 6, Fronczak was a guest of the 
Primate of Poland, Cardinal August Hlond. Of course, the 4th of 
38 
July he celebrated at the U.S. Ambassador's residence in Hotel Polonia. 
Several times in the correspondence he complained he was tired. 
"Am tired physically, mentally. It is a 24 hour battle here between 
duty, moral and national obligations, with masses of deserving 
people, deserving material and moral ••• This is a wearing down process," 
35 
Fronczak to his daughter, July 5, 1946. 
36
stanisXaw Mikolajczyk (1901-1966), leader of Polish Populist 
Party, Vice Premier in Sikorski's Government in Exile, Premier 1943-
1944; Minister of Agriculture and Vice Premier of Poland's post-war 
Provisional Government. 
37Edward Osobka-Morawski (1909-
38rnvitation card from Arthur Bliss Lane, U.S. Ambassador to 
Poland, author of I Saw Poland Betrayed, Indianopolis: Bobbs-Merill, 
1948. Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 32. 
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wrote Fronczak to his daughter, and continued: "There is an immense 
amount of discouragement here, disillusion and urge for a period of 
a guiet life. This is not a place for the impatient, for nervous or 
for one who does not care to make a real sacrifice in every way". 
By the middle of August his weight dropped below one hundred forty 
pounds, but was satisfied that he was doing the best work of the 
39 
seventy-two years of his life. 
Dealing constantly with people divested of their worldly posse-
ssions, people in desperate situation, Fronczak seemed to have had 
moments of depression, hopelessness. Reflecting upon his work in 
a letter at the end of August, he arrived at the conclusion that 
his long working hours, all his effort was, as he put it, just 
"treading the water", if one would realize how little he could do 
to relieve the millions of homeless, and destitute people. He wrote 
these reflections probably in view of the repatriation of Poles 
from Germany~ Russia.,- 'rher~ was also internal migration of people 
from one part of the country to the other. This created a very 
chaotic situation as these people needed shelter, food and medical 
aid. "There are parents who lost their children and children whose 
40 
parents suddenly died", Fronczak wrote. This created additional 
problem for the Polish Health Ministry and the UNRRA Health Service 
for the repatriates carried with them communicable diseases with 
39Fronczak to his daughter, Aug. 21, 1946. 
40 
Fronczak to his daughter, Aug. 31, 1946 
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which it was difficult to cope. The returnees from Russia brought 
with them an unknown in Poland type of malaria, for which there was 
no immediate remedy. 
Fronczak de?=ived·great satisfaction if he could help someone 
individually. In the above letter he related how he talked a 
desperate man, of once well to do family, who lost everything during 
the war, out of suicide. "At the end" he wrote, "we both cried". 
On another occassion he helped his cousin to gain admission to the 
Warsaw University School of Dentistry. During the registration to 
the University for the fall semester, he frequently visited the dean 
of the School of Medicine, Prof. Franciszek Czubalski. Among the 
candidates to the department of dentistry was a young girl by the 
name of Fronczak. Since she was from Inowroctaw, the area from where 
Fronczak's folk came, he became interested in her and sure enough, 
she was his relative. It appeared her grandfather was a brother of 
Fronczak's father. Of course, Fronczak arranged with the dean for 
41 
her to be admitted. 
The tense international situation that was developing by the 
end of the surmner of 1946, effected Poland more than any other country. 
There were unpleasant incidents in Warsaw resulting from this situ-
ation and Fronczak, who was close to main stream of events, witnessed 
unpleasant incidents. After the contents of the celebrated speech 
made by U.S. Secretary of State James F. Byrnes in Stuttgard, Germany 
41Fronczak to his daughter, Sept. 16, 1946. 
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September 6, became known in Warsaw, anti-American demonstrations 
were staged before the U.S. Embassy and the Hotel Polonia where 
the American personnel resided. The people in Warsaw demonstrated 
because the Secretary stated in his speech that the western fron-
tiers of Poland were subject to revision. On Sunday, September 7, 
as Fronczak reported, "two thousand people gathered in front of 
Polonia Hotel shouting with raised fists and asked the Americans to 
go home. "We don't want you here". Although the militia dispersed 
the crowd, this incident left unpleasant residue in Fronczak's 
memory. Condemning the act as a stupid blunder on the part of the 
tumults, he put the blame for this occurrence on the nervousness 
of the people. "It is fortunate that only a small percent of the 
twenty four million is in such nervous state that bites the hand 
42 
that feeds it". This of course should not be taken that Fronczak 
consented with Byrnes' speech. 
As mentioned above, Fronczak left Poland Oct. 3, and probably 
the same day arrived in England. Here he stayed until October 26, 
at the request of the UNRRA authorities. He was not idle by no 
means during this period. Submitting reports on conditions in 
Poland and attending conferences with the British and American 
government representatives took much of his time. Outside of that 
42 
Fronczak to his daughter, Sept. 10, 1946. 
The demonstratorJmarched on the Hotel Polonia straight from 
a rally held in the Half of the Krajowa Rada Narodowa (provisional 
parliament) where proclamations officially condemning the "American 
poli._cy of protecting Germany" and expressing solidaF9ity with the 
.. Pol1.s,h Provisional Government and its policy depending on friendship 
with Russia.--Gazeta Ludowa (Warsaw) Sept. 8, 1946. 
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he held talks with important personages of the Polish Emigration 
in England, primarily with members of the Polish London Government, 
representatives of various organizations. In his last letter from 
England he wrote that the day before he conferred with Zofia Kossak, 
the renowned Polish novelist, with Mrs. Sikorski, widow of the General, 
with physicians from the Paderewski Polish Hospital in Edyburgh and, 
not to mention all, with Tadeusz Romer, then the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of the London Government. Politics, and primarily Polish 
politics was the topic that Fronczak discussed with these people. 
He abhorred these discussions, visits, people in many cases whom he 
did not know or whom he suspected were sent by some agency or orga-
nizations just to find out what was his stand mainly regarding the 
political development in Poland. Not knowing in most cases whom he 
- 43 
was talking to, he had to be evasive, what was much against his nature. 
About mid way of his stay in England he informed his daughter 
that he got an assignment from the U.S. Government, whose nature he 
could not reveal, but which required him to travel to Scotland, Ulster, 
and Ireland. The document does not prive us with clues as to what 
the "secret assignments" might have been. In any event, the assign-
ment afforded him the opportunity to visit the Paderewski Polish 
Hospital in Edyborough and, of course more Polish settlements in 
44 
Scotland. During this tour he also made a visit which was as 
43Fronczak to his daughter, Oct. 11, 1946. 
44 
Ibid. 
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strange--considering the circumstances under which he travelled--
as indicative of Fronczak's attachment and loyalty to people. On 
October 17, he visited the grave site of Buffalo's Mayor James N. 
Adam in the Town of Peebles. It was perhaps right and fitting that 
Fronczak would pay homage to the man who launched him on the career 
of public health officer forty years before, at the time when he 
was relinquishing it. But the very fact that Fronczak would remember, 
in the midts of thousand other problems, that the deceased Mayor of 
Buffalo was buried in a cemetary near a small town in Scotland is 
45 
admirable. One could not ask for a better friend. 
He left Europe with the impression that another war was to 
break out soon. His fatalism went even farther than that. What 
he observed in Europe, led him to believe that human nature deterio-
rated, that "man was more than a wolf to his fellow man, but the 
diplomats, the representatives, the statesmen and them like creatures 
are most wolfish to each other," wrote Fronczak. If we read his 
mind correctly, he held these people responsible for the outbreak 
of wars. 
No doubt, the age was taking toll of him. He admitted he 
was "tired like never before". He longed for home, and was impatient 
45 
Fronczak had his picture taken with Adam's tombstone. On the 
postcard featuring the town of Peebles dated Oct. 17, 1946, he wrote: 
"Greeting from the birth and burial place of the Hon. James Noble Adam 
who honored me by appointing me Department Health Cormnissioner in 
Nov. 1905. 
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with the overstop in England. "From the world", he wrote, "I want 
peace, warmth, kindness, a glass of fruit juice, which I have not 
had for several weeks, sleep, rest and food." 
The misery he witnessed in Poland was always in his mind for 
he alluded to it in his correspondence. To express his feelings he 
borrowed a verse from the Bible (Math. 15:32) which reads: "My 
compassion goes out to the multitude". This multitude of people as 
he saw them, were broken down miserable creatures, living in hope-
less conditions. "Creatures looking like humans," to quote him 
directly, "but acting like beasts of the field and wild animals in 
the jungle. Only one who saw the continent ••• became part of this 
broken down masses of humanity, can begin to appreciate how civili-
zation has fallen down". This Spenglerian image of our civilization, 
evidently made him more anxious to return to normal life in Buffalo. 
He concluded this last letter from Europe in these words: I want to 
laugh--see people who love and are loved. I want to see man as I 
46 
saw him last in beginning of May, 1946. It is not clear, however, 
whether by the "people" he meant his family only, or people in 
America in general. 
46 
Fronczak to his daughter, Oct. 26, 1946. 
Finally, Fronczak departed from England on October 26, on the 
French liner, the "Aquitaine" from Cherbourg, France, and within 
47 
a week, on November 3, he was back home in America. Since he was 
still on assignment, he went straight from New York to Washington 
where he gave a verbal report to the UNRRA headquarters on the 
conditions in Poland. Subsequently, Fronczak wrote a lengthy account 
of the health and material and living conditions in that country. 
In his verbal report and written as well, he avoided to mention 
religion or politics a very controversial issue at that time. While 
filling in the report with data and statistics on morbidity and 
mortality, on distribution of medicine, drugs and hospital equipment, 
the main point Fronczak tried to bring home with its readers, was 
that Poland needs continuous aid for a longer period of time. Using 
a medical metaphore, he compared Poland to "a critically ill person 
who has been reclaimed from near death through the effort of an 
experienced and conscientious physician. But, who has been forsaken 
48 
before reaching convalescence ••• " Fronczak contended that without 
further aid to Poland from the outside, this "ill person", would 
relapse into the critical conditions. This was the basic message 
of Fronczak's report. To save the Polish nation from continuous 
4il, 
Fronczak to his daughter, Oct. 26, 1946. Also a telegram of 
the same date. Incidently, aboard the "Auqitaine" there were two 
hundred European diplomats en route to international conference in 
New York City, among whom was the British Foreign Minister, Ernest Bevi1 
48
nr. Francis E. Fronczak, Sunnnary of Report as Medical Advisor 
to the UNRRA Mission in Poland, submitted to Wilbur A. Sawyer, Director 
of Health~ VNRRA. The full report (42 pp.) Fronczak submitted to the 
above official dated Nov. 30, 1946. 
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suffering, the outside world should extend its altruistic action 
for another year at least, until the nation, like a reconvalescent 
person, would be able to stand on her own feet. The humanitarian, 
and altruistic work done thus far in Poland by the UNRRA, he main-
tained, would be undone over the winter, if the aid to Poland would 
be discontinued. 
Of course, Fronczak was aware of the political realities that 
prevailed in Poland, and its influence on the relations between 
Poland and the United States. This he regretted. But his main 
concern were the hungary people, people without shelter for winter 
without fuel to warm their houses. The UNRRA authorities concurred 
with Fronczak's observation and those who visited Poland even for 
a short period of time, could clearly see the horrible conditions 
he described. The director general of the UNRRA, Fiorello H. La Guardi 
probably expressed the views of all concerned when he wrote to 
Fronczak after reading the report: 
I want to congratulate you on your report, your work 
and your accomplishment ••• There seems to be as much 
misunderstanding about Poland as there is need for 
continued help. 
La Guardia thought that Fronczak could do 11a great deal in bringing 
49 
the true picture of Poland" especially to American citizens of 
Polish descent. Of course, Fronczak did not need be reminded of that. 
4.~ Fiorello H. LaGuardia to Fronczak, Dec. 26, 1946. LaGuardia 
read the shorter version of the report. He visited Poland late August 
1946.--Fronczak-Bukowska Papers, B.H.S. Box 41. 
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True to the promise that he made to the Polish audience in his radio 
addresses and speeches made in various places to gathered crowds, 
that he would not forget them, Fronczak wrote with this purpose an 
emotional letter to Franciszek Switlik, the president of the Polish-
American philantropic organization the Rada Polonii Amerykanskiej 
(The Polish-American Council). Complimenting Switlik on the success 
of the charitable activities of his organization, Fronczak appealed 
to him not to relax in his effort of bringing aid to the devastated 
country of his forefathers. His reports to the central office of 
the UNRRA and private correspondence always manifested his concern 
50 
for his Polish brethren. 
After his return from Poland, Fronczak did not rest much. Like 
in 1919, he travelled to many parts of the United States carrying 
the message that "the Polish people are in dire need". If we take 
his word for it, and there is not reason not to, for two months 
after his return from Poland, he travelled to fifteen states of the 
Union where he spoke on the subject of relief to Poland. This was 
his "private endeavor to help this unfortunate country"--Poland--
as he wrote to Herman N. Budesen, President of the Board of Health 
:5_1 
of Chicago. 
5~ronczak to Franciszek Swietlik, Prezes Rady Polonii Amery-
kanskiej, July 2, 1946. Fronczak Papers, B.S.C. Box 18. 
51 
Fronczak to Herman N. Budesen, Dec. 15, 1946. Fronczak-Bukowskc 
Papers, B.S.C. Box 32. 
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It is to be recalled that when Fronczak returned from Europe 
in 1919, after having served the Polish cause, first in France, 
then in Poland as a member of the American Red Cross Mission, he 
gained a status of a national hero among the Poles in America. 
Nothing like this happened in 1946. The political development that 
took cours,e in Poland, which was contrary to the expectations of 
overwhelming majority of Poles in America produced a stand off, if 
not entirely hostile, attitude towards the Provisional Government 
of Poland. Fronczak, by virtue of serving in Poland with the UNRRA, 
was regarded by these people almost a national traitor. Instead of 
gratitude, like was the case in 1919, he was scorned and chastised, 
especially by the Buffalo Polish clergy. He had first hand knowledge 
of the conditions in Poland, and his views on the political realities 
shaping up there were naturally in sharp contrast with those of his 
critics. His attempt to ''bring the true Picture of Poland", as 
La Guardia suggested, to his Polish ~riends in America, provoked 
the latter to label Fronczak "a communist sympathiser", or something 
of that order. Even some of his closest friends became estranged 
from him. Such undeserved treatment, based on misunderstanding and 
political prejudices, afflicted Fronczak deeply, for he highly 
5.2 
cherished personal friendship. 
5 2rhis information is based on verbal information of Fronczak' s 
daughter, Dr. Eugenia Fronczak-Bukowska. 
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But Fronczak withstood this criticism of his apparent collabo-
ration with the Provisional Government for his action was humanitarian 
and as a physician he was guided by the Hipocratean oath and not 
political persuasion. Evidently, by 1948, when it became clear that 
the pre-war Polish Government, residing in London, had no chance to 
be restored in Warsaw, what to Fronczak was clear already in 1946, 
the criticism of him eroded. The fact that his report to the UNRRA 
was serialized in the Buffalo Polish Daily, Dziennik dla Wszystkich, 
at the end of 1948, would indicate the change of the public mood 
53 
towards him. By this time, however, he most likely, did not care for 
the public opinion of him. He was at the end of an illustrious career, 
and of his life as well. He had tasted the sweetness of success and 
bitterness of failure. His participation in the UNRRA Mission to 
Poland crowned his long service to fellow-man. Now in the eight. 
decade of his life, he only expected from people kindness and under-
standing. 
XX X 
Fronczak passed his eighty-first birthday on September 20, 1955. 
He died the same year on December 27. Death came without much warning. 
The evening before he died, he still played cards with the members 
53 h 1· h · d h . 1 " h Te Po is version un er t e tit e Wszec stronna i Dobro-
czynna Dzialalnosc UNRRA Organizacji w Polsce" appeared in the 
Dziennik dla Wszystkich, Oct. 17, 23, 30, and Nov. 6, 1948. 
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of the family and showed no sign of illness. At about half passed 
seven in the morning, he complained of not feeling well and two 
hours later he breathed his last, with his daughter Dr. Eugenia 
Fronczak-Bukowska, his son-in-law, Dr. Edward B. Bukowski, Erie 
County Health Cormnissioner, and Dr. William Bukowski, the attending 
physician, a nephew of the Conunissioner at his side. 
The prominence of a person can be measured by the splendor 
of his funeral, speaking in terms of the number of mourners and the 
style of ceremonies, Fronczak's funeral certainly was a true indica-
tion of his popularity, at least in the City of Buffalo. It was one 
of the greatest funerals in the memory of the people on the East 
Side. If the number of automobiles in the burial procession could 
be considered as an indicator of the esteem the deceased had among 
the living ones, then the one hundred fifty to one hundred seventy 
automobiles following Fronczak's remains from the Transfiguration 
Church to the St. Stanislaus Cementary established a record that 
most likely had not been yet surpassed in Buffalo. Considering 
the fact that the conduct at the funeral of an average citizen 
consists of twelve to fifteen vehicles, the former figure indeed 
speaks for itself. The number of people that came to pay respect 
to Fronczak's remains has been estimated in the thousands. In the 
multitudes that came to give him last respect were children from 
the Polish parochial schools, most of the Buffalo diocese clergy 
486 
nuns, representatives of most of the veteran organizations, Polish 
fraternal organizations; great number of Buffalo physicians of 
various nationalities. The Erie County Health Department employees 
came out almost to a man to salute their former executive. There 
are one thousand two hundred and eighty-eight signatures, mostly 
54 
Polish, in the Memorial Book placed at the Kazimierz Urban Funeral 
Home where Fronczak's body day in state. The Solemn Mass of Requiem 
was pontificated by the Bishop of the Diocese of Buffalo, Joseph A. 
Burke. Among the two hundred and twenty-four honorary poll bearers 
were people representing all citizens of Buffalo. 
In any event, Dr. Francis Eustachius Fronczak was buried in 
a grandious style due a man of genuine prominence and a man of many 
merits. 
54 
The Memorial Book is in the family possession. 
The accounts of the funeral were varied in all Buffalo newspapers. 
The National Medical and Dental Association of America {formally 
Polish Medical and Dental Association of America) dedicated the entire 
issue of its organ the Bulletin for January 1955 to Fronczak. 
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Archiwum Polityczne Ingnacego Paderewskiego. Polska Akademia Nauk (4 vols) 
eds. Witold Stankiewicz, Andrzej Fiber). Warszawa, Wroclaw, 
Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossolinskich, 1973. 
Czyn Zbro.jny Wychodztwa Polskiego .! Ameryce. New York, Chicago, Wydawni-
ctwo Stowarzyszenia Weteranow Armii Polskiej w Ameryce, 1957 • 
.IY.._Miedzynarosowy Kongres Medyc~ny i Farmacji Wojskowej. 30 maja --
4 czerwca, 1927 roku. rogram Szczegolowy. Warszawa, 1927. 
The Fourth International Congress of School Hygiene. (Program). Buffalo, 
August 25, 1913. 6 pp. 
Historia,Zwiazku Narodowe.i;i:o Polskiego. (Tom I, 1880-1905).(ed. Stanislaw 
Osada). Chicago, Nakladem Zwiazku Narodowego Polskiego, 1957. 
11!.e ~,vol.II. Yearbook, University of Buffalo, 1899. 
The Jews in Poland: Officaila Reports of the American and British 
- -Investigating Missions. Chicago, The National Polish Committee 
of America, 1920. 
Kongres Wychodztwa Polskiego ~ Ameryce:(odetwy, mowy, referaty, rezolucje, 
uchwaly oraz urzedowy protokut) odbyty w dniach 21-22-23 kwietnia 
1925 roku w Book-Cadillac Hotelu w Detroit, Mich. Chicago, Drukiem 
11Dziennika Zjednoczenia, 1925. 
Ksiega Pamiatkowa ztotego Jubileuszu ~sa1y Polskie.i i Parafii sw. Stanislaw • 
.Ji_i.l:1 .! Buffalo,_N.:1,. 1873-19 3 ed. Mieczystaw Haiman). Buffalo, 
Komitet Wydawniczy, 1923. 
Od Apelu do Kongresu: Zbior Dokumentow Komitetu Narodowego Amerykanow 
~ Poi'skiego Pochodzenia (12 maja 1942- 28 maja 1944). New York, 
Jozef Pilsudski Institute, 1944. 
Polish Classified Business .!!!d Pro8essional Directory!!.! Buffalo,..li:.1.. Buffal.o, Polish Directory ompany, 1933. 
-II-
Protokot ge,mu Wychodztwa Polskiego ~ Ameryce: odbytego w dniach 16, 17 
l wietnia 1923 roku. w Cleveland, Ohio. Chicago, Wydzial 
Narodowy Polski w Ameryce, 1923. 
Przemowiania i Sprawozdania: ze Sejmu Polskiego Wychodztwa w Ameryce 
odbytego w dniach od 26 do 30 sierpnia r. 1918. Chicago, Nakiadem 
Wydzialu Nr. Pol. , 1918. 
Paport .52.n_t~ourth International ConW~ess of Military Medicine~ 
Pharmacy: Warsaw Poland (ed. illiam Seaman Bainbridge). 
Menasha, Wis. The Collegiate Press. 
stownik Geograficzny Krolestwa Polskiego. (Ton XII) Warszawa, 1892. 
Sokolstwo - Przednia Straz Narodu (4 vols) (eds. Mieczyslaw Wasilewski, 
Arthur 1. Waldo). Pittsburgh, Pa. , Nakladem Sokolstwa Polskiego 
W Ameryce, 1974. 
Sprawa ,;Szkolnictwa, Referat Wypracowany ~rzez Komi tet Edukacyjny Pozosta.jac 
w Lacznosci z Kongresem Polskim zymsko-Katolickim w Buffalo. 
-Chicago, Gazeta Katolicka, !900. -
Sprawozdanie~ Dzialalnosci Amerakanskieffo Komitetu dla Obrony Polski. (Centraia na Stany Wscho nie). ew York, !9~ 
Wreczenie Sztandarow Wojsku Polskiemu .!.! Francji. Paris, Komitet Narodowy 
Polski, 1918. 
Stownik geograficzny Krolestwa Polskiego. Warszawa, 1e80-1893 
Kozierowski, St.nn1sl'.'ew, ·ks. kanonik. Szematyzm historyczny ustrojow 
parafialnych dzisiejszej diecezji poznanskiej. Pozns.n (ns.k):'.'adem 
autora) 1934. 
Lawton, Mary. The Paderewski Memories. bondon: Colins, 1939. Polish 
edt tibri:Ignacy J. Paderewski-;- Pamietniki. Spisla Mary Ls.wton. 
Warszawa: Polskie Wydawnictow Muzyczne, 1960. 
2. Published and Unpublished Articles by F. Fronczak 
Fronczelt, Francis E. 11Plica polonica11 • Graduation thesis awarded an 
honorable mention by the faculty of the Medical Department of the 
University of Buffalo. Reprinted from g. Louis Medical Journal, 
Dec. 1897 - Jan. 1898. 39 pp • 
• "A Case of Post-mortem Cesarean Section", Buffalo Medical 
____ J_o_u-rnal, 1897-1898, vol. 37. 
• "Three Cases of Cerebral Maniugatis 11 , Buffalo Medical 
_____ J_o_u-rnal, 1897-1898, vol. 37 . 
• "Thathogenesis of Cholelithiasic in the Light of Latest 
____ ,,,,,I_n_v-estigation, Buffalo Medical Journal, 1899, vol. 38. 
110 waznosci wychowania fizycznego 11 , !£,h£,Buffalo, N.Y. Jan. 3~ 
• 
-----
"Letnie choroby dziecka", ~' Buffalo, N.Y. April 11, 1898 • 
• A Century of Poland's Literature and Literary Men: A lecture 
____ d_e_l~ivered at the Opera Hall, Amsterdo~, N.Y. Oct. 17, 1899. Typed 23 p 
----
• "Compound Dislocation", Buffalo Medical Journal, 1899, vol. 38. 
Read before the New York State Medical Convention at Auborn, N.Y. , 
July, 1899 • 
• "On the REsuscitation of Apparently Dead Newborn by Laborde's 
---i--1-e-th~od, Buffalo Medical Journal, 1899-1900, vol. 39. Read before 
the New York Medical Association Convention at Syracuse, N.Y. Oct. 
16, 1899 • 
• "Alcoholism: a Crime or a Disease; Buffalo Medical Journal, 
---1-9 ...0"""1 .... , vol. 40 • 
• Account of trin to Poland in 1900: Manuscripts dated Krakow 
____ J_u_n __ e 7, 1900; Kra~ow June 20, 1900; Poznan July 19, 1900; Warsaw, ·1900 
(Jointly, the manuscripts amount to 73 pp.) 
-----· "Stosunki lekarskie w Stanach Zjednoczonych Ameryki Polnocnej", 
Przeglad Lekarski •. Krakow, Aug. 1900. 
------· "Several Glimpses, Mostly Medical of Lands Accross the Seas", 
Buffalo Medical Journal, 1900, vol. 39 .. 
-----~--· Quackery: Several .Q.f .lli Dangers and Remedy for Same. Reprinted 
1rom Th!:_ New York State Medical Journal,--COt. 19017"°7 pp. 
------· 
Famous Quaks of Hist©ry. Mimeographed 17 pp. 
• "Anarchy: Several of its Dangers and Remedy of Samett, 
~-~Y-o_r_k ~e Journal . .£! Medicine, Oct~ 1901. Nev.J' -
----· 
110 poka.rmie dla dzieci", Gazeta Chicagowska, June(?), 1901 • 
• Speech (in English) on the persecution of Poles in the Province 
----of Poznan delivered in Buffalo, Dec. i9e1, in Rochester, N.Y. Jan. 
1902. Excerpt printed in the Buffalo Review, Dec. 22, 1901. Typed 
11 pp. 
-IV-
----· "At the Gates of Heaven 11 (A short story by Henryk Sienkiewicz 
flu bram niebios" translated by Fronczak) 
----· "Poisoning by Potasium Bichroma te 11 , .American Medicine, 1905 • 
• "Letter to Vice Chancellor Narton of the University of 
---Bu-f""'falo", Buffalo Evening N.£,Y!s, May 3, 1905 • Concerning the support 
of the Polish community for the establishement of liberal arts depart-
ment • 
• Lecture on the Polish literature and culture delivered at 
----~th--e-Buffalo Historical Sociaty on Nov. 11, 1905. Typed 29 pp. 
Excerpts published in Buffalo Evening N~, Nov. 13, 1905. 
• 
--1-9"""'0""'6. ttpra:t;ujmy fatsze historyczne", 112£.2d Polski, Chicago, Dec. 17, 
----· The Problem of Health Officer: The Unsanitary Family. 1908. 
Typed 2 pp. 
----· 
-----· 
----· 
----· 
Hospital Nurces (probaille date 1908). T°'Jped 3 pp. 
The Hospital. 1908. Typed 4 pp. 
Syphilis Control. 1909. Typed 2 pp. 
Infant Welfare Work in Buffalo. 1910. Typed 7 pp. 
----~· "Wywiad z Fronczakiem". Dziennik Polski, Lwow 23 lipca, 1910. (Fronczak comments on the life of Poles in America in 1910) 
• Public Health Education from the Viewpoint of the Health 
-----.0-.f-f~icer. 1911. Typed 7 pp • 
• The Law as it Relates to the Physicians and Buffalo Health 
-----Department. 1912. Typed 12 pp • 
• New Method in Diagnosis and Treatment of Infactious Diseases. 
--1-9"""'1--2. Typed 12 pp. 
----· The Menace to the City from Deficient Powers of Country 
Health Officers. Delivered before the New York State Sanitary 
Association at Syracuse, N.Y. Dec. 5, 1912. Typed 11 pp • 
• Fourth International Congress on School Hygiene. Held at 
----B-u .... f-falo, Aug. 25-30. 1913. (Summary of the proceeo.ings) Typed 7 pp • 
• Przemowienie na otwarcie Zjazdu Sokolstwa Polskiego w Ameryce. 
--w-B~u-ffalo. 6-10 wrzesnia 1914 r. Manuscript 2 pp • 
• "An Account of an Epidemic of Poliomyetitis in the City of 
----Buffalo". Reprinted from the Transactions of the Fifteenth Interna-
tional Con8ress of Hygiene ~d Demography heI'd ,!:t Washington, b.C. Sept. 23-26, 191~ 2 pp • 
----
• How a Classical Education Brings Out the Qualities Weeded 
for a Successful Physician. Typed 5 pp. 
-V-
----· 0 s3:'.ynnych znachorach i znachorkach (trls. of the "Famous Quaks of Histtocy" by Jan Korecki). Tygodnik Polski Unista 
(Buffalo), 1915. 
------=-· List otwarty Dr. F.E. Fronczaka do bylego Zarzadu Unii 
Polskiej w Ameryce obecnie w Wilkes Baree, Pa •• Polak~ Ameryce 
(Buffalo) Oct. 2, 1908. . 
----
• The Subnormal Child. ':typed 7 pp. 1911 
----· Peter Skarga, jako dziataGz spoteczny. Manuscript 10 'pp. 
-----· Health Work Progress in America. Journal 01 Public Health, 
vol. 3, 1912. Paper read before the American Public Health Asso-
ciation in Washington, D.C. , Sept. 1912. 
-------· The Manace to the City from Deficient Powers of Country 
Health Officers. Delivered before the New York State Sanitary 
Officers Association at Syracuse, N.Y. Dec. 5, 1912. Typed 11 pp • 
• The Normal and Backward Child. Discussion before the Section 
----of the Subnormal and Backward Child: New York Teachers and Allied 
Associations, Buffalo, N.Y. Nov. 27, 1912. Mimieographed 8 pp. 
' I 
-----· The Health Nurse and Her Work. Discussion onedned by Dr. Francis E. Fronczak at the 12th Annual conference of the New York State 
Sanitary officers Association at Syracuse, N.Y. Dec. 5, 1912. Typed 
-------· Room Ov.ercrowding and the Lodger Evil. Discussion before the 
Second Annual Conference of the National Housing Association, 
Philadelphia, Pa. Dec. 6, 1912. Typed 4 pp. 
------· Opening Remarks: The Fourth International Congress on School 
Hygiene in Buffalo, N.Y. , August 30, 1913. Typed 5 pp • 
• A few Sketches on Polish Literature and Literary Men Since 
-------,-, the Last Partitions of Poland i 1795. Delivered before the Holy 
Academy Alumnae at D1 Youville College, January 22, 1913. Typed 30 p 
• Poland and Its Historical Relation to the United States: The 
-----R-· evolution of 1863. Delivered before the Polish Socia.ties of 
Central Massachusetts, April 1913. (English and Polish). Mime-
ographed 8 pp • 
• Industrial Hygiene. Delivered before the Peoples Forum, 
----Buffalo, N.Y. Febr. 23, 1913. Typed 12 PP• 
• Sketch of an address delivered before the State Conference 
----on Infant Welfare,Assembly Chambers, Capitol, Albany N.Y. June 12, 
1913. Mimeographed 5 pp. 
------· Public Health Work in Cities. ~ ~ ~e Journal of 
Medicine, Janaury 1913. 
-----· Stan uczony a polityka. Dziennik lli Wszystkich, May 21, 1913 
-VI-
• The future of the Milk Industry. Read before the American 
---Public Health Association. Colorado Springs, Co. Sept. 1913. 
Mimeographed 4 pp • 
• Present-Day Health Activities. The Journal of the American 
-----Health Association. Chicago, 1914. vol. 63, pp:-1713-1719. 
-----· Zadania Organizacji Stowarzyszenia Lekarzy Polskich w Ameryce. 
Referat wygloszony dnia 14 grudnia 1914 roku w Chicago. Mimeographed 
3 pp. 
-----· Carrying Health Education to the People. 1914. Mimeographed, 6 pp • 
• The Poles in America and the Polish Question. Pelivered in the 
-----convention Hall in Rochester N.Y. March 14, 1915. Typed 17 pp. 
___ .._,. The Polish Settlement in Buffalo and its Importance. Lecture 
dated Janaury 20, 1915. Mimeographed 6 pp. 
----· Henryk Sienkiewicz: rzecz wyloszona w dniu 26 listopada, 1926 roku, 
na zebraniu Gminy Z.N.P. w Bomu Polskim 1vv Buffalo. Typed 3 pp. 
-------· City Housing. Read at the Fifth National Conference on Housin 
in America, Oct. 9-11, 1916. Providence, R.I. Mimeographed 6 pp. 
------· Poles in America. Address delivered before the Forty-third 
National Conference on Charities and Corrections at Indianapolis, 
May 11, 1916. Mimeographed 12 pp. 
----· A sworn; affidevit regarding payment of one thousand dollars 
for reappointment to the office of Health Commissioner. Typed 5 pp • 
• Poles in America. Read before the Civic Educational League 
---at Iriqois Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y. Apr. 21, 1918. f.f±meographed 15 pp. 
(Conference on "Americanization"). 
------· Major·Fronczak!s Report Pertaining to the Du:ties and Activities 
While Detailed to the Polish National Committee in Paris. Submitted 
to Commander-in-Chief of the American Expeditionary Forces. Febr. 
1919. Mimeographed 4 pp. 
• Spravmzdanie E. dzia)'.alnosci WydziaJ;u Opieki Moralnej i Materialne~. 
------Paris: Komitet Narodowy Polski, 1919 • 
• Sprawozdanie ppXk Franciszka E. Fronczaka z jego dzialalnosci 
---~jako czlonka Komi'rem' Narodowego Polsk1ego w Paryzu, Jako 0£1cera 
Korpusu Medycznego Jtrm.ii Stanow Zjednoczonycn 1 Jako clc5'.radcy medycz-
nego KomisJi Ainerykanskiego Czerwonego Krzyza,-cnicago: wydzial Narodow 
Tg2'0 • 
• Report of Lieutenant Colonel Francis E. Fronczak of His Activities 
-----=-in Europe as member of the Polish National Committee, Officer in the 
Medical Corps of the United States Army and Medical Counsellor of 
the American Red Cross Com.mission to Poland, February 1918 tq June 191S 
Typed 15 pp. 
----· Swor:m ~ affidavit concerning the execution 33 Cormnunists in Pinsk 
on Apr. 5, 1919, by Polish authorities. Warsaw April 8, 1919. Typed 4 
-VII-
-----· 
Speech: George Washington (in English). 1915. Typed 8 pp. 
----
• Enforcement of Tuberculosis Registration and Supervision 
Law: Discussion by Dr. Francis E. Fronczak at the Tuberculosis 
Conference at Albany, N.Y. , Nov. 5, 1915 • 
----
• "A Protest , to the Civilized World"by the National 
Department of the Polish Central Relief Committee, Nov. 1916. 
Typed 2 pp. Polish Version: "Protest do Cywilizowanego Swiata". 
(Long hand annotations and typographic copies of both versions, 
English and Polish, found in Fronczak's papers at the Buffalo 
and Erie County Historical Sociaty would indicate that Fronczak 
was the author of this 11Declaration11 • It was published in most 
of the Polish newspapers in America at that time. 
-----· "Stan uczony a polityka", Dziennik d~ Wszystkich, May 21, 1913 
• Warunki Zapisu Wieczystego Dr. Franciszka E. Fronczaka, 
---P-u_X_k-ownika Armii Amerykanskiej, Cztonka Wydzialu Narodowego i Komitetu 
Narodowego w Paryzu. Buffalo, N.Y. 26 lipca 1920. 
-----· "Obecna granica Polski", Pola.'!.;:!. Ameryce, Febr. 8, 1920. 
Paper "on the present boundaries of Poland" read read in the Dom 
Polski. 
---------· Health Center as Developed in Buffalo, 1916. Typed;l5 pp. 
------..,,....· Lecture Delivered at the Opening of the Health Office Course, 
University of Buffalo. Oct. 25, 1917. Mimeographed 17 pp. 
-----· 
Health Department and Overseer of the Poor. Mimeographed 30 PI 
----...... -· The State of Buffalo Health. Report Before the City 
Council of Buffalo. 1915. ··Mil,lleographed 11 pp. 
-----· 
-----· 
-----· 
Pasteurization of Milk. 3 pp. 
Observations of Health Centers in Buffalo. 
Modern Chemical Industry and Public Health. 
Typed. 16 pp. 
Mimeographed. 4 PI 
• The Availability of the Waterfront for Public Bath. Speech 
____ D_e_l-ivered in Baltimore, Md. May 10, 1916. Mimeographed. 8 pp • 
• "Epidemic Poliomycliti". ~Y.Q.!jf State Journal .Qf. Medicine, 
-----~A-p-r~il, 1916. 
--------· The Occurance of Preventable Accidents Amo~g School Children.191 
Mimeographed. 7 pp. 
VIII-
-------· Speech delivered before the Rotary Club of Buffalo: The Jewtsh 
Question in Poland. June 17, 1919. Mimeographed 3 pp. 
----· The Discovery of America by Columbus. :Mimeographed 12 pp. (Save for the intruductory paragraph, the whole paper is about 
Nicolas Copernicus), probable date 1923 • 
• Poland in the World War. From the Medical Aspect. New York 
-----Medical Yournal, Jan. 1920. --
-----· Address Delivered by Dr. F .E. Fronczru;:, Chairman of the 
Committee Representing the Medical Sociaty of the State of New York 
at a Banquet Given in Honor of Madame Sklodowaka Curie at the Hotel 
Astoria, New York City, May 31, 1921. lp. 
----· Dzieci: Przemowienie 20 :maja 1922. 7 pp. (A acc·ount of some 
events in Polish history for children) • 
• America and Poland. Broadcasted at W.E.A.F. Station, New York 
---c"""ity, April 2, 1923. 8 PP• .,:." d,, ... ~ 
• Mikolaj ~pernik, 1473-1543: Rzecz wygToszona w Chicago w Teatrze 
---~o-iympic dnia l8 lutego 1923. 12 pp • 
----
• Address at Italian Festivities in honor of Mgrs J"osph Gambino. 
Oct. 21, 1924. -Typed 4 pp • 
• :,Dr. Fronczak Tells how Europe Lives~\ Buffalo Express, Oct. 8, 
-----1~923. ( Interview on his trip to Europe.) 
• ''Christian Life Hollowed at its Outset by the Eucharist: First 
----H-ol·y Communion. n Discourse at the First General Assembly of the 
XXVII International Eucharistic Congress held in Chicago, Ill., 
June 18-24. Catholic Union and Times (Buffalo) June 24, 1926 • 
• Some of the Recipients of the Nobel Prizes whom I have Met. 
----~R-ead before the Catholic Institute on January 31, 1926. Typed 25 pp. 
l' 
------· ''Fronczak znar osobiscie 32 .zdobywc.aw.· Nagrody Nobla~ · B~~ord 
C9dzienny. Febr. 2, 1926. 
----· 
----· 
----· 
. 
----
• 
-----
Poland. Speech· delivered in March 1922. Typed 9 pp. 
Wladyslaw Reymont. !h,e Atlantic Monthly. March 1925. 
This is Pneumonia Season. 1926. Typed 2 pp. 
Birth Control The Catholic Union ~ Times. Dec. 3. 1929 
Radio Address. 1929 Typed 5 pp. (For Catholic Charity) • 
• Speech before the Association of Polish Physicians in America 
----a~t Buffalo, N.Y. 1930. Typed 11 pp. (Account of activities of Polish 
physicians in Buffalo.) 
-:ex-
----· "Sprawozdanie Dr. F. Fronczaka z konferencji w spravrie 
uczczenia pamieci Dra Eve". I.he Bulletin of the Association of 
Polish Physicians and Dentists in America (Vleveland, Ohio, Hay 1931. 
----· "Rewelacje Dr. FronczaJrn w Pittsburghu w Warszawskim ABC 
o tym jak Zamoyski i Potocki Finansowali Arinie Polska we Francji. 11 
Nowiny Polskie ( Milwaukee, Wis.) Febr. 7, 1933. 
----.· i•The Polish Nation'r-! Typed 53 pp. Divided into chapters: 
11Hight among Nations", Polish Democracy, Polish Culture, Polish 
Fight for independence, New Poland, Poles in the United States. 
(Covers ~vents up to early 19.34). 
----· 
Diphteria, Typed 2 pp. 1933. 
------· Radio address delivered at Radio Station WGAR, July 23, 1934, 
on the occasion of the meeting of the Polish Physicians and Dentists 
Association of America in Cleveland. Typed 2pp • 
----
• Smoke vs. Health. Read before the 28th Annual Convention 
of National Smoke Prevention. Jul t_·28, 1934. Typed 6 pp. 
-------· The Nose. Radio talk. 1934. Typed 3 pp. 
----· 
The New Deal. 1934. Mimeographed 4 pp. 
• Summer Care of Babies. 1934. Typed 3 pp. 
• Why More Milk. 19.34. Typed 4 pp • 
• Sleep. 1934. Typed 2 pp • 
• Beware of Poison Ivy. 19.34. Typed 2 pp. 
• Heat and Sunstroke • 19.34. Typed 4 pp. 
----
• Theodore Roosevelt, the American. Delivered before the 
Theodore Roosevelt Spanish War Veterans Memorial Association at 
Buffalo, Oct. 15, 1935. Broadkasted at Radio Station WEER. Typed 10 I 
------· A Medical Army Officer as a Teacher. A part of the promotional 
exemination for the certificate of capacity as Colonel in the Medical 
Corpos of the United States Army Reserve. 19.34. Typed 13 pp. 
----....-· Speech in defence of Poland's domestic and foreign policy. (No title). Janaury 1934. Typed 13 pp. 
• 
----
Medicine as Vocation. 1934. Typed 5 pp • 
• "Wspomnienia Komisarza Dr. F.E. Fronczaka o zmar,Xej gwiazdzie 
----operowej Marceli Sembrich-Kochanskiej". Dziennik dla Wszystkich, 
January 12, 1935 • 
• "Paderewski na tle wychodztwa polskiego w Ameryce". Zycie 
-----Muzyczne i Teatralne. Poznan, maj-czerwiec, 1935. pp 12-15. 
----· "W 75-ta Rocznice Urod.zin Mistrza I. Paderewskiego" Dziennik ~ Wszyst.kich. Buffalo, N.Y. Nov. 4, 1935. ' 
• To the Secretary of State: R-·port on the proceeding of the '"' 
----=s-e-venteenth Interantional Congress~of Accidents of Industry and 
Occupational Disease. Brussel, Belgium, July 22-26, 1935. Typed 9 pp. 
• Graduate of the Du:nkirt Industrial High School, Members of 
--~th!'""e- Teaching Staff, Ladies and Gentelman. Speech. 1938 (assumed date). 
Typed 11 pp. 
The Health Department in the Government of the City. Dec. 31, 
1938. Broadkasted at WBEN St2-tion, Buffalo, N.Y. Typed -13 pp. 
----· 
Stanislaw Honiuszko, 1819-1872. 1938- 1940. Typed 21 pp. 
----· 
On the Benefit of Adult Education. April 13, 1938. Typed 6 pp. 
• Opening R marks by Dr. F.E. Fronczak Health Commissioner of 
-----,,.B-u-ffalo before the Buffalo Regional Training School. Nov. 30-Dec. 2, 
1938. Typed 4 PP• 
• The Woman. 1939. Typed 6 pp. Delivered before the Buffalo 
-----M~1u-s-eum of Science Association and the radio audience. 
-----.--· Evaluation of a Public Health Program. 1939. Typed 12 pp. 
An evaluation of the heal th program of ·· the Venezulean government • 
• .Ih.e Outbreak.£! Poliomyelitis, CBrY .£!Buffalo,~- Buffalo: 
----F·r-ank- R. Whiply Jr. Alfred E. Regan, ivision of Communicable Diseases 
1940. (Pamphlet). 12 pp • 
• Polska Piesn. 1940 (probable date). Typed 21 pp. Speech 
------a-e-livered before the Adam Mickiewicz Drama Sociaty, Buffalo, N.Y. 
Contains history of Polish singing sociaties in Buffalo. 
• 
----
Dzien·Wienczenia Grobow. Date uncertain. Manuscript 10 pp • 
----. 
• Summery REport of Medical Adviser to the U.N.R.R.A. Mission 
to Poland: Dr. Francis E. Fronczak to Dr. Wilbur A. Sawyer, Director 
of Health, U.N.R.R.A. Nov. 30, 1946. Mimeographed 19 pp. 
----· 2 pp • 
Warsaw Lives, Breathes, Hopes for the Future. 1946. 
Report on conditions in Warsaw after the war. 
1-'Iimeographe 
• Dary U.N.R.R.A. dla polskiej sluzby zdrowia. June 6, 1946. 
----D-e-livered on the Polish Radio • 
----
• 
11Wszechstronna i Dobroczynna Dzialalnosc U.N.R.R.A. Organizacji 
w Polsce". Dziennik ~ Wszystkich. Buffalo, N.Y. Oct. 17, 23, 30, 
Nov. 6, 1948. Explains the action of the U.N.R.R.A. in Poland. 
----· "Dr. Fronczak o sp. Paderewskim11 • Dziennik .fil.§. Wszystkich. 
Buffalo, N.Y. June 23, i951 • 
• Panietnik i Program Uroczystosci 35 letnej Rocznicy Rekrutacji 
---d-o-Polskiej Armii we Francji: "Slowo wstepne" by F .E. Fronczak. 1953. 
----· 
Prohibition. Public speech. 1932. Typed 9 pp. 
-XI-
• "Mowa dra Fronczka wypowiedzia.na 20 maje. 1907r •. na obchodzie 
----majowym grup vmijnych w Wilkes Burre,Pe .. 11 ., Polak w Ameryce, 
21.v. 1907. 
----· 
11 Pijanstwo", Ech~. 14.v. 1900 
----· "List otwarty dr. F.E. Fronczaka do byXego Zarzadu Unii 
Polskiej w Ameryce. Obecnie w Wilkes Barre". Unia Polska, 
28.X. 1908. (The same in a leaflet form dated 22.X. 1908.) 
-----· 
11Dzien Polski na Radiofonien, Republika - Gornik Pensyl-
sywanski (Screnton) 23., III. 1923. (Fronczak' s speech on Poland 
delievered on radiophone along with speeches delievered by Poland's 
minister to the United States W. Wroblewski, commercial cousel 
Gliwica and Gen. Grotowski.) 
• "Fronczak Favors 48 hour Week Law for Women". Buffalo Ev.ening 
----N-ews, .Feb. 8, 1927. (An interview with Fronczak). 
-------· Zadania organizacji Stowarzyszenia Lekarzy Polskich w Ameryce. 
Referat wygtoszony dnia 14 grudnia 1914 r. w Chicago. Mimeographed 
13 pp. (Key note speech at the convention of the Polish Medical 
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Polacy winni s4 to swej partji :., b 
wyb6r swej partji dwa lata temu. Un 
Rooseveltowi. · 
ubic Beitera. On zlekcewazyl 
glc?sowal przeciw Prezydentowi 
Odeslijcie Go z Powrotem Do Amherst. 
Poslijcie go z powrotem do Amherst gdzie obejmowal dwa urz~da. 
Odeslijcie go do gminy kt6ra go skarzy o $1600.00 jakie sobie wyplacil z 
fundusz6w gminy jako komisowe. · 
· Pokazcie mu iz on si~ myli iz urz4d Kongressmana jest za wielki dla 
Polaka a jest tylko wraz dla Alfreda F. Be_iter'a. 
Ten czlowiek kt6ry wyrz4dzil .niesprawiedliwosc Drwi. Fronczakowi 
podczas gdy ten leial chory a teraz usiluje zwalczac Waltera Lohr'a, 
nietylko tym dwom wbija noi w plecy. ~okazuje on swoje wlasciwe kolory 
co on mysli o Polakach. 
Jest to rzecz4 dobrze znan4 ie po za jego osobist<J: rzcJ,dZc! publicznego 
ur~du wlasciwcJ, przyczyn4 iz pan Beiter oponowal Dra. Fronczaka, bylo 
iz ten ostatni byl Polakiem. On niebylby_ kandydatem gdyby p. Schupp, 
p. Geo. Sattler alba pani Wende byli nominowani. 
Wyblerzcle Carlton A. Fisher 
Jest tylk:o jeden spos6b odplacenia si~ Beiterowi. 
W DZIEN WYBOR6W GLOSUJCIE ZA CARLTON A. FISHER 
ScicJ,gnac na d6l r;iczk~ w drugim rz~dzie pod nazwiskiem Carlton A. 
Fisher- No. 11-B i zostawic na dole. 
Pan Fisher mieszkal i pracowal pomi~dzy Polakami. On byl ich 
przyjacielem. On nigdy nie zlamal swego slowa im danego. 
POSLIJCIE PANA FISHER'A DO KONGRESU. DAJCIE 
BEITROWI LEKARSTWO JAKIEGO ON DR. FRONCZAKOWI 
DAL A TERAZ USILUJE DAC WALTEROWI LOHR'OWI. 
OSTRZEZENIE 
,v dzien przcd wyboraml dwa Jutu temu. Dcmokrncl pri>hownll ogtu11li' 
Pol.u.ki>w co do Drn .. Fronczakn. 
Przewodnlc:r4cy Zhnmcrman Wl'<lat oswlndczcnlc w ktorcm powledzlal Ii 
rozmawlat z Drcn1. Fronc:r.nklcm I zc D1·. Fronc."7.ak powlcdziat: "Zawsze 11• 
wa:i:any byl:cm jnko rcgularny I nlc wlcm o zndncj przyczynlc w ohecnym cza-
sic nby mnic uwazano innczej." 
Dr. Fron"zak Nlgdy Tego Nie Powledzial. 
To byt fal:sz rozrstany micdzy Polonl~ aby jl} ogh1pli'. 
Tysh•<'C 1·ozrzutck zostato rozdanl·d1 w wlcczc>r przed w)·bor1uni, w kt<>· 
rych twlcnlzono J:i Dr. Fronc:rAlk gtosownc b'-'<lzlc 7.n 11. Bcltcrc,n. 
Dr. Fronczak Nie Glosowal Za p. Beiterem 
Dwa Lata Temu. 
Anl tcz w tym roku nlc powledzln.t iz jl•st 7.lt tcm nhy p. Bcltcrit ponownlc 
wybrnno. 
MIE.JCIE su:: N :\ ll:\CZ:XOsCT. 0111 h ... ·d:i znowu pr6bow1u' \Vas oszuk:a(-. 
,Jci.cll b1,,•<1zlc cos nuiwlone rzckom, 1m11111l JlOdpisc111 Urn. Pronc."7Aika. Jub zc 
Dr. 1"rone7.nk gto,mwac h,.'flzlc za p. Beitcrcnt, h1,,>tlzic to nbsolutnlc nicprawtl:h 
n,:d,• onl \Vas oktamywai' uby \Vus 11i3·c 7.lt nnr,.._•dzlc do ponTotncgo posta~ 
nlu p. Rcltcrn do kongrcsu. 
,Jczt•II sii tnklml gtupeaml nhy my,:;lce :ic \Vus potrart,i otumttnlc w ostatnl 
dzlcn, ogl:updc \\'y leh sami I gtosujdc zn Cnrlton A. Ffshcr'cm. 
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BEITER Zl>RADZIL 
POLAKOW! 
Przyjrzyj Si~ Dobrze Temu Obrazkowi 
·,:, --Potem }:>.rzeczytaj Historj<:i o Beiter, 
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· '>Dr.i Fronczak i Lohr. 
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